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ABSTRACT

**Background:** Our understanding of Primary Care Physicians’ (PCPs) knowledge about sex in later life, attitudes towards addressing sexual health concerns and sexual history, and taking practices with patients in middle and old age is lacking. This thesis is a mixed-methods study that examines PCPs’ knowledge, attitudes, and sexual health care practices with patients who are in the middle and old age in Trinidad and Tobago. It offers PCP’s accounts of what shapes their attitudes about sexuality in later life and provides details regarding PCPs’ characteristics associated with their existing knowledge, attitudes, and influences on their current sexual health care practices.

**Method:** A 2-pronged sequential mixed-method (qualitative & quantitative) approach followed by methodological triangulation had been employed.

**Results:** The findings of this thesis are presented in the form of four (4) research papers: Paper 1: Rabathaly PA, Chattu VK. Emphasizing the importance of sexual healthcare among middle and old age groups: A high time to re-think. Journal of Natural Science, Biology & Medicine, 2018. DOI: 10.4103/jnsbm.JNSBM_128_18; Paper 2: Rabathaly PA, Chattu V. An exploratory study to assess Primary care physicians’ attitudes towards talking about sexual health with older patients in Trinidad and Tobago. Journal of Family Medicine and Primary Care 2019. DOI: 10.4103/jfmpc.jfmpc_325_18; Paper 3: Rabathaly PA, Chattu V. Sexual Healthcare Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices amongst primary care physicians in Trinidad and Tobago. Journal of Family Medicine and Primary Care 2019. DOI: 10.4103/jfmpc.jfmpc_322_18; and Paper 4: Rabathaly PA, Chattu V, (2019). What primary care physician characteristics are associated with the sexual health care management of middle aged and older patients and how different clinical scenarios influence these? [Accepted].

**Conclusion:** PCPs in Trinidad and Tobago have an evasive attitude regarding sexuality and sexual health care for middle-aged and older patients. They have inferred a low level of knowledge about sexual health in later life, and they have an inconsistent diagnostic sexual history taking practices with them. Findings underscore the need for improved PCP sexual health care medical education and communication training in sexual history and taking and revising sexual healthcare policies to accommodate both middle-aged and older patients.

**Keywords:** Primary care, sexual health, sexual history taking, middle-aged, old-aged, Knowledge, Attitudes, Practices, (KAP), Trinidad & Tobago, Caribbean.
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Glossary of Terms

‘Cougar’ Syndrome: A cougar is stereotypically defined as an older woman who is attracted to and may have a sexual relationship with significantly younger men. Although precise ages vary, the woman is 35 years or older and the man is on average more than eight years her junior. Pre-cougar syndrome: A woman in her late 20's to early 30's who is starting to be attracted to younger men, 18 to 23 years of age.

Developed Country: A developed country is generally considered to be an industrialised country (where the level of industrialization and the amount of widespread infrastructure and general standard of living is relatively higher than other less industrialised countries); it has a more developed economy categorised by gross national income and advanced technological infrastructure relative to other nations; and their service sector provides more wealth than the industrial sector.

Discrimination: Unjust and unfair treatment of an individual based on their (HIV) status, perceived (HIV) status or sexual orientation, including discrimination practiced by an organisation or other workers.

Elder Abuse: Elder abuse is an umbrella term for any harmful act that is perpetrated against a person’s will, based on their age usually being over 60 years and older.

Gender: The social relations and cultural differences (rather than biological ones) that denote men and women.

General Practitioner (GP): A non-specialist medical doctor who works in the private sector that manages a private general medical practice in the community and charges a fee for medical services rendered.

High Income Country (HIC): In 2018, HIC is defined by the World Bank’s economic indicators as a country with a gross national income per capita US$12,376 or more.¹
**Middle-aged:** The period of life beyond young adulthood but before the onset of old age (debatably whether it begins at 40, 45, or 50 years and ends at 55, 60, or 65 years). Based on the UN’s provisional guidelines on standard international age classifications, the age group 45–64 years is referred to as ‘older adulthood’ as opposed to young adulthood. Young Adulthood draws to its close with ‘the Midlife Transition,’ from roughly age 40 to 45 years. *For this research, the terminology ‘middle-aged’ will be used to refer to anyone that is in the period of life from age 45–64 years. Exceptions apply only to terminology being cited from another source referring to the same population.*

**Old-aged:** The proposed working definition of an older person is 60+ years. Based on the UN’s provisional guidelines on standard international age classifications, 65+ years is the average retirement age. Although there are commonly used definitions of old age, there is no research or definition in general agreement on the age at which a person becomes old. *For this research, the terminology ‘older’ or ‘old-aged’ will be used to refer to anyone that is 65+ years. Exceptions apply only to terminology being cited from another source referring to the same population.*

**Primary Care (PC):** Health care provided in the community, funded by the government in the public sector, for people making an initial approach to a medical practitioner or clinic for advice or treatment.

**Primary Care Physician (PCP):** A medical doctor employed in the public sector (by the government) who is assigned to work in public primary healthcare facilities in the community. *For this research, the term ‘primary care physician’ refers to all medical doctors that are registered with the medical board to legally practise medicine in Trinidad and Tobago regardless of it being in the public sector (PCP) or private sector (GP).*

**Rent-a-dread:** Refers to the commercial sexual services offered by a person (usually male) with dreadlocks, primarily aimed at tourists.
**Sexual Dysfunction (SD):** Sexual dysfunction refers to a problem that prevents an individual or couple at any age from experiencing satisfaction from sexual activity. SD problems can manifest as disinterest in sex, inability to become physically aroused, delay or inability to reach climax or experience of pain during the sexual activity.

**Sexual Health Consultation:** A medical appointment at which a patient should have access to accurate sexual and reproductive health information. The physician or health care professional may offer sensitive counselling or advice/education or discuss with the patient about their issues as well as the treatment of such issues including contraceptive methods; obstetric and antenatal care for all pregnant women and girls; prevention and management of sexually transmitted infections or diseases, sexual functioning, or any other sexual or related issues. The health care professional may diagnostically take a sexual history or examine the patient’s reproductive organs, take urine, blood samples, genital discharge/swabs, or smears for laboratory testing.

**Sex in Later Life:** Normal ageing brings physical changes in both men and women that promote sexual dysfunction (SD) – inability to have and enjoy sex. As men age, impotence or erectile dysfunction (ED), the loss of ability to have and keep an erection, becomes more common. ED may cause erections to take longer, be less firm, climax more quickly or take longer before another erection is possible. As women age, it could be expected that the vagina can shorten, narrow, and the walls can become thinner and stiffer and less lubricated. These changes could make sexual activity, such as vaginal penetration, painful or less desirable (apart from the use of hormone therapy to treat menopausal symptoms, which may increase sex drive for some women). For both men and women, ageing is coupled with chronic illnesses, disabilities, incontinence, surgeries, and the need for medicines; each can individually, or all collectively affect and exacerbate SD in later life.

**Stigma:** A process of devaluation of persons living with, affected by, or even associated with HIV.
Sugar Daddy: A sugar daddy is a boyfriend, usually a wealthy older man, who lavishes gifts on a much younger woman in return for her company or sexual favours. This relationship is considered chiefly financially beneficial to the young woman as the ‘sugar benefactor’ and can help to cover her needs such as tuition and living expenses.

Taboo: Defined as “proscribed by society as improper or unacceptable.” It refers to behaviours or practices that a society considers atypical, ill-fitting from the consensus of normal practice.

Trinbagonian: A term used to collectively refer to citizens of the nation state Trinidad and Tobago who are otherwise known as Trinidadians and Tobagonians respectfully.
Chapter 1: Introduction

Research Background and Rationale
1.1 Chapter Overview

This is a mixed-methods study presented in a research paper style format that has examined the status of primary care physicians’ (PCPs) knowledge, attitudes, and practices in sexual healthcare for middle-aged and older patients in Trinidad and Tobago (T&T). The first chapter describes the foundation of this research by providing a comprehensive background and study rationale. The background commences with the global significance of sexual healthcare needs in middle and old age, presented in the form of a review paper (the first research paper of this thesis). The review paper entitled ‘Emphasizing the Importance of Sexual Healthcare among Middle and Old Age Groups: A High Time to Re-Think?’ discusses the effect of ageing on sexuality whilst reinforcing the need for prioritising sexual healthcare for patients in middle and old age. Subsequently, an overview of the research setting, Trinidad & Tobago, was presented; it entailed a synopsis of prevalent sexual health conditions and problems faced by those middle-aged and older, as well as the existing issues resulting in the lack of priority for sexual healthcare, prevention, or promotion in this age group. The reasons contributing to the lack of sexual healthcare provisions (for over 45s) are highlighted including the sociocultural taboos about sex, youth-focused political agendas, infrastructural limitations, and lack of awareness by physicians.

The study rationale expresses the need for sexual health concerns of older adults to be addressed proactively and more frequently by PCPs. It promotes ideals for ensuring more opportunities for effective sexual health communication between physicians and their older patients. However, the reality that physicians experience difficulties discussing sexual health and taking a sexual history is revealed. Also, a brief outline of their barriers is discussed. Sexual health communication and training in sexual function in middle and old age is highlighted as a key component to ensure a successful and effective sexual health consultation and increased incidences of better sexual health outcomes for middle-aged and older patients. Consequently, to determine physicians’ knowledge, attitudes, and practices in sexual healthcare is emphasised as invaluable and critically necessary in this region and hence the focus of this research.
1.1.1 Research Interest

My interest in this study originated from a memory about an unpleasant experience during medical school; a clinical interview training session where my ability to take a medical history from random patients was being assessed with the goal being to gather an accurate history to make appropriate differential diagnoses. That day, my random patient was a male diabetic of 60 years and when he presented to me, he had not disclosed that he had symptoms of erectile dysfunction (ED). Nonetheless, I conducted the clinical interview confidently, analysed his lab results, and correlated it to his clinical history and chronic disease management. My confidence and rapport with the patient deteriorated rapidly when I realised, I should ask whether he suffered with impotence. I did poorly at this medical consultation not because the sexual history note-taking I learned were insufficient, however, because my professional experience was limited to discussing gynaecological related issues or family planning and reproductive health. Socially I had only ever discussed sex with female professors, family members, and friends. When my sixty-year-old male patient explained, with his eyes averted to the floor, that he had in fact been having on-going sexual performance issues, it was intensely awkward and uncomfortable for us both. I was nervous and dumfounded by my reaction to the situation.

Perhaps I did not have enough experience then. I remember feeling an uncontrollable sense of embarrassment. This memory remained with me and resurfaced when I embarked on my PhD in search of my research question. For me it was natural to lean towards health-related quality of life in the elderly as I was socialising with many older adults from very early in life. While seeking the research gaps in this area, I came across physician-patient relationships and sexual health communication and remembered my experience and how difficult it was to communicate with my older male patient about his ED. I did not become a medical physician but instead entered public health research. However, this memory from medical school is the reason I pondered as to how physicians felt about discussing sexual health with patients and whether they can effectively address their patients’ concerns. Fortunately, my deliberations overlapped closely with the current gaps in sexual healthcare provisions in older adults which led me ultimately, to this research.
1.2 Background

1.2.1 Significance of Sexual Health in Later Life: A Global Perspective

Preface

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were fashioned to guide health, social, and economic initiatives until 2030 and are likely to influence the allocation of resources for global health programmes.\(^2\)\(^3\) Matters that are not highlighted by the SDGs are likely to receive limited national and global attention, even if these issues are significant in themselves.\(^4\) This research contributes to Sexual and Reproductive Health (SRH) which is included in SDG 3: ‘Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages;’ as this goal calls for achieving universal access to sexual and reproductive health (SRH) care, reducing global maternal death rates, and ending the AIDS epidemic by 2030; and SDG 5: ‘Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls.’\(^3\) However, this study focuses on sexual health in later life, and the SDG framework does not appear to be favourable for other STIs (besides HIV), sexuality education or sexual health beyond reproductive age. There is no direct mention of the term ‘STIs’ within the SDGs, while several other communicable diseases are specifically named.\(^4\) Also missing is direct reference to older adults’ access and rights to SRH care services that are appropriate for them in terms of addressing issues regarding sexual functioning in later life. Current SDG targets are for sexual health promotion, treatment, care, and education appropriate for those of reproductive age. Regrettably, these targets appear to exclude the age group of interest in this study.

Nevertheless, the study population may benefit indirectly from SDGs 3 and 5 if included in HIV/AIDS treatment and care. With targeted advocacy, they may also benefit from SDG 4: *Ensure inclusive and quality education for all and promote lifelong learning*; as there is need to improve sexual health promotion and knowledge regarding sex in later life for patients and their health care providers (HCPs).\(^3\) A similar approach can be adopted for improved policies, increased availability and access to sexual health care, and treatment services appropriate for older adults under SDG 10, more specifically target 10.3, which states ‘To ensure equal opportunity and reduce inequalities of outcome,
including through eliminating discriminatory laws, policies and practices and promoting appropriate legislation, policies and actions in this regard’.³

This study advocates addressing sexual health in older patients though not targeted directly by the SDGs, the right to sexual health care and treatment for older adults is still a public health concern. Consequently, this thesis commences with its first research paper, a review entitled “Emphasizing the Importance of Sexual Healthcare among Middle and Old Age Groups: A High Time to Re-Think?”, and it presents the public health rationale for the research contained in this thesis. The paper discusses why sexual health amongst people aged 45 years and older is of public health importance. This rationale begins by describing how sexual function is affected by natural ageing, while older adults maintain interest in sexual activity in later life. Some older adults have new relationships, multiple partners or have become remarried later in life, all of which are intimately related to their sexual health. The review explains that sexual healthcare and practice is traditionally focused on reproductive health and STIs, particularly for the youth. However, there is evidence to suggest that interest in remaining sexually active continues into middle and old age. STIs are now more frequent in the over 45s age group along with sexual functioning issues; therefore, older adults have continued sexual healthcare needs. There is evidence showing that older adults seek sexual healthcare in general practice, but their sexual health is rarely discussed during the medical consultation. The review therefore urges for healthcare professionals, policymakers, researchers, and educators to: increase their sexual health knowledge and practice, conduct further research, and continue sexual health promotion and policy planning but with the middle-aged and older adults included in these developments.

1.3 Research Paper I

The paper is entitled: Emphasizing the importance of sexual healthcare among middle and old age groups: A high time to re-think. (Appendix 1 contains a copy of the journal published format of this article).
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Abstract
Our sexuality and sexual health are affected by physiological, pharmacological, psychosocial, and illness related changes as we age. Physiological changes in men can cause less firm erections due to narrowing of the arteries that supply blood to the penis and in women, the vagina can become shorter, narrower and less lubricated. Pharmacological and medical interventions may affect libido in both men and women by decreasing overall sexual desire resulting in a diminished interest in sex over time. Illnesses more prevalent amongst middle-aged and older adults including diabetes can also influence sexual function, such as increased erectile dysfunction (ED) amongst men and lack of sexual arousal in women. Societal changes, including increased rates of divorce, use of the internet to find sexual partners, suggest that older populations are also at risk of sexually transmitted infections (STIs). Even though the WHO’s definition on sexual health contains no age limits, most sexual health policies, services, and interventions target people from adolescence to early child-bearing years. Many people continue to be sexually active in later years, yet health promotion and services target the young (under 25 yrs.), with little opportunity for prevention, treatment, or positive sexual health promotion in the over 45s. Sexual dysfunction, STIs are an increasing public health issue amongst middle-aged and older adults but are not considered a priority for surveillance in sexual healthcare. This review aims to examine how sexual health is affected by ageing and why sexual health amongst people aged 45 years and above is of public health importance.

Keywords: middle-aged; old aged, sexual health, sexual dysfunction, sexuality, ageing.
Introduction

On average, the population is getting older because of successful public health interventions increasing life expectancy. An estimated 29.3% of the world’s population is middle-aged (45-64 years) and older (above 65 years).[^5] In developed countries like Japan, life expectancy at birth now exceeds 83 years and is at least 81 years in several other countries, including the UK and 79 years in the US.[^6] In less developed regions such as East Asia and the Caribbean it has also increased to at least 74 years (with the notable exception of parts of Africa where deaths caused by the HIV/ AIDS epidemic is responsible for the fall in life expectancy rates).[^6] Thus, much attention has focused on the implications of an ageing population. Individual and societal benefits of increased life expectancy include the value of longer periods of life, a sustained sense of well-being and productivity (increased retirement age), and, extended periods of social engagement, however, these are coupled with problems associated with an ageing population. These problems include chronic illness and non-communicable diseases, higher probability of developing dementia, disability and dependency. Notably, minimal attention has been paid to this group with respect to their sexual health and how it affects their quality of life (QOL). Policy makers and the media seem to equate sexual health with youth (both positively and negatively) while the sexual healthcare needs of the middle-aged and elderly is ignored.[^7]

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines sexual health as - "a state of physical, emotional, mental and social well-being related to sexuality; not merely the absence of disease, dysfunction or infirmity. Sexual health requires a positive and respectful approach to sexuality and sexual relationships, as well as the possibility of having pleasurable and safe sexual experiences, free of coercion, discrimination, and violence. For sexual health to be attained and maintained, the sexual rights of all persons must be protected, respected, and fulfilled".[^8] While this definition contains no age limits, most sexual health policies, services and interventions target people from adolescence to early child-bearing years. In many high-income countries including the UK, public health strategies aiming to combat poor sexual health, such as their Teenage Pregnancy Strategy, National Chlamydia Screening Programme and the Sexual Health and HIV Strategy have focused primarily on the young,[^9][^10][^11] possibly due to the assumption that sexual health
amongst older people is not of public health importance or even that older people are not sexually active, and therefore not at risk of poor sexual health outcomes.

This review aims to examine how our sexual health is affected by ageing and why sexual health amongst people aged 45 years and above is of public health importance.

**The impact of normal ageing on sexual function**

For most men and women, changes in sexual function occur around mid-life and into subsequent decades as a normal consequence of ageing. These changes include physiological (biological and physical) and psychosocial (emotional, mental, and social) changes, some of which can be illness related or brought on by pharmacological intervention, but all of which further influence our sexuality.

**Physiological aspects of ageing on sexuality**

As we age, physiological changes (including hormonal levels) in our bodies may affect our sexual competence and can lead to problems, including diminished or absent interest in sex, difficulty becoming sexually aroused or lack of enjoyment during sex.

**Men:** The physical changes coupled with ageing are associated with an increased risk of impotence. Erections can be less firm or smaller than they used to be due to narrowing of the arteries that supply blood to the penis, and they produce less ejaculate during an orgasm or lose an erection faster after orgasm. Testosterone levels begin to decline in the fifth decade, often resulting in a diminishment of sexual desire. Loss of desire is associated with, and often a consequence of, diminished sexual responsiveness.

**Women:** Hormonal changes after menopause or a hysterectomy can cause the vagina to become shorter, narrower, and less lubricated. Oestrogen depletion following menopause may affect the psychology and the physiology of sexual response. Blood flow to vaginal and genital tissues and sensory stimulation are directly affected by declining oestrogen levels. These changes can produce vaginal dryness and recurrent genital pain with intercourse (dyspareunia), contributing to loss in desire and diminished sexual responsiveness.
Medical and illness-related factors

Physical illness can affect sexual function directly by interfering with endocrine, neural, and vascular processes that mediate the sexual response, indirectly by causing weakness or pain and psychologically by provoking changes in body image and self-esteem.\[13\] In men and women, the age-related chronic or systemic conditions that instigate these changes and affect overall sexual satisfaction and performance include: endocrine or metabolic disorders such as diabetes; cardiovascular diseases; cancers; neurologic disorders and generally any injuries related to the reproductive organs, chronic pain and incontinence.\[15\] The burden of chronic disease is growing due to increased life expectancy and lifestyle changes. For example, the estimated global prevalence for diabetes in 2010 was 347 million and was expected to affect 438 million people by 2030,\[16\] however, we are set to exceed this estimate as the prevalence was 422 million in 2014.\[17\],\[18\] Age has shown to be a significant risk factor for all types of sexual dysfunction. The age-related probability of complete erectile dysfunction (ED) is three times greater in patients with diabetes than in those without.\[19\] ED prevalence and severity increase with age from 39% in men in their 40s to 67% for men in their 70s.\[20\] Surgical therapy in men can affect erectile function by interfering with the neurologic innervation of the penis. Gynaecologic and mastectomy surgeries in women affect decline in orgasmic pleasure, such as following a hysterectomy because of the absence of uterine contractions.\[13\],\[14\] For men and women who view hysterectomy as a further loss of femininity, the women’s self-esteem and body image may be negatively affected. Conversely, for women who experience relief from pain, abnormal bleeding, or cramping, hysterectomy may result in improved sexual function.\[14\]

Pharmacological factors

Whilst pharmacological interventions have been developed to combat age-related illnesses and conditions, medications can cause or exacerbate changes in sexual function. These effects on sexual function can be more apparent among older persons as the ageing process influences physiologic drug distribution, metabolism and excretion. In men, medications such as the antihypertensive agents, beta blockers and diuretics appear to be the primary causes of impaired erection.\[15\] In addition, cardiovascular drugs, cancer chemotherapy
agents, anxiolytics, antipsychotics, a wide range of antidepressants, lithium and numerous drugs of abuse (including cocaine, alcohol, narcotics, and amphetamines) have all been linked to impaired erectile function.\[^{13}\] In women, reported side effects are associated with antidepressant, antipsychotic and neuroleptic medications and include decreased sexual desire, impaired arousal and lubrication, vaginal anaesthesia, delayed orgasm, and anorgasmia.\[^{14,15}\] Antihypertensive drugs have been shown to impair physiologic sexual response in women by decreasing vaginal blood volume and pressure and pulse responses.\[^{14}\] With regard to diabetes, male sexual dysfunction is a common, under-appreciated complication of this disease that can include disorders of libido, ejaculatory problems, and ED.\[^{21}\] All three forms of male dysfunction can be a significant burden to diabetic patients and can affect their QOL.\[^{21}\] There is a paucity of research on the effects of diabetes on women; at this point it does not appear to be correlated with sexual function as there is no evidence that peripheral or autonomic neuropathies directly affect the female sexual response.\[^{12}\]

*Psycho-social aspects of ageing on sexuality*

Sexual function in middle-aged and older adults also has *psychological* influences like those that impact on the sexuality of younger persons. Common sources of sexual dissatisfaction noted among couples of all ages include commitment issues, marital conflict, sexual intimacy, communication problems, lack of trust, and incompatibilities in sexual desire and performance.\[^{22}\] However, what makes these factors different for older adults is that these may be amplified by anger and resentment that may have built over the years, as well as by feelings of entrapment and resignation and the option to leave if the relationship no longer seems viable.\[^{13}\] Psychosocial stresses such as depression or anxiety may fuel increased sexual difficulties, for example stress attributable to the death of a spouse, divorce or separation, loss of a job or social status and deterioration of support networks.\[^{13}\]
**Adapting to changes in sexuality**

Regardless of the physical and psychological barriers coupled with ageing, many middle-aged and older adults adapt to improve their sexual lives. However, there are greater societal pressures to maintain a youthful appearance, perhaps influenced by an ageist media. Thus, widely accessible anti-ageing products and treatments, as well as the growing popularity of plastic surgery and cosmetic treatments occur in this age group. According to the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery (ASAPS) 2016 report, ages 40 to 54 contributed to making up the majority of cosmetic procedures – 49% [7.6 million] cosmetic procedures performed and ages 55 and over second highest with 4.1 million.[23] Reported factors that drive older patients towards anti-ageing treatments and procedures include: improving general self-esteem; to be competitive in the workplace; to feel more attractive and connected/accepted in their social circles; to get a new start on life and attract new partners; and to look as young as they feel, as people become more "fitness" and attractive-conscious.[24]

The internet offers forums for sex education and entertainment and the opportunity to meet sexual partners. The sexuality of older adults, like younger adults, has been greatly enhanced (or grossly distorted) through the varied avenues of the internet through which many have found new opportunities for sexual expression.[25] The popularity of internet use for cyber dating and meeting the newly single middle-aged and older people is growing as several sites such as “Friends over 50”[26] and “50+ Dating”[27] and many others are well established. Re-marriage and cohabitation in middle and old age is a progressively growing socio-demographic trend. In the US, about 50% of the “baby boomers” (the post Second World War generation born between 1946 and 1964) have divorced and remarried and the proportions ever-divorced, currently divorced, and married at least twice, are highest among individuals ages 50 and over.[28],[29] For those who are lonely in middle and old age, forming new relationships could be a necessary socio-emotional goal which may serve to improve their psychological and sexual wellbeing. In fact, relationships formed in later life tend to be more positive, deeper, and more meaningful than those relationships in young adulthood. [30] Interestingly, the dynamic of relationships in later life include choosing partners that are vastly younger in age (for reasons that may include making them feel youthful again). In the Caribbean, US, and Latin America the terms
“Sugar Daddy” and “Cougar Syndrome” have been coined for these types of sexual relations which are becoming more acceptable possibly due to TV and Music celebrities of both sexes who flaunt their new relationships globally in the media with much younger partners.

**Sexual behaviour and health in middle-aged and older adults**

*Sexual dysfunction (SD)*

Our knowledge is limited regarding sexual behaviour in middle-aged and older adults as many surveys on sexual behaviour or routine data collection exclude older people. Surveys which did include this demographic suggest that older adults are sexually active and consider sexual function,\(^{[31]}\) performance and ability to have sex as very important.\(^{[32],[33]}\) A cross-sectional study in the UK and US showed that more than 80% of 50-90-year olds are sexually active.\(^{[34],[35]}\) However, this age group has a higher probability of sexual dysfunction (SD) due to ageing and development of chronic illnesses. Commonly reported SD problems amongst middle-aged and older adults include (i) lack of interest in sex; (ii) arousal problems; (iii) climaxing too early; (iv) inability to achieve an orgasm; (v) experiencing pain during sex; (vi) not finding sex pleasurable; and (vii) anxiety about performance.\(^{[36],[37]}\)

The prevalence of these issues varies according to country. The National Social Life Health & Ageing Project (NSHAP) in the US indicates that more than half of people between 57-65 years and about a third of those 75-86 years are sexually active, about half (of both age groups) self-reported at least one bothersome sexual problem; one third report at least two.\(^{[38]}\) In a pan European study (Sweden, the UK, Belgium, Germany, Austria, France, Spain and Italy) on sexual activity, dysfunction, health seeking attitudes and behaviour, 83% of the men and 66% of the women 40-80 years are sexually active.\(^{[39]}\) SDs frequently reported were early ejaculation (11%) and ED (8%) in men; and a lack of sexual interest (18%), an inability to reach orgasm (13%) and lubrication difficulties (11%) in women.\(^{[39]}\) Higher frequencies for these were seen in Spain, with early ejaculation (31%) and lack of sexual interest (17%) the most commonly reported male sexual problems and a lack of sexual interest (36%) and an inability to reach orgasm (28%) the most commonly
reported female sexual problems.\textsuperscript{[40]} Recent pharmaceutical developments have provided options such as “wonder drugs” for sexual performance enhancement, for example Viagra or Cialis, which aim to improve sexual experiences for those with ED. Additionally, several widely available varieties of lubricants and mood enhancers aim to address dryness, stimulation, and interest for both sexes.

\textit{Sexually transmitted infections}

In addition to SD, sexually transmitted infections (STIs) are an increasing public health issue amongst middle-aged \textsuperscript{[41]} and older adults.\textsuperscript{[42]} One in four people living with a diagnosed HIV infection is now aged 50+ years, likely due to improved survival and continued transmission.\textsuperscript{[43]} In the UK, adults aged 50+ years accounted for 9.0\% of all new HIV diagnoses in 2006 and 17\% in 2015, which almost doubled over the period.\textsuperscript{[44],[45]} The median age at diagnosis was 55 years; 73\% were diagnosed between the age of 50 and 59 years, with the rest diagnosed aged 60+ years.\textsuperscript{[41]} Although this is a perceivably low proportion to the entire 50+ population, this is not a group traditionally considered at risk and signals the need to develop services accommodating the older population. Additionally, people diagnosed 50+ years were more likely to be diagnosed late compared to those diagnosed under 50 years old (58\% compared to 39\%).\textsuperscript{[42],[43]} Late diagnoses can be attributed to low levels of awareness of later life sexual health issues among GPs which contributes significantly as a barrier to discussions relating to sexuality in consultations with older patients.\textsuperscript{[46]} Additionally, STIs in middle and old age are not considered a priority for national surveillance in sexual healthcare mainly because countries are mandated to report on global indicators for prevalence of STIs such as HIV between the age group 15–49 years.\textsuperscript{[47]} The burden of disease among those aged 50+ years is frequently ignored and this represents a significant blind spot in the global response to the epidemic of HIV infection and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS).\textsuperscript{[48]} Regardless, part of the combination prevention strategies for HIV infection, diagnosis and treatment of STIs is one of the biomedical interventions overlooked to patients in middle and old age.\textsuperscript{[49]} While many older adults remain sexually active and may have concerns about sexual function or STIs, their problems are infrequently addressed by the health sector.\textsuperscript{[50]}
Sexual healthcare

Middle-aged and older adults are frequent attendees of general practice \(^{[49]}\) and report that this is the favoured setting for advice or treatment; however both patients and physicians find it difficult to discuss sexual health issues.\(^{[31],[36]}\) Primary care physicians do not address sexual health proactively with older people, and unless it is raised by the patient it may not be discussed,\(^{[31]}\) as few will be willing to initiate this discussion with their physician.\(^{[51]}\) This could be a result of the societal emphasis that has linked sexuality almost exclusively to young people and may consequently have discouraged these patients from seeking sexual advice within the primary care setting.\(^{[52]}\) Sexual health promotion materials target young people,\(^{[53]}\) with few exceptions. The “Middle-age Spread”, for example (see Figure 1 below), was the first sexual health campaign in the UK that targeted people over 45, alerting them of the risk of STIs.\(^{[54]}\) Generally, these missed opportunities for prevention or intervention of sexual health issues for over 45s are exacerbated by the striking absence and under use of or poor quality sexual healthcare services available to this age group in many countries.\(^{[55]}\) Information from healthcare professionals regarding normal age-related changes in sexuality, together with advice on how to continue meaningful sexual relations, may play a key role in altering such negative attitudes.\(^{[12]}\) Sexual lifestyle advice should be a component of holistic healthcare for middle-aged and older patients with chronic ill health.\(^{[51]}\)

Conclusions and Recommendations

Globally, those aged 45 years and older represent the second largest population group to whom, positive sexual health promotion is lacking. Though over 45s present with treatable sexual health conditions, these are often overlooked or dismissed as being a "normal part of ageing". Commercially available products exist to alleviate some of the issues that can arise due to sexual dysfunction and there are ways of rejuvenating sexuality as one gets older, such as internet dating and sexual performance enhancers. However, the right to the best possible health does not diminish as we age and for this to improve, much research is needed to better understand sexual health as we age and how to develop appropriate services and training for healthcare staff. Regarding sexual healthcare in later life, healthcare professionals need to be proactive in: relevant continuing medical education in care and effective sexual health communication, establishing appropriate sexual healthcare...
age appropriate services. Healthcare professionals and policy makers must consider and encourage the promotion of good sexual health related QOL to create more sustainable and happier relationships, less sexual health burden and a healthier middle-aged and older population.
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Figure 1: FPA (UK) 2010 Middle-aged spread campaign\textsuperscript{54}
1.3.1 Sexual Health in Middle-Aged and Older Adults: Trinidad & Tobago

1.3.1.1 Preamble

Similarities in the global trend presented in paper 1 above of existing and emerging sexual healthcare needs in middle-aged and older patients were observed in Trinidad and Tobago (T&T). Furthermore, T&T has unique characteristics about its healthcare system, sexual health provisions, and sociocultural norms that influence general perceptions of sexuality and possibly how sexual health concerns are managed during a medical consultation. This section elaborates on the current situation: worldviews about sexuality in later life, prevalent sexual health conditions in middle and old age, status of sexual healthcare provisions offered in primary care, and the perception of sexual health from the physician, all described in the context of the research setting.

1.3.1.2 Research Setting: Trinidad & Tobago

1.3.1.2.1 Overview

This research was conducted in the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago, the most southerly twin-island state of the West Indies (see Figure 2), with a multicultural population of 1,372,598 persons, comprising East Indian 35.4%, African 34.2%, Mixed African/East Indian (‘dougla’) 7.7%, other mixed heritage 15.3%, other ethnicities 1.3%, and unspecified 6.2%. Trinidad and Tobago is recognised by the World Bank’s economic indicators as a high level economy as it is the leading Caribbean producer of oil and gas. Consequently, T&T was upgraded by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in late 2011 as a ‘developed country’. Irrespective of this status of achievement, there is a disparity in T&T with our ‘high-income developed country’ status as there are various aspects of inequality and need for capacity building in other sectors including energy, education, food production, and healthcare. Trinidad and Tobago faces several challenges including diversification and managing the decline in oil and gas production and exports. The T&T primary healthcare system is plagued with several challenges too and the pace of reform has been slow. Regrettably, the average percentage of deprivation experienced by people living in multidimensional poverty in Trinidad and Tobago is 35.1 per cent, thus, the share of the population that is multi-dimensionally poor adjusted by the intensity of the deprivations is 0.02 on the Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI value).
1.3.1.2.2 Sociocultural Expression of Sexuality in Trinidad & Tobago

T&T’s culture is one that stigmatises expressions of sexuality. Many persons generally appear shy, reserved or embarrassed about addressing anything about sex regardless of age, gender, and socioeconomic status. This may include talking about sex, sexuality, sexual health concerns, and opinions regarding sexual orientation or expressions of sensuality. Even if encouraged to engage in discussion, it is still difficult as society has put a cultural stigma on sexuality. It is more taboo for older age groups than younger generations, but this may be partially due to ageist influences such as the media and politics. There is, however, one exception, Carnival. Trinbagonians in large numbers embrace and openly enjoy some aspects of their sexuality during the Carnival season.

Carnival and Sexuality

Trinidad & Tobago (T&T) is renowned for its major cultural tourism event, the pre-Lenten Carnival. From a historical perspective, during the pre-Lenten events from Christian traditions, debauchery, extravagance, hedonism, and sexual excess were celebrated in dance, masquerading, and feasting for a last time. Carnival emerged as it coupled with Christian influences and European practices of hosting a public masquerade ball before...
lent to openly enjoy exposing and breaking social, racial, and sexual taboos.\textsuperscript{67} It was originally about costumed characters, music and dance expressing irony, socio-political commentary, and pleasure mostly by middle-class Europeans.\textsuperscript{68} However, when slavery was abolished, more African ‘creoles’ began to have their own backyard masquerade balls, and the festival changed to include more ridicule and derisions of the European plantation owners, where they mocked and imitated their masters’ behaviour.\textsuperscript{67,68} It was an opportunity for the creoles to liberate themselves openly from mental, physical, and sexual servitude and oppression which they demonstrated through dance, costuming, and the characters played.\textsuperscript{67} However, the concept of carnival has evolved beyond its historical reference to a cultural festivity.\textsuperscript{69} This transition was noticeable when Trinidad & Tobago became independent from the British in 1962.\textsuperscript{70} This change in governance conveyed a new sense of national pride and T&T identity and patriotism, which was celebrated and became a mainstay onwards from the very first carnival as an independent nation in 1963.\textsuperscript{70} This new outlook on carnival encouraged a series of changes including the birth of new events showcasing local talents in song, dance, arts, and costume design as the festival evolved.\textsuperscript{67} The carnival of today has become a more commercialised version with some historical remnants. It has evolved into a major tourist attraction and income earning opportunity for business community and the tourism sector. The face of carnival has evolved over time. Now smaller segments of traditional ‘Ole mas’, with character-playing and mocking socio-political commentary mostly depicted in song (calypso), are overshadowed by the majority of masqueraders now participating in ‘Pretty Mas.’ ‘Pretty mas’ consists of large groups of people in similar more sensual costumes engaging in hypersexualized dancing including gyrating of their hips (referred to in T&T as ‘wineing’).\textsuperscript{71} Only during this season participants of various ethnicities and age groups engage in taboo behaviours (including visitors) as it is virtually a national culturally acceptable opportunity to liberate ones inhibitions and violate societal norms of sexuality from dress code, dance, song, even to risky sexual behaviour.\textsuperscript{71} In fact, the carnival experience was described as a form of expression ‘carnivalesque’ by Bhatkin in 1968, as frank and free, and an opportunity to express liberty from norms of etiquette and decency that are usually imposed, and he described the dress code or lack thereof as an opportunity where bodily excess is celebrated.\textsuperscript{72} The reversion to traditional sexual inhibitions and
taboos occurs at the beginning of the Lenten period. This signals the end of the Carnival season and the return to traditional social codes and conservatism.

Evidence shows that the popular sociocultural Carnival experience is related to increased irresponsibility of unsafe sexual behaviour, as it appears to occur more frequent during this season. The risky sexualised behaviour may be on account of the mentality of freedom of sexual expression as it is traditionally discouraged and only socially permitted during the limited Carnival season. Every year, there has been an overall increase in the population growth rate associated with the sexual activities prevalent during the festivities. An estimated 15% increase in the number of live births is noted every November and December. These seasonal births termed the “Carnival baby” have been a long-standing joke in T&T for decades. Additionally, a rise in the incidence of sex tourism and HIV/AIDS also is reported to be visible during this period. The Family Planning Association of Trinidad and Tobago (FPATT) and external organisations such as the Population Services International-Caribbean (PSI) conduct numerous behaviour change campaigns on STI and pregnancy prevention to curb the rise in STIs and unwanted pregnancies during carnival. Most of these STI prevention interventions are youth-focused despite the fact that middle-aged and older adults also participate in Carnival, and they are equally vulnerable and participate in similar high-risk behaviours. The patterns of behaviours exhibited during Carnival may contribute to the HIV/AIDS epidemic and increased prevalence of STIs in all age groups, especially in MARPs and older adults, which suffer from underreporting.

**Risky Sexual Behaviour (Perspectives about Unprotected Sex)**

In addition to the sexualised behaviours associated with Carnival, there are social worldviews about unprotected sex. Unprotected sex was standard within presumed monogamous relationships, based on interplay of mostly trust, but also age, appearance, and relationship status. Infidelity which might result in unprotected sex, was often justified because the act was unexpected and spontaneous, and because the partner appeared ‘clean’. However, the issue of using protection (condom use) had become associated with ‘gay sex’ and HIV prevention among homosexuals since the HIV/AIDS
epidemic in the early 1980s. As a result, heterosexuals with this flawed perception are less likely to use condoms to avoid perceived stigma and discrimination.\textsuperscript{77} In T&T, it is very difficult to purchase condoms without feeling embarrassed. Condoms are usually shelved behind the cash register and can only be purchased by asking the cashier or pharmacist. This may discourage persons in a population that is already very guarded about sex and, even more so, for those persons who are intimidated by asking for contraception publicly. Irrespective of the reason, unprotected sex encourages an increased risk of STD transmission. This behaviour is even more prominent after alcohol consumption and during the Carnival season after which a spike in unwanted pregnancies, abortions, and STDs occurs in all age groups.

**Sexuality Related Laws**

*Homosexuality*

The multicultural and multi-ethnic society of T&T adopts various global religious doctrines which largely endorse heterosexuality as the norm for sexual orientation and is likely the reason why alternative sexualities are deemed unconventional.\textsuperscript{78} People who have other sexual identities or behaviours may suffer psycho-social discomfort and be victims of homophobia.\textsuperscript{78,79} In T&T, unlike some countries, including other Caribbean islands like Jamaica, there is no overt homophobia, but there is de facto moral code—an unspoken, understood culture of prejudice.\textsuperscript{80} However, because the religious and cultural influences indirectly create and promote homophobia, laws of the land have been established based on these dominant sociocultural and religious norms. The national criminal code in T&T up to September 19\textsuperscript{th}, 2018, prohibited sex between two people of the same sex.\textsuperscript{80} Section 13 of the Trinidad and Tobago Sexual Offences Act 1986 (Strengthened in 2000) criminalised "buggery", offering a sentence of an average of 25 years. Also, Section 16 of the same act, on “serious indecency,” stipulated that a person who was sexually intimate with a person of the same sex without having intercourse was liable to imprisonment for up to five years.\textsuperscript{81} However, Trinidad and Tobago made legal history in the Caribbean rolling back these long-standing homophobic laws. In March 2017, an LGBT activist took the government of Trinidad and Tobago to court, filing a lawsuit to strike down the “buggery law”-section 13, that criminalised anal sex, as the
activist presented that it was unconstitutional because it violated his right to privacy, liberty, and freedom of expression. On September 20, 2018, sections 13 and 16 of the Sexual Offences Act were modified, making it legal for consenting adults to engage in such activities. Sections 13 and 16 now read:

- “13. (1) A person who commits the offence of buggery is liable on conviction to imprisonment for twenty-five years.
- (2) In this section buggery means sexual intercourse without consent per anum by a male person with a male person or a male person with a female person.
- 16. (1) A person who commits an act of serious indecency on or towards another is liable on conviction to imprisonment for five years.

**Commercial Sex**

Other national sex related laws that silently influence Trinbagonians worldview of sexuality include those pertaining to commercial and transactional sex. “Sex work” and “sex workers” are not legal terms in any Caribbean country. The most common terms used in sex related laws are prostitution and prostitutes. Prostitution was recently defined as “the offering of the body by a person of either sex for the purpose of arousing or gratifying the sexual desire of another for payment in return.” Sexual intercourse is not a requirement to be categorised as prostitution as this may include pornography, exotic or lap dancing, stripping, internet sexual services, and escort, gigolo or “rent-a-dread” services. Since the term prostitution globally carries stigma mostly to degrade women, it has been replaced with the concept of “sex work”. “Commercial sex workers are defined as men or women who provide sexual services in exchange for money as their main method of income” or in exchange for goods or services with someone not intended for any further relationship.” In the English-speaking Caribbean, almost all activities for female and male sex workers are criminalised. T&T labels prostitutes and those organising prostitution or living on the remunerations of prostitution as “prohibited immigrants” or “prohibited aliens”. These laws are intended to refuse such persons with intent or found participating in such activity entry into the country and define them as ineligible for the grant of immigrant status. These activities exist but are kept hidden as a result of these laws. Some services such as exotic dancing and stripping are becoming
more visible and popular with younger generations at nightclubs and bars and special events including bachelor/bachelorette parties. However, as these are all generally taboo, it is difficult for MARPs to attend to or receive sexual health services (even though free of charge) primarily due to fear of stigma and discrimination and legal implications. NGOs usually must devise special means of targeting MARPs in hidden or undisclosed locations to carry out STI health-related interventions due to their fear of being discovered.91

Another aspect of sex work includes transactional sex which is also not a legal term but identifies all sexual activities that are exchanged for “wants” and “needs.”92 These may include anything from cash, food, goods (gifts, clothes, shoes) as a form of seasonal, part time, or full-time prostitution.85-92 It is chiefly “sex for financial gain, social status, consumerism and style.”91 This type of interaction affects the population of interest in this research because it involves young girls engaging in sexual activities with older men referred to as “Sugar Daddies” and young boys who engage with older women referred to as “Sugar mummies or cougars.”85 In both genders, sex is exchanged for economic benefit, financial support including access to education, or to improve their standard of living.93 These interactions are not hidden like commercial sex work but are still considered taboo. 

Though there are many moral codes dictating sexual behaviours in T&T, being able to have a good sexual health-related quality of life (HRQoL) could be of benefit into the older ages of this population. However, as we age, sexual functioning is also impacted not only by sociocultural practices, but also by other lifestyle choices including one’s health.

1.3.1.2.3 Epidemiology of T&T

The country is undergoing a demographic transition (see Figure 3, population pyramid) characterised by a decrease in fertility rates as the population growth rate has declined – 0.13%.60,94 This transition has highlighted an increase in the middle-aged and older age group (45yr.+ ) as they contribute to 34% [more than the world’s average for this age group] of the entire population (see Table 1).57
Figure 3: Population pyramid for Trinidad & Tobago

Table 1: Middle-aged and older population in Trinidad & Tobago in 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group (years)</th>
<th>45–49</th>
<th>50–54</th>
<th>55–59</th>
<th>60–64</th>
<th>65+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated number of persons</td>
<td>98,185</td>
<td>89,062</td>
<td>74,793</td>
<td>59,911</td>
<td>121,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of total population</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total population = 1,372,598

Source: extracted from the Central Statistical Office (CSO) data[^57]
The life expectancy in T&T for males is 70.2 years, and for females it is 76.2 years. In 2012, healthy expectancy in both sexes was 10 year(s) lower than overall life expectancy at birth. These lost years of healthy life expectancy (YLL) represents 10 equivalent year(s) of full health lost through years lived with morbidity and disability. There is evidence of an epidemiological transition in T&T (and most of the Caribbean except for Haiti) in increased rates of deaths and disability in non-communicable diseases (NCDs) when compared with previous decades which reflect higher prevalence of infectious diseases. In 2012, 14% of the population was over the age of 60 and the primary causes of morbidity in this group was chronic NCDs.

1.3.1.3 Sexual Health Burdens in Older Adults

1.3.1.3.1 Ageing, Non-Communicable Diseases (NCDs), and Sexual Dysfunction (SD)

NCDs are collectively the leading cause of death in T&T and contribute to significant morbidity and public health sector expenditures. As shown below in Figure 4, cardiovascular disease is the highest ranking cause of death in the country, accounting for 33% of deaths annually. Heart disease, cancer, and diabetes together account for 63% of all T&T deaths. NCDs are strongly influenced by four main behavioural risk factors: tobacco use, insufficient physical activity, harmful use of alcohol, and unhealthy diet. These lead to a myriad of common physical, psychological, and lifestyle conditions such as diabetes, obesity, dyslipidaemias, hypertension and these, in turn, are risk factors of sexual dysfunction.
In recent years, pairing of public health priorities, sexual and reproductive health (SRH), and NCDs emerged. This initiative was commenced by the United Nations (UN) in 2011 when they identified several parallels between NCDs and disorders in SRH, including common risk factors, comorbidities and poor health-related quality of life (HRQoL) caused by them both. \cite{100, 101} SRH problems can be numerous and refer to any combination of physiological or psychological issues related to sexuality, sexual dysfunctions, sexual disorders, reproductive concerns or problems. For the scope of this thesis, the focus of SRH will be sexual problems in older adults, primarily sexually transmitted infections (STIs), and aspects of sexual dysfunction exacerbated by the effects of normal ageing. Sexual dysfunction (at any age) refers to the inability of a person to experience sexual desire, arousal, orgasm or satisfaction under normal circumstances, during any stage of sexual activity. \cite{102, 103, 104} According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fifth edition (DSM-5), difficulties due to sexual dysfunction, excluding those that are substance or medication-induced, cause extreme distress and interpersonal strain for at least 6 months. \cite{102, 103, 104} As a result, sexual dysfunction can have a profound impact on an individual's perceived quality of sexual life. \cite{102, 103, 104}
Sexual dysfunction is a risk factor for vascular dysfunction independent of, but exacerbated by NCD related risk factors.\textsuperscript{99,105} Normally, for effective sexual arousal in men (penile engorgement and erection) and women, the body must have healthy cellular, vascular, and neurological systems. Together they ensure the release of nitric oxide (NO) from endothelial cells and neurons to initiate vasodilatation to the genitals.\textsuperscript{99} Vascular dysfunction from ageing also manifests as endothelial dysfunction which is the basis of other arteriogenic vascular disorders seen in NCDs such as CVDs, CHDs including ischemic heart disease and diabetes.\textsuperscript{106} There is evidence to suggest that ED (male sexual dysfunction) may be associated with atherosclerotic vascular disease, peripheral vascular disease, hypertension or myocardial infarction (MI).\textsuperscript{107} Sexual dysfunction, whether triggered by ageing or NCDs, affect both males and females by decreasing sexual performance, negatively affecting their body image and perceived sexual desirability, lower libido and physical tolerance for sexual activity.\textsuperscript{99,107} Sexual dysfunction increases with age as evidence shows it is four-fold higher in men in their 60s.\textsuperscript{108} For this reason, in persons 45 years and older, where natural decline in sexual performance may already be apparent, this can be exacerbated if they have increased risk factors for NCDs as well.\textsuperscript{109}

**Cardiovascular Diseases (CVDs), Chronic Heart Disease (CHD)**

CVDs/CHDs affect sexual arousal pathways and cause erectile failure in men and lack of vasodilation in women due to endothelial cell dysfunction.\textsuperscript{109} In light of these parallels between CVDs/CHDs and impotence, a merger of sexual health and NCD prevention and care clinics could be of benefit as it is possible for a patient with undiagnosed NCDs to present with impotence. This may be indicative of a lack of blood flow in other blood vessels and possibly a red flag for heart disease.\textsuperscript{110} Also, there is evidence that men with ED have a two-fold increased risk for acute myocardial infarction (AMI).\textsuperscript{106} ‘The risk of AMI escalates with ageing. Evidence suggests that men 55 years and older with ED have a four-fold increased risk of AMI.\textsuperscript{108,111,112} The highest rates of ischemic heart disease and total CHD mortality for both males and females are seen in the English-speaking Caribbean, Argentina, Canada, the United States (US), and Uruguay; with Trinidad and Tobago explicitly mentioned in the WHO report.\textsuperscript{94}
**Hypertension**

Hypertension is a contributory risk factor for CHD, 50% of ischemic strokes, haemorrhagic strokes and sexual dysfunction. Hypertension causes phenotypical modifications of vascular endothelium, leading to endothelial dysfunction. This precedes the development of adverse cardiovascular events and sexual dysfunction. According to the results of the Chronic Risk Factor Survey conducted in 2011 by the MoH of T&T, 1 in 4 persons in T&T is living with high blood pressure. This prevalence is high with approximately twenty-six per cent of the population (29.8% of males and 23.1% of females) known to have this condition. This disease is seen in all age groups in T&T but usually in persons with other NCDs or NCD risk factors. If uncontrolled, hypertension in younger males and females increases their risk of sexual dysfunction exponentially with age. This can be compounded by additional risks attributed to other NCDs.

**Diabetes Mellitus & Metabolic Syndrome**

Diabetes mellitus is one of the most common NCDs in nearly all countries. The global prevalence of diabetes worldwide since 2010 was 285 million and the projection was by 2030 to affect 438 million people. However, the prevalence was already 425 million in 2017, and there is a new prediction for diabetes prevalence to rise to 629 million by 2045. T&T shows a trend like that of other high-income countries (shown in Figure 5 by the red line in the distribution) that have growing populations over 60 years of age exhibiting the highest proportion of diabetes prevalence.

Diabetes has been associated with sexual dysfunction both in males and in females. It is an established risk factor for sexual dysfunction in men. Generally, 1 in 10 men present with ED, but it is three times more likely in diabetic men. Fifty per cent of diabetic men have ED and this proportion increases with age, duration of diabetes, and deteriorating metabolic control: 39% at age 40, 65% over the age of 65. The severity of ED was found to be associated with increased levels of HbA1c – a long-term measure of blood glucose control. Diabetic men with ED are also at high risk of coronary heart disease.
The prevalence of sexual dysfunction is also high in diabetic women and more prevalent with age and low-grade education.\textsuperscript{99,106} Evidence from a 25-year longitudinal study on sexuality in diabetic women revealed that sexual complications can include reduced sexual arousal, slow and/or inadequate lubrication, diminished sexual desire, and painful sexual intercourse.\textsuperscript{122} Similar to diabetes, the metabolic syndrome (MetS) is a multifaceted condition with interrelated factors including insulin resistance, central adiposity, dyslipidaemias, low-grade inflammation, and atherosclerotic disease, endothelial dysfunction, and in males low testosterone levels, with the latter three directly related to sexual dysfunction.\textsuperscript{123} Patients with uncontrolled diabetes mellitus or MetS have greater risk for a poorer sexual health-related quality of life, especially if they are in middle or old age.

**Smoking**

Tobacco is an additional risk factor for ED.\textsuperscript{124} Trinidad and Tobago has the highest population of smokers in the English-speaking Caribbean (27\%).\textsuperscript{94} A two- to three-fold
increased risk of sexual dysfunction has been found in smokers regardless of age. The evidence suggests that men who smoke more than 1 pack per day have a 50% higher chance of impotency than non-smokers of the same age. Additionally, the association of ED with certain risk factors, such as heart disease and hypertension, and those with CVD/CHD or diabetes was amplified in current cigarette smokers. In women, recent studies have failed to demonstrate the risk of sexual difficulties among female smokers but infer there is a possibility of nicotine dependence, rather than smoking that might be associated with lower libido.

Cancer
After cancer treatment, some patients have reported loss of sexual desire, ED in men, and pain during sexual activity in women as their primary sexual problems. Cancer treatments may impact or cause direct damage to any of the physiological systems needed for a healthy sexual response. These may include hormonal, vascular, neurologic, psychological elements of sexual function or even removal of parts of the reproductive organs. Prostate, bladder, colon, or rectum cancers and those that affect organs in the pelvis, put survivors at risk of sexual dysfunction. Men treated for prostate cancer have been found to have inevitably higher rates of dysfunction up to 75 - 85%.

Obesity & Metabolic Syndrome
Obesity is associated with elevated levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines and C-reactive protein (CRP). These result in endothelial dysfunction and hypogonadism. Evidence from a longitudinal study on middle-aged men found that sexual functioning is also affected by body mass index (BMI) and abnormal lipid profile, predictors of erectile dysfunction (ED) 25 years later. Being overweight or obese may increase the risk of ED by 30–90% as compared with persons of normal weight. Subjects with ED tend to be heavier and with a greater waist than subjects without ED, and are also more likely to be hypertensive and hypercholesterolemic. In T&T, the prevalence of obesity in 2016 was 18.6%. This is significant even though for this research it is uncertain what percentage is attributed to persons in middle and old age.
1.3.1.3.2 Current Priorities for the Management of NCDs in T&T

The Ministry of Health (MoH) has a functional Chronic Disease Assistance Programme (CDAP) that provides citizens with free prescription drugs and other pharmaceuticals for treatment but for a prescribed list of chronic conditions including diabetes, asthma, cardiac diseases, arthritis, glaucoma, mental depression, high blood pressure, benign prostatic hyperplasia, epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease, and thyroid diseases.\textsuperscript{133} Although medications are available to assist the management of chronic illness in the middle-aged and older population alleviating some of the risk factors for sexual dysfunction and ED, some of these very same medications are pharmacological instigators for sexual dysfunction.\textsuperscript{134}

Sexual health problems for older adults are an emerging public health concern.\textsuperscript{135} These problems already occur through normal ageing but may generate much more distress for those living with comorbidities from NCDs.\textsuperscript{162} In addition to the risks for sexual dysfunction, ageing does not spare older adults from the risks of contracting sexually transmitted infections (STIs), like their younger counterparts. NCDs and ageing are not the only factors impacting on sexual dysfunction but STIs as well.\textsuperscript{136} According to Laumann et al. (2008), in the US National Social Life, Health and Ageing project (NSHAP) study, anyone with a lifetime history of STIs, will have increased odds of reporting sexual dysfunction problems.\textsuperscript{137}

1.3.1.3.3 Ageing and HIV/AIDS

There has been a significant change in the HIV epidemic. The cumulative number of people living with HIV (PLHIV) who are middle-aged and older is largely due to a shift in the proportion of disease burden from young adults to older age groups, successful antiretroviral therapy (ART) and increased life expectancy of PLHIV who can maintain viral suppression.\textsuperscript{138,139}

In the Caribbean, the total adult HIV prevalence is 1.1%, with the highest prevalence of 3.2% found in the Bahamas.\textsuperscript{140} Though there has been a decline in incidence since the epidemic started, there was an estimated 12,000 new HIV infections and a total of 250,000 PLHIV in the region in 2013.\textsuperscript{141} In Trinidad and Tobago, HIV is believed to be spread primarily through heterosexual sexual intercourse. Prevalence of HIV is 1.1% which
equates to 11,000 persons (estimates from 2017). There were an estimated 500 deaths from AIDS in 2017. Eighteen per cent of reported infections were among young people ages 15 to 24, 57% in the 25- to 49-year-old age group and, 9% found in the 50 years and over age group. When disaggregated by age and sex, most of the new female HIV positive cases occurred among the 20-24 age group; while most of the new male HIV positive cases occurred among the middle-aged 45-49 age group. While the data presented above is valuable, it is believed that the actual number of HIV-infected persons in T&T is gravely underestimated due to underreporting. Factors contributing to underreporting include stigma and discrimination and difficulty accessing most at-risk populations (MARPs).

**HIV Risks in Middle and Old Age**

People 45 years and older may exhibit many of the same HIV risk behaviours found in younger age groups including multiple partners, infidelity, and unprotected sex even in assumed monogamous relationships, unprotected sexual experiences with sex workers and others. Some risks are peculiar to this age group. For example, middle-aged or older women that are sexually active have a higher risk of acquiring HIV due to natural biological changes of ageing such as thinning of their vaginal walls after menopause. These women have higher probability of developing lesions and tears, thereby increasing the risk of HIV transmission during sexual intercourse. People aged 45 and older generally have a low perception of their own risk of acquiring HIV possibly because HIV/AIDS prevention and care services, including tuberculosis (TB) screening, has widely been marketed towards younger age groups, and infrequently include older people or their SRH needs. Research shows the number of PLHIV in the Caribbean (and the rest of the world) of middle and old age is on the rise (see Figure 6: Caribbean indicated by the black arrow).
Figure 6: Regional Estimates of the number of PLHIV aged 50+ between 1995-2013

Source: UNAIDS, People 50 years and older, 2014

HIV Treatment

Providing treatment can be challenging for middle-aged and older PLHIV depending on whether they have other existing chronic conditions, their immune response to ART, ART availability in the public service, and even their socioeconomic status. These patients may have to remain on ART and unlike younger patients; compliance on ART can suffer if they already suffer from several chronic conditions simultaneously. Some emerging data indicate that older patients also do not respond to ART as well as younger people. Timely detection and initiation of ART is therefore especially important in this age group, since their immune systems tend to recover more slowly. Patients of middle and old age may be retired, pensioners, or facing poverty and their socioeconomic status can affect their compliance to ART.
1.3.1.3.4 Current Priorities for Management of STIs (Primarily HIV/AIDS) in T&T

At present, the focus is promoting prevention of HIV/AIDS, counselling, care, and treatment for PLHIV and supplemental target groups: youth, prisoners, and commercial sex workers. Services available to the general public free of charge include health education and promotion, STI testing through Queen's Park Counselling Centre and Clinic (QPCC&C), HIV testing and counselling, prevention of mother to child transmission programme (PMTCT) and ART at the TRHA, SWRHA and the Medical Research Foundation (MRF). Regarding policy formulation, significant ones include the National HIV Testing and Counselling Policy, Health Sector Workplace HIV and AIDS Policy, the Prevention of Mother to Child Transmission policy and the Post Exposure Prophylaxis Policy. There is no active policy or special clinic service offered to facilitate middle-aged and older patients for HIV/STIs. However, if patients of this age group do require HIV testing, care, and treatment, they will be accommodated at the same clinics that facilitate youth or PTMCT at the health centres or they may visit FPATT at a subsidised fee or be referred to QPCC&C which offers service free to the public.

1.3.1.4 Limitations in Sexual Health Provisions in Primary Care Services of T&T

1.3.1.4.1 Overview of the Infrastructure of Primary Care Services

The Ministry of Health (MoH) has oversight of the entire health system in T&T. MoH has a comprehensive and integrated network of 106 health facilities distributed among five Regional Health Authorities (RHAs) in Trinidad, North West (NWRHA), North Central (NCRHA), East (ERHA), South West (SWRHA), and one on the islands Tobago (TRHA) as shown in Figure 7. Each RHA has at least one hospital with several polyclinics or District Health Facilities (DHF) and health centres (see Figure 8) based on the population density and access needs of the residents in each region.

Under the RHA structure, health services and medicines, if available, are free to the public. Strategies exist to improve healthcare delivery by partnering with the private sector, international professionals and organisations for some of the critical services that may be unavailable or overwhelmed in the public service. Even though healthcare infrastructure may exist, T&T continues to face a shortage of qualified healthcare professionals. Using estimates from 2007, PCPs constitute only 7.0% of the national quota of available health
personnel. The physician density is 1.18 physicians/1,000. At times, there is also a shortage of drugs available in the national formulary, as well as resources for routine procedures.

**Figure 7: Distribution of RHAs in T&T**
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Source: Ministry of Health
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Regarding STI management, it must be noted that HIV/AIDS is treated as a separate entity from SRH and from other STIs in T&T (and most of the Caribbean). In the MoH, the HIV/AIDS coordinating unit (HACU) was established to execute monitoring and evaluation of the health sector’s HIV/AIDS plan. When the epidemic started just over three decades ago several international organisations came into the region offering monetary support to establish care and treatment programmes specifically to reduce the prevalence of this disease. Consequently, more surveillance activities exist in supporting HIV/AIDS, unlike other STIs.

The Population Programme Unit (PPU) is the department within the MoH that is chiefly responsible for the delivery of sexual and reproductive health services (except for HIV/AIDS). The PPU was mandated to facilitate primarily fertility management services to citizens since its inception in 1969. Based on PPU’s original vision, the services currently offered are still in line with fertility management in all primary care facilities and two of the major hospitals in NWRHA. These services include diagnostic screening or cervical cancer, counselling, specialist referrals and training, and education
programmes. Some of the SRH services including STI treatment are currently being delivered through the RHAs in primary care and QPCC&C. As a result, existing SRH programmes currently are woman-centric, reproductive-health focused, and generally lack a comprehensive and sustainable framework to deliver quality integrated care. Details regarding the active programmes for sexual health managed by the PPU are described in the following section, 1.2.2.4.2.

1.3.1.4.2 Current Sexual Health Provisions in Primary Care

The focus for sexual healthcare in T&T is primarily on youth, gynaecology, PTMCT, HIV, STIs, reproductive health, and the most recent addition, men’s health. Regardless of age or sex, in all health centres, reproductive health services, contraception, family planning services are made available at no cost, although they are not always easily accessed. There is no standard national healthcare service timetable as each health facility generally has a unique timetable. Equipment to conduct testing or screening for SRH services is available in health centres but this too needs to be scheduled as there is lack of adequate space and personnel to conduct SRH services. Some services are not integrated in SRH services including HIV and AIDS and reproductive cancer screening. For example, voluntary counselling and testing (VCT) is not offered in family planning clinics. As some services such as breast, cervical, and prostate cancer screening is not offered routinely (usually at specific clinics, times, and locations), specialised NGOs such as the Family Planning Association of T&T (FPATT) and the Cancer Society of Trinidad and Tobago offer these services but at a (subsidised) cost. Similarly, men’s health clinics are available only in some of the RHAs and the focus is mainly on screening for prostate cancer. There are no special clinics or referral systems currently in place to address sexual dysfunction, sexual disorders or psychosexual health. Currently, patients with these conditions are most likely to present at general health office clinic or at the NCD clinics that are frequented by older patients. They may be referred to a psychologist or medical social worker. The overarching issue affecting older patients is the shortcoming of the current primary healthcare programs to promote a holistic set of opportunities that effectively address the needs related to their sexual health and well-being.
1.3.1.4.3 Shortcomings of Sexual Health Surveillance Data & Statistics

In addition to the lack of available or accessible SRH services, national surveillance for SRH (and many other areas) in T&T has suffered from a lack of resources and requires urgent capacity building and effective management. For most diseases, data may not be available, up to date, or accurate. Several reasons for these shortcomings include a lack of sustainable human resources, data access, reporting and feedback protocols, training, and equipment.

Apart from HIV/AIDS and reproductive health statistics, no other data such as sexual health disorders, conditions or dysfunction (including as vaginismus, menopause, psychosexual health problems, ED) or even other STIs (such as HPV, Syphilis, Gonorrhoea, Chlamydia) may be readily available. In addition, there is a lack of laboratory facilities to accommodate for population level testing, the availability of test kits, and a general lack of data ownership. There is minimal effort shown by public or private healthcare professionals to collect, analyse, or report this data nationally, partially because they do not think that it is part of their job. In addition, there are few data quality and management policies and limited training opportunities to ensure best practices with regard to data ownership and responsibility being taken seriously. There is also no data feedback system in place, thus, it is unsurprising that there is a general lack of interest to perform or execute routine or even cross-sectional data collection and analysis activities.

Even when data is collected, inadequacies may still exist. With HIV/AIDS data, there is still a data gap, since the focus of international bodies including the UNAIDS and WHO’s indicators for reporting national HIV surveillance statistics go up to 49 years of age. As a result, there is little, or no data collected or reported on adults 50 years and older.

Given the limitations of this setting, for the purposes of this research, due to limited availability and accuracy, there is little, or no data presented about middle-aged and older patients regarding the prevalence of STIs, HIV/AIDS or sexual dysfunction in T&T. Only ‘guesstimates’ of the burden regarding sexual dysfunction can be assumed based on the reported statistics of NCDs. Data presented in this thesis are best estimates but are, however, not a true representation of the actual burden.
Some of these inadequacies in SRH provisions have been given consideration in recent years and the MoH has expressed the will to improve sexual health care and delivery. There is however, no certainty that the sexual health needs of the middle-aged and older population will be addressed.

1.3.1.4.4 New Sexual Reproductive Health (SRH) Policy for T&T

In 2012, the government of the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago (GORTT) conducted an analysis to establish the requirements of a suitable comprehensive national Sexual and Reproductive Health (SRH) policy to address emerging SRH patients’ needs so as to improve their sexual HRQoL. The results from this analysis recommended the new SRH policy to include issues related to cancers of the male and female reproductive system, teenage pregnancy, gender-based violence, erectile dysfunction in males, and menopausal issues in females. Vulnerable groups identified in this new policy include youth, persons with disability, elderly, persons diagnosed with infertility, persons of the same sex orientation, and sex workers.

The proposed SRH policy framework is still lacking an integrated universal access approach to SRH. There was little consideration given to addressing prevalent sexual health conditions in middle and old age. Only specific conditions were considered; namely reproductive organ cancers, ED in men and menopause in women. Further consideration of the UNs 2011 call to integrate SRH and NCDs is needed. Collaborative efforts and resource integration to facilitate sexual health education for patients and physicians, SRH surveillance including this age group, treatment and care in SRH, STIs, and NCDs for all patients including middle-aged and older adults will still need to be addressed in this new policy.

Having reviewed the burden of SRH and identified the lack of provisions in primary care for patients 45 years and older, addressing the SRH needs of this population in T&T emerges as being urgent. The importance of SRH care for this age group is high because: the number of PLHIV and/or sexual dysfunction aged 45 years and older continues to grow (though underreported) in T&T; current surveillance systems have not adapted or evolved to cater for this age group; and HIV/AIDS services are still standalone instead of being
managed alongside patients’ concurrent health problems such as diabetes, heart disease, and hypertension in middle-aged and older patients. The new proposed policy has not characterised adequate sexual healthcare services for this age group including STI clinics, STI/NCD integrated treatment and care, sexual dysfunction clinics catering for both sexes, and psychosexual therapy support services. Presently middle-aged and older people in T&T do not have access to SRH care and treatment or SRH that is suitable or accessible and that meet their specific needs.

Infrastructural and financial barriers aside, a patient’s sexual healthcare is reliant on their physician. How physicians perceive patients and handle a consultation is influenced by factors including their sexual health knowledge, attitudes, care, and management practices with older patients.

1.3.1.5 Primary Care Physicians’ (PCPs’) Sexual Health Training & Experience

Social stigmas exist in T&T about discussing sex. These stigmas may pervade and impact even in a professional environment such as a medical consultation. Deep-rooted issues relating to personal beliefs and religion can influence one’s perception but for physicians, this should not outweigh the patient’s presenting of complaints and care needs. Some studies have revealed that a significant proportion of physicians may not even discuss information about topics they find morally controversial. In one study, the physicians did not entertain the fact that older adults were still sexually active; as a result, their issues were not considered at all. Bearing these studies in mind, establishing what were the PCP’s attitudes towards discussing sex with older persons in T&T was critical to identifying what shaped and influenced their attitudes. This information can inform sexual health education strategies not just for PCPs but may be extended to the entire population as their perceptions may be culturally entrenched.

Other studies revealed that even if PCPs were approached for sexual health concerns, some physicians do not feel equipped to discuss sexual health with their older patients for several reasons, citing lack of expertise or training as the main barriers to discussing sexual issues. Some PCPs are currently not proactive in discussing sexual issues with older patients due to perceived embarrassment and lack of knowledge or experience about
sexual activity or prevalent sexual health concerns of this age group.\textsuperscript{155,157} Research has identified a low level of awareness of later life sexual health issues among PCPs as a significant barrier to initiating discussion relating to sexuality.\textsuperscript{157} Some studies acknowledged the need for continued professional education in sex in later life and sexual health communication for physicians. As mentioned in the review paper, the notion that sexual health is not a priority in older adults is propagated by ageist stereotypes and prejudices that promote older adults as asexual and only in monogamous and heterosexual relationships.\textsuperscript{110,155} Other reasons for not initiating the discussion include fear of causing offence to older patients.\textsuperscript{158} This phenomenon may be of sociocultural origin but may also stem from a lack of sexual health communication training and sexual history taking practice with this age group and should therefore be researched further. Some studies have revealed that most of these accounts shared by PCPs are assumptions rather than actual experiences.\textsuperscript{159} How PCPs perceive and manage later life sexual problems remains relatively unexplored.\textsuperscript{46} In particular, little research has been conducted on the attitudes of PCPs towards older people who experience sexual health concerns and medical conditions that may affect their sexual health.\textsuperscript{46} Determining what are the barriers and facilitators for conducting a sexual health consultation with older patients is useful for T&T. This information can aid understanding of the problems in addressing older patient’s sexual health needs and, from the PCPs’ perspective, how the health care service provision for this demographic can be improved.

A few studies highlighted that reticence in sexual health discussions is not only by the PCPs, but it is also shown by the older patients.\textsuperscript{32-33,34,39} This constitutes an actual barrier to open and effective communication that can directly affect accurate clinical diagnosis and patient outcome. If PCPs routinely practise sexual history taking, much useful information will be obtained, and the patient may be sensitised to several issues of which s/he may not have been aware.\textsuperscript{160} With routine discussion, the patient may feel more comfortable discussing concerns or problems about sexual functioning that arise in the future with the physician.\textsuperscript{160} Assessing sexual history taking practices with PCPs in T&T is critical because it affords the opportunity to establish whether gold standard sexual history taking practices are conducted and whether it is applicable to older patients in these settings.
Communication barriers between patients and physicians are one of the main reasons for a low report rate of sexual dysfunction.\textsuperscript{161} As the proportion of older adults in the population increases, more of them will seek assistance for sexual dysfunction.\textsuperscript{162}

As mentioned in Chapter 1, identification of sexual dysfunction may help physicians diagnose underlying vascular related medical conditions. Sexual concerns are actually common among patients; however, studies suggest that these concerns are not appropriately investigated by PCPs.\textsuperscript{163} Based on this lack of communication and infrequent practice of taking a sexual history with older patients, it can be assumed that sexual health provision within primary care is inconsistent and dependent on the attitudes and training of PCPs (some of whom may be too embarrassed to discuss sex).\textsuperscript{163} As a result, establishing if PCPs are trained to respond to the specific sexual health needs and challenges of this population is of significant importance. In T&T, middle-aged and older PLHIV are likely to be diagnosed late during HIV infection at considerable risk of their health because this age group is not usually at the top of the PCPs’ mind when it comes to this infection. Assessing PCPs’ knowledge in sexual health functioning in middle and old age is urgent to determine if PCPs can effectively respond with appropriate treatment to this group.

There are several issues of sexuality that are under-studied in ageing\textsuperscript{164} and there is a general deficit in research conducted in this area. Further studies on the perceptions of middle-aged and older adults (with sexual health concerns) on health care experiences with their doctors are needed. Examining the relationship dynamic of medical professionals with older patients can provide more insight on how expression of sexual issues is currently being addressed. Studies conducted have usually involved small numbers of participants. Little has been done to determine the sexual health care knowledge, attitudes, and perceptions of PCPs that are involved in the care of middle-aged and older adults. Conducting such research to determine the existing barriers/facilitators that impact on raising sexual health issues during consultations may aid in addressing known communication problems and positively impact patient outcomes.
1.4 Research Gaps and Rationale

Research has shown that many primary care professionals find it difficult to discuss sexual health matters particularly with older adults, resulting in the loss of key opportunities for prevention and intervention. Studies have also revealed that patients would welcome increased opportunities for discussion of personal topics if appropriately initiated by the doctor. Even though some studies identified some of the barriers and facilitators to communication, little research has been undertaken to provide an effective model to address the communication needs of middle-aged and older patients and their physicians with regard to their sexual health concerns. The existing literature reviewed advocates for investigation of sexual healthcare communication needs of PCPs. Additionally, previous studies recommended that improved communication should be considered to address some of the sexual health needs of middle-aged and older patients.

Existing studies are projections based mostly on the U.S., Canadian, or European populations and perspectives. Although they are developed nations, these may not reflect the same experiences as a small country with an intimate-sized population. Although there were also studies with some cultural and ethnic similarities conducted in India and in neighbouring Latin American countries, these too may not reflect the Caribbean context. Previous studies were conducted mostly in a predominantly Caucasian population with different sociocultural norms, national SRH, and STI policies with wider coverage including their older population, SRH priorities in primary care for all ages, and continuous health education and health promotion for patients and providers. As a result, there is scope and need for further research to be conducted in the Caribbean. In Trinidad & Tobago, although it may have a similar primary health care system as seen in some of the other islands of the Caribbean region, it is a multi-ethnic, multicultural, high income country, and therefore may be different from many of the other Caribbean countries and possibly its own unique sociocultural imprint on information gathered in this setting.

This thesis aims to fill this important gap in the literature by contributing to the limited collective works on the influence of the physicians’ sexual health communication with middle-aged and older patients in primary care settings by specifically determining their
current knowledge, attitudes and sexual health care, and sexual history taking practices with these patients. There have been no studies to date on this subject area in the Caribbean region. In addition, due to the fact that Trinidad and Tobago is a very culturally and ethnically diverse country, it was possible to identify distinctive culturally specific factors that affect middle-aged and older Trinbagonians with regard to the unique healthcare experiences when communicating sexual health concerns. This research is the first of its kind in T&T (and the Caribbean region) and it will provide a national level baseline data on PCPs’ knowledge, attitudes, and sexual healthcare practices with older patients. This study is timely as the national SRH policy is still in its draft form and the evidence-based findings and recommendations originating from this work may be offered for consideration in the finalisation of the national SRH policy.

The PCPs’ knowledge and attitudes towards practices in providing sexual healthcare to middle-aged and older adults is not yet understood. Insights from the PCPs’ perspective about what shapes their attitudes towards sexual health and what influences their sexual health communication and care management practices may help us understand the status of the current sexual healthcare provisions in primary care and, indirectly, on how this has affected middle-aged and older patients. This research was designed to explore these questions from the diversified accounts of the national primary care physician population in Trinidad & Tobago.
1.5 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 supports the study aim revealed in this introduction by presenting some of the existing theories regarding physicians’ knowledge, attitudes, and practices (KAP) and discusses the relationship of how KAP may influence the physicians’ communication in a sexual health consultation. These theoretical contexts constitute the backbone of this research and served as guiding principles for pursuing the overarching research question. Applicable physician-patient communication models are discussed and a working model of the influences on sexual health communication based on my synthesised findings is presented later in the discussion section in Chapter 8. Subsequently, Chapter 3 defines the mixed-methods approach conceptualised for this study and describes the overarching two-pronged sequential qualitative and quantitative measures employed during data collection and analysis throughout the study. Each individual method is described separately in Chapters 4 and 5. Successively, there are three research papers answering different parts of the overarching research question including:

-Paper 2: A qualitative study exploring Primary Care Physicians’ attitudes to talking about sex with their middle-aged and older patients. {Chapter 4}

-Paper 3: Knowledge, Attitudes & Practices of Primary Care Physicians with regard to sexual health for middle-aged older adults. – Quantitative paper – {Chapter 5}

-Paper 4: What Primary Care Physicians’ characteristics are associated with the sexual health care management of middle and old aged patients and how are they influenced by different clinical scenarios. – Quantitative paper – {Chapter 6}

Following the research paper chapters is Chapter 7 which aims to collectively analyse and summarise my findings by triangulation. The final section of this thesis is the Discussion and Conclusion in Chapter 8. The research findings were synthesised, and a new conceptual model is proposed for sexual health communication in medical consultations. This Discussion Chapter also conveys the overall strengths and limitations of this research and concludes the study’s findings with recommendations for: existing sexual health policy, medical education and post graduate training, health promotion, and further research needs.
Chapter 2: Theoretical Context

Physicians’ Communication in a Sexual Health Consultation
2.1 Chapter Overview

In the previous Chapter, I have emphasised that research gaps exist regarding PCPs’ knowledge and attitudes towards sexual health in later life, also, if they do communicate effectively and, as well, diagnostically take a sexual history with these patients. In this chapter, I aim to explore this gap by delving into what are PCPs’ knowledge, attitudes, and practices in sexual healthcare with older patients. To guide my research, I reviewed existing conceptual frameworks and models for understanding physician-patient relationships and communication in clinical consultations and where possible, sexual health-related ones. A conceptual framework or model is an analytical tool. It usually represents relationships and organizes ideas in context backed by theory. The advantages of conceptual framework analyses are that they can undergo modification, and its emphasis on understanding instead of prediction of what is not yet well understood. In this chapter, I review existing literature on KAP and conceptual models in communication in physician-patient relationships. I conclude that, to the best of my knowledge, there is currently no existing framework that directly relates neither physician-older patient relations nor effective communication in sexual health consultations itself, both of which are my chief areas of interest. The chapter concludes by proposing a new conceptual model for sexual health communication based on existing evidence, which has guided my research and developed further in my Discussion Chapter (8) based on the findings of this study.
2.2 Knowledge, Attitudes & Practices (KAP) in Sexual Health Communication

Knowledge, attitude, practices (KAP) surveys are widely used to gather information about public health globally. However, are KAP surveys useful and appropriate?

The KAP(B) survey tradition was first born in the field of family planning and population studies in the 1950s.\(^{168}\) KAP surveys were designed to provide information on the knowledge, attitudes, and practices in family planning that could be used for programming.\(^{169,170}\) KAP studies evolved onto different perspectives including community perspectives and human behaviour and several themes in primary care.\(^{168}\) The attractiveness of KAP surveys was due to characteristics such as an easy design, quantifiable data, ease of interpretation and concise presentation of results, generalisability of small sample results to a wider population, cross-cultural comparability, speed of implementation, and the ease with which one can train enumerators.\(^{168,169,170,171}\) On the other hand the method has been criticised for assuming that the data provided is applicable and offers accurate information about knowledge, attitudes, and practices.\(^{172,173,174}\)

In KAP surveys, the knowledge assesses the extent of community knowledge about public health concepts, culture-specific knowledge of illness notions and explanatory models, or knowledge related to health systems.\(^{168,169}\) The narrow focus on knowledge can further be explained by the definition of knowledge and the agreement on whose knowledge counts.\(^{168}\) Measuring attitudes is part of a standard KAP survey/questionnaire and they refer to a person's general positive or negative feelings about an issue, object, or person that are interlinked with the person's knowledge, beliefs, emotions, and values.\(^{175}\) However, many KAP studies do not present results regarding attitudes, probably because of the substantial risk of falsely generalising the opinions and attitudes of a particular group.\(^{170}\) Attempting to measure attitudes via a survey has been criticised because people tend to give answers they deem acceptable or preferred. Sensitive topics are difficult and the interview context may influence responses.\(^{168,169,169}\) The attitude scales (numbers/verbal) may fail to reflect the respondents' answers.\(^{170,171}\) A third and integral part of KAP surveys is the investigation of work/health-related practices. Questions normally concern the use of different treatment and prevention options and are
In general, KAP surveys have been criticised for providing only descriptive data and failing to explain the logic behind people's actual behaviour. Another concern is that behind KAP survey data is often the false assumption that there is a direct relationship between knowledge and behaviour, when in fact, knowledge is only one factor influencing treatment-seeking practices, and there is need to address multiple factors to truly understand underlying associations including the socio-cultural, environmental, economic, and structural factors.

Regardless of the critiques presented by some researchers, KAP surveys are well represented in the literature, however, studies that aim to explore the clinical knowledge, attitudes, and practices of physicians regarding their patient care are limited. This study aims to explore the population-based awareness of PCPs’ knowledge level (competence) in sexual function in later life, their attitudes (perceptions) addressing sexual health in middle-aged an older patient and their clinical practices (sexual health diagnosis, care, and treatment choices) in offering sexual health care for these patients.

For the purposes of this research, PCPs’ clinical practices referred to how PCPs managed their medical consultations with specific attention to whether they communicated with their patients about their sexual health. Care and treatment practices that offered a communicative approach included, diagnosing the patient by taking a sexual history, counselling patients about their diagnosis, discussing their sexual health issues and offering sexual health advice and education where needed. Other non-communicative management strategies included offering referrals to other HCPs for consultation, prescribing medication, referrals for lab testing or taking a physical examination. As this study was a first of its kind in T&T, based on the theory, the KAP approach was an appropriate option for assessment of PCPs’ knowledge and attitudes and clinical sexual health care practices. This option allowed for cross-sectional capture at baseline in sexual health diagnosis, communication, care, and delivery in primary care settings and therefore the focus of this theoretical context will take a closer review of sexual health communication bearing the two populations of interest of this research (the PCP and the older patient) in mind.
2.3 Literature Review - Search Strategy

The search strategy employed was not limited by study design as its purpose was to offer a descriptive synthesis of what we already know about physician-patient communication in older patient’s sexual health.

1. (((elder* or old*) adj2 people) or old* patient* or old age* or age* population).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject heading word, floating sub-heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept word, rare disease supplementary concept word, unique identifier, synonyms]
2. (senior citizen or geriatric).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject heading word, floating sub-heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept word, rare disease supplementary concept word, unique identifier, synonyms]
3. baby boomer*.mp.
4. "Aged, 80 and over"/ or Aged/ or Geriatrics/ or older person*.mp.
5. exp Middle-aged/
6. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5
7. Sexual Dysfunction, Physiological/ or Sexual Behavior/ or sexual function.mp.
8. Sexually Transmitted Diseases/ or sexually transmitted disease*.mp.
9. (sexual health or sexual intimacy).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject heading word, floating sub-heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept word, rare disease supplementary concept word, unique identifier, synonyms]
10. (sexual behaviour or sexuality or sex education).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject heading word, floating sub-heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept word, rare disease supplementary concept word, unique identifier, synonyms]
11. 7 or 8 or 9 or 10
12. (medical history or sexual history or communication or discussion).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject heading word, floating sub-heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept word, rare disease supplementary concept word, unique identifier, synonyms]
13. Communication/ or Physician-Patient Relations/ or Communication Barriers/ or Nurse-Patient Relations/ or communication barrier*.mp. or "Attitude of Health Personnel"/ or Professional-Patient Relations/
14. 12 or 13
15. (primary care or general practitioner or GP or PCP).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject heading word, floating sub-heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept word, rare disease supplementary concept word, unique identifier, synonyms]
16. 6 and 11 and 14 and 15 =155 articles
2.4 Sexual Health Communication

2.4.1 PCP Sexual Health Communication with Middle-Aged and Older Patients

The need to conduct research pertaining to older adult sexual health concerns was initiated by a brief review conducted in 1977 on the ‘Disorders of sexuality and communication in the elderly’.177 This paper solicited researchers to conduct studies looking into the sexual health concerns of the elderly and issues around communication of these problems. However, since the abovementioned review, actual studies on the subject of older adults and communication regarding their sexual health in primary healthcare settings have only become more prevalent in the last 10 years. One of the earlier studies, conducted by Gott and colleagues in 2004, interviewed 22 GPs in Sheffield, UK about how they perceive sexual concerns of older patients. This study found that GPs do not address sexual health proactively with older people and that, within primary care, sexual health is equated with younger people of reproductive age and not seen as a valid topic for discussion with the older age group as they are beyond child bearing years.158 Gott’s study revealed that many beliefs held about the sexual attitudes and behaviours of older people were based on stereotyped views of ageing and sexuality, rather than personal experience of individual patients.158 The research question that arises is how do primary healthcare physicians describe their attitudes towards older patients’ sexuality and sexual health and, in their accounts, what are the factors that shape these attitudes? Gott’s findings also identified a low level of awareness of later life sexual health issues among GP participants and significant barriers to initiating discussion relating to sexuality in consultations with older patients. It also acknowledged the need for continued professional education in the sexual health of older adults for physicians.158

A similar study of this kind occurred in 2008 in Turkey and with a larger sample of PCPs. The study focused on the knowledge and attitudes of doctors towards sexuality in older people, and it revealed that most of the physicians had limited knowledge but their attitude was positive towards sexuality in the elderly.178 The authors, Dogan et al. found that female physicians had less knowledge than males and had more negative attitudes towards sexuality in this age group.178 The reasons for this may stem from rules of socialisation during childhood. Most young children were taught to respect their elders, and this will include being almost submissive and cooperative rather than authoritative or assertive.
Even though older physicians had more knowledge than younger physicians, both groups exhibited similar attitudes. The authors also identified a low level of awareness of later life sexuality among Turkish medical doctors.\textsuperscript{178} The findings of both of these studies, which were physician-directed, suggest a need to improve the education and training of doctors at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels to enable them to provide better sexual healthcare to older people. The research question that ensues is, what are the associations between Primary Care Physicians’ (PCPs) characteristics and their knowledge and attitudes towards sexual healthcare?

In addition to these studies on the PCPs’ perspective of sexuality in older adults, there were a few studies conducted based on the perceptions of sexuality, STIs, sexual issues, and communication from the older adult perspective. One of the larger studies of this kind was a community-based study conducted in the U.S. in 2006 on the attitudes and behaviour of older women regarding HIV and how they communicated with their doctor.\textsuperscript{179} The older women in this study sample were sexually active, and engaged in potentially risky sexual behaviour, yet they believed that physicians should address issues of sexuality.\textsuperscript{179} This research concluded that there is both a gap and a disparity in older women's dialogue with physicians on sexual health matters.\textsuperscript{179} Subsequently, McAuliffe et al. published a review on the barriers to expression of sexuality in older patients.\textsuperscript{180} This review highlighted communication barriers such as attitudinal (for example, myths around sexuality and ageing), physiological (for example, sexual dysfunction), or physical (for example, loss of partner or lack of privacy).\textsuperscript{180} McAuliffe also recommended the need for further research on the attitudes of healthcare professionals towards sexuality of older patients and also their sexual health needs.\textsuperscript{180} A few supporting studies based primarily on sexuality, sexual knowledge of elderly, and their quality of life concurred on this: sexual problems are frequent among older adults, but these problems are infrequently discussed with physicians. The study in 2007 by Robinson and Molzhan concluded that there are implications for gerontological nurses, the need to support personal relationships for older adults, to encourage health promotion, and to ensure sexuality is discussed with older adults.\textsuperscript{181}
Another useful literature to this study is the review conducted by Price in 2009 pertaining to the interest of sexual health concerns and communication. This review explored the attitudes towards older people’s sexuality and, again, had implications for other healthcare professionals. It ends with a similar conclusion (as discussed in previous studies) that sexuality is multifaceted and difficult to contain in a discussion. Price emphasised that nurses need to feel more comfortable talking about sexuality with older people. Another recent study by Politi et al. focused on patient-provider communication about sexual health among older adults. The study concluded that some women felt that healthcare providers should ask about sexual and reproductive health issues only if questions relate to an associated health problem (e.g., STIs) and in ways that can be answered by all women regardless of partner status and, as well, to follow questions with non-judgmental discussions.

As seen in a few studies, the reticence among older patients and their providers regarding the discussion of sexual health, frequently constitutes an actual barrier to open and effective communication. If, however, a good screening sexual history is routinely elicited, the discomfort may be less obvious during consultation and much useful information will be obtained.

### 2.4.2 Sexual History Taking

A sexual history is an enquiry of a patient's personal history concerned with sexual function and dysfunction. It is particularly important in gathering data from a patient who has a disease of the reproductive tract, who experiences sexual dysfunction, or who requests contraception, abortion, or sterilisation. The extent of the history varies with the patient's age and condition and the reason for securing the history. As a result, a short (focused) sexual history is recommended as part of every complete physical examination. However, it is understood that a practitioner needs a detailed sexual history to understand the patient's complaint and to plan treatment. It may include the age at onset of sexual intercourse, the kind and frequency of sexual activity, and the satisfaction derived from it.
However, many PCPs feel concerned about their ability to take an appropriate sexual history, regardless of how skilled and confident they may be while taking a standard history. This may be a result of educational practices as sexual history taking has tended to be taught separately, coupled with the fact that talking about sex in general is daunting.\textsuperscript{185} In addition to this being difficult for practitioners, for some patients, there may be great discomfort approaching a medical professional for help in sexual matters.\textsuperscript{185} However, regardless of the uncomfortable situation, or patient’s age or gender, a sexual history is very important and there are core components of a sexual history that every practitioner should ask and discuss as seen in the following based on Bates, CDC, NHS Trust, and BASSH National Guidelines\textsuperscript{186,187,188,189,190}:

**Core Sexual History Components:**

5Ps – Partners, Practices, Prevention, Protection, Past

- *Reasons for attendance*
- *Symptom review*
- *Last sexual intercourse (LSI) – date, patient gender, sites of exposure, condom use (Practices)*
- *Previous sexual partners – as for LSI (Partners)*
- *Previous STIs (Past)*
- *For women – Last Menstrual Period, contraceptive and cytology history (Prevention)*
- *HIV, Hepatitis B & C risk assessment (Protection)*
- *Establish mode of giving results*

These guidelines have been used in several other medical universities and adopted in several hospitals and training programmes. Other key points involved in conducting a sexual history include the need for the physical environment to be welcoming and comfortable and the consultations should take place in private behind sound-proofed doors.\textsuperscript{191} Ideally, patients should be in the consultation alone to allow them to reveal information. The PCP should also remember that patients can be vague or use euphemisms if embarrassed and, hence, they should observe non-verbal cues. These are particularly vital.\textsuperscript{191} Also when discussing sexual behaviours, the PCP should ensure that the patient understands any medical terminology that they may use.\textsuperscript{191} Also due to the fact that human sexual behaviour is diverse, practitioners should avoid moral or religious judgement of
their patient's behaviour and concentrate instead on managing health-related needs, including psychological and emotional, and take time to address patient's concerns.\textsuperscript{191}

With reference to the middle-aged and older age group of this study, it is observed that assessment of sexual functioning is not necessarily part of the core components of a sexual history and will possibly only be assessed if the patient attended the consultation with it as a chief complaint. Then it will be noted under “reason for attendance” followed by the relevant “symptom review”. Identifying sexual dysfunction should possibly be considered a core component particularly with the middle-aged and older population due to the high prevalence of sexual dysfunction in this general population – most often undiagnosed and untreated.\textsuperscript{192} These communication barriers between patients and physicians are one of the main reasons for a low report rate of sexual dysfunction. As the proportion of older adults in the population increases, more of them will seek assistance for sexual dysfunction. Based on a few studies, sexual problems are characterised by diminished or absent sexual interest, and by disturbances in the physiological or psychosocial patterns associated with the sexual response cycle. Key reported sexual dysfunction problems are (i) lack of interest in sex; (ii) arousal problems—trouble maintaining or achieving an erection (men) and trouble lubricating (women); (iii) climaxing too early; (iv) inability to achieve an orgasm; (v) experiencing pain during sex; (vi) not finding sex pleasurable; and (vii) anxiety about performance.

As previously mentioned, sexuality is a very important part of emotional, physical, and mental health, and hence, incorporating a sexual history as part of the overall patient history is an important consideration. Based on previous studies, although PCPs and other health professionals may experience in some circumstances a degree of apprehension and embarrassment in discussing sexual issues, it is nonetheless essential to learn to be comfortable in asking questions about sexuality and in responding to issues that arise from such questioning. A sensitive, non-judgmental approach on the part of the physician is essential and may create an atmosphere of security for both patient and physician.\textsuperscript{193} Discussing sexual history with patients may impact on patients’ uptake of screening, willingness to disclose personal relevant health information, and overall relationship with their providers.\textsuperscript{193} Unfortunately, because PCPs infrequently ask about their older patient’s
sexual health, because of time constraints, their discomfort level with the topic and perceptions of patient discomfort disclosing this information. The research question that ensues is: What are the associations between Primary Care Physicians’ (PCPs’) characteristics and sexual healthcare practices (sexual history taking/ frequency of discussing and treating sexual concerns)?

Communicating with PCPs about sexual health may be particularly difficult with older patients. Although studies are limited, as mentioned previously, the data indicates that older adults value sexuality and engage in sexual activity. PCPs have also reported fear of offending older patients, particularly women, if they approach sexual health issues during the medical consultation. Thus, many older women have reported experiencing sexual health issues that they have not discussed with a clinician. Dispelling the myth that all older people should have a declining interest in sex may help patients feel less reticent about talking to physicians about sexual matters.

Sexual history taking is a core clinical skill for all physicians regardless of comfort, yet many medical schools do not adequately address this important topic within the curriculum. In fact, in most medical universities the core components of a general patient medical history are taught; also, elements of a sexual history are not given the same merit. Sexual history taking has become noticeable more recently as continuing medical education (CME) courses in the form of optional training for medical professionals, residents, and recent medical graduates. Even though presently there are a few options for training (post medical graduation) in sexual history taking, the focus tends to be on patients from a family planning perspective, younger populations, psychiatric patients and patients of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) community. Clearly, the literature reviewed suggests a need to investigate the sexual healthcare communication needs of physicians, as there is a dearth of information improving patient–physician communication about sexual health for older adults.
2.5 Understanding Effective Physician-Patient Communication

The literature reviewed has helped me to question many aspects of this research regarding PCPs’ medical knowledge, their attitudes, and how these influences the manner physicians communicate (and their resultant practices). For me to gather a comprehensive understanding, it is important to question the following:\(^{197}\) What shapes a PCPs’ knowledge, attitudes, and practice? How do these factors associate? What PCPs’ characteristics are associated with addressing sexual health in consultations with patients of middle and old age, and how are they influenced by different clinical scenarios? These questions are the foundation of this research.

Essentially, I would like to pursue what influences the sexual health communication between older patients and their PCPs in the context of investigating their knowledge, attitudes, and practice towards sexual health care with these patients. This may assist in understanding what are the associations between Primary Care Physicians’ (PCPs’) knowledge, attitudes, and sexual healthcare practice?

I therefore decided to further examine the physician-patient relationship model to identify factors that impact upon communication.

**Theoretical Concepts**

*Understanding Communication in the Physician-Patient Relationship*

Perhaps the physician-patient relationship requires interaction between individuals sharing concerns or issues of vital importance, which may be emotionally laden and require close collaboration.\(^{198}\) Evidently, inter-personal communication is the primary tool by which the physician and the patient exchange information.\(^{198}\) In an attempt to understand how this can be effective, the following must be reviewed:\(^{199}\)

1. the information exchange between doctor and patient;
2. the dynamic of the interpersonal doctor–patient relationship;
3. the decision-making process;
4. Influences on physician communication.
The Importance of the Exchange of Information between Doctor and Patient

The aim of medical communication in a consultation is primarily alternating information sharing, seeking and giving between the doctor and the patient. Doctors need the right information to establish the right diagnosis and treatment plan. Both parties must be willing to communicate relevant information, so that doctors can do their job: diagnose, treat, and impart this information to their patient.

The Dynamic of the Interpersonal Doctor-Patient Relationship

Roter and Hall state that talking is the main ingredient in clinical consultation and it is the central mechanism by which the physician-patient relationship is fashioned and by which therapeutic goals are achieved. Therefore, establishing a good rapport between doctor and patient may infer a remedy for optimal patient outcomes. Some refer to the social rapport style which essentially manifests as attitudes towards the patient and attitudes of personal interest, empathy, a helpful demeanour, a non-judgmental attitude, an overall balance of humour and friendliness are reported as ideal. However, the most essential task would be to actually address the patient’s need (health care practice) and reason for the visit in attempt to move closer towards attaining any therapeutic goals. This essentially is the constituents of the patient-centred model approach where the goal is to follow patients' leads, to understand patients' experiences from their point of view. This type of physician-patient relationship is viewed as egalitarian anywhere the physician is considered empathetic and conveys respect, authenticity, unconditional acceptance, and warmth, practices a lot of listening to what the patient communicates including their non-verbal behaviour. Even though this model is promoted as ideal, the physician has goals as well and the ideal clinical scenario should integrate this patient-centred model with some mutual balance of physician-centred approaches. In this way the patient leads in areas where s/he is the expert (needs, concerns, symptoms) and then the physician leads in his/her jurisdiction of expertise regarding medical knowledge about illness and/or treatment. However, Stewart and Roter, state that "the most common forms of the physician-patient relationship are based on levels of control between the physician and patient, those with high control by the doctor are called paternalism". This is the most prevalent but not desirable as in this model of relations, physicians dominate from the start.
of the consultation to the therapeutic goals, and decision-making as the patient’s voice is generally absent. In this situation, the role of the physician is to act in the patient’s best interest.\textsuperscript{197} This type of 'physician-centred' relationship can be regarded as the opposite of the 'patient-centred' relation, which is more egalitarian.\textsuperscript{199} The patient-centred approach is promoted collectively in medical education because with patient-centred communication, the physician aims to ensure that the patient’s clinical concerns, needs, and expectations are heard.\textsuperscript{197} This technique is assumed to empower the patient and promote a sense of shared “ownership” of the treatment plan and possible patient compliance.\textsuperscript{201,202}

**Decision-Making**

Another purpose of communication in a clinical consultation is to ensure appropriate patient outcomes in terms of therapeutic goals to establish in the form of an agreed treatment plan.\textsuperscript{199,200} Traditionally, the physician-patient relationship was paternalistic, with the doctor directing care and making decisions about treatment; however, this approach has been replaced by the ideal option of ‘shared decision-making.’\textsuperscript{203} However, this may not be the same in primary care practices in Caribbean countries as these health centres are generally quite overbooked and physicians decide whether or not there may be time to share decision-making power. Regardless of barriers, for this to occur, the first step is on the part of the physician to offer and share responsibility for medical decision-making which may be governed by a defined set of attitudes and beliefs that determine future behaviour between the physician and the patient.\textsuperscript{199}

For the scope of this research, the focus is on the influences of physicians’ communication.
2.6 Influences on the Physician’s Communication

Within the context of any clinical consultation, there are several factors that can affect the dynamic between physicians and patients and how they communicate and perceive each other.\textsuperscript{204} Physicians have stereotypes and may categorise their patients based on or bias their perception about their patient’s social status, education or even behaviours such as “s/he is reserved, not too educated, very difficult patient, very kind, staunch religion, and easy to help”.\textsuperscript{204} Other influences such as shared identities, commonalties or concordance\textsuperscript{204} – although there is not a lot of research confirming concordance as a predictor of better patient outcomes based on similar in age or gender. Another factor that may influence physician’s behaviour is, in fact, the patient’s communication style.\textsuperscript{199,208} For example, physicians generally are more responsive to the actively involved patient in part because they have a better understanding of the patient’s needs and concerns.\textsuperscript{204} An ecological study conducted by Street Jnr. et al. focused on these four sources of potential influence — (1) physician’s communication style, (2) patients’ characteristics, (3) physician–patient demographic concordance, and (4) patient’s communication and have established this theoretical model below in the Figure 9 that has been used as a guide in this study and adapted post results in Chapter 8, Discussion & Conclusion.\textsuperscript{204}

A physician’s bedside manner and how they communicate with or perceive a patient may simply depend on the doctor’s style.\textsuperscript{199,204} Some are more talkative and provide more information; some are more supportive and listen more.\textsuperscript{205} A physician’s style of communicating with patients may have evolved their professional experience with several patients over time, their worldview about care, and socialisation related to gender, culture, and medical training.\textsuperscript{204}

The model below shows the interaction of these different influences on physician’s communication.
2.6.1 Conceptual Framework & Working Model for Research

To fully understand PCPs knowledge, attitudes, and practices in sexual health and their physician – older patient dynamic specifically in a sexual health consultation, a model or framework that recognises this relationship and factors that potentially influence physician’s sexual health communication is required, but this must be supported by empirical evidence. To the best of my knowledge, no such model or conceptual framework currently exists that illustrates factors or characteristics that shape or influence sexual health communication in a physician-older-patient dynamic. Therefore, I have proposed a priori hypotheses from the literature (presented in chapters 3-6, Methodologies) which I have tested, and I also used these to create a new ‘working’ model based on what Street Jnr. et al (2007) have presented, as it represented the closest model for understanding the factors and characteristics that promote effective PCP-patient communication in a health consultation. However, in Chapter 8, I have adapted this model to incorporate sexual health communication and other factors based on my synthesised findings. This working framework may be more specific to the Trinidad & Tobago setting; thus, it can be tested in future research. The results of this thesis, and the framework that is generated, will take one step towards determining the knowledge, attitudes, and sexual healthcare practices of PCPs that will be best for addressing sexual health needs of patients in middle and old age.
2.7 Chapter Summary

Physician-Patient communication impacts patients’ satisfaction, quality of care, and health. There is still need for further research as to how these various patient- and doctor-characteristics relate to one another negatively or positively in their influence on communication. Since different patient and physician characteristics can influence physician-patient communication, so too will the nature of the presenting complaint. For patients who present with sensitive private complaints such as sexual health concerns, discussing sexual history with these patients is an important part of a physical and emotional health assessment. Communication about sexual history may impact patients’ screening behaviours, willingness to disclose personal relevant health information, and overall relationship with their physicians. However, physicians frequently do not directly ask about sexual health because of time constraints, their discomfort level with the topic, and perceptions of patient discomfort in disclosing this information. Improving Physician-Patient communication about sexual health for older adults warrants further research.

This chapter presented the theoretical framework that influenced the researcher’s interest in physician-patient communication. The researcher was interested in physician-patient relationships in primary care settings and more specifically regarding the nature of sensitive types of medical consultations such as those that address sexual health concerns and how the physician- and patient-characteristics may interact on its success.

The following Chapter 3 presents the methodology, which was designed and guided by the study aims, objectives, research questions, and theoretical foundation in these preceding chapters.
Chapter 3: Methodology

A Mixed-Methods Approach
3.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter presents the mixed-methods approach employed to address the four research questions of this PhD. It offers a comprehensive description of the conceptual design for this mixed-methods study. This chapter presents an overview of existing and emerging mixed-methods research typologies and designs as context for the subsequent rationale for selecting this approach. Subsequently, the nominated mixed-methods design is defined, and a synopsis of the strengths and limitations of this choice is discussed. Following this is an overview of the three methodical phases (qualitative, quantitative, & triangulation), plus a description in terms of their sequence, priority, and level of integration. Specific details regarding each phase’s sampling, data collection and analysis, techniques, and a justification for its appropriateness, strengths and limitations to address the relative research question is presented in the subsequent individual chapters 4 and 5 which are dedicated to each methodical phase.
3.2 Research Questions, Aims & Objectives

3.2.1 Research Aims & Objectives

The aim of this study is to determine what are PCPs’ knowledge of, attitudes towards, and practices in sexual healthcare for patients of middle and old age in Trinidad and Tobago.

The objectives of this work are:

1. To describe the current practice in terms of management of and training surrounding sexual healthcare and sexual history taking during consultations between primary care physicians/general practitioners with middle-aged and older patients.

2. To determine the factors that contribute to the communication dynamic in the ‘primary care physician – older patient’ medical consultation on sensitive issues regarding the patient’s sexual health.

3. To capture baseline data on the Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices (KAP) of PCPs in Trinidad and Tobago on sexual healthcare and sexual history taking with patients who are 45 years and older.

4. To provide recommendations for best practice (based on research findings) for PCPs to improve sexual healthcare delivery, including sexual history taking, during consultations with middle-aged and older patients.
3.2.2 Research Questions of Thesis

A mixed-methods approach was considered best to satisfy the research objectives and to address each of the thesis research questions as follows:

**Research Question 1**
How do primary healthcare physicians describe their attitudes towards older patients’ sexuality and sexual health, and, in their accounts, what are the factors that shape these attitudes?

This research question was addressed by fulfilling the first two objectives of the thesis and employing a qualitative research method involving the conduct of in-depth semi-structured interviews with PCPs (See Chapter 4, qualitative phase, for further details on the interview process). The in-depth interview method was thought to be most appropriate to answer this exploratory research question. More details on the full methodology employed will follow in Chapter 3, Methodology.

**Research Question 2**
What are the associations between Primary Care Physicians’ (PCPs’) characteristics and their knowledge, attitudes, and sexual healthcare practice?

**Research Question 3**
What are the associations between Primary Care Physicians’ (PCPs’) knowledge, attitudes, and sexual healthcare practice?

**Research Question 4**
What Primary Care Physicians’ characteristics are associated with addressing sexual health in consultations with patients of middle and old age, and how are they influenced by different clinical scenarios?

These three research questions were addressed primarily by fulfilling the third objective of the thesis which employed a quantitative research method in the form of a national survey. The conceptual framework and design of the survey instrument was informed by the data analysed from the qualitative segment allowing for a literal ‘mixing of the methods’ and
integration. Using this quantitative approach was thought to be most appropriate as these research questions were explanatory and each was complemented by testable hypotheses (See Chapter 5, Quantitative Phase for details on hypotheses). The sequential approach was thought to be most effective as the design of the survey instrument was grounded in the cultural context of the study setting, and it also incorporated the worldviews of the participants it was being administered to. Additionally, the designed instrument was thought to be more advantageous versus employing a ready-made survey that could have been difficult to adapt to the setting or unsuitable as it may not have covered all the areas of interest. More details on the overall methodology employed will follow in this Chapter 3.

### 3.2.3 Epistemological Approach

A critical realist perspective was embraced in this research. Critical realism is a philosophy of science associated with Roy Bhaskar (1944-2014).\(^\text{207}\) It combines general philosophies of science and social science to describe an interface between the natural and social worlds.\(^\text{207,208}\) As a critical realist, the goal of research is to cultivate deeper levels of reasoning and understanding, and not to recognise generalisable laws based on statistical relationships between dependent and independent variables\(^\text{209}\) (positivist) or to identify the lived experience or beliefs of social actors (interpretivist).\(^\text{208}\) Critical realists maintain that the selection of methods should be determined by the nature of the research problem.\(^\text{208,188}\) In fact, from this perspective, it is recommended that the most effective approach will be to use a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods or techniques\(^\text{210}\) and triangulation, a method which involves using more than one method or source of data in the study of a social phenomenon.\(^\text{211}\) What is most important from a critical realist perspective is how these methods—quantitative and qualitative—are used.\(^\text{212}\) Having adopted this line of thinking, I have outlined my preference of a mixed-method approach and explained the interplay of these methods below.
3.2.3.1 Qualitative Measures
Qualitative methods can help to illuminate complex concepts and relationships that are unlikely to be captured by predetermined response categories or standardised quantitative measures. From a critical realist perspective, the key strength of qualitative methods is that the in-depth interview method technique is open-ended. This allowed themes to emerge during the course of inquiry with each participating PCP that could not have been anticipated in advance.

3.2.3.2 Quantitative Measures
Quantitative methods are generally employed to identify patterns and associations that may otherwise be masked to test theories about how causal mechanisms operate under particular sets of conditions. From a critical realist perspective, the strength of quantitative methods is that it was used to develop reliable descriptions and provide accurate comparisons and identify associations. These measures helped to tease out new and unexpected causal mechanisms during this study between the PCPs’ characteristics and their sexual healthcare and practices with middle-aged and older patients.

3.2.3.3 Methodological Triangulation
Triangulation is considered as a method of integration and there are at least three understandings of the term ‘including mutual validation, integration of different perspectives, and its original trigonometrical meaning.’ Critical realist is generally compatible with all three of the purposes of methodological triangulation as each definition shows different opportunities for relating qualitative and quantitative results. As a critical realist, methodological triangulation is employed for three purposes: confirmation, completeness, and abduction

- Confirmation (Convergence)
  The purpose of seeking confirmation considers the original trigonometrical definition of triangulation: techniques that are used to locate a fixed position. For this research, seeking confirmation enhances the reliability and validity of my quantitative and qualitative findings and may support a more robust conclusion than either single method of data could support alone. Attaining confirmation having triangulated my qualitative and quantitative results may offset any biases that are associated with any
of the single methods. From a critical realist (and also positivist) standpoint, this use of triangulation is based on the assumption that there is a perceptible social reality unlike interpretivists who remain doubtful whether a tangible reality exists.

- **Completeness (Complementarity)**
  From a critical realist perspective, the purpose of seeking completeness when triangulating quantitative and qualitative data is to determine any complementary findings by integrating diverse aspects of the same reality but examining it from different perspectives. Complementarity truly illustrates the benefits of uniting methods and the opportunity to achieve a more complete understanding, comprehensive patterns, and a greater level of detail than could not be obtained from interpreting from only one method’s results. On the other hand, a positivist’s interest may only reveal different aspects of a phenomenon, whilst an interpretivist may only seek to decipher a wider range of perspectives. However, the disadvantage of this purpose is that completeness can be more uncertain or ambiguous than seeking confirmation.

- **Abductive reasoning (Interpretation)**
  Abductive reasoning (also called abduction, abductive inference, or retroduction) is a kind of logical inference described by Charles Sanders Peirce as "guessing." The term explains the process of synthesising a new conception or explanatory hypothesis. Unlike positivists and interpretivists critical realist focus on deriving an explanatory understanding based on the development of abductive inferences.

Further description of the actual steps involved in triangulation in this research are introduced here in Chapter 3 but elaborated further in Chapter 7.
3.2.4 Emergence of Mixed-Methods Research

‘We are in a three methodological or research paradigm world, with quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-methods research all thriving and coexisting’.221

Mixed-methods research has developed rapidly in recent years and has been championed by writers such as Abbas Tashakkori, Alicia O’Cathain, Anthony Onwuegbuzie, Burke Johnson, Charles Teddlie, David Morgan, Jennifer Greene, John Creswell, and others. Mixed-methods, as a research paradigm, is seen as emerging from the 1990s onwards as a viable alternative research method. The paradigm’s intellectual foundation actually began prior to the 1990s with pioneering work by Campbell and Fisk on Multitrait-Multimethod Matrices in 1959,222,223,224 followed by developments around the conception of triangulation by Webb et al. in 1966,225,226 Denzin in 1978, and Jick in 1979.227 The typology of Mixed-methods used was postulated by Greene et al. in 1989.228,205 Origins of actual Mixed-methods in practice were among fieldwork sociologists and cultural anthropologists early in the 20th century.229

As a research paradigm, the Mixed-methods approach incorporates a distinct set of ideas and practices that separate the approach from the other main research paradigms.230 It has evolved with a distinctive nature, separate methodological orientation with its own worldview, vocabulary, and techniques.231 However, the mixed-methods approach has been challenged by many other research paradigms that have favoured the use of either quantitative or qualitative methodologies, and they have argued that the defining characteristics of the mixed-methods approach involve its use of:

- quantitative and qualitative methods within the same research;210,224
- a research design that clearly specifies the sequencing and priority that is given to the quantitative and qualitative elements of data collection and analysis;210
- account for how the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the research relate to each other;210
- emphasis on how triangulation is used.210
As recognized by mixed-methods researchers, both quantitative and qualitative research are important and useful. The goal of mixed-methods research is not to replace either of these approaches but rather to draw from the strengths and minimize the weaknesses of both in single research studies and across studies. Mixed-methods research offers great opportunities for methodologists to describe and develop techniques similar to what researchers actually use in practice, and it helps to bridge the division between qualitative and quantitative research. Though much recent methodological work on the mixed-methods research paradigm are in several authors, namely Brewer and Hunter, Caracelli and Graham, Reichardt and Rallis, Tashakkori and Teddlie, Newman and Benz, Creswell, Greene, Johnson and Christensen, yet much work remains to be undertaken to further inform researchers about study designs, data analysis, mixing and integration procedures, rationales, and epistemological stance in mixed-method research.

3.2.5 The Rigour of Mixed-Methods Research

Mixed-methods research is becoming more popular in primary care, using integrative quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis methods as it indicates that data will be combined, related, or mixed at some phase of the research process and integration calls for collecting quantitative and qualitative data concurrently or in parallel or gathering information sequentially. This form of research is more rigorous than collecting both quantitative and qualitative data individually. The fundamental reasoning of mixing is that neither quantitative nor qualitative methods are sufficient in themselves but when used in combination, both methods yield a more complete analysis as described in section 3.3.

The steps required in sound Mixed-methods approaches entail several decisions to be made in the following steps. Here I present the alternatives considered for answering this same research question followed by a section describing the actual mixed-method approach chosen.
Various types of methods need to be considered for the research question selected. For this study, data collection and analysis could have been via open-ended field observations or using structured observation checklists and interviews—quantitative data collection via survey administered by telephone or face-to-face interviews. Qualitative data were collected through open-ended or semi-structured interviews and field observations of practices. The most efficient method that would allow for data to be collected in a Caribbean country with limited internet connectivity at health centres in a fast-paced environment for primary care that is dispersed over a wide geographical location needs to be selected.

Priority
Priority is the emphasis on which method occurs and when. For this research, it was possible to consider offering priority to quantitative or qualitative data, or use an equal priority option. Due to the fact that this was baseline data collection in T&T since no data about this research was known, priority was given to qualitative measures first to establish an understanding of the research problem.

Implementation
Implementation refers to how the data are collected in phases or together. In a sequential approach, quantitative or qualitative data collection serves as a basis for the next data collection and analysis stage. This approach is ideal when one phase can contribute to the next phase and enhance the entire study. In the concurrent approach, quantitative and qualitative data are collected at the same time and are brought together in the results or interpretation of the results. In primary care research, concurrent approaches are recommended due to time constraints. However, due to considerations of my research questions, a sequential approach was best.

Integration Priority
Integration refers to the mixing phase of the research where integration of both the quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis occur. Integration opportunities for this research included: when data analysis can lead to further data collection, when results are reported; from qualitative data analysis into quantitative data collection; transforming
qualitative data into quantitative illustrating another approach to integration at the data analysis stage. Integration demonstrates the rigour of mixed-methods research.

The following sections confirm why Mixed-methods were most appropriate and the mixed model I selected for this research.

### 3.2.6 Rationale for a Mixed-Methodology

Mixed-methods or multimethod research holds potentials for rigorous, methodologically sound investigations in primary care.

The multi-method approach was thought to be a strategy for overcoming each individual method's weaknesses and limitations by deliberately combining different types of methods within the same investigation. Most research endeavours can be enhanced by including some features of other approaches as a means of cross-validation or triangulation. Using mixed-methods provided the opportunity for the qualitative data to help explore statistical results from quantitative data, and for quantitative outliers or extreme results to be better understood through qualitative data collection. By incorporating a sequential multi-method approach, I have been able to improve the efficiency of this research process which increased the likelihood of reaching conclusions that were relevant, valid, and potentially generalisable. The integrated use of both qualitative and quantitative approaches allowed for an understanding of meaning, along with quantitative testing of the study hypotheses. For these reasons, a sequential multi-method approach was employed.

### 3.3 Mixed-Methods Approach in this Thesis

Qualitative and quantitative methods were employed in this study primarily to determine different aspects of the overarching research question that examines PCPs’ knowledge of, attitudes towards, and practices with middle-aged and older patients with sexual health needs accessing primary care services. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with a proportion of PCPs to explore their in-depth views on sexual healthcare with middle and old aged patients. Subsequently, a survey was designed and administered to all PCPs nationwide to measure overall knowledge, attitudes, and sexual healthcare practices. Data for each component were collected and analysed separately to produce separate findings as presented
in chapters 4, 5, and 6. Chapter 7 presents an integration of these findings analysed via methodological triangulation. Some researchers refer to this integration method as the “third effort” because it occurred after analysis of the qualitative and the quantitative components and required a lot of time and energy. Notably, the term triangulation can be confusing because it has more than one meaning. It can be used to describe corroboration between two sets of findings or to describe a process of studying a problem using different methods to gain a more complete picture. The latter meaning is commonly used in mixed-methods research including this study. Integration of the methods was possible at two points in this study: when the qualitative data analyses lead to quantitative data collection and when the overarching results were being reported.

### 3.3.1 Mixed-Model Study Design

This study primarily employed an instrument design model. However, the difference was that equal priority was given to both qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis unlike the typical sequential approach. Implementation was a two-phase project that began with qualitative data collection and analysis and moved to quantitative instrument design and testing. Integration occurred at the data analysis stage, when the analysed qualitative data was used to develop the survey instrument for a second round of data collection. The intent of this approach was to develop an instrument that was grounded in the views and cultural and clinical context of the setting of the PCPs rather than using a readymade instrument that might not reflect their views. This sequential approach made the study easy to conduct and logical, but it was time-consuming and challenging to code and analyse qualitative data into a measurable instrument.

The triangulation model is used in primary care research and the intent is to reconcile and bring together numeric (quantitative) and text (qualitative) data. This component was added to our existing sequential model of this study. However, this study did not follow the exact structure of the triangulation model where both quantitative and qualitative data is usually gathered at the same time; but we followed the intent of the model which was to integrate the two forms of data to best understand the overarching research problem. The phases were equally prioritised similar to the triangulation model design, as they were both important in weighting for answering the study’s research questions. This is unlike the
common instrument model design where there is a qualitative priority, and the quantitative method is used in a secondary role.

**Figure 10: Mixed-model study design**

This mixed model study illustrates a direct level of interaction between its qualitative and quantitative phases as the two methods are mixed before a final interpretation. This interaction occurs as the initiation, design, and conduct of one phase is completely dependent on the result of the other. The temporal relationship is therefore sequential as the arms are implemented in two distinct phases: the data collection and analysis of the first phase—qualitative arm (interviews with PCPs regarding their attitudes to sexual healthcare of middle-aged and older patients)—preceded the second phase—quantitative arm (a national knowledge, attitudes, and practices, KAP survey, for PCPs regarding sexual healthcare for middle-aged and older patients). Building from the exploratory results of the first phase, some of the resulting categories became variables and a quantitative instrument was developed and used for the second phase to test and generalise the initial findings. The mixing strategy therefore allowed for connecting from the analysis of the first (qualitative) data set to direct data collection of the second (quantitative) set. Therefore, how the quantitative results built on the initial qualitative results could be assessed. The second opportunity for interaction occurred at the triangulation stage where both findings were assessed together to derive interpretation of the overall findings (See Methodological Triangulation, section, 7.1.1.1).
3.3.2 Strengths and Limitations of this Mixed-Methods Approach

There were several theories and studies conducted in primary care that fuelled my interest in conducting this mixed-methods research as it can address some research questions more comprehensively than by using either quantitative or qualitative methods alone. From the supportive body of literature on mixed-methods, research questions that profit most from a mixed-methods design tend to be broad and complex, with multiple facets so that they may each be best explored by quantitative or qualitative methods.\textsuperscript{233,278} I felt reassured that I was generally on the right track with this approach as my research question has many facets as presented at the beginning of this chapter and described prior in section 3.3 (Mixed-Methods Design). Overall, I felt that I was able to attain a more meaningful interpretation of PCPs’ knowledge, attitudes, and clinical practices to sexual health care in later life.\textsuperscript{236} Another strength I observed was experiencing the dynamic between the qualitative and quantitative arms of the study and seeing how each of the datasets mirrored and offered much complementarity in the other’s findings and, moreover, the few but interesting differences attained in the triangulation.\textsuperscript{237} Regardless, there were several overarching advantages and notable weaknesses with regard to the mixed-methods design I employed for this research:

3.3.2.1.1 Overview of the Strengths

→ The two-phased approach followed by triangulation was straightforward to justify, implement, describe, and report.

→ The individual approaches were strong methods and were acceptable to both qualitative and quantitative biased audiences.

→ As suitable survey instruments were not readily available, a new instrument (the KAP survey) was produced as a product of this research process.

→ The mixing phase (interaction) allowed for the designed instrument to be grounded by the views of and fitting to the participants and research setting.

→ The approach was useful as lessons learned in the first phase influenced the design of the second phase and much complementarity was found in triangulation of the data sets, in the end.
3.3.2.1.2 Overview of Possible Limitations of this Design

- Ethical approvals took time and for this two-phase study, each required their own ethical approvals to be procured.
- Time-consuming data collection process: These methods required a considerable amount of time to implement both phases as time was needed prior to analyse the qualitative results, then convert them into measurable concepts and design a new instrument.
- Interpreting data using can be complicated and time intensive from these various methods and via methodological triangulation.
- Triangulation was difficult at times since not all the data could be triangulated as some themes were not measurable quantitatively.
- Pilot testing was needed on this new survey instrument before the questionnaire was administered – additional time.
- There was so much quantitative data that not all of it could have been incorporated into a measurable construct into the instrument, as this would have made the survey instrument too long and would have deceased its chances of being completed (it was already quite long).

In hindsight, some of the limitations of the mixed method were only made clearer after various stages of establishing and executing the methods. Firstly, after in-depth review of the various definitions of mixed-methods to be used and understanding the philosophical issues and paradigms that support the version of the mixed-methods approach I considered, this process could be quite time consuming and purist audiences (preferential to solely one method) may not agree with this approach. Secondly, after confirming the design typologies (type of qualitative approach via semi-structured interviews and selecting the type of quantitative approach – survey method) that theoretically were suitable for the research questions, I would have not been able to predict problems with execution of the survey in the field with the national sample (discussed in Chapter 5, Quantitative Phase). Finally, after confirmation of the method of integration to be used for this study (and there were a few other options to consider such as reversing the order starting with a national survey versus interviews or using observational study method in addition (these are discussed in Chapter 8), there were barriers in the mixing phase. Having a prior quantitative background, during
the data analysis of the qualitative data and the design of the survey, was most challenging. I was initially overwhelmed by the depth involved in qualitative data analysis and the vast difference in techniques for analysis, followed by difficulties in identifying ‘quantifiable’ qualitative data – making themes into measurable constructs into a survey format that would be as accurate as possible and suitable for its research purpose. Regardless, I attained many skills in this learning process, and I have a deeper appreciation for the rigour involved in Mixed-methods. Overall, this was one of the more suitable methodologies to employ and it attained results for the research questions of this study.

### 3.4 Chapter Summary

Integration of methods, data collection, and analysis is the hallmark of mixed-methods research. Integration should ideally occur at the level of the research questions, analysis, and samples for study, instrumentation, data collection methods, and analytic strategies. The research design adopted for this study sought to achieve all of these standards of integration. The overarching research question selected invited a multi-method approach. The four subsequent research questions utilized two different methods – qualitative and quantitative. An integration of methods occurred when the analysed themes from the qualitative phase of this study were converted into quantifiable concepts suitable for measurement and were incorporated in the design of the survey instrument for the quantitative phase. An integrated study sample was also used as some of the same physicians were sampled in both components of the study. The multi-method strategy employed encouraged for integrated analytical strategies to be considered hence a triangulation protocol was used to bring both data sets together for an overall interpretation of the overarching research question.

The following are results chapters presenting the key findings that ensued from employing the mixed-method data collection and analysis techniques described here. These results chapters are displayed as a series of research papers answering the four research questions of this thesis, followed by a summary of triangulated results chapter illustrating the triangulation of all findings.
Chapter 4: Qualitative Phase

PCPs’ Views and Attitudes towards Sexual Health in Middle-Aged and Older Patients
4.1 Qualitative Phase

4.1.1 Method Justification

The qualitative arm aims to answer the research question:

i. How do primary healthcare physicians describe their attitudes towards older patients’ sexuality and sexual health, and, in their accounts, what are the factors that shape these attitudes?

To answer this question, a qualitative methodology using in-depth semi-structured interviews was employed. Semi-structured interviews are used to answer research questions that are exploratory and explanatory in nature and hence this method is most applicable to this research question. The semi-structured interview style employs an open framework that allows for focused, conversational, two-way communication and exchange of information. The flow of questions in a semi-structured interview commenced with more general topics first. It was followed by the relevant topics and the possible relationship between these topics and any emerging issues were explored. This method allowed for exploration of primary care physicians’ perspectives on sexuality and aging, sexual healthcare for the middle and old aged, and their attitudes to discussing sex with patients of this age group or offering an appropriate treatment regime.

This semi-structured interview method design allowed the researcher to design and use a topic guide tool with a clear format of questioning that provided reliable, comparable qualitative data to be attained. This qualitative approach allowed for the questions/topics to be prepared ahead of time and the opportunity to be more prepared and competent during the interview. This approach appeared to be more practical for medical professionals being interviewed at their work settings as they are limited with their time and availability to participate in research activities. The interviewer used the topic guide and topical trajectories where appropriate.
4.1.1.1 Description of Method

This qualitative method involved conducting semi-structured interviews with PCPs in public and private primary care settings in Trinidad and Tobago. The aim of the interview phase was to determine physician’s general perception of the sexual healthcare status of patients aged 45 years and older and their personal views about taking a sexual history and communicating with patients in this age group about their sexual health. The topics explored included the physician-patient relationship; sexual health of the older adult; sexual healthcare priorities; clinical experience on managing sexual health of older adults, delivery and challenges in primary care; factors facilitating and hindering effective communication of sexual health including taking a sexual history; and physicians’ training needs in sexual healthcare of older adults. These topics were derived from the literature on ageing and sexuality and sexual health in primary care with older adults. The topic guide that was employed can be viewed in Appendix 5.

Sampling

In-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with a purposive sample of GPs/PCPs in Trinidad and Tobago. A provisional target of 40 interviews was set as this sampling framework was designed to capture a range of different views and experiences of PCPs in T&T. The sampling frame was narrowed to include PCPs based in two out of five health authority districts nationwide. As there are two islands in the twin island state of Trinidad and Tobago, the researcher decided to choose one health authority in each island. As there is only one in Tobago, the Tobago Regional Health Authority (TRHA) was selected; and the largest of the four RHAs in Trinidad, being the North West Regional Health Authority (NWRHA) (responsible for the most populated area of Trinidad & Tobago with a catchment of approximately 500,000 individuals), was selected. The criteria were mainly based on physicians’ gender, years of experience, and whether they worked in the private or public sector. Secondary criteria determined if they were working with rural or urban communities and whether the PCPs had any experience managing special clinics such as sexual health, chronic disease, or gerontology. The sampling frame is seen in Table 2 below.
Primary Criteria

- Sex: Male & Female
- ≥10/<10 years of primary care medical service in T&T
- Primary care practices (public sector) / General practices (private sector)

Secondary Criteria

- Rural or urban county (locality)
- Specific clinical experience in Sexual health/Chronic disease or Gerontology

Table 2: Original sampling frame

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Criteria</th>
<th>&lt;10 years’ experience</th>
<th>≥10 years’ experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural clinic</td>
<td>Urban clinic</td>
<td>Rural clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRH GER NCD</td>
<td>SRH GER NCD</td>
<td>SRH GER NCD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Public Sector - original estimated total number of participants sought = 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Private Sector - original estimated total number of participants sought = 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Recruitment

PCPs

The researcher sampled PCPs who were officially registered with the Medical Board of Trinidad and Tobago that were employed directly at health centres governed by Tobago Regional Health Authority (TRHA) and the North West Regional Health Authority (NWRHA) in Trinidad. The sample lists of PCPs currently employed and available (not on vacation) during data collection period of the study were provided by the County Medical Officer of Health (CMoH) for the RHA to use for recruitment. PCPs enlisted were mapped using the sample criteria and offered a written study participation request. The list of study participants was compiled based on their response to availability and willingness to participate.
The researcher sampled GPs that were officially registered with the Medical Board or General Practitioner Board of Trinidad and Tobago employed in private offices located in the same geographic borders that are served by TRHA and the NWRHA to participate in the study. Recruiting GPs were more difficult as there is currently no complete and accurate list of GPs that could have been obtained by any authority in the country because they function privately. The GPTT or MBTT only ensure that these practitioners have valid medical practitioner license locally, hence, they do not manage up-to-date lists of practice location or even contact information for this group. As a result, GPs were recruited via purposive sampling that met the same sample criteria. Possible candidates were suggested by advisers at the Ministry of Health and after making contact with these GPs, a final list of confirmed study participants was recruited based on their response to availability and willingness to participate.

Data Collection and Analysis
Analysis was initiated during the data collection period to inform further interviews. The complete data set was analysed using framework analysis, a content analysis method which uses a thematic approach to classify and interpret summaries of the qualitative research data. The backbone of the framework was created using the core themes identified in the literature. Using deductive methods, the interview data was coded and classified under these headings and frames using MS Excel. Inductive methods followed to further analyse the emerging themes that arose from the data summaries. This method was suitable and commonly used for the thematic analysis of semi-structured interview transcripts that do have similar topics or key issues so that they can be categorized in relation to each theme, to be compared and contrasted in the matrix developed. The framework coding and analysis was done by the primary researcher and a sample of transcripts was reviewed by the PhD supervisor.
4.1.1.2 Strengths and Limitations of this Qualitative Method

Qualitative research method was the most appropriate option for the research question—to ascertain how PCPs describe their attitudes towards older patients’ sexuality and sexual health and, in their accounts, what are the factors that shape these attitudes. This type of question demanded learning from the participants (in a setting) from their experience and how they interpret what they experience, how they feel, and why. I required a method that will allow for discovery so that I would be able to capture PCPs’ perceptions and interpretations of sexuality in health and how they view their older patients seeking this type of care from them and how they see their role in this situation. In hindsight, I felt that this was the only approach to consider—qualitative. Regardless of which type of qualitative method I chose – unstructured in-depth interviews or structured – ‘attitudes to sex in a medical setting’ and my chosen method allowed for the opportunity of unearthing the central themes on this topic.  

The main strengths of this method were:

- Its open-ended appropriateness for capturing a detailed understanding (unlike a survey with close-ended questions) which was required for this question;  
- The opportunity to gather an in-depth detail as participants were able to elaborate on their responses to explain themselves better and give examples;  
- Human to human interaction, for such a ‘personal topic’: this method allowed for perceptions of participants themselves to be captured and this human to human interaction facilitated that in most cases;  
- Interviews were conducted at the primary care offices so that accounts were given in context and I was able to visualise some of the descriptions they offered, for example, physical limitations such as minimal privacy barriers in some consultation rooms, as well as the fact that the clinic is overcrowded with patients.
The limitations experienced utilising this method mainly were:

- I interviewed 35 PCPs out of a possible 175 PCPs, thus, it may not be that their accounts were generalisable due to small sample sizes and the subjective nature of the research;\textsuperscript{250,251}
- Further subjectivity was experienced during this process – it is possible that I could have received different responses on a different day with different PCPs, especially if they had been given more time in some settings;
- As the qualitative researcher, I was the instrument for data collection and analysis and therefore data are mediated through this human instrument (rather than through inventories, questionnaires) which can add researcher bias;\textsuperscript{249,251}
- The research techniques may have affected the findings as participants tried to interact or provide answers, they felt I wanted to hear – social desirability or the opposite, some persons were very reserved and were less responsive;\textsuperscript{252}
- Transcription and framework analysis are rather tedious processes for data cleaning and analysis of data captured via this method.

4.1.1.3 Ethical Approvals, Ethical Considerations & Data Privacy

For the research study, full authorisation and ethical approval was received from the ethics committee of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSTHM) and the Ministry of Health of Trinidad and Tobago to conduct this study. Additional extension of approval was also given when the data collection period prolonged (see Appendix 2 for approvals).

There were no ethical dilemmas experienced during this study to access data or anyone. No one was given any incentives to participate in any aspect of the study and no one asked for any. Topic guides and survey instruments were all approved via PhD supervisors and ethics committees for appropriateness of study protocols including sensitivity of the questions being asked. I did not diverge from these questions and probes on my topic guide given the PCPs’ time and the fact that the approach was semi-structured and pre-approved.

To conduct the data collection process, a study package was prepared for each participant that contained information about the study, anonymised interview form to collect participant
demographic information and a consent form. Each participant returned a signed consent form indicating their approval to participate and permit use of their anonymised and non-linkable data given in this study. The interviews were conducted in private rooms within the health centres where they worked. Participants were assigned a unique study ID number. The ID numbers were coded for by the first letter of their sex (M/F), followed by health facility type public or private sector (PB/PV), and followed by a two-digit number, e.g., MPB06 or FPV16. With participants’ consent, these interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. Field notes were also recorded and analysed along with the interview data.
4.2 Research Paper II

Preface

In this first Results Chapter, the researcher presents her second research paper (published format found in Appendix 1) entitled: *Primary care physicians’ attitudes towards talking about sexual health with their middle-aged and older patients in Trinidad & Tobago.*

This research paper (published format in Appendix 1) presents the first set of findings derived from this study. These are qualitative findings as discussed in the previous Methodology Chapter, resulting from analysis of in-depth semi-structured interviews held with primary care physicians in Trinidad and Tobago. The data presented here satisfy the first two objectives of this study:

1. To describe the current practice in terms of management of and training surrounding sexual healthcare and sexual history taking during consultations between primary care physicians/general practitioners with middle-aged and older patients.

2. To determine the factors that contribute to the communication dynamic in the ‘primary care physician – older patient’ medical consultation on sensitive issues regarding the patient’s sexual health.

This paper justifies these objectives as well as provides an answer and greater understanding of the first research question of this thesis:

*How do primary health care physicians describe their attitudes towards older patients’ sexuality and sexual health, and, in their accounts, what are the factors that shape these attitudes?*
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Abstract

Background: A good quality sex life and interest in sex are positively associated with health in middle-aged and later life. For effective diagnosis of sexual health problems an appropriate discussion about sexual health issues, including a sexual history is advised. Diagnosis of sexual health problems may also help identify underlying non-communicable diseases and conditions more common in older adults, such as diabetes and hypertension. Despite the importance of healthy sexual lifestyles, how sexual health care is delivered and managed during consultations by primary care physicians is relatively unexplored, particularly in relation to consultations with older adult patients.

Aim: This paper aims to explore primary health care physicians’ (PCPs) attitudes to sexual health care and management of middle-aged and older patients (45 years and over) in Trinidad and Tobago. Additionally, the paper aims to discuss from their accounts, what influences and shapes their attitudes.

Methods: In-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with 35 PCPs in Trinidad and Tobago. Topics examined included physician-patient relations, sexual health care management challenges, communication and sexual history taking practices, and training needs of PCPs. The Framework analysis method was adopted for analysis.

Results: Most doctors interviewed stated that they were not comfortable with conducting a sexual history with their older patients. They admitted that they rarely discussed or initiated talking about sexual health with this age group. Barriers to sexual health communication during medical consultations included time constraints, inappropriate environmental conditions for privacy, inadequate professional referral services (existing sexual health services target predominantly family planning, antenatal care or HIV), insufficient medical training in sexual function in middle and old age, reluctant patient behaviour, conflicting personal beliefs on sexuality and socio-cultural factors, such as gender, age and societal roles. However, physicians expressed willingness to participate in postgraduate training to improve their communication about sexual health, sexual function in middle and old age and sexual history taking practices.

Conclusion: PCPs may be reluctant to raise sexual health-related issues with their older patients. Participants in this study acknowledged that their older patients may not initiate this discussion due to discomfort and embarrassment. Consequently, physicians’ inability to effectively communicate with these patients could result in missed opportunities for health care prevention and intervention, and patients’ concerns may remain unheard and their sexual problems untreated.

Keywords: sexual health, sexual history taking, primary care, middle-aged, old aged.
Introduction

In primary care, sexuality in later life is often neglected. This is contradictory to the fact that everyone aspires to grow old, the second largest population on earth is over 45 years and older (due to increased longevity) and people in this age group are still sexually active. As a result, the same attention that is given to improve their daily life filled with comorbidities from chronic diseases, improving their sexual health-related quality of life should also be considered. However, health care professionals, researchers, government policies and even globally agreed sustainable development goals have been known to overlook sexuality, sexual health care and sexual views of older people. For sexual health of the middle-aged and beyond to be put on the agenda, the first hurdle to overcome is for people regardless of age to be able to openly talk about sex. Talking about sex is difficult for most, even in the medical setting including between physicians and patients of middle and old age.

Middle-aged and older patients frequent the primary care setting for their general health concerns which may include sexual health care. There are very important clinical reasons for addressing sexual health issues during the medical visit such as identifying sexual dysfunction. In fact sexual dysfunction should possibly be considered a core sexual health concern particularly with the middle-aged and beyond due to its high prevalence - most often undiagnosed and untreated. Studies indicate that older adults value sexuality and engage in sexual activity such as the National Social Health and Ageing Project (NSHAP) study in the US which indicates that more than half of people aged 57-85 and about a third of those aged 75-85 are sexually active. It is possible that sexual concerns are common among patients; however, there is evidence to suggest that these concerns are not appropriately investigated by clinicians.

Even though patients may want to attain sexual health care they are rarely forthcoming with expressing their sexual health concerns to their doctors. A review by McAuliffe et al. and other population based studies, identified some reasons for these patients’ communication barriers with their health care professionals. The study also included the apparent lack of expression of sexuality to their partners indicating that communicating issues regarding sexuality is difficult in general. These included attitudinal barriers such as myths...
around sexuality and ageing, physiological barriers such as sexual dysfunction, or physical barriers (loss of partner or lack of privacy\textsuperscript{261} or during a medical consultation where a relative or friend may be present or situations where some patients have developed relationships while residing in nursing homes).\textsuperscript{180} Sexual health provision for middle-aged and older patients within primary care appears to be inconsistent and dependent on the attitudes and training of PCPs (some of whom may be too embarrassed to discuss sex).\textsuperscript{262,263}

**Diagnosing sexual health concerns**

Despite its importance, many health care professionals feel concerned about their ability to take an appropriate sexual history, regardless of how skilled and confident they may be taking a standard medical history.\textsuperscript{158} Research suggests that general practitioners (GPs) do not proactively discuss sexual health with their middle-aged and older patients. Unsurprisingly, as we noted that sexuality in the media and sexual health in our existing care policies and surveillance systems for STIs is equated with younger people, the same is true within primary care.\textsuperscript{158} Studies indicate that physicians in primary care (including general practice) appear to have limited knowledge about sexuality in older patients. Specifically, female physicians have less knowledge and had more negative attitudes towards sexuality in this age group. Communication barriers between patients and physicians (amongst others) have been suggested as one of the main reasons for a low report rate of sexual dysfunction.\textsuperscript{264} It should be noted that sexual dysfunction such as ED are indicative of other underlying medical conditions such as diabetes, pituitary tumours, cardio vascular conditions such as atherosclerosis, and depression and hence should not be ignored.\textsuperscript{265,266,267}

Available research regarding sexual health communication with middle-aged and older patients and their health care providers are mostly patient cantered but have highlighted some of the barriers. Few studies focused on the health care provider perspective but have been conducted mainly in high income countries.

This paper aims to explore the attitudes of primary health care physicians’ (PCPs’) in Trinidad and Tobago when discussing sexual health and its care with their middle-aged and older patients. This research aims to discern what are the barriers and facilitators to
communication and how do PCPs feel about discussing sex or taking a sexual history with their middle-aged and older patients. From these accounts, the researcher wishes to ascertain what is responsible for shaping their views on middle-aged and older patient sexuality and how their attitudes affect their medical consultations with these patients. This will be achieved by addressing the following research questions: *What are the communication barriers and facilitators when discussing sexual concerns with patients over 45 years of age?; How do PCPs feel about discussing sex or taking a sexual history with patients over 45 years old?; What shapes PCPs’ views and attitudes about middle-aged and older people’s sexuality?; How do their attitudes and perceptions of sexuality and sexual health care provisions in middle and old age affect their consultations?*.

**METHODS**
A qualitative methodology using in-depth semi-structured interviews was employed. This method allowed the researcher to further explore primary care physicians’ perspectives on sexual health care for middle-aged and older adults and their attitudes to discussing sex with these patients.

**Sampling**
In-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with a purposive sample of GPs/PCPs in Trinidad and Tobago. A provisional target of 40 interviews was set with the intention that no new data would arise using the sampling to redundancy or theoretical saturation approach. The researcher narrowed the sampling frame to include PCPs based in two out of five health authority districts nationwide. Trinidad and Tobago is a twin island state, thus one district in each island was selected. As there is only one in Tobago – the Tobago Regional Health Authority (TRHA) was selected and the largest of the four RHAs in Trinidad namely the North West Regional Health Authority (NWRHA) was chosen for Trinidad. The participant criteria were mainly based on physician gender, years of experience and whether they worked in the private or public sector. Secondary criteria determined if they were working with rural or urban communities and whether the PCPs had any experience managing special clinics such as sexual health, chronic disease or gerontology.
Recruitment

→ PCPs

The researcher sampled PCPs who were officially registered with the Medical Board of Trinidad and Tobago (MBTT) that were employed directly at health centres governed by Tobago Regional Heath Authority (TRHA) and the North West Regional Health Authority (NWRHA) in Trinidad to participate in the study. The lists of PCPs currently employed and available (not on vacation) were provided by the County Medical Officer of Health (CMOH) for that district enabling the researcher to confirm sample and recruitment. PCPs were mapped using the sample criteria as a guide and contacted and offered a participation request. The final list of study participants were recruited based on their response to availability and willingness to participate.

→ GPs

The researcher sampled GPs (private PCPs) who were officially registered with the MBTT or General Practitioner Board of Trinidad and Tobago (GPTT) employed in private offices located in the same geographic borders that are served by TRHA and the NWRHA to participate in the study. Recruiting GPs were more difficult as there is currently no complete and accurate list of GPs that could have been obtained by any authority in the country because they function privately. The GPTT or MBTT only ensure that these practitioners have valid medical practitioner license locally hence they do not manage up to date lists of practice location or even contact information for this group. As a result, GPs were recruited via purposive sampling that met the same sample criteria. Possible candidates were suggested by advisers at the Ministry of Health and after making contact with these GPs a final list of confirmed study participants were recruited based on their response to availability and willingness to participate.
**Data Collection and Analysis**

The interviews conducted were part of a wider mixed-methods study that aims to assess PCPs’ overall knowledge, attitudes and practices with regard to sexual history taking, communication and management of sexual health care for middle-aged and older patients. The topic guide employed was not only informed by supporting literature but also based on questions derived from a priori hypotheses being tested in the wider study. The aim of the interview phase was to determine physician’s general perception of the sexual healthcare status of patients aged 45 years and older and physician’s views about taking a sexual history and communicating with these patients about sexual health. The topics explored included the physician-patient relationship; sexual health in later life; sexual health care priorities; clinical experience on managing sexual health in older adults, delivery and challenges in primary care; factors facilitating and hindering effective communication of sexual health including taking a sexual history; and physicians’ training needs in sexual health care of older adults.

Each participant was provided with a study information sheet and consent form to be signed indicating their approval to participate and permit use of their anonymised and non-linkable data given in this study. The interviews ranged from thirty to ninety minutes and were conducted in consultation rooms within the health centres where participants worked. Analysis was initiated during the data collection period to inform further interviews. The complete data set was analysed using Framework analysis, a content analysis method which uses a thematic approach to classify and interpret summaries of the qualitative research data. The backbone of the framework was created using the core themes identified in the literature and a priori themes. Using deductive methods, the interview data were coded and classified under these headings and frames in Excel. Inductive methods followed to further analyse the emerging themes that arose from the data summaries. The framework coding and analysis was done by the primary researcher and a sample of transcripts was double coded and others reviewed by the research supervisor.

**Ethical Considerations**

Ethical approvals were attained from the ethics committees of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSTHM) and the Ministry of Health of Trinidad and Tobago. No difficulties were experienced in attaining ethical approvals and no ethical dilemmas occurred.
during data collection. No incentives were given to participants, but refreshments were offered during interviews. For this paper, all linkable or identifying details were replaced with a general tab e.g. MPV or FPB followed by a 2-digit code to protect the participants and maintain confidentiality.

**Results**

In-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with 35 PCPs from private (n=19) and public healthcare practices (n=16) in Trinidad and Tobago during the period March – May 2011. A provisional target of 40 interviews was set, however it was observed that no new data arose using the sampling to redundancy or saturation approach,\(^{269}\) by the 35\(^{th}\) interview, as many participants provided repetitive verbatim or similar perspectives on the same questions. During purposive sampling, the researcher aimed to ensure that the range of characteristics and experiences of the PCPs interviewed met the sampling criteria closely. Non-responders, n=3, were due to unavailability to participate. The PCPs’ collective experiences (attitudes and subsequent actions) during sexual health consultations with patients of middle and old age, and the sociocultural factors that may have shaped these behaviours are presented below.

**Communication barriers in sexual health consultations with older patients**

PCPs described various obstacles responsible for the ineffective communication that ensued during discussions regarding sexual health concerns of middle-aged and older patients. Categorised broadly, these barriers include socio-cultural factors, workplace setting limitations and the status of the physician-patient relationship. Influenced by PCPs’ personal beliefs about sexuality, factors such as age, gender, ethnicity, religiosity, education level, socioeconomic or professional status and community locale (rural or urban) impact on the outcome of sexual health discussion. Deterrence was attributed to the negligible privacy in some consultation rooms, lack of appropriate referral services for sexual health and time constraints owing to the large clinic attendances. PCPs also analysed features of their physician-patient relationship and remarked that a good rapport, mutual respect, a basic level of comfort and trust must be well established between both persons. Once lacking, the probability for sexual history taking and fruitful discussion on sexual health concerns reduces.
**Sociocultural factors**

PCPs’ personal beliefs about discussing sex

Discussing sex in the medical setting appeared to be taboo for most physicians in this study. When asked how they would describe their feelings talking about sexual health with their middle-aged and older patients, the words ‘reluctant’, ‘reserved’ or ‘uncomfortable’ were most common. Very few PCPs identified with feeling as unaffected or normal. Notably, during the interviews with the researcher, some PCPs even in their past accounts about older patients, avoided use of words or phrases with ‘sex’ or ‘sexual’ in them and never mentioned the sexual reproductive organs by name, although these are all appropriate medical sexual jargon.

“Some of the patients complain that they don't feel to... (PCP whispers) you know? to go and do… (PCP nods at researcher to assume understanding of the words omitted) so I explain that this happens at menopause.” **FPB01**

“What’s happening is a normal thing (PCP refers to menopause) and they shouldn’t stop, you know…? (PCP looks assumingly at the researcher). I let them know that they could still have the best...” (nods his head expectantly at researcher to assume understanding of the words omitted). **MPB03**

Some PCPs even avoided the term ‘sexual history’ and referred to it as “those” questions. Other PCPs were able to articulate the words but felt uneasy about taking a sexual history and that the sexual history itself appeared to be a barrier. PCPs also explained that the notion of the discomfort could have been triggered by either the patient or physician.

“When you are asking ‘those’ questions, they start to look away, show signs of anxiety and being uncomfortable. There are some boundaries, you know, (nods in agreement at researcher) I do feel uncomfortable.” **FPB07.**

Some PCPs admitted that they react to the patient’s expression of embarrassment when talking about sexual matters and at other times the discomfort arises with them and they convey it to the patient.

“I know it’s something we have to overcome but if I am uncomfortable asking those questions and if that shows the patient will be uncomfortable.” **FPB02**
Some PCPs admitted that it was trying at times to listen to their patients discuss sexual practices that did not align with their own values or comfort zones.

“It is difficult to not let your own personal values influence your interaction with the patient and not be judgemental (of the sexual circumstances presented by the patient), because you can feel very uncomfortable” **FPB06**

PCPs acknowledged the possibility that their perception of sexuality could influence how they perform and feel about taking a sexual history, or optimally treating middle-aged and older patients for sexual health concerns.

**Gender preferences**

PCPs reported that when it comes to discussing sexual concerns, their middle-aged and older patients preferred speaking to physicians of their same gender. PCPs shared that they too were more comfortable as they recalled better rapport with the patients in those consultations.

“Most women would prefer to see a female doctor” **[Male PCP]**

“I have had a couple male patients who were open talking about sex, and I did find it a little bit uncomfortable.” **[Female PCP]**

PCPs also reported that some older female patients tend to be more reluctant to discuss sexual health issues with them if the patient has any affiliation with other staff working at the clinic (health care professionals/customer service representatives). PCPs explained that these patients become apprehensive to share or have any personal information especially anything regarding their sexual health status documented. They fear that their data will not remain private and confidential as these other persons could possible access their information. PCPs were clear to distinguish that it was not due to mistrust with the themselves as these patients were willing to see the PCP at another clinic.

“Most women even with a female PCP don’t want to disclose sensitive sexual health info at a clinic where they know the people who work there.” **[MPV02]**

PCPs recommended for future; it should be optional for patient’s not to register their health concern with the other attending health care personnel that they visit prior to consultation with PCP.
Age
PCPs identified “age gap” as a barrier. In their accounts of their sexual health consultations with older patients, “discomfort”, “embarrassment”, and “fear” were common themes resulting from ageist views on who is eligible to ask or talk about sex. PCPs reported that as their patients get older, if they are still sexually active they perceive their own sexuality as something to hide, otherwise they expect it is to be non-existent.

“Personally, it’s a difficult topic (sexual health) to broach especially when you’re dealing with people who could be the age of your parents who might think that this is not something to be discussed” FPB07

Some PCPs reported a profound anxiety to talk about sexual concerns with a patient with whom there was a vast age difference between them. For instance, PCPs have stated that patients who perceive them as “very young” are more likely to be reluctant to discuss sexual concerns with them regardless of who raised the topic. The PCPs themselves found it difficult to discuss sexual health with older patients because they recognize the patients as elders to whom respect must be shown and discussing sex – the topic or asking an elder about their private experiences, was perceived by some PCPs as invasive, too personal or disrespectful.

“A woman of 70 years is not going to start talking about her sexual health because it might sound disrespectful. Regardless, only if she brings it up, no problem, I will talk about it, but I would not bring it up.” MPB08

Most PCPs explained that their reluctance for initiating (or continuing) a discussion about sex, was due to fear of asking something viewed as offensive to a middle-aged and older patient. Avoidance was preferred by PCPs whose patients forewarned them not to ask about sex as they expressed their ageist view of sexuality inferring that they were too old to have sex or responded somewhat ashamed since talking about it to them was viewed as taboo, embarrassing or ‘dirty’.

“They don’t think that beyond a certain age they should be engaging in sexual intercourse or they think that if they had a problem in that department, it’s to be expected - a natural part of the aging process, so to speak.” FBP06

However, some PCPs contemplate that some of these patients just felt ashamed to confirm that they still were sexually active.
Community (Locale)
PCPs reported that they noticed in small rural communities communal social norms and practices to socialise together and to share about each other’s chronic illnesses except for sexual health matters. PCPs found older patients to be more shy or outright reticent on this topic in such closed societies. The social norm is to be guarded about sexual matters, so these patients are less likely to initiate such a discussion. PCPs were explicit that if they intend to discuss sexual health, they really need to be sensitive about how it is brought up as to avoid stepping over anyone’s boundaries, causing offence or embarrassment. If such a misstep occurred, PCPs have experienced severe consequences including communal mistrust, difficult to redeem for PCPs who worked in a small rural community. PCPs also discovered that some of their older patients preferred to pursue alternative medical routes especially for sexual concerns because they felt it was too taboo to discuss in a formal clinical setting.

“A lot of them will go to the herbalist and buy these things rather than seek professional help. They come to us only after these alternative methods did not work or made their circumstances worse” **FPV04**

PCPs have expressed their disappointment being ‘plan b’ when it comes to sexual health issues but also voiced their acceptance that traditional healers and use herbal products is cultural practice for older populations and it appeared more common in rural areas.

Religion & Ethnicity
PCPs voiced that it is more noticeable that both physician and patient are inhibited from effectively discussing sexual health-related issues (regardless of who raises it) if the patient is of a staunch religion or of a different ethnicity.

“I ask more of the Afro-Trinidadian men. If they are Muslim I wouldn’t dare go there, they are too religious. Very religious people won’t want to discuss this, they don’t want to go there.” [PCP’s ethnicity: Afro-Trinidadian]

“You get more openness from Afro-Trinidadian women than you do from Indo-Trinidadians – to me… African women are far freer with talking casually about these things. Indian women are a lot more cagey…” [PCP’s ethnicity: Mixed Trinidadian]
In most cases, PCPs were more comfortable with speaking with a patient that was of a similar ethnicity as they assumed having possibly more similar cultural stance on the sexuality and less likely to offend the patient.

**PCPs’ Sexual Health Training**

**Background in sexual health**

Almost all PCPs admitted that they did not have sufficient exposure to information about sexual health in general and even less or not at all pertaining to middle-aged and older adults during their medical training. They felt this may have disadvantaged them in terms of their level of competence around communication of such sensitive topics and having adequate knowledge to offer appropriate care.

“In med school we did not have much exposure to sexual health; it is not fully integrated into the curriculum as much as what would be needed to make us competent at practicing.” FPB06.

PCPs have also admitted that they are just not familiar with prevalent sexual health concerns in middle and old age other than erectile dysfunction, menopause and STIs. They readily acknowledged that uncertainty and a lack of confidence of being able to diagnose or improve older patient sexual health concerns that are unknown to them encourages them to avoid initiating sex health discussions and in the fewer events when unfamiliar sexual health concerns are presented by the patient, the PCP is more likely to offer a referral. The PCPs indicated the need for more exposure to sexual health topics and skills at the medical student level, particularly in terms of communication, sexual history taking and sexual function in middle-aged and older adults. PCPs unanimously agreed that further training at the postgraduate level is important, and they would be interested in participating in such training preferably in the form of CPD course.

**Diagnostic sexual history taking skills**

PCPs reported that if they do take a sexual history with this age group, it is not done routinely and only due to a patient presenting a complaint (mostly STI-related) or as in majority of the cases if the patient initiates the discussion. It was unanimous among PCPs that taking a sexual
history with these patients is indeed important; however, not prioritising it is more common practice

“The sexual history was just part of your medical history taking skills. It targeted largely young people because even the whole ED thing, that’s a recent issue that is, not really discussed that much. **FPV03**

“From my personal experiences I haven’t done a lot of it unless they brought it up” **MPB02**

Some PCPs attempt to introduce the topic, but most agreed that the typical questions on a standard sexual history are also not adhered to in practice with this age group. They take a rather focused version neglecting questions regarding sexual orientation, sexual preferences (type of sex), and, if appropriate, contraception, and number of sexual partners. Sexual orientation is the most avoided question and due to discomfort, all 35 PCPs interviewed stated that they had never asked their older patients this question.

“I would be very uncomfortable; I actually never asked a patient that (referring to sexual orientation) but maybe it is something that we need to consider. Sometimes on their physical appearance you may wonder that, sometimes a lot of patients become offended if you ask any questions like that, especially our culture. We may not see asking sexual orientation as a normal question, so I have never considered that to be honest.” **FPB05**.

Few PCPs shared their experiences in consultation with a homosexual but none of the PCPs shared experiences treating a transgendered middle or old aged patient up to the time this data was collected. Even though they admitted being aware of LGBTIQ persons, in PC sexuality is assumed to be purely heterosexual.

**Patient’s lack of education:**

Some PCPs described how it was difficult to engage with older patients when they held entrenched beliefs about sex, making it difficult to offer advice such as ‘being a condom user infers that you have an infection’, ‘having sex with a virgin can cure HIV’, and ‘sexual dysfunction means not being able to have sex five and six times a day’

“In terms of an older audience, you cannot teach an old dog new tricks it’s a little more difficult to change their mind about some things. **MPB06**
PCPs admitted that they really feel turned away to discuss sexual health with a patient who is ill informed and difficult to accept their counsel. PCPs suggested that there is need for population wide health promotion in sexual health education tailored for patients in middle and old age about the sexual health concerns they are more likely to face at this point in their lives. Some ideas included special talks, posters or pamphlets in the waiting room as these will help normalise sexual health within the clinical setting and give patients more confidence to discuss these issues with their doctor. This in turn will increase the population’s overall awareness and it may improve PCPs’ overall confidence to initiate such discussions with them.

“I think once the public is sensitized that doctors will be asking these questions from time to time, they will be more aware and won’t think you are minding their business” FPB03.

Workplace Limitations

Lack of national priorities for sexual health provisions in middle and old age

PCPs described that the clinics are oversubscribed by mostly middle and old aged patients of a lower socioeconomic status. PCPs are encouraged to focus on chronic disease management for this age group, namely diabetes, hypertension and other cardiovascular diseases, although they have recognised that sexual health care is linked to some of these chronic diseases.

“We work in a system that is tremendously overloaded with patients and understaffed with doctors. You try to focus more on the problem they came for than address issues that they have with sexuality” MPB02.

Lack of appropriate preventative care and referral services

PCPs acknowledged there is no focus on sexual health care of middle-aged and older adults the current PC system they work in does not foster supportive systems such as genitourinary medicine (GUM) services for sexual dysfunction in women and men in middle and old age and far less for psychosexual therapy. Men rarely attend the health centre; they have denial issues when it comes to having health problems especially impotency. For these patients to be accurately diagnosed PCPs refer their patients for secondary care at the nearest hospital for a gynaecologist or a urologist consultant in private health care (if the patient can afford it). PCPs reported that psychosexual therapy is not presently available in primary care. The
existing protocol for such circumstances is to refer the patient to a medical social worker whom PCPs all deem are inadequately trained to address some of the sexual health issues. PCPs admit to feeling helpless in these situations as they know they are making fruitless referrals. Unsurprisingly primary care also lacks proficient preventative care clinics and health promotion for sexual concerns especially for middle and old age patients as their sexual health concerns are less recognized, diagnosed and treated than younger patients. PCPs agreed that antenatal care for pregnant women and the STI clinics are the only sex health clinics that are supported in primary care which are not really geared to address the sexual health concerns of older patients.

We need to have the support systems for appropriate referrals and we also need to be competent to investigate…. A lot of times we are not, and we cannot inform patients” MPB05

**Resource poor setting**
PCPs explained that they work in resource poor settings with a limited manpower, time and treatment options which hamper their ability to be more exploratory during their consultations.

“doctors in the community will reiterate that we wish we had more time to actually provide optimal primary healthcare” MPB03.

Even when PCPs do attempt to address sexual health issues they concur that the environment in most public health centres is not conducive in making the patient feel comfortable and, in some cases, there are concerns about maintaining confidentiality.

“Public health centres don't offer privacy for patients, so the patients will be in one room and they will not be a real door, there is just like a curtain and you can come in at any time” FPB04.

Necessary infrastructural changes to the consultation rooms in some primary buildings are needed so that they can install doors or use sealed off rooms for more privacy. Also, all patients could be given an optional brief sexual health care assessment questionnaire to complete to give directly to their PCP. This technique is successful three-fold as it offers the opportunity for the patient: (i) to identify sexual health issues and keep this confidential to
themselves bypassing registering this with other health care personnel; if completed it triggers the PCP to initiate a sexual health discussion/take a sexual history and (ii) the patient and PCP can address this concern during the consultation more comfortably as the patient will be expecting the discussion. Even if the form is not completed and returned to the PCP empty the PCP can still use this opportunity to confirm with the patient that there are no sexual health concerns as s/he notices the form was left incomplete and this will ensure no missed opportunities for sexual health care intervention or prevention.

**Professional barrier**

There appeared to be collective beliefs about roles in primary care regarding the expected physician-patient relationship. PCPs reported that older patients view them as a person in authority and part of the elite in society who they should treat with respect (regardless of their age).

“When people come to the clinic or hospital, they’re expectant, they’re needy and they come from a position where they feel you are high up and they’re down there” **MPB05**.

“There is a professional barrier; doctor vs. patients, they don’t see the doctor as being an equal; they see the doctor as being this person of authority, so they are very cautious about what they say to you” **FPB06**.

The reality is that hierarchy creates a professional barrier between physician and patient. Patients revere the PCP inculcating professional boundaries and the physicians offer paternal focused care mostly due to resource limitations and sometimes because of the patient’s education level or lack of compliance to treatment regime or they prefer it.

**Physician-patient rapport**

PCPs reported that they try to foster better rapport by keeping their questions brief, while letting patients know that sexual health is important and that their issues are common in the attempt to facilitate the discussion and make the patient less uncomfortable (as well as themselves). However, despite the obstacles expressed by most interviewed doctors some of the more experienced PCPs used communicative techniques to empathise and inspire the patient’s trust to facilitate a sexual health discussion or even to take a history.
“It has to do with empathy. First, try to calm their fears, convince them that you have their best interests in mind. Educate them, let them know that there’s a privacy clause that cannot be broken at all; now they’ll open and talk to you. When they start, whenever they come to the clinic, they look for you.” MPB03

PCPs who described how older patients are not forthcoming when talking about sex, even when the PCP initiates the discussion, also conveyed that their patients disliked being asked about their sexual activity. Their older patients stated it could be too personal and ‘disrespectful’ to them evidenced when patients abruptly close questions when asked about sexual concerns to end their own discomfort. PCPs acknowledged that ignoring older patients’ sexual health is detrimental as problems will persist or develop. Most PCPs agreed it is the physician’s role and responsibility to initiate discussions, as patients may be unaware of what questions to ask and, in most cases, will not bring up the topic. PCPs attempt to facilitate the conversation by disguising the topic among other medical conditions such as chronic diseases, which some have identified as very important for middle-aged and older males.

“when I am prescribing medications I would say okay, some types may cause a little problem with erectile dysfunction – Are you experiencing any problems in that already? Then I will talk about it in relation to heart disease and day well you know it might be a very early sign of Coronary Artery Disease especially for the males in this age group. You are telling them about the heart which should be an okay kind of topic makes them more readily to talk about it.” FPB01

Other helpful suggestions like the ones above-mentioned to stimulate discussion on sexual health included using tools to aid during the medical consultation. Aides suggested included algorithms, a sexual health inventory or a sexual health scale like those used for detecting depression. More simple tools to aid patient comprehension were also suggested, such as 3D sexual reproductive anatomy organ models and charts describing the physiology of sexual dysfunction. Even a pamphlet in the waiting room with a few questions or checklist of topics or information you would like your PCP to offer to the patient could be considered. These
last options provide the opportunity for the PCP to initiate the discussion but guided by the patient and was favoured by most PCPs as they felt this method confirmed the patient’s consent to participate in a sexual health consultation.

Discussion

PCPs reported discouraged attitudes and a lack of willingness to discuss sexual health, reinforced by the existing limitations in the provision of sexual health care and the limited skill set of some PCPs in sexual health care in later life. These attitudes arose because of several factors. These included: resource constraints due to overload of patients and lack of medical staff (including not enough doctors), inappropriate environmental conditions (such as lack of proper doors in consultation rooms for privacy), and inadequate professional referral services (such as limited sexual health clinics and no sexual health therapists or specialist in older people sexual health). PCPs acknowledged that they have limited medical training in sexual health of older adults and communication skills in sexual health. PCPs also spoke about their ‘reluctant’ patients’ behaviour which made it difficult to breach or continue a discussion on the topic, as well as how their own beliefs and the above-named sociocultural influences affect impact on their sexual health care and delivery. However, since these physicians recognize the importance of sexual health care for these patients, they expressed a willingness to attain training to improve their background in sexual health in later life and communication in sexual history taking practices. PCPs recommend empowering their middle-aged and older patients about sexual health as they think it may improve their physician-patient relationships and welcome support from Ministry of Health to provide directives and appropriate resources to improve overall direction in sexual health care and treatment for this age group.
Study Limitations

This study has provided a greater understanding of the PCPs’ accounts however, potential biases were considered when interpreting the findings. We were reliant on self-reported data from the interviews and these accounts were strictly of the physicians’ perspective, and some of their responses may be biased by social desirability. In some interviews PCPs answered questions quite cautiously by providing brief textbook-like answers to the more biological questions such as – “What comes to mind when you hear the term ‘sexual health care’?” and for other questions such as “What questions do you ask your middle-aged and older patients when you take a sexual history?” they responded what they perceived the interviewer wanted to know. With this in mind a few check-back questions were used to control for this "impression management". Interestingly and unknowingly, some PCPs divulged more information, or their responses changed completely the second time they were asked a few of the same rephrased questions - possibly they became more open and comfortable as the interview proceeded or as time allowed. This type of initial bias influenced how the researcher proceeded with data collection in the same and future interviews. In terms of analysis, the researcher was able to determine possible reasons for the change of responses which provided more insight into the observed attitude and behaviour that the physician exhibited when discussing their perception of sexuality of and sexual health care practices with middle-aged and older patients with the researcher. Based on repetitive frequency of themes it was clearer for some that these were the most common expressions of the PCPs for example out of 35 interviews, if 35 persons indicated that they never ask a patient about their sexual orientation it is quite clear that was a unanimous feeling. If 30 persons indicated that they were uncomfortable discussing sex with old aged persons that would still be a common theme. For the one or two persons who shared a view very different from everyone else such as I would take a sexual history with any patient regardless of age even if they are over 70 at every visit - this would be an outlier as it was the only or least frequent theme presented.

Not all outliers are discussed in this paper, but they are described in various places as they too were PCPs’ views. As qualitative interviews were only conducted with 35 persons which was 20% of the PCP population so even though it may be an outlier out of the 35 this comment could be representative of other PCPs. I selected what I considered the “classic”
themes from my dataset that exemplified the key themes or patterns that emerged. I focused on the interviews that best exemplified the dominant features of the data explored and on those themes that grabbed my attention e.g. if I felt it was interesting or a new revelation, different from everyone else - these were outliers.

All interviews were conducted in primary healthcare settings, some at times when it was extremely busy. This could have been a limitation as interviews had to take place within certain time constraints, such as during a space between patient consultations or on the physician’s lunch break, putting further pressures on the service. At one health centre as the patients reacted angrily when they thought the researcher was jumping the queue and being favoured by the physician while they have been sitting in the waiting room in turn for a very long time. In terms of analysis, this could have contributed to the brevity of some interviews or responses rather than avoidance of a question or topic being discussed.

Additionally, the nature of the questions in this interview raised sensitive subjects, about the physician’s personal perspective about sexual health and their treatment practices which some respondents generally at the beginning of the interviews would rather not talk about, hence opportunities for sensitivity bias. To avoid this, the researcher made every attempt to build trust by using projective techniques and indirect questions. In addition to sensitivity bias, some physicians may have provided socially acceptable answers that may be false because they felt that their position or office could be under examination. This was because this study was permitted by the Ministry of Health and as a result some physicians did not want to participate. Interacting with these biases there was moderator bias which was due to the researcher’s gender, age and non-clinical background depending on the interviewee. This was experienced during interviews with older male physicians as the research is a young adult female. All of these biases were recorded as part of ‘observational interview field notes’ and were also taken into consideration when analysing each case interview.

The PCPs overall attitudes when talking about sex in primary care were discomfort, disinclination to treat sexual health issues of middle-aged and older as a priority and insecurity with regard to how much they actually knew about sexual health of this age group.
These findings have much similarity with other findings in the literature. For example Gott et al. found that GPs in the UK do not address sexual health proactively with older people and that, within primary care, sexual health is equated with younger people and not seen as a valid topic for discussion with the older age group. Low level of awareness of later life sexual health issues among GP participants and significant barriers to initiating discussion relating to sexuality in consultations with older patients were similarly identified. The authors also acknowledged the need for continued professional education in sexual health of older adults for physicians. The reservation among older patients and their healthcare providers regarding the discussion of sexual health, frequently constitutes the main barrier to open and effective communication. A study conducted by Politi et al. concluded that the older patients felt that health care providers should ask about sexual health issues only if questions relate to an associated health problem (e.g. STIs) and in ways that can be answered by all regardless of partner status, and follow questions with non-judgmental discussions. If the physician can initiate such a discussion and a good screening sexual history is routinely elicited, much useful information will be obtained. Furthermore, the patient may become informed to a number of issues of which he or she might not have been aware. Perhaps a door has been opened so that if concerns or problems about sexual functioning arise in the future, the patient will feel more comfortable discussing them with the doctor.

Many physicians feel concerned about their ability to take an appropriate sexual history, regardless of how skilled and confident they may be taking a medical history. Similarly, in our study PCPs voiced their lack of confidence regarding their professional competencies in sexual health care and communication with older adults. These findings may also exist in other developing countries whose medical school curricula are being taught with a similar sociocultural influence. Regardless of the uncomfortable situation, or patient’s age or gender, a sexual history is very important and there are core components of a sexual history that every practitioner should ask and discuss. With reference to the middle-aged and older age group of this study identifying sexual dysfunction should possibly be considered a core component due to the high prevalence of sexual dysfunction in this general population - most often undiagnosed and untreated. It should also be identified as a marker of organic or psychiatric
disease e.g. erectile dysfunction (ED) as a risk marker for cardiovascular disease and as an iatrogenic side-effect of medication or surgery.271

Regarding the professional barriers that exist in the physician–(middle-aged or older) patient relationship this may be more specific to Trinidad and Tobago and possibly other developing countries that still promote the paternalistic model of care, specifically due to resource constraints, lack of sexual healthcare policies on the national level as well as strong sociocultural influences. The societal influences in Trinidad & Tobago can stem from living in an extended family or one in which there is community loyalty – where the ‘village brings up the child’. These lifestyle settings influence one’s personal beliefs regarding respect and care and more familial and societal roles. In addition to sex being taboo, the T&T society is accustomed to show respect for the elderly, therefore when one becomes a physician this ingrained need to show respect continues even in the medical consultation. Hence, they find discussing sex with an older patient uncomfortable as it is perceived as disrespectful (‘minding their business”). On the other hand, patients have an inbuilt respect for professional roles/office. Society is taught to have respect for people in authority.

This paternalistic fiduciary relationship is reinforced because most middle-aged and older patients do not have many alternatives (beside unaffordable private care) to seek sexual health care elsewhere. This is because it is unlikely for them to attend family planning clinics as they do not meet the criteria (or interested in contraception or fertility, seeking antenatal or postnatal care). There are sexual health clinics (genitourinary medical (GUM) services) but a referral is usually required from a health (primary care) centre and these services focus primarily on medicalized sexual health care – HIV and other STIs rather than sexual health-related quality of life and sexual functioning and wellbeing -which may be more pertinent to this age group. Middle-aged and older patients are more likely to seek doctors in the primary care setting or the general practitioner (private), both at which they seem to have difficulty acquiring care for their sexual health needs270
Unfortunately, sexual problems are frequent among older adults, but these problems are infrequently discussed with physicians. The physicians agree it is their responsibility to initiate discussions about sexual health (putting aside their personal discomfort talking about sex with an older patient) however because of their resource poor settings and time constraints some feel it should be a shared responsibility especially if it is a concern of the patient. This causes controversy over the societal norm of paternalistic care because even though the physicians want to be in control of the consultation (particularly regarding treatment options) they don’t want to exhibit this control when talking about sex with the patient. The patient also does not want to breach the topic as they are also uncomfortable thinking that they will disrespect the physician. Contrary to these needs, if the reverse situation occurs where sexual health is not a primary complaint and the physician initiates the discussion the patient is even more uncomfortable and feels disrespected.

Existing evidence suggests that discussing later life sexual health issues within medical consultations is problematic both for patients and for professionals. Due to these dilemmas the suggested way forward will include the promotion of appropriate health education for all, further research and policy development in sexual health and provision of appropriate resources to improve sexual health care for middle-aged and older adults. There is urgent need for up-to-date sexual health education for medical students, present day physicians and patients. Public knowledge and awareness about sexual health in older age groups needs to promote, rather than just focusing on the under 25-year age group and it should also focus on including improving understanding about how aging affects sexuality. To avoid underreporting of sexual health issues in this age group and the loss of key opportunities for prevention and intervention there is need to prioritize, at a national level, sexual health care for middle-aged and older patients in primary care settings. This can be instituted by the design and implementation of sexual health policies that include care for the middle-aged and beyond; medical education policies that ensure mandatory continuing medical education in sexual health, sexual history taking and sexuality of older adults for practicing physicians. With regard to further research, there is need to determine the middle-aged and older patients’ perspective of barriers and facilitators when communicating with
physicians, their sexual health needs, and services they require and to compare with the views expressed by physicians.

**Conclusion**

Primary care physicians may be reluctant to raise sexual health-related issues with their older patients. Their patients’ may not initiate this discussion due to discomfort and embarrassment. Consequently, physicians’ inability to effectively communicate with these patients result in missed opportunities for health care prevention and intervention, and patients’ concerns may remain unheard and their problems untreated. As a result, there is an urgent need to address sexual health care among this vastly increasing middle-aged and older population in our health system with regard to care and treatment, health education and training policies with our medical physicians in primary care.
4.2.1 Mixing Phase

After qualitative data analysis was completed, the emerging themes that arose from the summaries were conceptualized. Each qualitative concept was then assessed to determine whether it could become quantifiable for the purposes of creating a survey instrument.

4.2.1.1 Moving from Qualitative to Quantitative Phases

Figure 11 describes the steps taken in moving from the qualitative phase to quantitative. It aims to describe how data from the interviews were selected and converted to appropriate measurable concepts used to design the survey instrument.

Steps 1 to 5

These steps primarily describe the Framework analysis process. The first step involved a verbatim (word for word) transcription of each interview conducted and, though it was quite tedious, it was an opportunity to become immersed in the data. Reflective field notes were added to the transcripts such as my thoughts or impressions during the interviews as part of initial interpretation. Coding was initiated using deductive methods as some codes were pre-defined from existing communication and KAP theory and areas of interest such as comfort level. This was followed by open coding which involved reviewing each transcript line by line, ascribing a label that described my interpretation of each paragraph or section. Codes included patient or physician behaviours, attitudes, perceptions, values, beliefs, and my own experiences during the interviews such as my perceptions e.g. PCP discomfort with interview—no eye contact with researcher.

By the end of the coding, the data were fully categorised systematically and, in a position, to be compared or contrasted with other parts of the data set. At this step, the transcripts undergo indexing or charting according to the existing categories and codes which were entered into an excel spreadsheet to generate a matrix of this data. Charting was a form of summarizing the data by code categories from each transcript. Once the matrix is created, ideas, concepts or potential emerging themes are noted. Connections were mapped between categories to explore relationships and associations in attempt to interpret the data.

Step 6 - 7
After reviewing the entire qualitative matrix, I had to identify which aspects of the data can be quantifiable – meaning that can be turned into a quantitative question, concept, or idea that can be tested in a survey instrument. For example, PCPs identified that they feel uncomfortable discussing sexual health with their middle-aged and older patients. This concept is Comfort Level, and this was ‘quantifiable’ or measurable as I was able to ask about comfort level in the survey and convert the measurements into a Likert scale to ascertain PCPs’ levels of comfort. This is different from themes or concepts that could not be measured in a survey such as the number of times PCPs refrained from using the word ‘sex’ or described a reproductive organ in layman terms. This concept was labile and interpreted as ‘Avoidance’ and it was very difficult to ascertain how this could have become a question on the survey or measured in any format. By the end of this step, all of the concepts that could have been measured in the survey were determined. Existing surveys’ formats and styles were reviewed for determining how questions that were applicable to each concept type should be phrased or created. For example, there were several different ways to ask about physicians’ attitudes or comfort levels such as ratings, scales, or dichotomous options.

Steps 8 -12
These steps were critical in deciding the final survey type which was a KAP approach but one that still met the CME style that I was interested in assessing. I wanted to ensure that the original survey instrument that I created was well suited for the purpose of assessing KAP in a format that was representative and applicable to the study population of PCPs. I selected from the interview data a few clinical scenarios of real experiences described by the PCPs. I then researched accurate clinical diagnoses and formulated a clinical vignette derived primarily for their experiences and matched appropriate questions assessing knowledge, attitudes, and practices. The aim was to find a way to get these PCPs to tell me how they felt about a patient, what they assumed their condition or problem was at presentation, and how they would manage the patient. This was easy to ask in an interview but had to be well planned in a survey design.

I aimed to standardise each set of questions assessing KAP for each clinical scenario, by ensuring they each had at least one question testing knowledge, attitudes, and practice; one
correct answer only for knowledge questions and comparable patient gender, age, presenting complaints in each scenario. It was difficult to select only six scenarios, but they were chosen based on ability to fit into the KAP criteria for this study given the restrictions of word count for each scenario and question set. Once the consultations (clinical vignette sections) were complete, the rest of the survey was designed to address other aspects of the research questions in terms of associations of other aspects of sexual history taking knowledge, attitudes, and practices that were identified not only in the qualitative data but also ensuring that they tested the a priori hypotheses that were proposed (see Chapter 5: Study Hypotheses). For example, one of the hypotheses which queried PCPs training in sexual function in later life will make them more likely to take a sexual history with older patients. This was addressed in the survey by ensuring questions about PCPs training levels in sexual health were asked. This was then comparable with questions on willingness or frequency to take a sexual history. Once the draft survey was designed, the number of actual questions for each section was agreed and then an online version of the survey was piloted for feedback primarily for feasibility, usability, acceptability, and understanding.

4.2.1.2 Strengths and Limitations of the Mixing Phase (From Qualitative to Quantitative)

Generally, all of the qualitative data could have been coded quantitatively as it illustrated capability to be categorised and assigned meaningful numerical values as I converted words (themes) into numbers through coding and looking for emerging patterns. I manipulated the themes to establish the foundation for the KAP survey (a suitable instrument grounded in the evidence provided by the participants). These measurable constructs enabled an opportunity to achieve statistical insight to further support the meaning of the qualitative data and to help examine a priori hypotheses. Converting the qualitative data into measurable constructs did not undermine from the qualitative thematic analysis or results, rather, it revealed areas where I assumed there would be complementarity and statistical backing for the interpretation of some qualitative results. This experience offered reassurance for the mixed-methods and triangulation executed in the subsequent phases.
Figure 11: Stages in the Development of the Quantitative Instrument

Steps in the Qualitative Data analysis

Steps in the Quantitative Instrument design

1. Used Topic Guide to design backbone of the framework for analysis
2. Conducted Thematic analysis of qualitative interview data
3. Followed by Content analysis

4. Completed Framework analysis

5. Derived and defined concepts gathered from analysed data
6. Assessed which concepts were quantifiable

7. Used literature, KAPs & global surveys in Sexual Health to map applicable existing survey questions per concept
8. Identified key clinical scenarios in Qualitative data. Verified clinical presentation & diagnoses of patients described

9. Selected 6 clinical scenarios written in CME format. Ensured equal male to female patient ratio; some middle/old aged with chronic disease and/or sex health complaint/diagnosis

10. Verified each vignette had a consultation question appropriately assessing Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices
11. Ensured other survey questions also assessed a testable hypothesis and were placed under correct KAP section

12. Survey instrument completed and piloted for understanding, feasibility, usability and acceptability
Chapter 5 – Quantitative Component:

Associations between PCPs’ Characteristics and their KAP in Later Life Sexual Health
5.1 **Quantitative Phase**

The following section provides a justification and comprehensive description of the quantitative phase of this study.

### 5.1.1 Method Justification

This phase was employed to answer the following research questions of this thesis:

ii. *What are the associations between Primary Care Physicians’ (PCPs) characteristics (demographics) and their knowledge, attitudes and sexual healthcare practice?*

iii. *What are the associations between physicians’ knowledge and attitudes and their reported sexual healthcare practice?*

iv. *How do PCPs characteristics influence their reported sexual healthcare treatment options offered to patients in middle and old age for sexual health-related concerns?*

The survey method was selected as the most appropriate for addressing the research questions. This technique provided a broad capability to the researcher enabling her to collect applicable information covering the different aspects of the research questions, including personal facts, attitudes, practices, and opinions of the study population. This method was efficient and approachable to participants to capture self-reported data and anonymously provide an avenue for more honest and unambiguous responses than other types of research methodologies. It allowed the researcher to collect the necessary amount of data, which ensured a more accurate sample to gather targeted results from which quantitative associations and conclusions were ascertained. This method provided opportunities for deductive testing of objective theories (hypotheses) by further examining the relationships among variables that were analysed using statistical procedures described in the Data Analysis section described in 5.1.1.2 - Description of Methods.
5.1.1.1 Study Hypotheses

A research hypothesis is a formal statement that presents the expected relationship between an independent and dependent variable. A null hypothesis expressed as $H_0$, is a statement that there is no actual relationship between variables and usually states the opposite of what the researcher would expect or predict. The purpose of establishing null hypotheses would be to test them in a test of statistical significance which was designed to assess the strength of the evidence against the null hypothesis. After testing, the conclusion will either retain the null hypothesis or reject it in favour of an alternative hypothesis $H_a$, where there is evidence to support relationship between the variables under study. Interestingly, accepting $H_0$ does not indicate that $H_0$ is completely true but there may not be enough evidence against $H_0$. On the other hand, rejection of a true null hypothesis is referred to as a type I error and the subsequent results may not produce the result observed in the study and may lead to changes that are unwarranted. Type II error is where a false null hypothesis is accepted, and the ultimate truth remains unknown although evidence might support an alternative hypothesis, and this may lead to maintenance of a status quo when a change is warranted. For this research, listed below are the core a priori null hypotheses (which originated from the literature and from the qualitative analysis) tested using the survey method:

* N.B. For the following hypotheses, formal training (or knowledge) in sexual health includes effective sexual health communication, diagnostic sexual history taking, knowledge about sexual health functioning and conditions in later life enabling the clinician to competently conduct a sexual health consultation which will involve the clinician to examine, discuss, diagnose, counsel, and treat any sexual health-related matter.
### Table 3: Null hypotheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Null Hypotheses $H_0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Are PCPs who are formally trained (knowledgeable) in *sexual health more likely to be generally comfortable discussing sexual health or taking a sexual history during a consultation with patients in middle and old age?</td>
<td>Formal training (knowledge) in *sexual health has no effect on a PCP’s comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with patients of middle and old age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Are PCPs more likely to be (generally comfortable) discussing sexual health/taking a sexual history with their middle-aged and older patients of the same gender?</td>
<td>Gender concordance between a PCP and a middle-aged or older patient has no effect on a PCP’s comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Are PCPs who are 40+ years more likely to be (generally comfortable) having sexual health discussions/taking a sexual history with patients of middle and old age?</td>
<td>PCP’s age has no effect on their comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with a middle-aged or older patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Are PCPs with $\geq 10$ years of professional medical practice more likely to be (generally comfortable) having sexual health discussions/taking a sexual history with patients of middle and old age?</td>
<td>The number of years of professional medical practice has no effect on a PCP’s comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with a middle-aged or older patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Are PCPs with $\geq 10$ years of local medical practice in TT more likely to be (generally comfortable) having sexual health discussions/taking a sexual history with patients of middle and old age?</td>
<td>The number of years of local medical practice has no effect on a PCP’s comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with a middle-aged or older patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Are PCPs that treat middle and old aged patients in urban-based communities more likely to be (generally comfortable) discussing sexual health issues/taking a sexual history with them than PCPs who work with patients that are in rural communities?</td>
<td>A PCP’s community medical practice location has no effect on their comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with a middle-aged or older patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Are PCPs that are foreign medical graduates more likely to be (generally comfortable) having sexual health discussions/taking a sexual history with patients of middle and old age?</td>
<td>A PCP’s medical training location (local/foreign) has no effect on their comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with a middle-aged or older patient.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.1.1.2 Description of Method

The following description explains how the survey method was employed, from its creation to administration, to collection and analysis of the data needed to address the research questions and hypotheses of this research.

- **Participants**

The study sample had been identified to be the entire population of public sector PCPs (national survey) countrywide in Trinidad and Tobago which was n=175 PCPs.

- **Survey Instrument Design**

The survey instrument employed was designed to examine Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices (KAP). Though there were several typical KAP surveys reviewed in the literature available for ideas or adaptation but none of them were considered adequate in several ways, e.g., some of the content did not address the research questions sufficiently. For example, the treatment options listed did not suit the cultural context or the target population of 45 years and older. Hence, measurable concepts were derived from the qualitative phase and a uniquely designed survey instrument grounded in the participants’ perspectives and cultural context was produced.

The actual design that was agreed to be most suitable to assess KAP of medical practitioners involved the incorporation of a continuing medical education (CME) style KAP section within the traditional survey format. This was considered most apt as medical professionals are very familiar with medical board and licensing examinations and mandatory professional workshops throughout their career in this layout. The CME style format typically may contain a written clinical case of a patient with a presenting complaint along with possible tests results or medical history information followed by a series of questions which is the best probable diagnosis or treatment or course of action. Vignettes have been used before to assess physicians’ knowledge, attitudes, and practices. For this survey, the clinical scenarios were derived from the qualitative findings reported by the PCPs in phase 1 and these were then matched with existing content related examination questions. CME medical examination practice books were reviewed including USMLE1 and 2 to accurately fashion the questions in the correct CME style. The content was also
vetted by medical physicians to ensure that the diagnoses and treatment options were matched accurately with the clinical scenarios being considered.

Consequently, the final survey instrument consisted of four sections. **Section 1 and 2** asked about the physician’s demographic characteristics such as age, gender, ethnicity, religion, practice, setting, and whether they attained postgraduate training opportunities.

**Section 3** consisted of six clinical vignettes each describing a patient of either middle or old age, presenting with a direct sexual health complaint such as an STI or sexual dysfunction/addiction issue or a chronic illness unknowingly affecting their sexual health. The format of section 3 was designed to assess PCPs’ knowledge, attitudes, and practices (KAP). Each clinical scenario were followed by questions: asking the PCP to make an appropriate diagnosis based on the information provided (knowledge); determine whether the PCP was comfortable discussing sex with a patient based on the scenario (attitude); and finally, an opportunity to offer treatment options to the patient based on the diagnosis and presenting circumstances (practice). This was an atypical KAP assessment using a CME style question design. Questions regarding PCPs knowledge offered one correct (best answer) option amongst three other options; questions assessing physician’s attitudes used Likert scales\(^\text{296,297}\) to determine comfort level\(^\text{298}\) offering four options: ‘very comfortable’, ‘comfortable’, ‘uncomfortable’, ‘very uncomfortable’; and finally, questions regarding physician’s practices offered a range of communicative sexual health options including counselling about their sexual health diagnosis (empathetic sex education about their problem and treatment options), individual/couple sex therapy (sex health discussion to improve patient’s sex health-related quality of life), sexual history taking (diagnostic testing to assist in correctly ascertaining sexual health prognosis) and other treatment options such as physical examination, laboratory testing, and referrals.

**Section 4** contained questions about sexual history taking (frequency and content) and presented phrases of general attitudes towards sexual healthcare in middle and old age asking PCPs whether they agreed or disagreed with them and finally a section asking about their training interests and preferences (one-day workshops, CME session, online training program, etc.). The survey was designed using Survey Monkey as an online method of administration using the Cochrane methodology to improve online survey participation.\(^\text{299}\)
Piloting and Survey Administration
The survey was piloted online with non-clinical academic research staff and some GPs and other medical physicians to assess its feasibility, usability, and readiness. After minor revisions from piloting, the researcher initiated rolling out the national online survey using Cochrane’s methodology to improve its response rate. Cochrane’s methodology proposed the following options to increase response rates by more than a half: using non-monetary incentives; shorter e-questionnaires; include a statement that others had responded; have a more interesting topic, an offer of survey results; use a white background; personalise e-questionnaires; use a simple header; use textual representation of response categories; give a deadline; include a picture in an e-mail; use the word "Survey" in the e-mail subject line; and include a male signature. However, many of these methods could not even get fulfilled as the original idea of going online proved unfeasible in Trinidad & Tobago, due to limited internet connectivity and infrastructure in Primary Care facilities. Several of the primary care centres no longer had computers for the survey to be accessed or the internet connection was not supportive to allow successful download of the electronic survey. The PCPs were still interested in participating but recommended a paper-based survey to be completed by hand to ensure participation. The researcher needed to devise a new manual data collection plan while in field.

Data Collection
A paper-based version of the online self-reporting KAP survey instrument was manually distributed to all PCPs who were registered with the national medical board of T&T who were available (present at work not on vacation or leave) during the survey administration. The researcher visited all 106 health centres country wide in Trinidad and Tobago to hand-deliver each PCP two survey packets: one which contained the printed anonymised survey instrument and another with the study information sheet and consent forms. The researcher returned after one week to collect the sealed completed packages at the reception desk from all the PCPs from that health centre.

Data Analysis
The paper-based surveys were entered into the online version on Survey Monkey as individual entries. Each entry automatically updated the researcher’s electronic master
database for this survey. Each of the researcher’s entries was checked by a volunteered data entry assistant to ensure accuracy of each entry. The complete database was cleaned to remove any duplications and to assess any missing data. Subsequently, variable labelling and new variable creation followed, and a full descriptive and inferential statistical analysis was conducted using STATA. Some of the statistical results are presented in the form of descriptive statistics—means, medians, and standard deviations for continuous variables, while frequency distributions and percentages were for categorical variables. The core hypotheses tested various aspects of PCPs knowledge, attitudes, and practices. Corresponding variables were created and associations were assessed in various univariate and multivariate logistic regression models to determine the odds ratios and statistical significance of these associations.

Variable Construction and Statistical Testing

I. Assessing Knowledge

→ A knowledge score variable was computed to determine how well the participants scored overall on the 6 knowledge-based questions. These questions aimed to assess if PCPs were able to identify the correct diagnosis of prevalent sexual health conditions in the middle-aged and older patients presented in each clinical vignette. The knowledge score variable was able to ascertain the number of correct answers to each knowledge question and then attribute dichotomous values for correct (1) or incorrect (0) to compute each participant’s total number of correct answers.

→ A mean knowledge score of prevalent sexual health conditions in middle and older age was also calculated to gather the knowledge score of the group of PCPs that participated in this survey.

II. Assessing Comfort

→ A comfort level score variable was computed to assess PCPs reported attitudes towards discussing sex with each of the middle-aged and older patients presented
in the six clinical vignettes. The variable was created by visually binning the four responses of the Likert scale (very comfortable, comfortable, uncomfortable, and very uncomfortable) to fit a dichotomous set of responses establishing if PCPs felt ‘generally comfortable’ or ‘generally uncomfortable’ in each scenario.

Two new variables were created; one for comfort level attending to female patients and the other for attending to male patients. These new computed variables offered opportunities to suggest associations between PCPs attitudes about discussing sex based on the attending patient’s gender.

III. Assessing Practice

Discussing Sex

A variable was computed to determine the frequency of which PCPs opted to talk about sex with the patients presented in the clinical vignettes. The mean number (m=4) out of 6 consultations in which the PCPs opted to discuss sex was derived and used as the reference point for further calculations. The discuss sex score reveals whether PCPs talk about sex 2 out of every 3 consultations or less. For the purposes of this study, 2 out of 3 consultations are considered frequent.

Taking a Sexual History

A sexual history taking variable was computed based on the frequencies reported for taking a sexual history. This variable specifically conveys whether PCPs opted to take a sex history with patients.

All aforementioned computed variables for Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices were cross-tabulated with the relevant variables for PCPs characteristics including all variables pertaining to sexual health training (communication, sexual function in middle and old age, sexual history taking skills); sexual health practices (discuss sex and take a sexual history); variables for physician’s demographics (gender, age, practice setting, years of practice experience, university attended); to provide resultant frequencies and build logistic regression models to establish univariate and multivariate odds ratios and p values to
determine the direction and strength of association of these variables in relation to the hypotheses of interest.

Data from the third and fourth sections of the survey were analysed primarily to illustrate frequencies of responses by PCPs with regard to their general attitudes towards sexual health, sexual history taking practices, and training preferences. Statistical findings for all including these final sections of the survey are summarised in the upcoming results sections of this thesis presented in the form of research papers.

5.1.1.3 Strengths and Limitations of the Qualitative Method – KAP Survey

Practically and theoretically, this method was most apt for testing the seven a priori hypotheses regarding PCPs attitudes towards sexual health care with older adults and for the two research questions interested in determining associations between PCPs characteristics and their KAP. It offered an opportunity to conduct a national survey and employ statistical methods, which in research is often considered dependable and suitable where standardised comparisons are encouraged. There were specific advantages and challenges experienced when this survey method was employed as:

❖ It allowed for population-based data to be captured on all the PCPs in T&T, even though it was a small-sized study overall [as total number participants available were 155]. These were all of the PCPs in the public sector that were available in country at the time of the survey.

❖ The manual paper-based distribution method employed (though tedious and required a longer period of data collection than a new period of data transcription and cleaning) ensure maximised participation – successful 60% response rate.

❖ Various quantitative methods could have been employed and used as a contingency – first attempted online distribution but as that failed, it was not difficult to consider another approach.

❖ Some of the limitations of this method however included the fact that for statistical analysis, this method is best with larger sample sizes; otherwise, it may give a false impression of homogeneity in the sample. 300

❖ Small samples usually are insufficiently powered to be able to extrapolate the statistical analysis results to the overall population. 301 Power is the probability of
rejecting the null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is false, that is, the probability of saying there is a difference when a difference exists. An underpowered study does not have a sufficiently large sample size to answer the research question of interest.  

✓ The KAP clinical consultation section of the survey was designed in a CME format that could have been intimidating to some participants who did not welcome the familiarity but rather felt it was like an exam. Other design flaws included not offering a standardised set of clinical management options for the questions assessing PCPs practices. This made it difficult to analyse and compare. There were also only six clinical scenarios and may not be considered a fair test of knowledge level in sexual health in later life.

✓ In terms of analysis, limitation issues including multicollinearity were found (high correlations between two or more predictor variables among the PCPs characteristics) in early stages of building the regression models. Statistically, it was (tested but it was) difficult to calculate, interpret, and report Cronbach’s Alpha reliability coefficient for the Likert scales used throughout the survey.

✓ I was limited to sampling from the PCPs in public sector as there was no appropriate sample of solely private functioning PCPs, thus there is no knowledge as to how many PCPs were not included nor how this may have changed the population sample characteristics.

✓ Quantitative methods were apt to determine these research questions that asked what are...? However, the survey had closed questions and this method could not explore the reasons for the results, in terms of asking why? or how?

✓ The survey method also could not capture the human experience or perceptions; it was limited to self-report methodology and depended solely on what the participant chose to report, an opportunity for reporting bias.

Though there were limitations to this method, it was reassuring that a mixed-methods approach was employed overall as some of the questions and data that was not captured here were in the qualitative arm, and this gives credence to the next phase of methodological triangulation of both data sets.
5.1.1.4 Ethical Considerations & Data Privacy

- For the research study, full authorisation and ethical approval was received from the ethics committee of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSTHM) and the Ministry of Health of Trinidad and Tobago to conduct this study, and additional extension of approval was also given when the data collection period prolonged (see Appendix 2 for approvals).
- There were no ethical dilemmas experienced during this study to collect or have access to data or anyone. No one was given any incentives to participate in any aspect of the study and no one asked for any. Topic guides and survey instruments were all approved via PhD supervisors and ethics committees for appropriateness of study protocols including sensitivity of the questions being asked. I did not diverge from these questions and probes on my topic guide given the PCPs time and the fact that the approach was semi-structured and pre-approved.
- To conduct the data collection process, a study package was prepared for each participant that contained information about the study, anonymised interview form to collect participant demographic information and a consent form. Each participant returned a signed consent form indicating their approval to participate and permit use of their anonymised and non-linkable data given in this study. The interviews were conducted in private rooms within the health centres where they worked. Participants were assigned a unique study ID number. The ID numbers were coded for by the first letter of their sex (M/F), followed by health facility type public or private sector (PB/PV), and followed by a two-digit number, e.g., MPB06 or FPV16. With participants’ consent, these interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. Field notes were also recorded and analysed along with the interview data.
5.2 Research Paper III

Preface

In this Quantitative Results Chapter, I present my first research paper (published format found in Appendix 1) regarding: Sexual Healthcare Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices amongst primary care physicians in Trinidad & Tobago.

This research paper presents quantitative associations between physicians’ socio-demographic characteristics such as their gender, age, practice setting, years of experience, sexual health training, medical degree training abroad or locally, and their existing knowledge of sexual health in later life, attitudes, and current sexual health care practices towards sexual history taking and discussing sex with these patients. The data presented fulfil the last two objectives of this study:

1. To capture baseline data on the Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices (KAP) of PCPs in Trinidad and Tobago on sexual health care and sexual history taking with patients who are 45 years and older.
2. To provide recommendations for best practice (based on research findings) for PCPs to improve sexual health care, including sexual history taking, during consultations with middle-aged and older patients.

In addition, this paper addresses these two research questions of this thesis:

- What are the associations between Primary Care Physicians’ (PCPs) characteristics and their knowledge, attitudes and sexual health care practice?
- What are the associations between Primary Care Physicians’ (PCPs) knowledge, attitudes and sexual health care practice?
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Abstract

Background: Our understanding of health care professionals' competence level in both their sexual history taking practices and their attitudes in addressing sexual health concerns of patients in middle and old age is lacking. This paper is part of an overarching study that examined primary care physicians’ (PCPs) knowledge, attitudes and sexual healthcare practices with patients who are 45 years and older in Trinidad and Tobago. It focuses on the associations between physicians’ characteristics and their existing knowledge, attitudes and current sexual history taking practices.

Method: A self-reported survey instrument assessing clinical sexual health knowledge, attitudes and practices was administered nationwide to all registered PCPs (n=155) in the public health care service. Descriptive and inferential statistical analysis was conducted using STATA.

Results: PCPs who were foreign medical school graduates, at least middle-aged, male, and worked in urban primary care practices, had improved odds of discussing sexual health with middle-aged and older patients. PCPs with any training in sexual health communication or sexual history taking were three times more likely to successfully initiate a sexual health discussion or take a sexual history with a patient of this age group. Over 90% of physicians reported taking a sexual history only if the discussion was patient initiated. Over 50% of PCPs indicated they will not ask patients in this age group about sexual orientation, their sexual partners nor sexual abuse or violence.

Conclusion: Even though PCPs in Trinidad and Tobago reported having a positive willing attitude towards offering sexual health care to middle-aged and older patients, they had a low level of knowledge of sexual function in later life and inconsistent sexual history taking practices with them. Findings underscore the need for improved training in physicians’ education on sexual function in older adults, sexual health communication and history taking.

Keywords: Primary care (PC), sexual health, sexual history taking, middle-aged, old age, Knowledge, Attitudes, Practices, (KAP), Trinidad & Tobago, Caribbean
Introduction

Primary care (PC) is often the first point of contact for patients with sexual health problems. With the rising prevalence of sexual dysfunction (SD) in middle and old aged persons, management of such sexual concerns should be covered in PC. However, PC is known to be a resource poor setting with limited availability of sexual healthcare services for older people. “Youth” is associated with sexuality (conditioned by popular media) which may contribute to the ageist views shared by some Primary Care Physicians (PCPs) that sex becomes less important with age, and older people are sexually less desirable or incapable. Sexual ageism is also reinforced by the natural age-based decline in sexual function. PCPs with such ageist beliefs about sexuality justify why for sexual health, they focus on patients of reproductive age, for pregnancy, sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and contraception. To them, sexual health is a valid topic to discuss with younger, but not older patients because sexual priorities become irrelevant as patients age.

Apart from ageist views about sex, PCPs avoid discussing sex with their older patients for further age-related reasons, but these evoke discomfort and fear. Age discrepancy between PCPs and patients can influence a sexual history consultation: with younger patients they perceive them as more likely to expect or be open to discuss sex contrary with an older patient. In fact, some PCPs have rated the experience as unwelcoming, as if interrogating your own parents about their sex life. In studies with PCPs who are uncomfortable discussing sex with someone older, they have expressed fear of offending the older patient due to the perception of sex being irrelevant to them or to the chief complaint. Some PCPs feel embarrassed or awkward with sexual language and additional fear of the possibility of inciting patient arousal during a consultation. In addition to the influence of age on worldviews about sexuality, lack of training in sexual health knowledge or communication also discourages PCPs. PCPs have reported that the fear is rooted in their feeling of incompetence due to inadequacy or limited knowledge of sexual health in older age patients or how to take an appropriate sexual history with them. In contrast, despite the normal decline in sexual functioning with age, older patients wish to maintain a healthy, satisfying sex life well into their later years. PCPs treating older patients should therefore be knowledgeable in SD, STIs and intimacy in later life and comfortable and proactive in managing these patients sexual health concerns.
In the last decade, only a small number of population-based studies research sexual health lifestyle preferences or concerns of the middle and old aged such as the large global study in European countries on sexual behaviour, or a few national studies focused on ageing and sexuality including the national surveys on sexual attitudes and lifestyles (NATSAL) in the UK and the national social life and health ageing project (NSHAP) in the US. There are even fewer quantitative surveys reporting on incidence and prevalence of sexual dysfunctions in men and women in this age group, or on appropriate tools to improve sexual health communication. Most of the research is patient centred and a dearth of information exists regarding the physician’s perspective. Studies that discover the factors that influence PCPs knowledge about sexual function in later life and their attitudes towards sexuality in consultation with middle-aged and older patient’s and insights about how they address their sexual health concerns is warranted.

This study was conducted with PCPs in Trinidad and Tobago and attempts to fill some of these research gaps. It adds to the sexual health literature by contributing to the limited collected works on physicians’ sexual health care knowledge, attitudes towards and sexual history taking practices with middle and old aged patients. As there have been no other studies to date on this subject in the Caribbean region, this research provides some baseline data and future opportunity for comparative analysis with other Caribbean territories. As Trinidad and Tobago is a very culturally and ethnically diverse country there is opportunity to discover distinctive culturally specific factors that affect their physicians and older patients and a chance to document any unique healthcare experiences associated with communicating sexual health concerns. This paper aims to quantitatively identify the characteristics of PCPs that influence their knowledge, attitudes and practices (and the associations among these variables) in sexual health consultation with middle-aged and older patients.

**Methods**

This quantitative paper is part of overarching mixed-methods study with a sequential exploratory design that consists of a qualitative and quantitative arm. The qualitative arm explored PCPs attitudes towards sexuality and sexual health care of middle-aged and older patients and this data was collected by conducting ‘one-to-one’ semi-structured interviews with 35 PCPs from public and private sector. These interviews generated two types of qualitative data: interviewer field notes and transcripts of the interviews [See paper 2:
Rabathaly PA, Chattu V. An exploratory study to assess Primary care physicians’ attitudes towards talking about sexual health with older patients in Trinidad and Tobago. Journal of Family Medicine and Primary Care 2019. DOI: 10.4103/jfmpc.jfmpc_325_18. The data received were analysed using Framework analysis and the results informed the design of the survey instrument.

**Data collection:** In April 2012, an anonymous, self-completion questionnaire survey package (with a study questionnaire, study information sheet, and consent form) was manually distributed to 155 PCPs recruited from 106 health centres nationwide. The questionnaire was developed to investigate how PCPs’ characteristics were associated with their sexual health knowledge, attitudes and care practices with middle-aged and older patients. In the first section of the questionnaire, demographics (age, gender, ethnicity and religion), education and training (medical school abroad or in T&T, number of years graduated, medical practice setting in rural or urban/suburban location and postgraduate training in sexual health) characteristics were collected. Section 2, probed practitioners' views on six clinical vignettes (see Table 4 below) about sexual health-related complaints presented by middle-aged and older patients. Each vignette was followed by at least three questions aimed to assess PCP’s knowledge (determine a correct diagnosis), attitudes (comfort level discussing sexual health with the patient) rated on a Likert scale; and practices (preferred diagnostic/treatment approaches) Each set of subsequent relative questions must assess: a correct diagnosis; comfort level (when consulting patient based on presentation) by means of a Likert scale ranging from ‘very comfortable to very uncomfortable’ and a selection of preferential treatment practice presented in a continuing medical education (CME) style. Following were sections 3-4, which were general questions about PCPs attitudes towards sexual health care and sexual history taking and their preferences to undertake further training in sexual health.

**Development of survey instrument:** As far as could be determined from our review of the literature, there are no existing validated tools for assessing PCPs’ KAP towards sexual health in middle-aged and older adults available. Therefore, the survey style, sections especially the clinical scenarios and KAP questions were developed using published literature, and shared experiences in interviews with PCPs, from the qualitative phase of
the study. For section 2, the rationale for using the vignette style to present clinical scenarios followed by a series of relative questions is very similar to the format used in CME, a style that is familiar with most clinicians. Each clinical scenario contained the following fundamental criteria: a clearly stated patient gender, a patient of middle or old age, and presenting complaints with an identifiable sexual health prognosis.

Table 4: Summary of clinical vignettes used in the PCPs KAP survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Patient Gender</th>
<th>Patient Age</th>
<th>Patient Presenting complaints</th>
<th>Sexual Health-related Diagnosis</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Depression - Issues managing Diabetes</td>
<td>Erectile Dysfunction</td>
<td>New patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Decreased libido due to painful intercourse</td>
<td>Vulvodynia</td>
<td>Open minded patient about sexual health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Depression due to decreased sex drive</td>
<td>Decreased libido</td>
<td>On antidepressants and is over worked at his job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Pain on urination and ‘rash’ on vagina</td>
<td>Dysuria and acute bilateral vulval blisters STI: Gonorrhoea</td>
<td>Rural community teacher married to the community pastor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Minor headaches and muscular pain - Chronic hypertension and diminished libido</td>
<td>Hypoactive sexual desire disorder (HSDD) due to antihypertensive medication</td>
<td>Presents initially with minor symptoms; just started taking antihypertensive medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Sexual fetish: addicted to online porn and chronic use of sex toys over human interaction - Frequent absentee from work</td>
<td>Sexual Addiction</td>
<td>New patient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Originally the researcher initiated an online survey dissemination strategy guided by Cochrane’s methodology to increase response rate of research using online or postal services. The questionnaire was designed using the online platform -Survey Monkey and the survey instrument was piloted in this format primarily to determine ease of use of the online tool, general understanding and ambiguity of the questions. Regardless of successful administration online, during the actual fieldwork this method proved unfeasible in the country setting after discovering: a lack of internet access attributable to absence of infrastructure and connectivity (mostly at rural based clinics) or a lack of computers at most of the community health clinics in PC. Hence, the online survey was printed and manually distributed to each recruited physician. Ethical approval was obtained from the ethics committee of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, and Ministry of Health of Trinidad and Tobago.
**Data analysis:** Multivariable statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS21 and Stata12 to answer hypotheses generated for this study. Predictive analyses presented in the form of scores, odds ratios (ORs) and p values were calculated by means of logistic regression models examined to learn relationships between PCPs consultation experiences in terms of their knowledge of sexual function; comfort level addressing sexual concerns and preferred diagnostic/treatment practices in sexual health in later life. General standard frequencies were calculated to illustrate PCPs proportions for general perceptions regarding sexual health and sexual history taking with older patients and their professional training preferences. All findings are summarised in the results section below.

**Results**

From a sample of 155 PCPs, the survey achieved a 60% response rate (n=93). Just over 50% of PCPs who participated were male; under 40 years of age and 60% graduated from a locally based medical university in the West Indies. Most PCPs (80.7%) graduated from medical universities based in the Americas (Caribbean and Latin America) with the second highest number of PCPs trained in Indian based universities of the Western Pacific (13.9%). 67% of PCPs reported that they had no formal training in sexual function in later life. (See Table 5 below).
Table 5: Characteristics of study participants (PCPs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age Groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 30 years old</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>47.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 years and older</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University attended:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locally based university (UWI)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign based university</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Training (University Location) -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by World Region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo-Western Pacific</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice Location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban /Sub urban</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural area</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Years Post-graduation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 10 years</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>44.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 years and more</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>55.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Influence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindu</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afro-Trinidadian</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo-Trinidadian</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>48.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Heritage</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobagonian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not from T&amp;T</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knowledge

Summarized in Table 6, no PCP attained a full knowledge score of 6, in correctly diagnosing every one of the clinical scenarios. The mean knowledge score attained was 2.27 and more than half (57%; n=53) of PCPs scored less than 2 out of 6. PCPs who attained higher than the mean knowledge score were 2.43 times more likely to have had formal postgraduate training in sexual function in later life. The common topics PCPs reported that they studied in sexual health at the post-graduate level included: general STI management (66.7%); HIV care (60.2%); family planning and general clinical skills training (55.9%). Only 39.1% of PCPs studied ‘sexual function in older patients. Markedly, 19.4% of PCPs indicated that they were never trained in any of the sexual reproductive health (SRH) or sexual health communication topics listed. Furthermore, 42.4% of PCPs were never taught to take a sexual history.
Table 6: PCPs’ Knowledge of sexual function & sexual history taking with older patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>%</th>
<th>n(93)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCPs that scored less than the mean</td>
<td>56.99</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCPs that scored more than the mean</td>
<td>43.01</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Training in Sexual Functioning in patients of Middle and Old age

PCPs that attained knowledge scores above the mean were more likely to have had formal training in sexual function in later life:

| At any level | Odds Ratio | 95% CI       | P>|z|    |
|--------------|------------|--------------|-------|
| At the Undergraduate level | 0.70 | 0.29 - 1.72 | 0.44 |
| At the Post-graduate level | 2.43 | 1.03 - 5.75 | *0.04 |

Training in Sexual History Taking with patients in Middle and Old age

PCPs with formal training in sexual history taking skills were more likely to be:

| Recently graduated (≤10years ago) | Odds Ratio | 95% CI       | P>|z|    |
|-----------------------------------|------------|--------------|-------|
| Educated locally and recently graduated | 2.48 | 0.83 - 7.46 | 0.12 |
| Educated abroad and recently graduated | 1.50 | 0.31 - 7.25 | 0.16 |
| Educated abroad (foreign medical graduate) | 1.14 | 0.49 - 2.64 | 0.77 |

*Statistically significant

PCPs Attitudes

Summarized in Table 7 were the general attitudes PCPs shared regarding sexual healthcare for those aged 45+. The majority of PCPs agreed that sexual function in later life was important (96%) and support health promotion in this age group (95%). Yet, a few PCPs agreed that sexual healthcare for those aged 45+ had little relevance to their well-being (11%), not a priority (29%), limited time available to discuss in PC (59%) and not apt taking sexual history from older patients (14%).
Table 7: General attitudes towards sexual health care for middle-aged & older patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% of PCPs that agree</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>➢ It is important to discuss sexual function with patients with chronic health conditions, such as diabetes.</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Doctors need more training on middle-aged and older people’s sexual health</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ More sexual health promotion targeting middle-aged and older people is needed.</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Cultural or religious background of a patient often acts as a barrier to discussions about sexual health</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ The middle-aged and older patients I see rarely discuss their sexual health during a consultation.</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ General practice is the most appropriate service for providing sexual health care</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ There is not enough time to discuss sexual health with middle-aged and older patients</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Sexual dysfunction is usually caused by psychological problems</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Taking a sex history from a middle-aged / older patient is more time-consuming than from a younger patient</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Effort is better placed improving the sexual health of younger people.</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Sexual health of middle-aged and older people is not a public health priority</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Primary Care Nurses are more suitable to discuss sexual health issues with middle-aged and older patients</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ It would be disrespectful to routinely ask middle-aged and older patients about their sexual health.</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>➢ Sexual health has little relevance to middle-aged and older people’s overall well-being</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data analysis of the first five clinical scenarios (that were disease focused – STIs; chronic illness; sexual performance difficulties; surgery; medication), revealed that over 90% of PCPs stated they were generally comfortable discussing sexual health given those patients and their presenting complaints. However, in the sixth clinical scenario only 71% of PCPs were comfortable discussing sex with that patient who presented with a psychosexual problem.

Further analysis into the predictors of PCPs comfort when discussing sex with male middle and old aged patients suggests that PCPs must also be male [OR=4.75; p=0.00], over forty years of age (at least middle-aged) [OR=3.1; p=0.03] and educated abroad [OR=4.14; p=0.01]. When these PCP characteristics were applied in the multivariate model, it was noted that ‘training in sexual health communication’ was also statistically significant and it increased the PCPs odds three-fold to be comfortable discussing sexual health with the male patients [OR=3.19; p=0.05]. Though not found to be statistically significant, the suggested ORs present the preferred direction of the association for PCPs who were more likely to be comfortable discussing sexual health with a female patient 45+ years of age. Predictors of comfort with increased odds were found similarly with gender and age concurrence, foreign education and training in sexual health communication.
Table 8: Predictors for comfort when talking about sex

**PCPs who were comfortable discussing sexual health with middle-aged or older MALE patients were more likely:**

| Characteristics                              | Odds Ratio (OR) | 95% CI          | P>|z|  | Odds Ratio (OR) | 95% CI          | P>|z|  |
|----------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----|-----------------|-----------------|-----|
| Trained in sexual health communication      | 2.28            | 0.92 - 5.70     | 0.08| 3.19            | 1.03 - 9.89     | *0.05|
| Male physicians                             | 4.75            | 1.79 - 12.6     | *0.00| 3.60            | 1.16 - 11.19    | *0.03|
| 40+ years in age                            | 3.1             | 1.10 - 8.67     | *0.03| 2.40            | 0.53 - 10.8     | 0.26 |
| Educated abroad for medical school          | 4.14            | 1.4 - 12.2      | *0.01| 2.93            | 0.69 - 12.6     | 0.15 |
| Graduated ≥ 10 years or more                | 2.39            | 0.95 - 5.95     | 0.06| 0.46            | 0.69 - 3.12     | 0.43 |
| Worked locally for ≥10 years or more        | 1.74            | 0.64 - 4.71     | 0.27| 2.38            | 0.39 - 14.7     | 0.35 |
| Rural practice setting                      | 1.63            | 0.58 - 4.64     | 0.36| 1.37            | 0.13 - 1.08     | 0.07 |

**PCPs who were comfortable discussing sexual health with middle-aged or older FEMALE patients were more likely:**

| Characteristics                              | Odds Ratio (OR) | 95% CI          | P>|z|  | Odds Ratio (OR) | 95% CI          | P>|z|  |
|----------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----|-----------------|-----------------|-----|
| Trained in sexual health communication      | 2.61            | 0.78 - 8.12     | 0.12| 2.43            | 0.64 - 9.30     | 0.19|
| Female physicians                           | 1.31            | 0.39 - 4.35     | 0.66| 1.79            | 0.43 - 7.41     | 0.42|
| 40+ years in age                            | 2.46            | 0.63 - 9.64     | 0.20| 4.58            | 0.78 - 26.7     | 0.09|
| Educated abroad for medical school          | 2.46            | 0.63 - 9.64     | 0.20| 1.60            | 0.31 - 8.32     | 0.58|
| Graduated ≥ 10 years or more                | 1.10            | 0.34 - 3.57     | 0.87| 1.11            | 0.08 - 13.90    | 0.94|
| Worked locally for ≤10 years or less        | 1.78            | 0.54 - 5.81     | 0.34| 2.46            | 0.20 - 30.8     | 0.49|
| Rural practice setting                      | 1.43            | 0.36 - 5.66     | 0.61| 1.42            | 0.06 - 10.8     | 0.65|

*Statistically significant

**Practices: Discussing Sex with their middle-aged and older patients**

PCPs that attained any training in sexual health communication during their medical education or professional career were three times more likely to discuss sexual health matters with their older patients (OR= 3.15; p=0.032). Notably these odds increased to almost four times more likely (OR=3.74; p=0.032) with multivariable analysis once the other predictors - age, gender, education abroad and whether they were recently graduated were included in the model.
Table 9: Predictors for discussing sex

| Characteristics                          | Odds Ratio (Crude) | 95% CI    | P>|z| | Odds Ratio (Adjusted) | 95% CI    | P>|z| |
|-----------------------------------------|-------------------|-----------|-----|-----------------------|-----------|-----|
| Trained in sexual health communication | 3.15              | 1.10-9.02 | *0.03 | 3.74                  | 1.16-12.06 | *0.03 |
| Male physicians                         | 1.19              | 0.43-3.28 | 0.74 | 1.42                  | 0.43-4.75 | 0.56 |
| 40+ years in age                        | 1.64              | 0.56-4.79 | 0.37 | 4.09                  | 0.96-17.45 | 0.06 |
| Educated abroad for medical school      | 1.16              | 0.41-3.29 | 0.79 | 0.85                  | 0.21-3.43 | 0.82 |
| Graduated ≤10 years                     | 1.37              | 0.48-3.89 | 0.56 | 3.27                  | 0.51-20.9 | 0.21 |
| Worked locally for ≤10 years            | 1.45              | 0.52-4.09 | 0.48 | 1.05                  | 0.19-5.78 | 0.95 |
| Rural practice setting                  | 1.23              | 0.39-3.84 | 0.72 | 1.07                  | 0.31-3.79 | 0.91 |

*Statistically significant

Practices: Sexual history taking

PCPs self-reported the topic content from a standard sexual history they will ask their middle and old-aged patients (Table 7). Most PCPs commonly asked about their sexual activity and frequency of intercourse (89%), number of sexual partners (93%), condom/contraceptive use, reproductive concerns or history (99%), STIs and sexual function problems (91%). However, fewer PCPs (≤60%) reported they would ask their older patients about type of sexual practices, gender and age of sexual partners and circumstances regarding sexual abuse or violence and markedly less than 50% of PCPs reported that they would ask about their sexual orientation.

Table 10: Sexual history taking topics discussed by PCPs with a middle-aged or older patient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(%) of PCPs who will ask their middle-aged and older patients about:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condom use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contraceptive use (female patients where applicable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexually Transmitted Infections (past or present)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproductive history or concerns (past pregnancies, births, menopause)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sexual partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual function problems (dysfunction, discomfort, libido, desire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual activity and frequency of Intercourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contraceptive use (male patients)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual abuse/violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of sex practices (oral, vaginal, anal etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender and Age of sexual partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual orientation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regarding the occurrence of sexual history taking with this age group, 92% of PCPs opted to only if the patient had a relevant medical condition that warrants taking a sexual history. Nevertheless, 20% of PCPs reported they will take it at the first visit, 28% prefer to take it annually and only 2% of all PCPs will routinely ask at each visit. Almost all PCPs (99%) opted to take a sexually history if a sexual health complaint was raised by the patient. PCPs characteristics that favour sexual history taking opportunities with the middle and old aged were analysed (Table 8). Though no statistically significant p values were found the suggested ORs present the preferred direction of the association. Characteristics with the stronger associations indicative of increased sexual history taking practices include training is sexual history taking (OR=3.37) and working under 10 years in an urban based practice (OR=2.32).

### Table 11: Predictors of sexual history taking with patients of middle and old age

| Characteristics                                      | Odds Ratio (Crude) | 95% CI       | P>|z| | Odds Ratio (Adjusted All) | 95% CI       | P>|z| |
|------------------------------------------------------|--------------------|--------------|-----|--------------------------|--------------|-----|
| Trained in sexual history taking                     | 3.03               | 0.71 -12.97  | 0.14| 3.37                     | 0.72 -15.7   | 0.12|
| Male physicians                                      | 1.02               | 0.25 - 4.05  | 0.98| 0.93                     | 0.18 - 4.78  | 0.93|
| 40+ years in age                                     | 1.36               | 0.32 - 5.81  | 0.68| 1.71                     | 0.24 - 12.2  | 0.59|
| Educated abroad for medical school                   | 1.36               | 0.32 - 5.81  | 0.68| 1.05                     | 0.17 - 6.44  | 0.96|
| Graduated ≥ 10 years or more ago                     | 1.02               | 0.25 - 4.05  | 0.98| 1.53                     | 0.11 - 22.2  | 0.76|
| Worked locally for ≤10 years or less                 | 1.60               | 0.40 - 6.43  | 0.51| 2.25                     | 0.19 - 26.9  | 0.52|
| Urban practice setting                               | 2.12               | 0.52 - 8.60  | 0.29| 2.32                     | 0.54 -10.02  | 0.26|

Associations found between PCPs knowledge, attitudes and practices

Analysed and summarised in Table 9 below are the suggested associations based on the hypotheses that emerged from the overarching research question: What are the associations between PCPs knowledge, attitudes and practices? The multivariable analysis revealed that PCPs with greater knowledge scores were more three times more likely to take a sexual history annually (OR= 3.44; p=0.03). Other associations were not found to be statistically significant but attained favourable associations as shown in Table 9.
Table 12: Associations between PCPs' sexual health care knowledge, attitudes & practices with middle-aged and older patients

| KNOWLEDGE & ATTITUDES | PCPs with a higher than average knowledge score are more comfortable discussing sexual health with: | Odds Ratio | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|-----------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|------------|--------|--------|
|                       | Female middle-aged and older patients                                                            | 1.24       | 0.37 – 4.14 | 0.72   |
|                       | Male middle-aged and older patients                                                              | 2.24       | 0.86 – 5.82 | 0.10   |

| KNOWLEDGE & PRACTICES | PCPs with a higher than average knowledge score are more likely to: | Odds Ratio | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|-----------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------|------------|--------|--------|
|                       | Discuss sexual health with their middle-aged and older patients     | 1.04       | 0.37 – 2.89 | 0.94   |
|                       | Be educated in sexual history taking                                 | 1.59       | 0.68 – 3.72 | 0.28   |
|                       | Take a sexual history annually                                      | 3.44       | 1.14 – 10.34 | *0.03 |
|                       | Take a sexual history at the first visit                            | 1.04       | 0.33 – 3.32 | 0.94   |
|                       | Initiate a sexual history if medical consultation warrants one      | 3.90       | 0.43 – 35.09 | 0.22   |

| ATTITUDES & PRACTICES | PCPs who are comfortable talking about sexual health with middle and old age patients are more likely to: | Odds Ratio | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|-----------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|------------|--------|--------|
|                       | Discuss sexual health with a female patient                                                      | 2.86       | 0.8 – 10.05 | 0.10   |
|                       | Initiate an annual sexual history with a female patient                                           | 1.91       | 0.37 – 9.80 | 0.44   |
|                       | Discuss sexual health with their male patients                                                   | 2.18       | 0.78 – 6.27 | 0.15   |
|                       | Initiate a sexual history on the first visit with a male patient                                 | 3.09       | 0.63 – 15.08 | 0.16  |
|                       | Initiate a sexual history if medical consultation warrants one with a male patient               | 1.16       | 0.20 – 6.80 | 0.87   |
|                       | Initiate an annual sexual history with a male patient                                              | 2.59       | 0.66 – 10.18 | 0.17  |

*Statistically significant

Discussion

Gender and age concordance, training in sexual health communication and medical training from a foreign based medical school (not from the University of the West Indies -UWI) were statistically significant predictors for a PCP to be generally comfortable when discussing sexual health with an older patient. Although not found to be statistically significant, the ORs also illustrated a similar direction of association for female PCPs who were comfortable discussing sexual health with female middle-aged and older patients. PCPs with formal training in sexual functioning in later life were 2.4 times (p=0.04) more likely to identify more of the sexual health conditions presented in the clinical vignettes in the survey. Perhaps these scores match as PCPs reported, 19% of them were never trained in SRH, and only 32% were trained in sexual functioning in later life at medical school and 39% after graduating.
Fifty-seven per cent of participating PCPs were not able to correctly identify more than 2 of the 6 sexual health conditions prevalent in later life. The modal knowledge score attained was less than the mean score of 2.3. Notably, trained PCPs in sexual health communication (OR=3.2, p=0.03) and were three times more likely to be comfortable discussing sexual health with their older patients. Clinically important based on the direction association were those PCPs trained in sexual history taking who were three times more likely to be comfortable diagnostically taking a sexual history from older patients. However, the content of the sexual history with an older patient seems to be more focused on STIs, contraception, reproductive history, frequency of sexual activity and sexual function. Only just over 50% of PCPs reported that they will ask these patients about sexual violence, type of sex, gender or age of their sex partners and less than 50% will ask about sexual orientation. 90% of all PCPs reported they will only take a sexual history if it is patient initiated or a relative medical condition warrants it.

The study achieved a response rate of 60%, which is a major strength as the trend of response rates usually are much lower for clinician surveys in PC. However, a limitation of this study was its relatively small sample size. The total size of the population was small thus it achieved some non-statistically significant results because of it was underpowered. It should be noted that the total number of PCPs in the entire population is n=175 and those who were available (on island and at work) when the survey was disseminated was n=155 and they were all targeted and successfully a 60% response rate (n=93) was achieved. When interpreting these results this should be taken into consideration and therefore the direction of association (ORs) for those variables that attained non-statistically significant p-values should still be considered. Possibly, the purely private PCPs who could not be included only because it was not possible to denote the parameters of their sample, if included may have reduced the effects of type 2 error.

Additionally, during the data collection phase of the study, a decision was made to deviate from the Cochrane Online methodology of administering surveys. Manual administration of survey was employed as the online survey method was not feasible due to limited access to work-based computers (not all health centres were equipped with computers). If Cochrane’s method remained the response rate would have been compromised as a result a
manual method (though time consuming as it doubled the data collection period as some health centres were in very difficult to access locations and some PCPs just took long to complete the survey) maximised returns and was most effective.326

Other limitations could include the fact that the survey was designed using a CME style as well as the fact that the study was endorsed by the local Ministry of Health these may have influenced participant reporting bias.327 Additionally, as this study focused primarily on the physicians’ characteristics notably the patient perspectives and experience on sexual health consultations were not examined here and warrants further research. Previous researchers have reported that physicians’ lack knowledge in ageing on sexual health.310,328,329 Perhaps considerations to address curriculum and training in medical school on sexual health in later life to ensure the inclusion of the impact of ageing on sex should be reiterated. In the local setting in T&T, further examination as to why certain sexual health topics are favoured such as the typical STIs and reproductive health needs to be investigated. Sexual heath communication and diagnostic sexual history taking skills needs to be reinforced especially since local graduates account for most practising physicians in the country. Findings in this study were congruent with previous studies that found age and gender concurrence to be facilitators of physician-patient communication.206 Unlike in T&T where there are more PCPs under 40 years old in both genders in addition to existing patient related communication barriers in the local resource poor primary care settings. Female PCPs did not appear as knowledgeable or comfortable with sexual health communication as their male collagues.158,159,160 Also specific to T&T was the factor that being educated was a predictor of comfort to discuss sexual health with these patients. Not statically significant but the direction of association inferred that PCPs working in urban based practices were more likely to take a sexual history with their older patients. These findings are unique and warrant further research as it can be concerning as previously mentioned most of the PCPs are locally trained and rural based communities account for about 30% of the population. Also, investigators have qualitatively studied sex issues in a primary care setting and concluded that addressing sexual histories should be part of routine care.330 However, in T&T, this study revealed that less than 50% of the PCPs ask about sexual orientation and less than 60% ask about sexual partners and preferences. In addition to the reduced frequency of sexual history taking especially if it dependent on patient initiation but it is also not being conducted
incompletely. Not addressing sexual concerns or taking appropriate diagnostics in sexual health leaves these older patients at greater risk for sexual dysfunction and poorer sexual health-related quality of life. STDs may also be often be misdiagnosed or unrecognized in older adult patients when physicians do not discuss sexual health frequently far less take a sexual history from them.

Insights from these findings infer review of local clinical sexual health education at both the undergraduate and postgraduate level. Opportunities exist to improve PCPs’ knowledge gaps, overall attitudes towards and practices with sexual health of middle and old age patients in the local setting. There is need to amend primary care policy to include sexual health in later life a priority and future research to attain the private physician sector perspectives as well as the older patients.

Conclusion
Training in sexual health education on sexual health in later life at the local medical schools in their compulsory curriculum is critical. This will inevitably develop graduating physicians’ overall knowledge and competence on prevalent sexual health issues among patients in middle and old age. CMEs in general is important for postgraduate physicians however, sessions on sexual health in later life, sexual history taking, and communication need to become available and possibly even mandatory as it is critical for practising physicians who routinely treat this age group to become up to date. National health promotion strategies using the media, educational materials or educational opportunities at the clinics needs to include sex education for those in middle and old age and not only focus on those in reproductive age groups. This may help to decrease taboos associated with sexuality at the community level and decrease the discomfort level faced in the medical consultation as information about sexual concerns at this age become readily available.
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Chapter 6 – Quantitative Component II

Characteristics of PCPs Associated with Addressing Sexual Health in Consultations with Patients in Middle and Old Age
6.1 Research Paper IV

Preface

In this final research paper, the researcher presents findings for publication regarding: What primary care physicians’ characteristics are associated with addressing sexual health in consultations with patients of middle and old age, and how are they influenced by different clinical scenarios?

This research paper presents quantitative associations between physicians’ socio-demographic characteristics such as their gender, knowledge of, and attitudes towards sexual health in later life and their current sexual health care practices towards sexual history taking and discussing sex with patients in middle and old age. These associations were created with the hope of ascertaining predictors of the resulting treatment/care management options the PCPs selected to offer theoretical patients in this age group (via a clinical vignette) that presented with chronic illness and/or sexual health-related dysfunction. The data presented here serve to fulfil the last two objectives of this study:

1. To capture baseline data on the Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices (KAP) of PCPs in Trinidad and Tobago on sexual health care and sexual history taking with patients who are 45 years and older.
2. To provide recommendations for best practice (based on research findings) for PCPs to improve sexual health care, including sexual history taking, during consultations with middle-aged and older patients.

This paper fulfils these objectives and provides an answer and greater understanding of the final research question for this thesis:

The findings offer insight into the current situation in primary care with regard to sexual health care services for middle-aged and older patients in T&T. The associations ascertained are the characteristics of PCPs that favour better sexual health care management of middle-aged and older patients seeking appropriate sexual health care.
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Abstract

**Background:** Sexual health communication and sexual history taking are essential diagnostic tools. If performed, physicians are enabled to accurately diagnose and educate their patient and inform them of appropriate care options to improve their sexual health-related quality of life. However, studies have reported that physicians struggle having these discussions with their middle aged and older patients and lead to increased missed opportunities for intervention and treatment and even misinformation about other underlying causes of sexual dysfunction (SD) such as chronic illness known to be more prevalent in older patients. Favourable physicians’ characteristics for a successful sexual health consultation include physicians’ knowledge of sexual health in later life and comfort level discussing sex with patients however, not many studies have examined the predictors for appropriate sexual health treatment options offered to patients in middle and old age. The aim of this paper is to determine predictors of the sexual health care and treatment options that PCPs offer to their middle aged and older patients and how are these predictors influenced by the patients’ characteristics.

**Method:** A clinical vignette style approach was used in a self-reported survey instrument assessing sexual health knowledge, attitudes and practices (sexual health care management or medicalised treatment options) nationwide to all registered PCPs (n=155) in Trinidad and Tobago. Descriptive and inferential statistical analysis was conducted using STATA.

**Results:** This paper reveals that PCPs that offer any sexual healthcare management or treatment options are more frequently male physicians that are more likely to be comfortable discussing sexual health with middle aged and older patients regardless of their patients’ gender. PCPs that offer to counsel the patient about a sexual health diagnosis or discuss sexual health more frequently are more likely to be knowledgeable about sexual function in middle and old age and trained in sexual history taking. PCPs that opt to discuss sex health with middle aged and older patients including couple therapy are generally more likely to be comfortable discussing sex health with patients regardless of their gender.

**Conclusion:** Successful sexual healthcare management and consultation options with middle aged and older patients can be predicted by physician’s gender, knowledge of sexual health in later life and their comfort level and frequency discussing sex with these patients, increased likelihood is relative to the patient’s gender and presenting complaint.

**Keywords:** Primary care, sexual healthcare, sexual history, predictors, consultation, middle age, old age, Trinidad & Tobago, Caribbean
Introduction

A sexual history is defined as an enquiry of a patient's personal history concerned with sexual function and dysfunction. It is essential to take a routine (comprehensive) sexual history when gathering data from a patient who has a disease of the reproductive tract, who experiences sexual dysfunction, or who requests contraception, abortion or sterilization. The actual core components of a sexual history are known as the ‘5Ps’ - Partners, Practices, Prevention, Protection and Past based on Bates, CDC, NHS Trust, and BASHH National Guidelines. These core sexual history components can only be addressed if the health provider asks the patient relevant questions concerning their: reasons for attendance, review of their symptoms, last sexual intercourse (LSI) – date, gender, sites of exposure, condom use with previous sexual partners, sexual orientation (self and partners), previous STIs risk assessment; and for females, last menstrual period, contraceptive and cytology history (females). Sexual functioning is part of the definition as should also be assessed but in practice it may only be assessed if the patient willingly presents this as a complaint at the consultation. The extent of the history varies with the patient's age, presenting condition and the reason for securing the history and is recommended as part of every physical examination [a physical examination is a diagnostic and therapeutic interaction in which the physician evaluates anatomic findings (to be integrated with the patient's history and pathophysiology) using techniques such as observation, palpation, percussion, and auscultation]. In practice, a short (focused) sexual history – one with specific questions regarding the presenting sexual health-related complaint or underlying issue that is indicated by the medical history is more prevalent. Reticence among older patients and their healthcare providers regarding of sexual health discussions, frequently constitutes an actual barrier to open and effective communication. If, however, a good screening sexual history is routinely elicited, much useful clinical data will be obtained. Effectively taking the sexual history may impact patients’ screening behaviours, willingness to disclose personal relevant health information, and overall relationship with their physician. Furthermore, the patient may be sensitized to a number of issues of which he or she might not have been
Perhaps most importantly, a door will be opened so that if concerns or problems about sexual functioning arise in the future, the patient will feel more comfortable discussing them with the clinician.

Discussing sexual health or taking a sexual history with patients is an important part of a physical and emotional health assessment; PCPs often struggle with enquiries regarding intimacy and sexual function. PCPs have reported that communicating with older patients about sexual health may be difficult. In fact they admitted that they sometimes overlook taking a diagnostic sexual history and focusing on addressing the non-sexual medical reasons their older patients attended the clinic instead. A few reasons why PCPs rarely ask their middle aged and older patients about sexual health are because of time constraints in primary care, their discomfort with the topic and perceptions of patient distress disclosing this information. PCPs have also reported fear of offending the older patients if they approach sexual health issues during the medical consult. Thus many middle and older aged patients have reported experiencing sexual health issues that they have not discussed with a physician. When PCPs omit taking their sexual history, it may have negative consequences for their care. For example, failing to make a correct diagnosis, not initiating proper care or management such as appropriate referrals, and delaying treatment are consequences that may result from the inadequate sexual health inquiry.

Consequently, sexual health communication and sexual history taking are essential diagnostic tools. If these assessments are conducted correctly physicians are enabled to accurately diagnose their patient and inform them of appropriate care options to improve their sexual health-related quality of life. If physicians are experiencing difficulties having these discussions this leads to increased missed opportunities for intervention and treatment and possibly be misinformed about other underlying causes of sexual dysfunction such as chronic illness that appears to be more prevalent in older patients.

The quality of the physician-patient sexual health communication influences patients’ overall satisfaction, quality of care, and opportunities for improved sexual health.
the patient, a sexual health discussion is a consultation and care management opportunity to gain sex education and momentary talk therapy, proven to increase patient confidence about sexual problems and clarify any misconceptions they may have about sex. To achieve this confidence, the patient needs to be reassured that the physician is knowledgeable, genuinely cares, will uphold confidentiality and can offer appropriate treatment. To achieve effective (and comfortable) sexual health consultations PCPs are required to be knowledgeable about sexual health conditions that exist in middle and old age. It is possible that PCPs’ knowledge level in sexual health in later life may be an indicator of their competence that impacts on how well they precisely diagnose and treat older patients seeking sexual healthcare. In any medical consultation the success of the encounter is proposed to be dependent on the nature and role of the physician in the physician–patient relationship and their characteristics. As sexual health consultations are very sensitive topics to discuss it is critical that the patient feels comfortable with the physician so they may disclose information freely. Therefore, physicians’ characteristics that predict a more likely to occur sexual health consultation may not only be predicted by physicians’ knowledge of sexual health in later life, comfort level discussing sex with patients as well, regardless of patients’ gender, age or the nature of the sexual health complaint raised.

There were a few studies examining the physician’s perspective in sexual health care consultations with middle aged and older patients. A handful of studies have examined appropriate consultation tool options for improved communication in sexual history taking interviews. More prevalent studies have ascertained the barriers and facilitators to communication and even some aspects of sexual history taking practices have been reviewed. To date, not many studies examine the physicians’ perspective with regard to determining PCPs’ predictors for treatment options in sexual health with patients in middle and old age.

This paper fills that gap in the literature as it uses vignette style patient case studies to examine the associations between patient characteristics in primary care which include their reason for attendance – for chronic illness and/or sexual health conditions and PCPs’
characteristics (gender, sexual health knowledge, conduct a sexual health discussion or take a sexual history). The aim is to examine what are PCPs’ predictors for the sexual healthcare treatment they offer to their middle aged and older patients and how are these influenced by the patients’ characteristics.

**Methods**

This quantitative paper is part of an overarching mixed-methods sequential exploratory study that consists of a qualitative and quantitative arm. The data presented in this paper are from the quantitative arm captured in Section 1: PCPs socio-demographic characteristics and Section 3: Consultation experiences of the survey instrument employed. The details of this survey design and administration methods are presented in the third research paper this study [Rabathaly PA, Chattu V. Sexual Healthcare Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices amongst primary care physicians in Trinidad and Tobago. Journal of Family Medicine and Primary Care 2019. DOI: 10.4103/jfmpc.jfmpc_322_18].

**Vignette Methodology**

Section 3: ‘Consultation experiences’ of the survey instrument was created using a vignette-based methodology. This method is frequently used to examine decision-making processes, including clinical judgments made by health professionals regarding patient care. The strategic design of the six clinical vignettes presented in this paper were shaped from the qualitative arm of this overarching study that explored PCPs attitudes towards sexuality and sexual health care of their middle aged and older patients (data collection and analysis techniques are described in the second paper produced from this study [Rabathaly PA, Chattu V. An exploratory study to assess Primary care physicians’ attitudes towards talking about sexual health with older patients in Trinidad and Tobago. Journal of Family Medicine and Primary Care 2019. DOI: 10.4103/jfmpc.jfmpc_325_18]). A vignette is a brief, carefully written description of a person or situation designed to simulate key features of a real world scenario. The most applicable scenarios were selected from the qualitative data each containing a patient aged 45-64 years or 65 years and older; a presenting complaint that was a chronic illness and/or sexual health-related
presenting symptom or reason for visit; and three scenarios were male patients and the other three were female. Vignette equivalence was achieved by ensuring the content and characteristics of each vignette contained experimental aspects that assess their effect on the dependent variables (PCPs’ diagnosis, PCPs’ comfort, treatment options); controlled aspects, which were the consistent components across all six scenarios (patients age group, presenting complaint chronic disease/sexual health-related, all scenarios assessing the same type of questions) in order to eliminate extraneous variance; and (c) contextual aspects, which demonstrate some variation across vignettes in order to provide authenticity (these were the extra specific details about each patient e.g. work status, marital status, medications, personality), but were not thought to exert a causal influence on the dependent variables.

As previously mentioned, each clinical vignette contained at least three questions fashioned into measurable concepts. These concepts assessed: knowledge: ability to identify the correct diagnosis for the given scenario- of which there was only one; attitudes: comfort level when conducting a discussion about patient’s sexual health based on the clinical scenario given using a Likert scale ranging from ‘very comfortable to very uncomfortable’; and practices: where a range of specific sexual health-related and other treatment options to choose from based on the clinical scenarios. The KAP style was fitting for the research question and the CME format of the questions was apt for the study population as PCPs would be familiar with the clinical scenario medical exam format from their clinical training. The actual clinical diagnoses were matched with their appropriate symptoms and medical treatment options so that the vignettes were completed with accurate information and presented in a manner that will occur in real life.

Analysis
For this paper the focus is on PCPs’ sexual health care practices which are the treatment and management options the participating PCPs selected for each clinical vignette in the survey. The ‘sexual healthcare treatment’ options included counselling (advising) the patient about a sexual health diagnosis, discussing their sexual health issues with them or their partner/couple therapy or sexual history taking ‘routine’ (comprehensive history taking) or ‘focused’ (contains limited specific questions and sometimes taken only if
indicated by patient or information in medical history). The ‘medicalised treatment’ options {medicalised -to identify or categorize a condition or behaviour as being a disorder requiring medical treatment or intervention;\textsuperscript{357} medical treatment – the use of an agent, procedure, or regimen, such as a drug, surgery, or exercise, in an attempt to cure or mitigate a disease, condition, or injury\textsuperscript{358} included care offered via prescription drugs, use technology e.g. ultrasound, physical examination, laboratory testing or a referral. Table 14 is an overview of the PCPs’ sexual health care practices illustrating the frequencies of all reported treatment options offered to these theoretical patients based on patient information and presenting complaints in each clinical scenario.

Only the PCPs’ sexual healthcare treatment options were statistically analysed by univariate and multivariate logistic regression models to identify associations between physician characteristics and these selected treatment options according to the patient’s characteristics: age group (45 – 64 years, and 65 years and over), gender (male or female) and their reason for attending the services for a chronic disease or sexual health complaint. Table 15 below illustrates a summary of the analysis of each medical consultation revealing the suggested associations in the form of odds ratios (ORs) of physician’s characteristics (independent variables) and their reported sexual healthcare treatment options (dependent variables) they selected based on the clinical presentation of the middle aged or older patient.

**Results**

From a sample of 155 PCPs, the survey achieved a 60% response rate (n=93). This study examined personal characteristics including PCP’s demographics (males=55.9% and under 40 years old=60.7%). >90% of PCPs were generally comfortable discussing sex with patients 45 years and older yet 59% think there is not enough time to do this in primary care; 57.6% were educated in sexual history taking skills; 56.9% of PCPs were less knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ year olds (attained less than mean score of 2.27/6) and 39.1% were educated about sexual function in middle and old age at postgraduate level.
Consultation Analysis

No remarkable differences were found on overall patient sexual health treatment options offered comparing patient gender and age. In general PCPs appear to be more frequent with medicalised treatment options as over 70% of PCPs selected these options for all clinical scenarios. For all sexual health treatment options over 50% of the PCPs selected these options. Notably, counselling the patient about their sexual health-related diagnosis was the most recommended >90% for most clinical presentations. 52.7–77.4% of PCPs offered discussing sexual health concerns with the patient/partner. Taking a routine sexual history was the least popular option as only 21.7% of PCPs selected it.

The most popular treatment options offered for the erectile dysfunction (ED) patient as counselling. 90.3% of PCPs counselled him about ED, and over 70% of PCPs offered all medicalised treatment options that focused on his diabetes (medical history, laboratory blood testing, antidepressants and diabetic medication and education). For the female patient who was very open minded about sex that presented with vaginal dryness and painful intercourse, PCPs favoured counselling her about her diagnosis (94.6%) and 81.7% offered medicated creams and 58.7% conducted a physical examination. For the depressed, overworked middle-aged man with sexual dysfunction, the most popular treatment selected was to offer couple therapy (63.4%) and conduct a comprehensive medical history with limited general sexual health questions (90.2%). In consultation 4 with the middle-aged female patient who presented with valval blisters diagnosed with genital herpes, about half of PCPs, (49.5%) recommended that her spouse should make an appointment, but the most popular treatment offered were conducting a vaginal exam (75%) and conducting STI laboratory testing (81.7%). With the hypoactive sexual desire disorder (HSDD) patient, 77.4% of PCPs offered to discuss why medications can affect her sex drive and 65% wanted to change her antihypertensive medication. In the final consultation, with the middle-aged man with sexual addiction, 59.1% of PCPs reported that they would counsel the patient about his diagnosis but 90.3% of them will refer him to a psychologist.
### Table 13: Sexual Health Consultation Analysis

PCPs’ reported sexual health & medicalised treatment options offered to patients 45+years with chronic disease and related sexual dysfunction N=93

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient consultation characteristics</th>
<th>% of PCPs that offered the following sexual health care treatment options N (%)</th>
<th>% of PCPs that offered the following medicalised treatment options N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong># Age, presenting complaint/s</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Male, middle aged =53yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With diabetes &amp; depression (first visit)</td>
<td><strong>Yes</strong> 20 (21.7) 84 (90.3) 55 (59.1) No 72 (78.3) 9 (9.7) 38 (40.9)</td>
<td>Take diagnostic medical history Educate with pamphlets on diabetes Recommend blood tests Recommend antidipressants Chang diabetic medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Female, old aged =65 yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With vaginal dryness &amp; painful sexual intercourse, very open minded about sexual health</td>
<td><strong>Yes</strong> 88 (94.6) 71 (77.2) No 5 (5.4) 22 (22.8)</td>
<td>Prescribe localized oestrogen &amp; 17-b oestradiol vaginal creams Recommend vaginal dilators Referrer to the STI &amp; family planning clinic Conduct vaginal exam Referrer to another physician for vaginal exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Male, middle aged =55yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With depression &amp; sexual dysfunction, currently on antidepressants and is overworked at his job</td>
<td><strong>Yes</strong> 59 (63.4) No 34 (36.6)</td>
<td>Recommend medical leave (time off) from his job Conduct a medical review/consultation with his partner Conduct a comprehensive medical history with limited general sex health questions Prescribe more anti-depressants Prescribe Viagra Referrer for intermittent laboratory tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Female, middle aged =60yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With STIs, dysuria and vulva blisters, rural school teacher married to community pastor</td>
<td><strong>Yes</strong> 85 (90.4) 64 (68.8) No 7 (9.6) 29 (31.2)</td>
<td>Refer her for full STI laboratory screening Conduct a vaginal exam Refer her to the national (QPCC&amp;C) STI &amp; family planning clinic Conduct a sexual health review with her spouse Refer her to another physician to conduct a vaginal exam Recommend her spouse to make an appointment Recommend a follow up visit to assess healing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Female, old aged =67yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With hypertension &amp; hypoactive sexual desire disorder (HSDD), presents with minor headaches and musculoskeletal pain, new to antihypertensive medication</td>
<td><strong>Yes</strong> 49 (52.7) 72 (77.4) 60 (64.5) No 44 (47.3) 21 (32.6) 33 (35.5)</td>
<td>Explain to her that there is nothing wrong with reduced sexual desire at her age Change her hypertensive medication Refer her to the national (QPCC&amp;C) STI &amp; family planning clinic Refer her to the nurse to discuss her problems with her instead Refer her to a psychologist Educate her about hypertension with leaflets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Male, middle aged =54yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With sexual addiction to sex toys &amp; online porn, frequent absentee from work (first visit)</td>
<td><strong>Yes</strong> 55 (59.1) No 38 (40.9)</td>
<td>Refer him to a psychologist Recommend outdoor extra-curricular activities Refer him to the national (QPCC&amp;C) STI &amp; family planning clinic Prescribe serotonergic (SSRI) antidepressants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Predictors of prospective patient sexual healthcare management and consultation

Gender
The data show that being male [physician or patient is a predictor] for increased likelihood attaining sexual health care management treatment options. PCPs who were male were four times more likely to take a routine (comprehensive) diagnostic sexual history (OR=3.99; p=0.02). On the other hand, female PCPs were twice more likely to conduct focused sexual histories (OR=2.42; p=0.05). Predictors for counselling a male patient about his sexual health diagnosis are PCPs who are comfortable discussing sexual health with male patients (OR=5.88, p=0.00), or who discuss sex frequently with middle-aged and older patients (OR=22.1, p = 0.00).

Comfort
The predictors for discussing sexual health treatment options with female patients who present with sexual health concerns are three times more likely to be PCPs who discuss sex health frequently with their patients (OR=3.63, p=0.02). Whilst the predictor for middle aged female patients presenting with STIs, PCPs were 16 times more likely to if they discuss sex frequently with their patients (OR=16.2, p=0.02). Predictors of PCPs who favoured discussing sexual health treatment options with the female patient presenting with chronic hypertension and low sexual desire, were PCPs who discuss sex with their 45+ year old patients frequently (OR=7.58, p=0.00). The predictors of the PCPs who were more likely to discuss the merits of a good quality sex life with this patient are also PCPs that are nine times more likely to discuss sex health with middle-aged and older patients (OR=9.44, p=0.00). The predictors for recommending couple therapy to this patient to discuss sexual intimacy problems with her and her husband are PCPs who are three times more likely to discuss sex frequently with their patients (OR=3.33, p=0.02). Predictors to counsel the sex addict patient were PCPs who were 22 times likely to discuss sex frequently with their middle aged and older patients (OR=22.1, p = 0.00).

Education and Knowledge
The predictors for discussing sexual health with old aged female patients who present with sexual health complaints such as of vaginal dryness, were PCPs that were almost three times more likely to be trained in sexual history taking (OR=2.75, p=0.05) as well as sexual
function in middle-aged and older adults (OR=2.82, p=0.05). Predictors for discussing the merits of a good quality sex life with an old aged hypertensive female patient were PCPs who are twice more likely to have been trained in sexual history taking (OR=2.37, p=0.05) and three times more likely to be trained in sexual functioning in older adults (OR=2.90, p=0.01).

Predictors for recommending couple therapy to this same chronic disease patient to discuss sexual intimacy problems with her and her husband were PCPs who were 3 times more likely to discuss sex frequently with middle aged and older patients (OR=3.33, p=0.02). The predictors for PCPs who are more likely to counsel the sex addict patient about his diagnosis were those who were five times more likely to be trained in sexual history taking (OR=5.50, p=0.00), and six times more likely to be trained in sexual functioning in older adults (OR=6.04, p=0.00).
Table 14: Predictors of PCPs’ Sexual Health Treatment Options

*Statistically significant  #Omitted because of collinearity

| Predictors for: Take a routine sexual history | [Crude] (OR)  | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|-----------------------------------------------|--------------|--------|--------|
| Male physicians                               | 3.99         | 1.22 – 13.17 | 0.02* |
| Comfortable discussing sex with male patients | 4.50         | 0.96 – 21.01 | 0.06  |
| Discusses sex frequently with middle aged patients | 5.70         | 0.70 – 45.6  | 0.10  |
| Educated in sexual history taking skills      | 2.37         | 0.77 – 7.27  | 0.13  |
| Educated about sexual function in middle and old age | 1.54         | 0.56 – 4.20  | 0.39  |
| Knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ yr. old | 1.81         | 0.67 – 4.90  | 0.24  |

| Predictors for: Take a sexual history indicated by medical history | [Crude] (OR)  | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|--------------|--------|--------|
| Female physicians                                            | 2.42         | 1.02 – 5.78 | 0.05* |
| Comfortable discussing sex with male patients                | 0.51         | 0.12 – 1.32 | 0.16  |
| Discusses sex frequently with middle aged patients           | 0.82         | 0.29 – 2.32 | 0.70  |
| Educated in sexual history taking skills                     | 0.50         | 0.21 – 1.19 | 0.12  |
| Educated about sexual function in middle and old age         | 0.36         | 0.29 – 1.56 | 0.36  |
| Knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ yr. old   | 1.30         | 0.55 – 2.96 | 0.57  |

| Predictors for: Counsel the patient about his diagnosis | [Crude] (OR)  | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|--------------------------------------------------------|--------------|--------|--------|
| Female physicians                                       | 3.03         | 0.59 – 15.5 | 0.18  |
| Comfortable discussing sex with male patients           | 0.28         | 0.03 – 2.35 | 0.24  |
| Discusses sex frequently with middle aged patients      | 3.57         | 0.86 – 14.9 | 0.08  |
| Educated in sexual history taking skills                | 3.03         | 0.71 – 13.0 | 0.14  |
| Educated about sexual function in middle and old age    | 4.35         | 0.85 – 22.2 | 0.08  |
| Knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ yr. old | 0.57         | 0.14 – 2.28 | 0.43  |

| Predictors for: Counsel the patient about her diagnosis | [Crude] (OR)  | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|--------------------------------------------------------|--------------|--------|--------|
| Female physicians                                       | 3.33         | 0.36 – 3.10 | 0.29  |
| Comfortable discussing sex with female patients         | 1.58         | 0.16 – 15.4 | 0.69  |
| Discusses sex frequently with middle aged patients      | -            | -       | -      |
| Educated in sexual history taking skills                | 2.13         | 0.34 – 13.7 | 0.42  |
| Educated about sexual function in middle and old age    | 4.70         | 0.50 – 43.8 | 0.17  |
| Knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ yr. old | 0.48         | 0.08 – 3.04 | 0.44  |

| Predictors for: Discuss treatment options with her      | [Crude] (OR)  | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|--------------------------------------------------------|--------------|--------|--------|
| Male physicians                                        | 1.50         | - 3.99 | 0.41  |
| Comfortable discussing sex with female patients         | 2.46         | - 8.50 | 0.65  |
| Discusses sex frequently with middle aged patients      | 3.63         | - 10.9 | 0.02* |
| Educated in sexual history taking skills                | 2.75         | - 7.51 | 0.05* |
| Educated about sexual function in middle and old age    | 2.82         | - 7.88 | 0.05* |
| Knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ yr. old | 0.80         | - 2.14 | 0.66  |

| Predictors for: Couple therapy: Tell him to bring his partner | [Crude] (OR)  | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|--------------|--------|--------|
| Male physicians                                               | 1.46         | 0.62 – 3.41 | 0.38  |
| Comfortable discussing sex with male patients                 | 3.09         | 1.22 – 7.81 | 0.02* |
| Discusses sex frequently with middle aged patients            | 3.13         | 1.10 – 8.84 | 0.03* |
| Educated in sexual history taking skills                      | 3.24         | 1.33 – 7.85 | 0.01* |
| Educated about sexual function in middle and old age          | 3.00         | 1.24 – 7.24 | 0.02* |
| Knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ yr. old   | 1.13         | 0.47 – 2.65 | 0.70  |
| Predictors for: Counsel the patient about her diagnosis | (Crude) (OR) | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|------------------------------------------|--------------|--------|----------|
| Male physicians                          | 1.30         | 0.30 – 5.53 | 0.73 |
| Comfortable discussing sex with female patients | 0.87         | 0.10 – 7.71 | 0.90 |
| Discusses sex frequently with middle aged patients | 16.2         | 2.93 – 88.9 | 0.00* |
| Educated in sexual history taking skills | 2.45         | 0.55 – 10.94 | 0.24 |
| Educated about sexual function in middle and old age | 1.92         | 0.43 – 8.57 | 0.39 |
| Knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ yr. old | 1.28         | 0.29 – 5.72 | 0.74 |

| Predictors for: Discuss treatment options with the patient | (Crude) (OR) | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|------------------------------------------|--------------|--------|----------|
| Male physicians                          | 1.28         | 0.53 – 3.09 | 0.58 |
| Comfortable discussing sex with female patients | 3.08         | 0.93 – 10.17 | 0.07 |
| Discusses sex frequently with middle aged patients | 7.58         | 2.49 – 23.14 | 0.00* |
| Educated in sexual history taking skills | 2.14         | 0.88 – 5.23 | 0.10 |
| Educated about sexual function in middle and old age | 1.89         | 0.77 – 4.61 | 0.16 |
| Knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ yr. old | 1.10         | 0.45 – 2.68 | 0.83 |

| Predictors for: Discussing sex: merits of a good quality sex life | (Crude) (OR) | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|------------------------------------------|--------------|--------|----------|
| Male physicians                          | 1.11         | 0.49 – 2.52 | 0.80 |
| Comfortable discussing sex with female patients | 2.89         | 0.82 – 10.2 | 0.10 |
| Discusses sex frequently with middle aged patients | 9.44         | 2.51 – 35.4 | 0.00* |
| Educated in sexual history taking skills | 2.37         | 1.02 – 5.52 | 0.05* |
| Educated about sexual function in middle and old age | 2.90         | 1.24 – 6.76 | 0.01* |
| Knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ yr. old | 0.69         | 0.30 – 1.58 | 0.39 |

| Predictors for: Discuss how medications can affect sex drive | (Crude) (OR) | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|------------------------------------------|--------------|--------|----------|
| Female physicians                       | 1.79         | 0.65 – 4.95 | 0.26 |
| Comfortable discussing sex with female patients | 0.58         | 0.12 – 2.87 | 0.51 |
| Discusses sex frequently with middle aged patients | 3.30         | 1.12 – 9.83 | 0.03* |
| Educated in sexual history taking skills | 0.61         | 0.22 – 1.69 | 0.34 |
| Educated about sexual function in middle and old age | 0.60         | 0.22 – 1.62 | 0.31 |
| Knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ yr. old | 1.69         | 0.61 – 4.69 | 0.31 |

| Predictors for: Couple therapy- tell her bring her partner | (Crude) (OR) | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|------------------------------------------|--------------|--------|----------|
| Male physicians                          | 1.93         | – 4.56 | 0.13 |
| Comfortable discussing sex with female patients | 2.42         | – 7.94 | 0.14 |
| Discusses sex frequently with middle aged patients | 3.33         | – 9.48 | 0.02* |
| Educated in sexual history taking skills | 1.79         | – 4.23 | 0.19 |
| Educated about sexual function in middle and old age | 1.85         | – 4.37 | 0.16 |
| Knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ yr. old | 1.87         | – 4.53 | 0.17 |

| Predictors for: Counsel the patient about his sexual addiction | (Crude) (OR) | 95% CI | P>|z| |
|------------------------------------------|--------------|--------|----------|
| Male physicians                          | 1.80         | 0.78 – 4.16 | 0.17 |
| Comfortable discussing sex with male patients | 5.88         | 2.19 – 15.7 | 0.00* |
| Discusses sex frequently with middle aged patients | 22.1         | 4.67 –104.5 | 0.00* |
| Educated in sexual history taking skills | 5.50         | 2.22 – 13.6 | 0.00* |
| Educated about sexual function in middle and old age | 6.04         | 2.40 – 15.2 | 0.00* |
| Knowledgeable about sexual health conditions in 45+ yr. old | 0.74         | 0.32 – 1.71 | 0.48 |
Discussion

Summary of results

Overall, PCPs with increased likelihood to offer any sexual healthcare management or treatment options as outlined in Table 14 are more frequently male PCPs that are more likely to be comfortable discussing sexual health with middle aged and older patients regardless of their patient’s characteristics. PCPs that offer to counsel the patient about a sexual health diagnosis or discuss sexual health more frequently are more likely to be knowledgeable about sexual function in middle and old age and trained in sexual history taking. PCPs that opted to discuss sex health with middle aged and older patients including couple therapy are generally more likely to be comfortable discussing sex health with patients regardless of their gender.

In review of these results, it is apparent that sexual health conditions in middle and old age require appropriate diagnostic testing (sexual history taking and lab testing) to ensure patients are correctly diagnosed. Treatment options of sexual health talk therapy for individual and couples, discussion to clarify misconceptions and issues about sex are also important. Conducting these consultations should be knowledgeable about sexual function in middle and old age, and the prevalent sexual health conditions and sexual dysfunction that plague later life and are equipped with sexual history taking skills. To offer appropriate sexual healthcare treatment options, PCPs should also be comfortable and confident to discuss sexual health with their middle-aged and older patients regardless of their gender. Some studies have implied that discussing sexual health and taking a sexual history is difficult particularly for female physicians. These results suggest a similar direction of association as the male PCPs appeared to be more comfortable in most of the consultations and including taking a routine comprehensive sexual history with a male patient. Interestingly the treatment option to take a focused sex history was favoured by the female PCP and to conduct this PCP did not require being knowledgeable in all areas of sexual health compared with the routine sex history. A previous paper from this study reported that PCPs did report taking a focused sexual history with older patients where they omitted the diagnostic questions regarding type of sex, sexual violence, age and gender of partners and sexual orientation. Appropriate sexual health communication strategies in medical consultations require PCPs to have good communication skills in sexual health and discussion techniques...
for sexual activity related content. Increased frequency of sexual health discussions can also improve the PCPs’ confidence to conduct these types of consultations and as patients become more accustomed to having these discussions they too will be sensitised, and the nature of the consultation may appear less difficult in the future.

Sexual health treatment options for middle aged and older adults are limited as the services are either non-existent or discriminated against as they favour younger populations. In developing countries there are several sexual and reproductive health clinics that focus on prevention of mother-to-child transfer of HIV (PTMCT), antenatal and postnatal care and then STI clinics that are usually populated by young adults and teenagers. There are even adolescent sexual health care clinics that promote safe sex practices. Additionally, sexual psychotherapy services are either very few or not available. These types of referrals would be returned or sent back and forth in PC or sent to a psychologist who may have not have studied sexual health care in-depth to cover topics such as elder abuse and rape in this age group, sexual addictions or SD that is not considered etiological PCP to manage.

For improving the overall sexual health communication, diagnostic techniques and sexual health education of PCPs, it is important to review the role of the PCP in the physician-patient relationship for a sexual health consultation. Sexual health consultations are more effective with a patient-centred and shared decision-making approach as the treatment options are patient specific and may be best to offer patients a range of treatment options and discuss with them what the most appropriate care is for them. This may be very difficult to achieve in primary care as this time of care requires time for discussion- a resource very limited in these settings. Paternalistic care is also a trademark in primary care in developing countries not only because of the time constraint but physicians finds it easier to tell the patient what to do and how to take their medication as they find middle-aged and especially older patients more difficult that younger patients attend to.

**Study Limitations**

In this study there were some limitations. We were unable to truly assess patient characteristics and their impact on treatment options selected by PCPs. Perhaps more demographics could have used to assess this as well as comparable clinical vignettes. A practice score would have been a great comparative variable to compare with all PCPs.
however this too was difficult to create as the practice options were not standardised in this survey. The reasons were to allow the PCP more flexibility with the treatment options with different patients. Usually physicians will not use the exact same rubric as each patient can be very different due to their series of co-morbidities.

Vignette designs may be an ideal method for investigating how health clinicians make decisions that affect their patients. However, vignette-based studies have also attracted some criticisms regarding potential limitations in construct and external validity. Indeed, a key consideration, inherent to all vignette studies, is the extent to which a written stimulus, and participants’ responses to it, can accurately represent certain aspects of what happens in the “real world.” Concerns are sometimes raised that vignettes do not accurately reflect “real world” phenomena, and that this affects the validity of results and conclusions however, these scenarios were taken directly from actual scenarios that from PCPs in the qualitative arm of the study.

All treatment options were applicable in all scenarios and therefore PCPs were given the opportunity to choose freely all the options they will offer the patient in that scenario. However, the question could have benefitted from having expected standardised treatment options for each so that it would be easier to measure practice amongst the group of PCPs and create a practice score. Additionally, for future this question would be best assessed if the practice options were prioritised by the PCPs. In this way the researcher would be able to really ascertain the priority of sexual health care treatment amongst the group for PCPs based on predictors as well as patient presenting complaints and characteristics.

**Future research and recommendations**

Further research to determine the most effective physician-older patient communicative strategies to be used in sexual health care clinics in local PC settings with a multicultural middle-aged and older population is encouraged. Also, studies focused on examining the influences on PCP’s decision-making in sexual health care management in later life and research investigating what factors affect the treatment options and care strategies PCPs choose (medicalised versus communicative or diagnostic) for older patients would be welcomed. These studies can offer insight into how PC practices should be organised and managed to obtain the best benefit for patients attending PC for sexual health care in later
life. There is need to improve training opportunities for PCPs in sexual heath communication and knowledge about sexual function in old age to ensure more opportunities for timely and accurate diagnoses, intervention and treatment for sexual health conditions in middle-aged and older adults in Trinidad and Tobago.

**Conclusion**

PCPs aim to improve the overall sexual health-related quality of life of their middle-aged and older patients seeking sexual health care and treatment. However, a good interpersonal relationship between the physician and patient is considered a prerequisite for optimal medical care especially for private topics such as sexual health.\(^{375}\) The success of every consultation is rooted in the sharing between the physician and patient and thus it is important for the PCP to exhibit the right amount of empathy (as it may not always be possible to have sociodemographic concordances between PCP and patient), be experienced in sexual health communication skills and be up-to-date in sexual health knowledge in later life. These criteria were found to be predictors for PCPs to perform sexual health consultations with older patients. However, competence and confidence amongst PCPs vary with regard to sexual health care practices influenced by patients’ and physicians’ characteristics. This paper revealed that sexual healthcare management and treatment options for middle aged and older patients can be predicted by physicians’ gender, knowledge of sexual health in later life and their comfort level and frequency (experience) discussing sex with these patients.
Chapter 7 – Triangulation of Findings
7.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an overview of the core findings obtained from this study. Guided by the triangulation protocol outlined in Chapter 3, Methodology, the results are presented in a triangulation matrix. The qualitative and quantitative findings are arranged side by side according to the common core meta themes that arose from both datasets. In each row of the matrix, the researcher has provided an interpretation of the triangulated results relative to whether they illustrate convergence, complementarity, divergence, or silence.

Chapter Aim & Objectives:

To provide an overview of the results of this study by:

- Presenting the core triangulated results in a matrix;
- Describing the direction of the results with regard to convergence, complementarity, divergence, and silence;
- Providing a triangulated interpretation of each pair of findings;
- Presenting a summary of the overall results found in this study.
7.1.1 Triangulation Phase

7.1.1.1 Protocol Justification

Social research is founded on the use of many single research methods and, as such, may suffer from limitations associated with that method or from the specific application of it. Triangulation offers the prospect of enhanced confidence. Webb et al. noted the importance of cross-validating results by using multiple methods and suggested, once a proposition has been confirmed by two or more independent measurement processes, that the uncertainty of its interpretation is greatly reduced.\textsuperscript{359} As such, triangulation has been used in this study to enhance the credibility and persuasiveness of this research account.

7.1.2 Methodological Triangulation

Qualitative and quantitative methods were employed in this study primarily to determine different aspects of the overarching research question that examines: \textit{What are PCPs knowledge of, attitudes towards and practices with middle aged and older patients with sexual health needs accessing primary care services?} As mentioned in earlier sections, semi-structured interviews were conducted with a 35 PCPs to explore their views on sexual health care with middle and old-aged patients. Subsequently, a survey was designed and administered to all PCPs nationwide to measure overall knowledge, attitudes, and sexual health care practices. Data for each component were collected and analysed separately to produce two sets of findings as presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Chapter 7 presents an integration of these findings analysed via methodological triangulation.

Methodological Triangulation proposes that a combination of the two approaches can yield higher-quality results without unreasonable additional effort and can be a more efficient encompassing way to create understanding.\textsuperscript{360} Some researchers refer to this integration method as the “third effort” because it occurs after analysis of the qualitative and the quantitative components; it also requires a lot of time and energy.\textsuperscript{361} Notably, the term triangulation can be confusing because it has more than one meaning.\textsuperscript{362} It can be used to describe corroboration between two sets of findings or to describe a process of studying a problem using different methods to gain a more complete picture primarily because the underlying assumption of methodological triangulation is that no single research method is free of errors and the research question or phenomenon should be examined from different
methodological perspectives as possible.\textsuperscript{362,363} This latter meaning is commonly used in mixed-methods research including this one.

### 7.1.2.1 Triangulation Protocol Theory

Triangulation in this study has provided opportunities to observe: (a) convergence and corroboration of some findings using two different methods regarding certain aspects of the same research question. This form of validity indicates that research results were enhanced with the two different methodological approaches producing convergent findings about the same empirical domain; \textsuperscript{364} (b) complementarity which assumes that neither methodological tradition qualitative or quantitative can answer the research questions on its own. Complementarity conveys elaboration, enhancement, illustration, and clarification of the results from one method with findings from the other method.\textsuperscript{365} Complementarity is congruence of findings that can only be expected if relationships are found between findings where the convergence of the research results is not possible as the different methods did not ‘measure’ the same attributes of some concepts.

The actual process of triangulating findings from different methods took place at the interpretation stage of this study when both data sets had been analysed separately (as shown in Chapter 3: Mixed-methods – Figure 10 adapted from O’Cathain et al.). Prior to conducting triangulation analysis, a matrix must be prepared for comparing and analysing both datasets. The foundation of this matrix was established by the meta themes selected from the qualitative phase of the study when the topic guide was designed. The meta themes are those key headings that were used as the backbone of the framework analysis and is fitting to be utilised here for congruence and standardisation of the methods.\textsuperscript{366} Several techniques have been described for triangulating findings and, for this research, the findings from the qualitative and quantitative components have been outlined by the meta themes on the same page, and much consideration as to where findings from each method agrees (convergence), offer complementary information on the same issue (complementarity), or appear to contradict each other (discrepancy or divergence) have been reviewed.\textsuperscript{362-366,367} Explicitly looking for disagreements between findings from different methods is an important part of this process.\textsuperscript{368} Disagreement is not a sign that something is wrong with a study.\textsuperscript{362}
Exploration of any apparent “inter-method discrepancy” may lead to a better understanding of the research question.\textsuperscript{369,370} The guidelines for this process were also adapted from the description of how to carry out triangulation in the triangulation protocol established by Farmer et al’s developed for multiple qualitative methods.\textsuperscript{366} Farmer et al. technique involved producing a “convergence coding matrix” to display findings emerging from each component of a study on the same page.\textsuperscript{366} The technique required moving away from just thinking about the findings related to each method, to what Farmer and colleagues called meta-themes that cut across the findings from different methods.\textsuperscript{366} Once these were established, it allowed for deep consideration of where there is true agreement, partial agreement, silence, or divergence between findings from qualitative themes and quantitative survey results. ‘Silence’ is where a theme or finding arose from one data set and not another.\textsuperscript{362} ‘Silence’ was expected in this study’s analysis because during the qualitative data collection, in-depth interview techniques were employed to examine different aspects of sexual health care practices and some of these findings were not quantifiable to be assessed in the survey.

Kelle also described a somewhat similar triangulation process as described above, but he capitalised analytically on divergences and tensions in findings from different sets of data and reinforced why mixed-method analysis was important.\textsuperscript{371} Kelle used examples to fully explain how a finding from a quantitative panel study – a statistically significant correlation and a linked set of qualitative data – enabled further exploration of processes he was analysing. Kelle emphasised the opportunities afforded by multiple methods, as in his study, understanding the investigated phenomenon could not be fully explained only on the basis of statistical information. Both qualitative and quantitative data had to be analysed and results combined in order to produce an adequate explanation for the research question to which the phenomenon was being applied. Without both sets of data, the interplay between the macro-level and the micro-level findings would remain unobserved.\textsuperscript{371} Thus, whilst the data are separate, they are integrated via analysis and then given equal weight in their contribution to theorising the relationship between macro-, meso-, and micro-level findings.\textsuperscript{371,370} This interplay approach was also adopted in interpreting the combined findings in this study. For convergent validity, the researcher examined the degree to which the pair of findings from the two different research methods is comparable (converges on) with the other that it theoretically could be like or where high correlations would be evidence of similarity. For
divergent validity, the researcher examined the degree to which the pair of findings of interest were not similar where possible (diverges from) and was different from the other that they theoretically should not be alike.

7.1.2.2 Adapted Triangulation Matrix

Having reviewed these different theories of techniques, the following triangulation matrix was designed and employed (Table 15 below).

Table 15: Matrix of Triangulated Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Themes</th>
<th>Qualitative Findings</th>
<th>Excerpt/ Data</th>
<th>Quantitative Statistical findings</th>
<th>Findings show: (convergence/ divergence/ silence/ complementarity)</th>
<th>Triangulated Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following stepwise approach was employed to triangulate the findings of this study and explain how the matrix had been compiled. The completed matrix can be found in Appendix 6.
The overall results having applied the triangulation method described above is summarised in 7.12 Triangulated results. The data are categorised under the headings:

- Silent Findings;
- Convergent Findings;
- Complimentary Findings;
- Divergent Findings.
7.1.3 Triangulated Results

7.1.3.1 Silent Findings

Workplace Barriers

PCPs attempt to address sexual health issues in most consultation rooms in PC but for some public health centres, these were not the most suitable to make the patient feel comfortable to discuss these issues. Additionally, the reasons that sexual health issues of this age group may be neglected and not followed up are lack of time for consultation, lack of appropriate treatment options such as sexual health therapy, psychosexual counselling, some STIs, and other hormonal testing; also, any sexual treatment for conditions or timely feedback for STI or other biochemical or imaging results in primary care are not unique to the TT setting. Regardless, PC in T&T is a resource poor setting with a limited manpower, time, and treatment options which hamper their ability to have more exploration during sexual health consultations. Also, a serious consideration on how or if this can be addressed is needed. In general, as found in studies in the UK and US, the PC reflects the national focus and it is not suitable for sexual health care of older adults as it chiefly caters for prevention of management among younger people. Most of the policies are focused on STIs and the prevention of teenage pregnancy, no sexual policy is seen to translate into day to day practice, with issues such as sexual dysfunction and other non-STI-related sexual problems receiving very low priority in PC. Perhaps addressing or improving the current working SRH policy document with appropriate technical consultant working group who will methodically include issues that are relative to this age group, followed by appropriate sensitisation of PCPs, may be the most logical start.

Paternalistic Physician-Older Patient Relationship

A dominant finding shared by some PCPs in rural based clinics of T&T (from the qualitative research that was difficult to measure or examine via the quantitative survey method) was the expectation of the physician-older patient relationship. It is only fair to acknowledge that this theme is biasedly presented as it is only examined from the physicians’ perspective, the chosen study population for this research. For subsequent research to accurately examine ‘expectations’ of this interaction between the physician and older patient, in-depth interviews and an observational study approach with both PCPs and patients may offer more insight into this phenomenon. Regardless, as this was a dominant emerging theme, research has found that patients’ age is associated with style of interaction, which is, in turn, associated with patient satisfaction. Peck et al.
revealed that PCPs were more likely to have patient-centred encounters with patients over age 65 years; hence, developing an understanding of the factors or processes by which physicians and patients interact has the potential to improve many facets of health care delivery.\textsuperscript{309,373,375} In this research, PCPs in T&T described interactions that they termed ‘role expectations’ which similarly is what they only experience with their older patients about the role and type of relationship their patients expected from them in this setting. PCPs reported on how they were perceived by their older patients, as a person in authority regardless of their age whom they should treat with respect. Interestingly, this is the same view that the PCP has for their older patients. However, the difference is that the patient views the PCPs as someone prominent, who is part of the elite in society, thus, making the relationship a ‘top-down’.

For PCPs, this unspoken hierarchical role, which they admittedly foster (as they sometimes agree it may be easier to manage some non-compliant patients with), causes some of them inner conflict because their interaction with other patients are different. This expected role is what creates an additional barrier – a professional barrier between the physician and the patient especially when it comes to sexual health concerns.\textsuperscript{309} PCPs reported that their older patients react negatively, feeling embarrassed, and they admitted that they think it is a disrespectful topic for them to bring up with the PCP. This type of interaction shares some similarities with studies conducted in Croatia and China; here, a paternalistic care type of relationship is focused on—one where the patients revere the physician with a disease-centred focus or the physician’s agenda in view.\textsuperscript{374} Paternalism has been one of the traditional characteristics of the therapeutic relationship in medicine.\textsuperscript{377} It implies that the physician makes decisions based on what he or she discerns to be in the patient’s best interests, even for those patients who could make the decisions for themselves.\textsuperscript{375} This attitude presumes that physicians always know better than the patient and thus has suffered many criticisms.\textsuperscript{373,374,375} This is still practiced in some countries and jurisdictions, where paternalistic attitudes have been interwoven into all relationships including the physician-patient relationship.\textsuperscript{376} For T&T, in the PC setting, PCPs meet this ‘expectation’ for their older patients who even urge for the PCP to be paternalistic. Perhaps PCPs should consider using this to their advantage if the patient is finding it difficult to raise a sexual health concern as they feel ashamed to bring it up. Perhaps for these cases, the patient may be more willing to embrace the topic, if the PCP fulfils the paternal role and initiate the topic.\textsuperscript{377}
**PC is not a first line for sexual healthcare in later life in T&T**

PCPs acknowledged that it was discouraging for them to ‘keep up to date’ with sexual health care needs and practices in middle and old age. Also, this disclosure was not a matter of PCPs’ incapability but rather an emotional admission. PCPs explained that they are considered ‘plan B’ for sexual health concerns with this age group and concede to feeling replaced by traditional healers.378 This was a surprising finding for the researcher as PC is a free healthcare service unlike other developed countries such as the U.S. The underlying assumption was that alternative medicine options would have to be considered only if modern medicine was inaccessible or ineffective and palliative therapy would be best.

However, as T&T is almost 40% African heritage, studies in Uganda and South Africa illustrate that traditional medicine is a go-to for sexual health issues especially for male impotence.378,379 It is possible that alternative medical options were passed down historically or originated in the more rural parts of the country (as healthcare reform for integrated health care services in PC was only a recent initiative in the last decade) and became more popular due to the taboo associated with sexuality.

Additionally, there are striking gender differences in health seeking behaviour seen in PC in T&T based on observation and PCP confirmed that men rarely attend the health centre in general. This is no different than in other developed countries as men generally avoid seeking care until it is critical.380 However, what is interesting about this is that there is a growing body of gender-specific studies that review this ‘delayed’ approach to seeking care. However, it was found to be prominent among white middle-class men and reasons for this behaviour included psychological, sociological, and biological factors.381 T&T has a remarkably different population (whites account for <8%).57 Males who avoid seeking healthcare are varied in T&T’s multicultural population; however, those who eventually seek PC are usually ‘Afro’ or ‘Indo’ Trinidadian of lower socioeconomic status. Regardless, PCPs reported that when it comes to sexual health issues, men are in denial especially with potency problems and are ashamed to talk about that with the physician. As a result, PCPs conveyed their discouragement, but they are capable of change and they have admitted that they will still attend to any older patient seeking sexual health care even after alternative medicine did not work or worsened their situation. These resolutions by PCPs can be accelerated if they also have increased access.
to appropriate sexual health education in later life. However, it is important to standardise access to and options for care where possible. Traditional healers should become accredited where possible and attempt to address the systemic problems at the level of the community in terms of targeted health promotion for sexual health in later life and male sexual health and reduce PC health promotion from being women or reproductive age centred.\textsuperscript{382}

7.1.3.2 Convergent Findings

\textit{Up-to-Date Knowledge of Sexual Health in Later Life is Paramount}

From their qualitative accounts, PCPs admitted that they did not have sufficient medical training in general sexual health and even less pertaining to sexual health in later life. In a study conducted with alumni from Sheffield medical school, it was found that the quality of earlier level medical school training is considered an indicator of a PCPs ability to assess patients' sexual function.\textsuperscript{383} These findings were also analogous to studies with other HCPs including nurses who felt incompetent in sexual health consultations.\textsuperscript{384,385} Unsurprisingly, this finding corresponded with the knowledge scores as 57% of PCPs attained lower than the mean score of 2.3. Perhaps this reflects the missing gaps in the medical training as this score indicated their inability to identify common prevalent sexual health conditions in later life from survey’s clinical scenarios.

In agreement with this study conducted in Sheffield, the quality and quantity of training at the undergraduate level medical training could contribute to the PCP’s confidence and competence. Further analysis allowed for deeper understanding as to why this ‘low’ knowledge score was attained as PCPs trained at UWI (local based university in T&T) felt disadvantaged as most of their training focused on STIs at 67%, FPA at 56%, and 19% of PCPs were not trained in any sexual health at all. Some PCPs identified only three classes relative to SRH, but they were focused on gynaecologic and reproductive health. This allows for further reasoning about their negative attitudes and minimal sexual consultation practices with older patients. It is possible that because they have shared that their level of competence regarding diagnosis, treatment and communication in this aspect of sexual health were not up to par. This may have shaped their views that chances of offering appropriate care to middle-aged and older patients were fewer. Also, this may be one of the factors fuelling the feeling of lack of confidence which may manifest as avoidance or discomfort in a sexual health consultation with an older patient.
These findings helped to understand why in T&T, being ‘educated abroad’ was a predictor of comfort level when discussing sexual health with older patients. Being equipped with knowledge improved one’s level of confidence in diagnosis and treatment and being able to communicate about sexual health confidently and accurately. It corresponds with the data illustrating that PCPs educated outside of UWI were 2.4 times more likely to attain higher knowledge scores in recognising sexual health conditions in later life and that they most likely had exposure to education in sexual functioning in middle and old age. It is possible that the sexual health curriculum is more robust in other medical schools. An example is a study with UK medical graduates of whom 76% were confident in sexual history taking. Additionally, 78% of the graduates were assessed in sexual health. This unveils key recommendations for improving the undergraduate level medical school training in sexuality in T&T. Various topics need to be considered when augmenting the sexual health curriculum, as it should not focus solely on reproductive and contraceptive health. Communicative skills in a comprehensive broad knowledge-based curriculum in human sexuality could consider topics including but not limited to: management of sexual dysfunction, LGBTIQ health care, life course sexuality across genders, understanding of non-normative sexual practices, HIV/STIs, contraception, abortion, sexual coercion and violence, as well as medical legal aspects of relevant topics. Other topics of relevance are training in middle and old age sexual health conditions, effective communication strategies and diagnostic sexual history taking to improve PCPs competence and confidence, as well as discussing and diagnosing sexual health concerns with this age group.

Throughout both arms of this study, recommendations to improve medical education in sexual functioning in later life appeared to be the strongest facilitator and best resolution to negative attitudes and behaviours regarding conduct of sexual health consultations. Knowledge in sexual health communication and sexual functioning had strong associations with increased frequency and comfort level discussing sexual health, taking a sexual history, and attaining a higher mean score on the survey in identifying sexual health conditions in later life.

**PCPs Role in Initiating Sexual Health Consultations**

Most PCPs agreed that it is the responsibility of the physician to initiate these discussions as it is their role. Unlike the patient, they are aware of what questions should be asked
and, in most cases, the patient will not bring up the topic. PCPs also identified that no matter how difficult it seems to discuss sexual health care with a patient, it is their responsibility and it should be done. This is because it is a definitive opportunity to address sexual issues affecting patient’s health, if not, they will persist or develop.\textsuperscript{390,391}

\textit{Sexual History Taking is a Diagnostic Tool regardless of Patient’s Age}

In T&T, one of the unique findings is the fact the typical questions on a standard sexual history were not adhered to in practice with regard to this age group. They take a rather focused version neglecting questions regarding sexual orientation, sexual preferences (type of sex), and contraception (male and female), and for some, even number of sexual partners. Sexual orientation is the most avoided question and has never been asked by any of the PCPs interviewed, but as a larger number of PCPs participated in the survey, 48\% have asked about it with their older patients.\textsuperscript{346} However, as part of triangulation considering new developments in the country, only this year 2018 were ‘anti-homosexuality’ laws removed.\textsuperscript{81,83,84} It is possible that these also influenced some PCPs to be reticent as they also do carry out medical legal roles as community-based physicians to handle rape cases, violent death, and asking this question could have been a conflict of interest depending on the response. Regardless, this question about one’s sexual orientation is only asked medically in a sexual history consultation for the purpose as a diagnostic tool.\textsuperscript{392} It is the role of PCP to ask this question especially if it will benefit in informing the PCP about her diagnosis. In lieu of not asking, PCPs have reported that if the patient does not willingly offer this information, they assume based on patient’s appearance or behaviour. PCPs admitted that they are simply afraid to ask. However, not asking can lead the PCP to make uninformed or misdiagnosis which can be unethical practice.

\textit{Facilitators for Improved Sexual Health Consultations Suitable for Older Adults}

For future studies, PCPs also suggested both on the survey and during the interviews on the use of communicative consultation tools to help them improve their sexual health discussions and history taking such as paper-based tools, e.g., sexual health Q&A forms for male and female patients to fill out and identify if they should ask the doctor about anything on the form. Alternatively, they can tick what applies and hand it in to the doctor so s/he can ask the patient instead; a sexual health algorithm to follow, 3D models and pictures of the sexual reproductive organs with possible dysfunction.\textsuperscript{393} M-health is now
becoming popular as a tool in sexual health communication; but it still needs to be determined as it will be useful for the middle-aged and older patients. These have been found throughout the literature, but there is need to identify tools that are specific and most appropriate for the T&T setting.

7.1.3.3 Complementarity

PCPs feelings of discomfort in sexual health consultations manifest into avoidant behaviours due to fear of being disrespectful

During the interviews, a large majority of PCPs voiced in different ways that asking about sexual health concerns is disrespectful either to the patient or by the patient. PCPs explained through interviews why they opt to protect the patient from feeling uncomfortable (as well as themselves) by only discussing sexual health if it was patient-initiated. Patient-initiated sexual consultations allow PCPs to avoid their fear of inadvertently disrespecting or losing their patient’s trust. Although only 14% of PCPs’ reported from the survey that asking a middle-aged and older patient about their sexual health is disrespectful, based on other responses such as 99% patient initiated sexual histories, strong direction of associations of training and education in sexual health communication and sex in later life favours comfort level when discussing sex; then, it is likely that more PCPs may also share this worldview. A systematic review of HCPs experience of discussing sexuality with patients revealed similar fear about “opening up a can of worms,” as well as all of the other sociocultural barriers that exacerbate the worry about causing offense, personal discomfort. Lack of initiation of sex health discussions result from additional factors including lack of confidence and appropriate sexual health education—both which may contribute to this worldview.

During the first week of interviews, an observation was made with one male and one female PCP who found it difficult to utter the word ‘sex’ or ‘sexual’ even during the interview with the researcher. Based on their avoidance with the words, and averted eyes during the conversation, it was perceived by the researcher as though they were trying to be convincing rather than reporting that they talk about sex with their older patients comfortably and frequently. Alternative perceptions were considered that these PCPs were not comfortable with the word ‘sex’ or any sexual jargon and possibly they were not truly comfortable talking to patients about sex or with the researcher. These responses allow us to consider that they are not comfortable discussing sex because they admitted
that they will not initiate the topic. However, if the patient brings it up, they will oblige. This too was reconsidered by the researcher as what the PCP felt was the “socially desirable response”\(^\text{398}\)

**Sociocultural barriers coupled with patient adverse reactions – strong deterrents that foster PCPs’ reticence and unwillingness to continue discussions on sexual health**

There was complementarity regarding some of the barriers indicated in the survey under general perceptions and the associations that offered much strong associations for gender and age concordance. PCPs explained during interviews that older patients’ perception of their age and sexuality makes talking about sex difficult for them and even more so for PCPs who may also share ageist views. In these situations, PCPs admit/prefer to respect their patient’s stance instead of trying to educate them about sex because the patient’s reaction makes them both deter from talking about it any further, and it could be the reason why sex is rarely discussed in consultations. Similar to literature, it was found that PCPs and patients have increased comfort with sociodemographic concordances including age, sex, and possibly ethnicity\(^\text{396}\). These concordances were found in the survey associations with regard to PCPs’ attitudes (comfort level) when discussing sexual health with middle and old aged patients and strong associations that were statistically significant were found for male PCP to male patient consultations and with age. A limitation in this study was the fact that other concordances could have been tested such as ethnicity and religion; these were available for the PCP but were not available for the patients in the consultations. For future work, these concordances are recommended for further research. However, from the interview data, PCPs shared their perspective that some religions promote anti-sex messages or view that sex is dirty to talk about and this is reinforced by experiences they have had with patients from staunch religious backgrounds who avoided the topic or made the PCP feel embarrassed for asking\(^\text{399}\). As discussed in Paper 2, it could be envisaged that it would seem easier to have a ‘better’ rapport with a patient of the same gender to discuss sex health-related issues as there is possibly comfort and assumed understanding in having a common ground.\(^\text{309}\)
Importance of appropriate sexual health education for middle and old aged patients

PCPs indicated that there is need for population-wide sexual health education suitable for middle and old aged patients about sexual health conditions they are more likely to face at this point in their lives. Special talks, posters, or pamphlets in the waiting room will help normalise sexual health within the clinical setting and give patients more confidence to discuss these issues with their PCP. These activities may aid prioritising sexual health in later life and putting it on the national agenda.

7.1.3.4 Divergent Findings

Gender concordance under query for sexual health consultations

PCPs reported that when it comes to sexual health issues, men are in denial especially with potency problems and are ashamed to talk about that with the physician even more so if especially if it is another male – some will speak quicker with an older female physician about it (and older female PCPs have verified these occurrences). This is contrary to the survey’s findings that offered statistically significant predictor of gender concordance (male gender in particular) with regard to discussing sexual health with male middle-aged and older patients. It is also a unique finding for T&T as most studies suggest gender concordance is prevalent. This preference may be routed in the mind-set of the domineering, controlling, chauvinistic type of male – “macho man” who may not fear disclosing sexual impotence to his peers. Regardless, the [sexual] health-seeking behaviours of middle-aged and older men warrants further research.

PCP’s convey various levels of discomfort in sexual consultation with older patients

As discussed in research Paper 2, the population-based survey captured that only 39.8% of PCPs reported being uncomfortable if asked to address those sexual health consultations with middle-aged and older patients offered in the clinical scenario. In other aspects of the survey, more than half of PCPs expressed that they were generally comfortable discussing sex, counselling the patient about their sexual health diagnosis, and even offering couple sexual health therapy. However, it should be well taken into consideration that these responses of ‘positive attitudes’ were to paper-based clinical scenarios and not real-life situations where the patient is tangible. The in-depth interviews were only conducted with 20% of the total PCP population, and more time and opportunity to delve deeper into the issues surrounding their consultation experiences regarding their comfort level in discussing sexual health was afforded to them.
Additionally, the ‘low’ knowledge scores and inability for more than 50% of survey participants to identify more than two prevalent sexual health conditions in later life, and the fact that over 90% indicated that they will take sexual histories if patient-initiated, offers opportunity to contemplate and analyse how comfortable PCPs really are. Based on the literature and from this study, knowledge on sexual health in later life is a key indicator of confidence and comfort level and it is possible that perhaps these PCPs self-reported responses may account for some response bias.

*PCPs willing to address sexual health regardless of cultural barriers*

Cultural norms in small rural communities promote reticence regarding sex for several reasons mainly because they live like a larger extended family increasing the feeling of a lack of privacy. Sexual health discussions are taboo in these communities and the worst outcome with a patient who feels disrespected in such a community is a loss of trust from them and the whole community. However, rural-based PCPs are perhaps just more cautious and consider skilful ways of broaching the topic when necessary. Quantitatively, though not statistically significant, the direction of association suggested that rural-based PCPs appear to be more likely to discuss sex health in rural practices more comfortably especially with female patients. Perhaps there are more female PCPs 45+ years in age working in rural communities. It should be noted that there are more non-Trinidadians posted there and maybe female patients tend to be more open to someone who is not from the community.

*PC currently inappropriate for seeking sexual health care if in middle and old age*

Though majority of PCPs indicated that primary care is appropriate service for sexual health care because it does offer limited sexual health care to this age group however, PCPs revealed in in-depth interviews that the existing primary health care system they work in does not foster supportive systems for them to accurately diagnose or prevent sexual health issues of this age group. This discourages PCPs to initiate or follow care protocols because at present, many leads to incomplete diagnoses (except for STIs). The PCPs explained that they work in resource poor settings with a limited manpower, time, and treatment options which hamper their ability to be more exploratory during their consultations. Additionally, the physicians offer paternal focused care for the issues that the patient present as their primary complaint. Overall, primary care is not equipped to deal with sexual health in the middle and old age except for STIs and reproductive health;
therefore, it is predominantly appropriate for younger age groups. Anything else gets referred or it is not considered a priority. PCPs have acknowledged that there is not really a focus on sexual health care of middle-aged and older adults in Trinidad & Tobago. They admit that they have been encouraged to focus on chronic disease management for this age group, namely diabetes, hypertension and other cardiovascular diseases, even though they do identify that sexual health care is linked to some of these chronic diseases. PCPs revealed that they are insecure about offering proficient sexual health care for patients in middle and old age, and this stems from cultural taboos regarding sexuality. Regardless, PCPs cannot justify not addressing their sexual health in this age group as SD can sometimes be an indicator for an underlying cause of chronic illness and missed opportunities for diagnosis and intervention due to age, and other risk factors, which can lead to death in this age group. For example, vascular erectile dysfunction is a powerful marker of increased cardiovascular risk. The only possible justification is if the PCP decided to circumvent SH, they will need to monitor their chronic illness as a preference as ED is not the only trigger.

7.1.4 Strengths and Limitations of Triangulation Method

Triangulation in this study involved the deliberate combination of quantitative and qualitative methodologies to strengthen the mixed-methods research design and decrease any deficiency of using just one strategy and increase the ability to interpret the findings. In this study, one single method would not have adequately answered the research question in such an enriching manner. For example, using questionnaires and participant interviews, I found that PCPs who were interviewed used the opportunity to reflect on the pros and cons of their medical skills and expertise and vent about the limitations that they work within, but those who were not interviewed only had the survey to respond to limited to close ended options with no reasons or context for the options they selected. On the other hand, 59% of the PCPs agreed on the survey that there is not enough time to discuss sexual health with middle-aged patients. This was more than half of the PCP population that said this but with no opportunity to suggest why and what this means for PCPs who need sexual health care. Those who were interviewed divulged several reasons including the fact that their clinic was oversubscribed leaving an average of 5 minutes for each patient or that it is a lengthy process especially with an older patient. Thus, using interviews as well as questionnaires added a depth to the results that would not have been possible using a single-strategy study, thereby increasing the validity and
utility of the findings. Where there has been evidence of convergent findings, the benefit was increased confidence in the research data. Where there was evidence of complementarity, the strength was the innovative opportunity for deeper analysis followed by challenging or integrating theories to unfold a clearer understanding of the phenomenon.

However, every method has its challenges and, noticeably, triangulation required more time to analyse the information yielded by the two different methods. This is in fact the primary disadvantage of triangulation as it can be time-consuming. It involved collecting more data, more planning and organization, and generally more resources. The other disadvantage was that, at times, there was disharmony in trying to triangulate findings and this can be seen in the matrix in Appendix 6. Sometimes, the disharmony may not have been whether the data ‘matched’ for comparison but due to my own researcher biases or lack of understanding the phenomenon under review.

7.2 Summary of Findings

The mixed-methods and triangulation approaches utilized in this study allowed for meaningful understanding of what are PCPs knowledge, attitudes, and sexual health care practices with middle aged and older patients? Utilising these various methods answered different aspects of this research question. The quantitative methods were employed to collect data about the events or phenomena that could have been described in an objective manner (e.g. socio-demographic characteristics, comfort level scales and knowledge scores, treatment preferences, frequency of taking sexual histories, diagnoses) for which values were formulated. The qualitative methods were used to analyse individual interpretations of experiences, motivations, actions, personal relevance, and unknown realities (e.g., PCPs attitudes and behaviours during consultations with patients, their worldviews about sexuality, primary care work-culture). Triangulation of these quantitative and qualitative methods and findings provided a linkage somewhat like a puzzle combined to produce a complete picture.

Following is the final chapter of this thesis which allows for a more reflective review of the overall findings, strengths and limitations of the research, and relative recommendations and study contribution.
Chapter 8 – Discussion & Conclusion
8.1 Chapter Overview

This is the culminating chapter of the thesis. It presents a summary of the key findings in this study, conferred in relation to the overarching research question and hypotheses, and highlights those findings congruent with the literature and those unique to the research setting of Trinidad and Tobago. As these findings have already been discussed and challenged with the literature in Chapters 4 to 7, in this presentation, it is really the overarching key messages.

Following on from the findings is a proposed working model for consideration to guide physician-older patient communication in sexual health consultations based on the synthesised findings. The working model is an adaptation of the original theoretical model discussed in Chapter 2; whose context guided this research.

The following section in this chapter reflects on specific points in this research journey in relation to office and field work experiences and decisions leading to the overall strengths and limitations of this research.

In the final section of this chapter, the researcher highlights this study’s contributions and concludes with recommendations for future research in and better sexual healthcare and delivery practices for middle-aged and older patients attending primary care services in Trinidad and Tobago.
8.2 Findings of this Thesis

The previous results Chapters 4–7 have presented and discussed in much detail the findings of this research according to the various research methods. This section offers a summary of the overarching key findings of this study.

8.2.1 Summary of Key Overarching Findings

Even in the medical setting, PCPs have reported that they feel generally uncomfortable addressing sexual health with patients of middle and old age. PCPs admitted to not prioritising sexual health care provisions for older patients. PCPs lacked confidence in their own expertise in treatment and care for sexual health and management in later life. Almost 20% of PCPs confirmed that they were never trained in SRH and only 40% attained actual training in sexual function in middle and old age. Unsurprisingly, on the KAP, the mean knowledge score attained was 2.3 of 6, and almost 60% of PCPs attained lower than the mean, indicating that they were only able to identify a maximum of two of the common sexual health conditions in older adults. Nevertheless, it was found that PCPs with formal training in sexual functioning in later life were 2 times more likely to have attain a score higher than the mean and inevitably be able to correctly identify more of the sexual health conditions on the survey.

In addition to limited knowledge, PCPs described various obstacles hindering them from conducting appropriate diagnostic clinical interviews with patients in middle and old age about their sexual health concerns. Categorised broadly, these barriers included physician and patient-related socio-cultural factors, workplace setting limitations, and the nature and status of the physician-patient relationship. Influenced by PCPs personal beliefs about sexuality, factors such as age, gender, ethnicity, religiosity, education level, socioeconomic or professional status and community clinic locale (rural or urban) all impact on the outcome of a sexual health discussion. Deterrence was also attributed to non-human factors including the negligible privacy in some consultation rooms, lack of appropriate referral services for sexual health conditions, and time constraints owing to the large number of clinic attendees. PCPs also analysed features of their physician-older patient relationship and remarked that a good rapport, empathy, mutual respect, and a basic level of comfort and trust must be well established between both persons to attain any semblance of success which can occur after raising a sensitive topic like sexual health or even more probing while taking a sexual history.
Strong direction of association and statistically significant associations were found among PCPs characteristics such as gender and age concordance. Training in sexual health communication and attaining a foreign medical degree were predictors of comfort level and increased likelihood of discussing sexual health with an older patient. Also, unsurprisingly, if PCPs were trained in sexual health communication, the odds of being able to communicate or diagnostically take a sexual history from older patients increased. Regardless, this was an important finding as PCPs either rarely conducted sexual histories but mostly focused sexual histories to diagnostically assess their middle-aged and older patients. Less than 50% of PCPs asked their older patients about type of sex, gender and age of partners, sexual violence, and sexual orientation. To be a competent PCP when discussing sexual health, taking a diagnosis, counselling the patient or educating them about their sexual concerns in later life ought to be guided by the statistically sound findings. These findings infer attaining sociodemographic concordances, increasing one’s background knowledge, and improving sexual health communication and history taking. Controlling these characteristics will in time improve overall capacity to frequently discuss sex with their older patients, which include sexual history taking (counselling, educating the patient or discussing their treatment options) versus medicalised options (such as offer prescriptive medications, recommend lab or HCP referral, physical examination) to address their sexual health concerns.

Overall, social psychology has an impact on PCPs worldview of sexuality as well as their knowledge, attitudes, and practices in sexual health in medicine. This study has identified the main communication barriers and key characteristics about PCPs that are important predictors associated with better outcomes in sexual health care intervention with older patients who seek help in PC. PCPs must improve their knowledge base in sexual health in later life, as this is the key indicator highly associated with increased comfort and frequency in accommodating sexual health consultations with older patients. Triangulated with the qualitative findings, the sociocultural factors and workplace limitations may be more difficult to control; however, improving one’s knowledge base will alleviate the overall lack of confidence in treatment and care and reduce fear during clinical consultation with older patients.
8.2.1.1 Findings in Relation to Study’s Overarching Research Question and Hypotheses

With regard to the overarching research question, “What are physicians’ knowledge, attitudes, and sexual health care practices with regard to middle-aged and older patients in primary care?”, sexual health care knowledge is a dominant characteristic that is strongly associated with comfort and confidence (both are attitudes) in discussing sexual health with their older patients. It is inferred from the analyses that a PCPs’ knowledge level influences PCPs’ attitudes and these both drive (determine the outcome of) PCPs’ resulting sexual health care practices. The study was not able to definitively ascertain causality around this, but the qualitative findings did offer some support to this inference as socio-cultural factors impact on PCPs worldview of sexuality as well as their knowledge, attitudes, and practices in sexual health in medicine. PCPs’ characteristics such as gender, age, where they have been educated (where the curriculum offers training in sexual health in later life), location of medical practice, and number of years of experience are important factors also affecting sexual health care clinical practices.

Regarding the study’s hypotheses, if we accept those findings that illustrated strong direction of association (though not statistically significant) as well as those that were statistically significant, then we will reject all the null hypotheses. However, this is not the case:

- **Formal training (knowledge) in sexual health has no effect on a PCP’s comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with patients of middle and old age.** – **REJECT THIS NULL HYPOTHESIS**

  When PCP characteristics were applied in the multivariate model, it was noted that training in sexual health communication was statistically significant and it increased the PCPs’ odds three-fold to be comfortable discussing sexual health with their middle aged and older (male) patients [OR=3.19; p=0.05]. A p value of 0.05 for formal training (knowledge) in sexual health communication shows evidence of association and statistical significance particularly for a male PCP being comfortable discussing sexual health in consultation with a male middle and old aged patient. Consultation with a female PCP and female middle-aged older patients did not show statistical significance but had a strong direction of association (high odds ratio) and therefore considered of relevant clinical importance (See Table 8: Predictors of comfort in Paper 3: Rabathaly PA, Chattu V. Sexual Healthcare Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices amongst primary care...
Gender concordance between a PCP and a middle-aged or older patient has no effect on a PCP’s comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with them. – REJECT THIS NULL HYPOTHESIS

PCPs comfort when discussing sex with male middle and old aged patients strongly suggests that PCPs must also be male [OR=4.75; p=0.00]. A p value of 0.00 for ‘gender concordance’ shows strong evidence of association and statistical significance particularly for a male PCP to male middle and old aged patient interaction. Gender concordance with female PCPs and female middle-aged older patients did not show statistical significance but had a strong direction of association (high odds ratio) and therefore considered of relevant importance (See Table 8: Predictors of comfort in Paper 3: Rabathaly PA, Chattu V. Sexual Healthcare Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices amongst primary care physicians in Trinidad and Tobago. Journal of Family Medicine and Primary Care 2018. DOI: 10.4103/jfmpc.jfmpc_322_18).

PCP’s age has no effect on their comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with a middle-aged or older patient. – REJECT THIS NULL HYPOTHESIS

PCPs’ comfort when discussing sex with male middle or old-aged patients suggests that PCPs must also be over 40 years of age -at least middle-aged- [OR=3.1; p=0.03]. A p value of 0.03 for age concordance shows evidence of association and statistical significance particularly for a middle-aged PCP consulting comfortably with a male middle or old-aged patient. Age concordance with PCPs and female middle-aged older patients did not show statistical significance but had a strong direction of association (high odds ratio) and therefore considered of relevant clinical significance (See Table 8: Predictors of comfort in Paper 3: Rabathaly PA, Chattu V. Sexual Healthcare Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices amongst primary care physicians in Trinidad and Tobago. Journal of Family Medicine and Primary Care 2018. DOI: 10.4103/jfmpc.jfmpc_322_18).
The number of years of professional medical practice has no effect on a PCP’s comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with a middle-aged or older patient. – ACCEPT THIS NULL HYPOTHESIS

The findings of this study suggest that PCPs who were comfortable discussing sexual health with middle-aged or older (male) patients were twice more likely to have graduated ≥ 10 years or more ago [OR=2.39; p=0.06] and for female PCPs with middle-aged and older female patients [OR=1.31; p=0.66]. However, this predictor of comfort level during sexual health consultations with middle aged and older patients did not achieve statistical significance (a p value 0.05 and below) therefore may only be considered of clinical significance due to its strong direction of association (high odds ratio).

The number of years of local medical practice has no effect on a PCP’s comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with a middle-aged or older patient. – ACCEPT THIS NULL HYPOTHESIS

The findings of this study suggest that PCPs who were comfortable discussing sexual health with middle-aged or older male patients were twice more likely to have worked locally for ≥10 years or more [OR=1.74; p=0.27] and for female PCPs with middle-aged and older female patients [OR=1.78; p=0.34]. However, this predictor of comfort level during sexual health consultations with middle aged and older patients did not achieve statistical significance (a p value 0.05 and below) therefore may only be considered of clinical significance due to its strong direction of association (high odds ratio).

A PCP’s community medical practice location has no effect on their comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with a middle-aged or older patient. – ACCEPT THIS NULL HYPOTHESIS

The findings of this study suggest that PCPs who were comfortable discussing sexual health with middle-aged or older male patients were more likely to have worked in rural based medical practices [OR=1.63; p=0.34] and for female PCPs with middle-aged and older female patients [OR=1.43; p=0.61]. However, this predictor of comfort level during sexual health consultations with middle aged and older patients did not achieve statistical significance (a p value 0.05 and below)
therefore may only be considered of clinical significance due to its strong direction of association (high odds ratio).

- A PCP’s medical training location (local/foreign) has no effect on their comfort level during the conduct of a sexual health consultation with a middle-aged or older patient. – REJECT THIS NULL HYPOTHESIS

PCPs’ comfort level when discussing sex with (male) middle and old aged patients suggests that PCPs must be educated abroad [OR=4.14; p=0.01].\(^3\) A p value of 0.01 for age concordance shows strong evidence of association and statistical significance particularly for a PCP consulting with a male middle or old aged patient. Comfort level of PCPs who were trained abroad consulting with female middle-aged older patients did not show statistical significance but had a strong direction of association (high odds ratio) and therefore considered of relevant clinical significance (See Table 8: Predictors of comfort in Paper 3: Rabathaly PA, Chattu V. Sexual Healthcare Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices amongst primary care physicians in Trinidad and Tobago. Journal of Family Medicine and Primary Care 2018. DOI: 10.4103/jfmpc.jfmpc_322_18).\(^3\)

\(^{8.2.1.2}\) Findings Congruent with Literature

As discussed in Chapters 4-7, the findings in this research confirm (and in few areas expand on others) previous work and commentary by other researchers on the following: sociodemographic concordances are helpful facilitators in sexual health consultations with older patients and possibly even more so for sensitive topics such as sexual health. This study only tested gender and age concordance in the survey, but ethnicity and religious concordances were found qualitatively.\(^4\) The literature supports findings regarding the lack of prioritisation of sexual health in PC clinic, both PCP and patients come with barriers of ageist views about sex health issues and sometimes both the PCP and the patient are lacking knowledge about the sexual concerns being discussed.\(^5\) Generally, the key finding that lined up with all the previously reviewed studies was the fact that PCPs exhibit a low level of awareness of the prevalent sexual health conditions in later life. Lack of knowledge at the undergraduate medical school level was the most common and profound finding\(^6\) in both the interview and the national KAP survey.
datasets; however, personal worldview about sex and sexuality – a cultural barrier – was also revealed, and it is the most difficult to amend. The only way cultural taboos about sexuality can be diffused would be through education and positive health promotion about sexual health and ageing with the assistance of the social media.

8.2.1.3 Key Findings Unique to T&T

Also, previously discussed in chapters 4-7, there were a few interesting findings that could be unique to T&T setting. One of those findings included the popularity of the use of traditional medicine to address sexual health in later life and this was understood as it could have been a common practice with historical roots, but it could also be fostered by the cultural taboo associated with talking about sex. This may be more of a custom; however, with sexual health promotion and education for patients about how to address their sexual health concerns with the PCP, this may become second line. However, another driver (this is congruent with some literature) of this is the fact that primary care is not the place for older adult patients to seek sexual health care. PCPs who are the service providers complain that PC setting is unfit for sexual health care in later life for a plethora of reasons then perhaps what is most critical is to establish where middle-aged and older patients could seek sexual health care in the public sector in T&T. If PC does not address sexual health issues proactively with middle-aged and older patients, this warrants further attention and perhaps recommendations to expand the role of primary care within sexual health management needs to be considered; otherwise, older patients will have no choice but to continue to use alternative medicine and PCPs will continue to feel like a contingency plan after traditional healers when it comes to treating sexual health in later life.

The focused sexual history-taking habits were fostered out of fear of asking about sexual orientation and possibly due to the prior ‘homosexuality’ laws as well. The sexual history taking tool however is a diagnostic tool that PCPs stated that they use completely for their younger patients who they expect to be sexually active but then only part of the sexual history is purposely being asked to older adult. I cannot analyse any parts of the sexual history that are not applicable to older patient except for pregnancy and reproduction in females because of their age. As a result, the lack of use of the full tool of questions is mostly avoidance behaviour on the part of some PCPs to not feel
embarrassed asking their older patients details about their sexual intercourse, how it is done and with whom.411

In fact, it was most clear that some PCPs think that some of “those” questions are irrelevant and in the case of sexual orientation, this is not a normal question. PCPs will only get more acquainted and less fearful with the sexual history taking tool if they are trained with the knowledge and practice of asking each other. This may help PCPs further understand what they are trying to diagnose having asked these questions, in this regard, they can validate and evaluate that these are in fact normal common questions.412 As found in the Sexual Well Being Global Survey [SWGS] (which involved 26,032 respondents worldwide from 26 countries) on sexual behaviours, the ultimate goal for the physician in sexual health medicine is to assist patients (through appropriate diagnosis, therapy and education) to improve their overall sexual health and wellbeing.413 Clinical attention to issues that assure sexual satisfaction and sexual wellbeing can have considerable influence on overall sexual desire and general wellbeing.413 Clinical attention in sexual health also includes enhancing patient’s overall quality and quantity of their sexual experiences and opportunities to attain intimacy.413 However, if common questions in diagnostic sexual history are difficult for PCPs to manage with their older patients then arriving at the interplay of sexual well-being and sexual satisfaction and maintaining levels of sexual desire that are favourable for these patients may continue to be challenging.

I expected to find that rural community clinics would be more taboo about discussing sexual health, but a more surprising finding was the unspoken but very ‘tangible’ professional barrier between PCPs and older patients and the fact that this almost-paternalistic relationship urged on by both parties actually exacerbates existing barriers to discuss sexual health.376 This needs to be addressed and perhaps the lead for change should come from the PCP to a more patient-centred approach.375

8.2.2 A New Model Based on Synthesised Findings
With reference to the model described in Chapter 2 (see diagram below), findings from this study have encouraged me to make additions for consideration for influences on sexual health care communication.
In this section, I have synthesised the findings from each of the analyses discussed above and described how I used them to refine the conceptual framework presented in Chapter 2. I populated this model with evidence on characteristics of PCPs associated sexual health communication (PCPs’ sexual health practices). This new conceptual model aids the understanding of the potential influences on sexual health communication in clinical consultations presented below. However, all these relationships will benefit from further research as this is a new concept for consideration.

Using the above model by Street Jnr. et al204 presented in Chapter 2, and the findings of this study, the following adapted model (see Figure 13) is proposed for potential influences on physician’s sexual health communication. The four core influences in the above model were maintained but were personalised to the contents tested in this study which influenced physician sexual health communication referred to in the model as physician’s sexual health care practices. The additional influences seen in the adapted model below physician’s demographics, sexual health worldview, knowledge, and attitudes were explained in the results chapters and in the summary of results section of this chapter in the context of barriers and facilitators to effective sexual health communication with middle-aged and older patients. They were also presented in terms of the research question, and, the relationship between physician’s knowledge, attitudes, and practices were discussed. Increased (medical) knowledge of sexual health care in later life appeared to be a driver of positive attitudes (of comfort level with regard) to sexuality and sexual health care of middle and older aged patients. PCPs’ knowledge directly impacted on sexual health care practices by increasing the likelihood of their sexual health communication strategies being employed. PCP’s worldview on sexuality and how they perceive sexual health care also influences their management of patients seeking sexual health care in middle and old age. These relationships of potential influence are shown in the adapted model below. The adaption illustrates that for general physician-patient communication during medical encounters only, some of these influences may apply however for effective sexual health communication with patients 45 years and older as there are potentially more influences affecting the physician’s communication with these patients.
Adapting this model in Trinidad & Tobago

This is only a proposed model (Figure 13.) of the potential influences on PCPs sexual health communication with middle and older aged patients, as found in this study. The findings therefore are most applicable to PCPs in T&T and possibly adaptable to any other health care professionals involved in sexual health consultations with middle-aged and older patients who exhibit similar sociocultural norms and educational experiences in medical or sexual health training as described in this study. The model for consideration below identifies room for intervention in terms of where there could possibly be an opportunity for behaviour change in a physician’s (or other applicable health care professional) approach to sexual health care practices. The model proposed is open for assessment of whether interventions do foster change occur to any of the influential factors presented below. These interventions may include applying a change in one’s communication style or approach by being observant to older patients’ sensitivity during a sexual health consultation, applying concordance principles to ease rapport, increase in knowledge via update in training in sexual function in later life and assess whether there may be a positive change over a period of time in PCP’s behaviour in terms of their sexual health care practices, overall attitudes and worldview about sexuality.
Figure 13: Potential Influences on Physicians’ Sexual Health Communication

▲ indicate direction of influence ★ indicate area of intervention

**Physician’s Communication Style**
- Orientation to the relationship
- Approach: Doctor centred vs patient centred
- Decision making strategies: paternalistic vs. shared

**Patient’s Demographic Characteristics**
- Age (45 years and older)
- Gender

**Patient’s Communication (Behaviour)**
- Willingness to discuss sex
- Overall attitude towards sex health discussion and to physician

**Physician-Patient Concordance**
- Age
- Gender

**Physician’s Socio-demographic Characteristics**
- Age, Gender, Practice location (rural/urban)
- Education (local or foreign), Years of medical experience

**Physician’s Attitudes**
(towards sexuality and sexual health in later life)

**Physician’s Knowledge**
(medical training in patient care, treatment and communication of sexual health in later life)

**Physician’s Worldview**
(on sexuality & aging)
8.3 Reflections (in the Field)

8.3.1 Qualitative Experience

Observations in the Field
Though it would have been complimentary, this study did not employ observational methods. Therefore, no consultations between PCPs and their patients were observed in the field. All interviews describing sexual health consultations were self-reported experiences and accounts offered by the PCP. The only observations that were documented were the PCPs’ actual attitudes and behaviours discussing retrospective experiences in sexual health consultations and their perspectives about sexuality and sexual health during the interview with the researcher. There were a few findings arising out of my analysis of field notes, though quite minimal.

Longest Interviews/Outliers
Interestingly, the longest recording times were with some of the older PCPs who were very keen on participating in the study. Both male and female PCPs had served in public sector as a PCP for more than 30 years and were functioning solely as private PCPs and closer to becoming retired PCPs. They had a wealth of knowledge to share and with all eagerness. We held interview sessions with them (4 of them stood out, 2 males and 2 females, who are seniors over 60 years old). Interviews were 90 to 120 minutes long compared with the average 30-45 minutes.

They offered more clinical scenarios as they had a lot of experiences and they were able to give comparative stories of when it was most difficult as a new PCP to talk about sexual health compared with now as an old adult themselves. Their perspectives were eye-openers and commonalities were seen in other interviews from younger PCPs who were going through what they described as their experience when they were new to community medicine. As senior PCPs, they find it very easy to talk to patients, young or old, about sexual health and they know how to gauge patients better as experience has taught them. They feel that they can still learn a lot as sexual health has changed and for old age, they can understand the impact of ageing on sexuality personally – perhaps the reasons supporting understanding, empathy, and where their patients may be coming from.
Choosing Quotes

When reporting the findings of qualitative research studies, it is typically very important to display data. Qualitative data is usually displayed by selecting key quotes or exemplars, building tables or matrices or using diagrams to visually display theories or models that emerged from a qualitative study. Displaying direct quotes, short stories or excerpts from interviews, field notes are a widely used method for describing themes. I use direct quotes because it helps my examiners/readers to assess and 'experience' the data I collected and analysed, understand the findings of my analysis, and to evaluate the plausibility, credibility or face validity of my claims. I chose excerpts that clearly support the claims I have made in my findings. The best excerpts were selected to support the interpretation and findings in this chapter and they embody the most balanced representation of what most PCPs felt and expressed. Most themes I described were excerpts which best narrated how they were expressed to me, plus, they offered optimal understanding about the findings I selected. I have also discussed or presented a few outlying (uncommon) responses from the PCPs to further offer a complete representation of all the perspectives from the participants in this study.

Based on repetitive frequency of some themes, it was clearer for some that these were the most common expressions of the PCPs. For example, out of 35 interviews, if 35 persons indicated that they never ask a patient about their sexual orientation, that is clearly a unanimous feeling. If 30 persons indicated that they were uncomfortable discussing sex with old-aged persons, it would still be a common theme. For the one or two persons who shared a view very different from everyone else—such as I would take a sexual history with any patient regardless of age even if they are over 70 at every visit—their response would be an outlier as it was the only or least frequent theme presented. Not all outliers are discussed in this paper, but they are described in various places as they too are PCPs views. As qualitative interviews were only conducted with 35 persons, about 20% of the PCP population, though it may be an outlier, out of the 35, this comment could be representative of other PCPs. I selected what I considered the “classic” themes from my dataset that exemplified the key themes or patterns that emerged. I focused on the interviews that best exemplified the dominant features of the data explored and on those themes that grabbed my attention. For
example, if I felt it was interesting or a new revelation, different from everyone else, I accounted them for outliers. Double coding was done on some transcripts with my Supervisor. This was noted in Paper 2 and in the methods chapter. Findings were compared with the literature and discussed in Paper 2 and in Chapters 7 and 8. The methodology of thematic analysis and double coding was justified in Chapter 3.

**Reflection in between Interviews**

In between interviews, time was set aside to reflect on the experience in terms of the flow of the interviews, interactions, PCPs’ body language and responses, as well as the PC environment in order to compare it with the previous ones – these were field notes that were also triangulated. There were only a few incidents five where PCPs’ behaviour was notable. They either displayed outright discomfort in the interview with regard to the questions or disinterest or were trying to be too convincing where they uttered ‘yes’ for everything. Also, when I would ask a rephrased version of the question, there were doubts or their responses changed. This was not experienced with others; in fact, most persons who changed their views admitted that this was what they first felt but now they feel at ease to declare how they truly felt (and usually that occurred later in the conversation when the rapport was improved over time).

Sometimes these ‘change of views’ offered by the PCPs resulted after answering questions they pondered on that presented ethical dilemmas known and unknown to them. For example, some PCPs expressed to me that they were not comfortable discussing sex (and additionally some PCPs will not conduct a relevant physical examination) with middle-aged or older patients for a variety of reasons including: their age, gender, religion, attitude, professional position and others. No PCP admitted this with any coercion by the researcher. Even though their personal choice to avoid a sexual health consultation inferred that perhaps they won’t assist the patient could be viewed as a conflict with the Hippocratic oath (do no harm), or possibly as an act of negligence and maleficence. Regardless, PCPs opinions, actions and perspectives divulged during these interviews were respected and kept confidential and anonymous – this too was reiterated with the PCP at the end of the interviews. In most cases, for those PCPs who have admitted that their underlying reason for not following through with a sexual health consultation may stem primarily from their discomfort, they usually will
refer the patient to a competent physician or health care professional more experienced to consult the patient on such matters. Some PCPs even expressed that it is their right to refer patients in such circumstances that they cannot handle. Overall, PCPs comments such and these, did not affect the rapport or the rest of the interview between any of the 35 PCPs interviewed and the researcher. As the researcher, I remained calm, reactionless in my facial expressions to all responses given, maintained the same tone of voice as to not show any bias and simply continued with the rest of questions to complete my semi structured interviews.

8.3.2 During Quantitative Experience

Inconsistent Variables

This could be viewed as a limitation that physical examination of men was excluded from the six clinical scenarios. There was no reason for this as no bias was intended rather, a balanced number of scenarios should have been selected not only in gender, but as well in age, treatment options, etc. As indicated in the limitations, all treatment options should have been standardised for each scenario, thereby, offering the PCP the opportunity to rank in order of priority the treatment options recommended for the patient in those consultations. If the vignettes were presented in this manner, physical examination would have been an option for each patient regardless of gender.

Participants of Interest in this Study

My study was focused on examining the dynamic of the PCPs in the local setting. It was inferred by PCPs during the Qualitative phase most UWI-trained PCPs were exposed to limited training in SH. Thus, I wanted to assess whether being a locally trained PCP vs. a foreign trained PCP had any influence on their KAP. Most of the foreign graduates were trained in India, Africa, and some in Europe and the US based schools in the Caribbean.

Non-Responders in this Study

Generally, the study population showed interest and openness to participate once they understood what the research was about. Others, however, who felt that the research was invasive and personal, will not respond from the start. T&T needs to be exposed to more research opportunities so that it would be commonplace, and persons won't be uptight about participating.
**Alternative Methods**

I would consider targeting the PCPs’ who worked solely privately and triangulate my findings with this new data set. It would also be useful to interview medical school lecturers (who are also private and public-based physicians in the health sector). The topic guide for these participants would be different, but it would allow for a comprehensive understanding of the entire picture. If they were involved in this study, I would have wanted to understand what shaped their teaching practices and try to determine why they would omit certain parts of the sexual health curriculum. I also considered observational study; however, many PCPs already admitted it was a very personal type of consultation and, too, patients were already so uncomfortable with them. How did I expect them to have behaved with an additional person in the room?

### 8.4 Overarching Key Strengths & Limitations

#### 8.4.1 Strengths

Overall, key strengths which were reflected on for this study include:

- **Baseline Data for T&T and the Caribbean**

This research was able to provide great baseline data regarding PCPs’ knowledge, attitudes, and sexual health care and treatment practices. Establishing the baseline (reference/value) will serve for use in future studies. It was a cross-sectional study; as a result, some practices may have changed from when they were conducted. For example, renovations and brand-new health centres with better private rooms have been built. However, much can still be learned. This study was conducted in a multicultural setting and perhaps since Trinidad and Tobago is very different in terms of ethnicity, culture, and development than the other Caribbean islands, the results of this study may not be as easily generalizable, but it provides a study design of interest that may be reproducible across the region.

- **KAP & CME Format Section**

The KAP survey provided PCPs’ “opinions.” It measured the extent of a sexual health communication between PCPs and their older patients; it confirmed or disproved the thesis hypotheses; it provided baseline information about the nation’s PCP’ knowledge, attitude, and practices about SRH in later life; it also identified what is practiced across various clinical scenarios. The CME format was favoured by most, though a minor few PCPs indicated that...
it reminded them of medical school examinations (though not necessarily indicated in an unfavourable way).

- Online Pilot/Data Collection Administration Change in Field

I designed a brief pilot study for my online KAP survey, and I rolled out this pilot prior to my arrival in T&T. The aim of this online pilot survey was primarily to assess ease of use and feasibility, acceptability, and understanding, plus, to determine if there were problems with the interface prior to implementing this tool as a national survey. The pilot study does not guarantee success in the main study, but it aimed to increase the likelihood of success if the ‘mini’ version of the larger study is executed well.\(^{414}\) This was certainly very true, as my pilot experience did not really guide the actual survey methods employed. I still learned that my survey instrument itself had minor changes to make; hence, it was not difficult to change from electronic to paper-based method as the content remained the same. There was no difference in the content of the survey after minor changes, only in the method of administration from online to paper-based. Hence, many of these criteria were no longer applicable apart from assessing understanding of the questions that were asked – and I received further feedback from the users, plus, they had no issues comprehending what was asked. There is a need for more discussion among researchers using both processes; also, as outcomes of conducting online method was no longer feasible (nor use of Cochrane’s methodology to improve online response rate) and had to be changed in the field for the study. I opted to print paper-based versions of the survey and manually distribute them as this was most effective for quantitative data collection in this setting. I considered telephone interviews, but PCPs would have preferred face-to-face survey interviews instead. Additionally, PCPs did not appreciate giving out their phone contacts to researchers and would not have had the time to answer calls during work hours for a survey.
Mixed-Methods Approach including Triangulation

The decision to conduct a sequential mixed-method study followed by triangulation (all discussed as results in Chapters 3 – 7) offered better scope to answer the different research questions. The results received from the two methods also presented some divergences which would not have been captured using a mono-method approach.

Additionally, the triangulation of these results allowed for further analysis and deeper understanding of the findings rather than new outcomes, which had many instances of confirmation and complementarity and opportunity to introspect on some of the divergences. It may be argued that because the qualitative arm was first and this data analysis informed the quantitative arm, this could be the reason why more complementarity ‘bias’ could have been seen; however, this confirmed that the results captured were more likely to be accurate. Further, Ratcliffe argued about the quantitative survey method of KAP and deemed its ability to produce accurate data on the underlying factors as narrow based on its limited comprehension of the socio-cultural context and its conceivably inaccurate interpretation of data.169

In response to Ratcliffe, the KAP survey employed was not traditional (explained in Limitations in Section 8.4.2); however, there were still benefits as the KAP survey helped to obtain general information about PCPs’ knowledge regarding treatment and prevention practices. Plus, their demographics, SRH education, years of experience, setting, location, and some scores were determined. However, appropriate methods in relation to these study objectives were considered and other methods had to be employed in addition to KAP to ensure it was understood.

I agree with Ratcliffe that the underlying reasons and the sociocultural context would have been missing if a KAP study was the primary focus. I considered other suitable ethnographic methods, including focus group discussions, in-depth interviews, participant observation, and various participatory methods. Also, at the time of this research, a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods proved most effective and feasible.
8.4.2 Limitations

Overall, some limitations were considered when interpreting our findings.

- Interview Management

Some areas for improvement of the methods used and the research experience include better training as a researcher on how to identify and manage reporter and researcher bias during interview sessions and analysis. Some of the experiences are difficult to avoid, e.g., hierarchical seating in a consultation room. Some PCPs tried to manipulate the interview as well for their own comfort and preferences, or simply because they were older or of different gender and culture.

Another aspect of the interview process I reflected on was the number of interviews taken. Although I felt that conducting more interviews would not have captured further themes, it is possible that additional interviews may have provided more comprehensive information. Discussing sex even with physicians is taboo. The word is heavily stigmatised and, as such, it is possible that the PCPs’ may not have felt comfortable being honest even about their professional clinical sexual health practices, attitudes, and comfort level, especially as they were interviewed at their workplace or even on the anonymised survey. However, I felt that this was best dealt with by assuring PCPs that this research was not associated with the Ministry of Health in any way (which had been their major concern) and that their interview data would be kept anonymous, plus, the interviews were conducted in consultation rooms free of other PCPs and patients.

- Courtesy Bias

There was also the problem of ‘courtesy biases’ during data collection of both the interviews and the survey, suggesting that some PCPs may have fashioned their responses according to their perception of my expected response. This choice by the PCPs was possibly to avoid embarrassment for having a particular opinion or conflict if they thought I may not have favoured their point of view. Some participants would rather act this way instead of refusing to participate in an interview or survey. Courtesy bias has been reported in many studies utilising surveys and, hence, raising a cause for criticism of the use of the survey method.171
In both qualitative and quantitative phases, some PCPs were hesitant to participate initially as they assumed that this survey had something to do with the MoH and feared that their responses would be determined, thus, jeopardising their jobs. These assumptions could have exacerbated the courtesy bias. For example, answers to the survey questions related to the PCPs comfort level in discussing sexual health with older patients seemed to be mostly positive as most PCPs indicated they were generally comfortable, yet during the in-depth interviews, most PCPs voiced their discomfort.

- **Survey Instrument**

I would consider improving the survey instrument by offering a different method to assess care practices (as discussed in Paper 3) by assessing practice in a standardised way to be able to compute an overall ‘practice score’. For better comparison and the attitudes—perhaps four categories for assessing comfort level is not the most appropriate measure, other rating scales could have been used. For example, I could have allowed PCPs to grade their level of comfort from 1 to 10 for different types of management strategies to really assess comfort in more than one way. For example, I only have an idea about their comfort based on the scenario presented. Yet, I do not know whether they are truly comfortable with the sexual health management options—despite indicating their willingness to offer them.

PCPs can very well offer treatment such as counsel the patient, but that does not mean they are happy doing it. Otherwise, it could mean they will for merely 2 minutes rather than 10. Other areas such as improving access to the full list of private and public PCPs and increasing the overall study population would have enhanced this study. There is still much to learn about private practice setting and further study to assess whether PCPs’ experiences are the same in this setting where resources are much improved—an opportunity for further post-doctoral research.

**8.5 Recommendations for T&T**

Going forward from this thesis, the suggestions take an important step towards seriously addressing gaps in sexual health knowledge in later life.
1. Educational Training for all Stages and Ages

My primary recommendation is focused on the key finding—to increase knowledge base in sexual health for all. I envisioned the implementation of a national sexual health and educational strategic plan with a cross-functional technical working group of professionals and clinicians to target various audiences: PCPs, medical students, patients in middle and old age, other HCPs implementing partners, etc.

- PCPs
  
  i. Education and training of PCPs in comprehensive sexual health. Making sexual health a priority for PCPs will require revision of educational efforts on three levels: undergraduate clinical education, postgraduate residency training, and continuing education for clinicians in practice with a comprehensive CME covering the wide range of topics under sexual health including an all-inclusive sexual health module (e.g., in STI, HIV, and NCDs and management, family planning and reproductive life course and ageing, contraception for older males, sexual dysfunction and risk-reduction counselling, plus LGBTQIA.395,389,383

  ii. Training on the sexual health needs of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered patients is particularly inadequate for all ages and completely non-existent for older-aged groups. While medical students may be trained to assess sexual preference, they are often not attuned to the medical and social factors affecting LGBTQIA patients, despite the demonstrated impact of these factors on health outcomes.415,416

  iii. Asking sexual health questions, as some patients felt sexual health should only be discussed if a specific symptom or problem were present. Patients also reported feeling ashamed of their sexual problems or worried that providers might perceive them as sexually abnormal. Some older patients assumed any sexual problems were solely the result of aging and, thus, inevitable. Overall, patients need to better understand their own ability to start, stop, and control the
direction of any patient-provider discussions of sexual health. Efforts to educate patients should take these important factors into account.

iv. Better continuing medical education and training could provide practicing clinicians with important sexual health knowledge as well as the confidence and skills to more effectively and routinely address individual sexual health needs.\textsuperscript{417}

- **Medical Students**
  i. Review of medical school curricula found that only 3–10 hours during 4 years of study were dedicated to sexual health – this needs to increase bearing the following in mind:
  
  ii. In formal medical education, more emphasis could be placed on assessment and maintenance of sexual health. For example, sexual health proficiency could be designated as an area in which medical residents must demonstrate formal competency to complete their residency.
  
  iii. Training on the sexual health needs of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (L) patients is particularly inadequate as they are often not attuned to the medical and social factors affecting LGBTQIA patients.

- **For the middle-aged and older patient**
  Educating patients about sexual health to acquire a better understanding of sexual health in later life. In most clinical visits, patients are seeking information, explanations, or support from PCPs who will soon be more equipped to provide their patients with more info. In the interim, we can focus on wider health promotion so that they may benefit.
2. Changes in Primary Care Setting
✓ Expand PC services to have a wider sexual health focus with a more comprehensive package of related services (e.g., STI/HIV screening, provision of contraception for older males, sexual dysfunction and risk-reduction counselling).
✓ Promote discussing sex in everyday contexts. This approach may be particularly valuable in addressing health-care concerns of committed couples or older patients. PCPs may need to examine how their own attitudes and values about sexual health affect patient interactions. A sexual health approach can also address tensions about how to best achieve sexual health.

3. The Ministry of Health, Trinidad and Tobago
✓ Guide them to use the social media to play an important role in increasing patient health promotion in ageing and sexual health, helping to decrease stigma and normalize conversations about sexual health with PCPs through ads and infographics.
✓ Design and plan a sexual health programme over the life course from new-born to old-aged persons with training and activities in sexual health for all ages and stages
✓ Design sexual health educational materials for PCPs and for patient use. For example, design a five-question-focused sexual history for patients to fill out to initiate the sexual health discussion, to be piloted and implemented in PC settings.

- Nationwide Health Promotion
There needs to be nationwide sexual health education model that uses a familial sexual health approach using messages such as “screening is healthy for all” and “speak to your doctor together” can encourage couples to discuss sexual health issues to be addressed in the same visit. Education needs to encourage older patients to discuss sex in everyday contexts with each other. PCPs must learn how to initiate SRH discussions, and break this cycle of reticence.
• **Sexual Health Policy**

A broader sexual health focus in primary care instead of adding a new clinic for older adults (as this may encourage more stigma and discrimination). All related services (e.g., STI/HIV screening, family planning, sexual dysfunction, and psychosexual counseling) should be offered on particular days at each health centre. Counselling about sexuality needs to be a routine part of care to engage physicians and patients, thus, making this a normal venture. This will increase their comfort and possibly encourage a way to get partners involved.418

• **PCPs’ Socio-Demographics & Concordance**

Attempt to roster both male and female PCPs of varied age groups and backgrounds at all health centres, if possible. This way, for patients who have preferences, options will be available.

• **PCPs’ Communication Style**

The present communication style of many PCPs is affected by the primary care setting and work culture. As mentioned in previous chapters, due to the low number of medical PCP staff and high number of patients, the time allowed per patient at most facilities is too limited for thorough consultations. This constraint also resulted in being more paternalistic (doctor-centred) and limited shared decision-making.

Other reasons contributing to this communication style including work culture and the expected PCP-patient relationship; therefore, appropriate training updating PCPs on effective consultations, PCP-patient communication, time management, and sexual health history taking can influence these interactions more positively. These sessions can be incorporated into Clinical Interview Skills in undergraduate level and as refresher courses under CMEs for postgraduate. Additionally, making amendments to existing policies on sexual health to include the middle-aged and older age group will also influence PCPs to consider this a priority in primary care alongside chronic diseases. Additionally, making CMEs mandatory for health care professionals will also assist so that these types of refresher courses and trainings can also be prioritized.
National Sexual Health Agenda

Taking into consideration the abovementioned recommendations and proposed model, the overall aim proposed is to foster change in our national sexual health care standards and practices. To initiate this achievement emphasis is recommended to be placed on increasing knowledge in sexual and reproductive health in later life, improving overall communication standards in ageing and sexual health care matters in PC and older patient related outcomes and wellbeing for sexual health concerns in later life. Even though the approach is PC focused acknowledgement of work to be done to encourage awareness within our older population regarding sexual difficulties that are expected as one ages and where they can comfortably access appropriate care for such concerns is also promoted. This guidance is influenced from research and ongoing projects governed by the WHO – Europe where there has been an established WHO Strategy and action plan for healthy ageing in Europe. In keeping with the proposed model (Fig. 14) and recommendation in this study, one primary aim of the WHO-Europe strategy includes ensuring that healthcare professionals in PC attain sufficient training to allow them to be receptive rather than daunted, when older people present with sexual difficulties especially when complicated by chronic illness. Regardless, it is important for sexuality to remain a priority throughout our lifecourse and for sex in later life to become increasingly viewed as an integral ingredient of healthy ageing.

However, it is clear that addressing sexual health is complex but as shown in this small study (which only addresses a one aspect of SRH), there are many entry points for strategic intervention. Education level in sexual health in later life has been found to be a key indicator and influential factor in this study, directing attention and resources and using guidelines as outlined in the WHO Strategy above but also those from the SAFE Project: A European partnership to promote the SRH and rights of young people” (but adapting it to include sexual health in later life) can be a powerful means for T&T to achieve a sustainable, ongoing sexual health care practices in public health and PC settings. The overall recommendations of the SAFE project demonstrate the importance of implementing a Comprehensive Sexuality Education which should be initiated from an early age using a life course approach. Using this approach the population could be better sensitised and educated about sexual and reproductive health, sexuality and sexual health in later life continuously throughout their
educational experiences (including up to tertiary education). This approach should also be included in various community level health promotion and educational interventions. According to the SAFE project findings and guidelines appropriate complementary health care policies in sexual health focused on a lifecourse approach to SRH and SRHR should also endorse the various academic and public health care curriculums.\textsuperscript{420}
8.5.1 Study Contribution

My thesis contributes the following to literature:

❖ An understating of the physician’s perspective on communication barriers and facilitators in sexual health consultations including sexual history taking with middle-aged and older patients in primary care settings.
❖ PCPs’ characteristics and predictors of sexual health consultations with patients of idle and old age.
❖ Overview of the current practice of sexual health provisions in primary care in T&T for middle-aged and older patients in T&T.
❖ Influences on physician communication in sexual health consultations between physician and mature patients in primary care.
❖ Recommendations for best practice in improving sexual health communication.
❖ Baseline data on PCPs’ KAP in sexual health care and sexual history taking with patients 45 years and older (specifically, associations between PCPs’ characteristics and their KAP, associations between their KAP and the characteristics that predict more likely sexual health management options offered by PCPs to middle-aged and older patients presenting with sexual health related concerns).
❖ An adapted working model of the influences on PCPs’ communication in sexual health consultations with middle-aged and older patients for future testing and modification.
8.6 Conclusion and Recommendations

Effective training has the potential to enhance PCPs’ ability to comfortably discuss sensitive sexual health issues, take a sexual history, provide more holistic patient-centred care, and ultimately reduce adverse sexual health outcomes experienced by patients in middle and old age.

Training in sexual health communication, sexual history taking and sexual functioning in later life are predictors of increased opportunities to manage comfortable sexual health consultations with middle and old patients seeking sexual health intervention. If PCPs’ throughout T&T could better address sexual health issues, they could increase the availability of preventive health services and treatment to avoid poor sexual health outcomes—sexual dysfunction. Likewise, greater patient interest in open dialogue with their PCPs about sexual health could enhance patients’ seeking of needed services and their satisfaction with care.

Ultimately, for both physician and patients, better education and training in sexual health will come in handy. Future research is encouraged to determine the KAP of private physicians and specialists working with middle-aged and older patients in T&T; to determine appropriate diagnostic sexual assessment tools for middle and old-aged patients; ascertain what factors influence decision-making and communication strategies in the physician-older patient relationship; and to discover the impact of cultural taboos on PCPs’ decision-making process when treating older patients and how will the dynamic of PC change when faced with managing older LGBTQIA patients.
Appendices
9.1 Appendix 1 Publications from this thesis
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Abstract

Our sexuality and sexual health is affected by physiological-, pharmacological-, psychosocial-, and illness-related changes as we age. Physiological changes in men can cause less firm erections due to narrowing of the arteries that supply blood to the penis, and in women, the vagina can become shorter, narrower, and less lubricated. Pharmacological and medical interventions may affect libido in both men and women by decreasing overall sexual desire resulting in a diminished interest in sex over time. Illnesses more prevalent among middle-aged and older adults including diabetes can also influence sexual function, such as increased erectile dysfunction among men and lack of sexual arousal in women. Societal changes, including increased rates of divorce, use of the internet to find sexual partners, suggest that older populations are also at risk of sexually transmitted infections (STIs). Even though the World Health Organization’s definition of sexual health contains no age limits, most sexual health policies, services, and interventions target people from adolescence to early childbearing years. Many people continue to be sexually active in later years, yet health promotion and services target the young (under 25 years), with little opportunity for prevention, treatment, or positive sexual health promotion in over 45 s. Sexual dysfunction, STIs are an increasing public health issue among middle-aged and older adults but are not considered a priority for surveillance in sexual healthcare. This review aims to examine how sexual health is affected by aging and why sexual health among people aged 45 years and above is of public health importance.

Keywords: Aging, middle-aged, old aged, sexual dysfunction, sexual health, sexuality

Introduction

On average, the population is getting older because of successful public health interventions increasing life expectancy. An estimated 29.3% of the world’s population is middle-aged (45–64 years) and older (above 65 years).[1] In the developed countries like Japan, life expectancy at birth now exceeds 83 years and is at least 81 years in several other countries, including the UK and 79 years in the US.[2] In less developed regions, such as East Asia and the Caribbean also increased to at least 74 years (with the notable exception of parts of Africa where deaths caused by the HIV/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) epidemic is responsible for the fall in life expectancy rates).[3] Thus, much attention has focused on the implications of an aging population. Individual and societal benefits of increased life expectancy include the value of longer periods of life, a sustained sense of well-being and productivity (increased retirement age), and extended periods of social engagement, however, these are coupled with problems associated with an aging population. These problems include chronic illness and communicable diseases, higher probability of developing dementia, disability, and dependency. Notably, minimal attention has been paid to this group with respect to their sexual health and how it affects their quality of life (QOL). Policy makers and media seem to equate sexual health with youth (both positively and negatively) while the sexual health-care needs of the middle-aged and older is ignored.[4]

The World Health Organization defines sexual health as “a state of physical, emotional, mental, and social well-being related to sexuality; not merely the absence of disease, dysfunction,
or infirmity. Sexual health requires a positive and respectful approach to sexuality and sexual relationships, as well as the possibility of having pleasurable and safe sexual experiences, free of coercion, discrimination, and violence. For sexual health to be attained and maintained, the sexual rights of all persons must be protected, respected, and fulfilled.1-4 While this definition contains no age limits, most sexual health policies, services, and interventions target people from adolescence to early child-bearing years. In many high-income countries, including the UK, public health strategies aiming to combat poor sexual health, such as their Teenage Pregnancy Strategy, the National Chlamydia Screening Programme, and the Sexual Health and HIV Strategy have focused primarily on the young.5-7 Possibility due to the assumption that sexual health among older people is not of public health importance or even that older people are not sexually active, and therefore not at risk of poor sexual health outcomes.

This review aims to examine how our sexual health is affected by aging and why sexual health among people aged 45 years and above is of public health importance.

The impact of normal aging on sexual function

For most men and women, changes in sexual function occur around midlife and into subsequent decades as a normal consequence of aging.8-10 These changes include physiological (biological and physical) and psychosocial (emotional, mental, and social) changes, some of which can be illness related or brought on by pharmacological intervention, but all of which further influence our sexuality.

Physiological aspects of aging on sexuality

As we age, physiological changes (including hormonal levels) in our bodies may affect our sexual competence and can lead to problems, including diminished or absent interest in sex, difficulty becoming sexually aroused or lack of enjoyment during sex.10

Men

The physical changes coupled with aging are associated with an increased risk of impotence. Erections can be less firm or smaller than they used to be due to narrowing of the arteries that supply blood to the penis, and they produce less ejaculate during an orgasm or lose an erection faster after orgasm.8,9,10 Testosterone levels begin to decline in the fifth decade, often resulting in a diminishment of sexual desire.10 Loss of desire is associated with, and often a consequence of, diminished sexual responsiveness.

Women

Hormonal changes after menopause or a hysterectomy can cause the vagina to become shorter, narrower, and less lubricated.8,9 Estrogen depletion following menopause may affect the psychology and the physiology of sexual response. Blood flow to vaginal and genital tissues and sensory stimulation are directly affected by declining estrogen levels.10 These changes can produce vaginal dryness and recurrent genital pain with intercourse (dyspareunia), contributing to loss in desire and diminished sexual responsiveness.11-13

Medical and illness-related factors

Physical illness can affect sexual function directly by interfering with endocrine, neural, and vascular processes that mediate the sexual response, indirectly by causing weakness or pain and psychologically by provoking changes in body image and self-esteem.1,8 In men and women, the age-related chronic or systemic conditions that instigate these changes and affect overall sexual satisfaction and performance include endocrine or metabolic disorders such as diabetes; cardiovascular diseases; cancers; neurologic disorders; and generally any injuries related to the reproductive organs, chronic pain, and incontinence.11-13 The burden of chronic disease is growing due to increased life expectancy and lifestyle changes. For example, the estimated global prevalence for diabetes in 2010 was 347 million and was expected to affect 438 million people by 2030.14 However, we are set to exceed this estimate as the prevalence was 422 million in 2014.15,16 Age has been shown to be a significant risk factor for all types of sexual dysfunction (SD). The age-related probability of complete erectile dysfunction (ED) is three times greater in patients with diabetes than in those without.12,17 ED prevalence and severity increase with age from 39% in men in their 40 s to 67% for men in their 70 s.18 Surgical therapy in men can affect erectile function by interfering with the neurologic innervation of the penis. Gynecologic and mastectomy surgeries in women affect the decline in orgasmic pleasure, such as following a hysterectomy because of the absence of uterine contractions.8,10 For men and women who view hysterectomy as a further loss of femininity, the women's self-esteem and body image may be negatively affected. Conversely, for women who experience relief from pain, abnormal bleeding, or cramping, hysterectomy may result in an improved sexual function.11

Pharmacological factors

While pharmacological interventions have been developed to combat age-related illnesses and conditions; medications can cause or exacerbate changes in sexual function. These effects on sexual function can be more apparent among older persons as the aging process influences physiologic drug distribution, metabolism, and excretion. In men, medications such as the antihypertensive agents, beta blockers, and diuretics appear to be the primary causes of impaired erection.12 In addition, cardiovascular drugs, cancer chemotherapy agents, antidepressants, antipsychotics, a wide range of antidepressants, lithium, and numerous drugs of abuse (including cocaine, alcohol, narcotics, and amphetamines) have all been linked to impaired erectile function.19 In women, reported side effects are associated with antidepressant, antipsychotic, and neuroleptic medications and include decreased sexual desire, impaired arousal and lubrication, vaginal atrophy, delayed orgasm, and anorgasmia.11,12 Antihypertensive drugs have been shown to impair physiologic sexual response in women by decreasing vaginal blood flow and pressure and pulse responses.13 With regard to diabetes, male SD is a common, under-appreciated complication of this disease that can include
disorders of libido, ejaculatory problems, and ED.\cite{17} All three forms of male dysfunction can be a significant burden to diabetic patients and can affect their QoL.\cite{21} There is a paucity of research on the effects of diabetes on women; at this point, it does not appear to be correlated with sexual function as there is no evidence that peripheral or autonomic neuropathies directly affect the female sexual response.\cite{29}

**Psychosocial aspects of aging on sexuality**

Sexual function in middle-aged and older adults also has psychological influences like those that impact the sexuality of younger persons. Common sources of sexual dissatisfaction noted among couples of all ages include commitment issues, marital conflict, sexual intimacy, communication problems, lack of trust, and incompatibilities in sexual desire and performance.\cite{36} However, what makes these factors different for older adults is that these may be amplified by anger and resentment that may have built over the years, as well as by feelings of entrapment and resignation and the option to leave if the relationship no longer seems viable.\cite{34} Psychosocial stresses such as depression or anxiety may fuel increased sexual difficulties, for example, stress attributable to the death of a spouse, divorce or separation, loss of a job or social status, and deterioration of support networks.\cite{30}

**Adapting to changes in sexuality**

Regardless of the physical and psychological barriers coupled with aging, many middle-aged and older adults adapt to improve their sexual lives. However, there are greater societal pressures to maintain a youthful appearance, perhaps influenced by an ageist media. Thus, widely accessible anti-aging products and treatments, as well as the growing popularity of plastic surgery and cosmetic treatments, occur in this age group. According to the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery 2016 report, ages 40–54 contributed to make up the majority of cosmetic procedures – 49% (7.6 million) cosmetic procedures performed and ages 55 and over second highest with 4.1 million.\cite{39} Reported factors that drive older patients toward anti-aging treatments and procedures include: improving general self-esteem; to be competitive in the workplace; to feel more attractive and connected/accepted in their social circles; to get a new start on life and attract new partners; and to look as young as they feel, as people become more “fitness” and attractive-conscious.\cite{39}

The internet offers forums for sex education and entertainment and the opportunity to meet sexual partners. The sexuality of older adults, like younger adults, has been greatly enhanced (or grossly distorted) through the varied avenues of the internet through which many have found new opportunities for sexual expression.\cite{22} The popularity of internet use for cyber dating and meeting the newly single middle-aged and older people is growing as several sites such as “Friends over 50”\cite{22} and “50+ Dating”\cite{22} and many others are well established. Remarriage and cohabitation in middle and old age is a progressively growing socio-demographic trend. In the US, about 50% of the “Baby boomers” (the post-Second World War generation born between 1946 and 1964) have divorced and remarried and the proportions ever divorced, currently divorced, and married at least twice, are highest among individuals ages 50 and over.\cite{32,33} For those who are lonely in middle and old age, forming new relationships could be a necessary socioemotional goal which may serve to improve their psychological and sexual wellbeing. In fact, relationships formed in later life tend to be more positive, deeper, and more meaningful than those relationships in young adulthood.\cite{38} Interestingly, the dynamic of relationships in later life include choosing partners that are vastly younger in age (for reasons that may include making them feel youthful again). In the Caribbean, U.S., and Latin America the terms “Sugar daddy” and “Cougar syndrome” have been coined for these types of sexual relations which are becoming more acceptable possibly due to TV and Music celebrities of both sexes who flaunt their new relationships globally in the media with much younger partners.

**Sexual behavior and health in middle-aged and older adults**

**Sexual dysfunction**

Our knowledge is limited regarding sexual behavior in middle-aged and older adults as many surveys on sexual behavior or routine data collection exclude older people. Surveys which did include this demographic suggest that older adults are sexually active and consider sexual function,\cite{27} performance and ability to have sex as very important.\cite{28,29} A cross-sectional study in the UK and US showed that more than 80% of 50–90-year-old are sexually active.\cite{30,31} However, this age group has a higher probability of SD due to aging and development of chronic illnesses. Commonly reported SD problems among middle-aged and older adults include: (i) lack of interest in sex; (ii) arousal problems; (iii) climaxing too early; (iv) inability to achieve an orgasm; (v) experiencing pain during sex; (vi) not finding sex pleasurable; and (vii) anxiety about performance.\cite{31,33}

The prevalence of these issues varies according to the country. The National Social Life Health and Aging Project in the US indicates that more than half of the people between 57 and 65 years and about a third of those 75–86 years are sexually active, about half (of both age groups) self-reported at least one bothersome sexual problem; one third report at least two.\cite{40} In a global European study (Sweden, the UK, Belgium, Germany, Austria, France, Spain and Italy) on sexual activity, dysfunction, health-seeking attitudes and behavior, 83% of the men and 66% of the women aged 40–80 years are sexually active.\cite{40} SDs frequently reported were early ejaculation (11%) and ED (8%) in men and a lack of sexual interest (18%), an inability to reach orgasm (13%), and lubrication difficulties (11%) in women.\cite{40} Higher frequencies for these were seen in Spain, with early ejaculation (31%) and lack of sexual interest (17%) the most commonly reported male sexual problems and a lack of sexual interest (36%) and an inability to reach orgasm (28%) the most commonly
reported female sexual problems. Recent pharmaceutical developments have provided options such as “wonder drugs” for sexual performance enhancement, for example, Viagra or Cialis, which aim to improve sexual experiences for those with ED. In addition, several widely available varieties of lubricants and mood enhancers aim to address dryness, stimulation, and interest for both sexes.

Sexually transmitted infections

In addition to SD, sexually transmitted infections (STIs) are an increasing public health issue among middle-aged and older adults. One in four people living with a diagnosed HIV infection is now aged 50+ years, likely due to improved survival and continued transmission. In the UK, adults aged 50+ years accounted for 9.0% of all new HIV diagnoses in 2006 and 17% in 2015, which almost doubled over the period. The median age at diagnosis was 55 years; 73% were diagnosed between the age of 50 and 59 years, with the rest diagnosed aged 60+ years. Although this is a perceivably low proportion to the entire 50+ population, this is not a group traditionally considered at risk and signals the need to develop services accommodating the older population. In addition, people diagnosed 50+ years were more likely to be diagnosed late compared to those diagnosed under 50-year-old (58% compared to 39%). Late diagnoses can be attributed to low levels of awareness of later life sexual health issues among GPs which contributes significantly as a barrier to discussions relating to sexuality in consultations with older patients. In addition, STIs in middle and old age are not considered a priority for national surveillance in sexual healthcare mainly because countries are mandated to report on global indicators for the prevalence of STIs such as HIV between the age group of 15 and 49 years. The burden of disease among those aged 50+ years is frequently ignored, and this represents a significant blind spot in the global response to the epidemic of HIV infection and AIDS. Regardless, part of the combination prevention strategies for HIV infection, diagnosis, and treatment of STIs is one of the biomedical interventions overlooked to patients in middle and old age. While many older adults remain sexually active and may have concerns about sexual function or STIs, their problems are infrequently addressed by the health sector.

Sexual healthcare

Middle-aged and older adults are frequent attendees of general practice and report that this is the favored setting for advice or treatment; however, both patients and physicians find it difficult to discuss sexual health issues. Primary care physicians do not address sexual health proactively with older people, and unless, it is raised by the patient it may not be discussed, as few will be willing to initiate this discussion with their physician. This could be a result of the societal emphasis that has linked sexuality almost exclusively to young people and may consequently have discouraged these patients from seeking sexual advice within the primary care setting. Sexual health promotion materials target young people with few exceptions. The “Middle-age Spread,” for example, was the first sexual health campaign in the UK that targeted people over 45, alerting them of the risk of STIs. In general, these missed opportunities for prevention or intervention of sexual health issues for over 45s are exacerbated by the striking absence and underuse of or poor quality sexual healthcare services available to this age group in many countries. Information from healthcare professionals regarding normal age-related changes in sexuality, together with advice on how to continue meaningful sexual relations, may play a key role in altering such negative attitudes. Sexual lifestyle advice should be a component of holistic healthcare for middle-aged and older patients with chronic ill health.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Globally, those aged 45 years and older represent the second largest population group to whom, positive sexual health promotion is lacking. Although over 45s present with treatable sexual health conditions, these are often overlooked or dismissed as being a “normal part of ageing.” Commercially available products exist to alleviate some of the issues that can arise due to SD and there are ways of rejuvenating sexuality as one gets older, such as internet dating and sexual performance enhancers. However, the right to the best possible health does not diminish as we age and for this to improve, much research is needed to better understand sexual health as we age and how to develop appropriate services and training for health-care staff. Regarding sexual healthcare in later life, health-care professionals need to proactively in: Relevant continuing medical education in care and effective sexual health communication, establishing appropriate sexual health-care age-appropriate services. Health-care professionals and policymakers must consider and encourage the promotion of good sexual health-related QOL to create more sustainable and happier relationships, less sexual health burden, and a healthier middle-aged and older population.
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ABSTRACT

Background: Our understanding of healthcare professionals' competence level in both their sexual history taking practices and their attitudes in addressing sexual health concerns of patients in middle and old age is lacking. This research aimed to assess primary care physicians' (PCPs) knowledge, attitudes, and sexual healthcare practices toward patients who are ≥15 years in Trinidad and Tobago. Materials and Methods: A self-reported survey instrument assessing clinical sexual health knowledge, attitudes, and practices was administered nationwide to all registered PCPs (n = 155) in the public healthcare service. Descriptive and inferential statistical analyses were conducted using STATA. Results: PCPs, who were foreign medical graduates, middle-aged, male, and worked in urban centers, had improved odds of discussing sexual health with middle-aged and older patients. PCPs with any training in sexual health communication or sexual history taking were three times more likely to initiate a sexual health discussion or take a sexual history. Over 90% of physicians reported taking a sexual history only if the discussion was patient initiated and over 50% of PCPs indicated they will not ask these older patients about their sexual orientation, sexual partners, sexual abuse, or violence. Conclusions: Even though PCPs reported having a positive willing attitude toward offering sexual health care to these patients, they had a low level of knowledge of sexual function in later life and inconsistent sexual history taking practices. There is a great need for training physicians on sexual health communication and history taking and on sexual function in older adults.

Keywords: Caribbean, knowledge attitudes and practices, middle age, old age, primary care, sexual health, sexual history taking, Trinidad and Tobago

Introduction

Primary care (PC) is often the first point of contact for patients with sexual health problems.¹ With the rising prevalence of sexual dysfunction (SD) in middle- and old-aged persons,² the management of such sexual concerns should be covered in PC. However, PC is known to be a resource poor setting with limited availability of sexual healthcare services for older people.³ "Youth" is associated with sexuality (conditioned by popular media) which may contribute to the ageist views shared by some Primary Care Physicians (PCPs) that sex becomes less important with age, and older people are sexually less desirable or incapable.⁴ Sexual agism is also reinforced by the national age-based decline in sexual function.⁵ PCPs with such ageist beliefs about sexuality justify why for sexual health, they focus on patients of reproductive age, for pregnancy, sexually transmitted infections (STIs), and contraception.⁶ To them, sexual health is a valid topic to discuss with younger, but not older patients because sexual problems become irrelevant as patients age.⁷

Apart from ageist views about sex, PCPs avoid discussing sex with their older patients for further age-related reasons, but these evoke discomfort and fear. Age discrepancy between PCPs and patients can influence a sexual history consultation with...
younger patients, they perceive them as more likely to expect or be open to discuss sex contrary to an older patient. In fact, some PCPs have rated the experience as unwelcoming, as if interrupting your own parents about their sex life.46 In studies with PCPs who are uncomfortable discussing sex with someone older, they have expressed fear of offending the older patient due to the perception of sex being nonrelevant to them or to the chief complaint.47 Some PCPs feel embarrassed or awkward with sexual language and additional fear of the possibility of exciting patient arousal during a consultation.48 In addition to the influence of age on worldviews about sexuality, lack of training in sexual health knowledge or communication also discourages PCPs. PCPs have reported that the fear is rooted in their feeling of incompetence due to inadequacy or limited knowledge of sexual health in older age patients or how to take an appropriate sexual history with them.49 In contrast, despite the normal decline in sexual functioning with age, older patients wish to maintain a healthy, satisfying sex life well into their later years.50 PCPs treating older patients should, therefore, be knowledgeable in SD, STIs, and intimacy in later life, and comfortable and proactive in managing these patients’ sexual health concerns.51

In the last decade, only a small number of population-based studies research sexual health lifestyle preferences or concerns of the middle- and old-aged, such as the large global study in European countries on sexual behavior,52 or a few national studies focused on aging and sexuality including the national surveys on sexual attitudes and lifestyles (NATSAL) in the United Kingdom53 and the national social life and health ageing project (NSHAP) in the United States.54 There are even fewer quantitative surveys reporting on incidence and prevalence of sexual dysfunctions in men and women in this age group,55 or on appropriate tools to improve sexual health communication.56 Most of the research is patient centered and a dearth of information exists regarding the physician’s perspective. Studies that discover the factors that influence PCPs knowledge about sexual function in later life and their attitudes toward sexuality in consultation with middle-aged and older patient’s and insights about how they address their sexual health concerns is warranted.

This study was conducted with PCPs in Trinidad and Tobago and attempts to fill some of these research gaps. As there have been no other studies to date on this subject in the Caribbean region, this research provides some baseline data and future opportunity for comparative analysis with other Caribbean territories. As Trinidad and Tobago is a very culturally and ethnically diverse country, there is opportunity to discover distinctive culturally specific factors that affect their physicians and older patients and a chance to document any unique healthcare experiences associated with communicating sexual health concerns. This paper aimed to quantitatively identify the characteristics of PCPs that influence their knowledge, attitudes, and practices (and the associations among these variables) in sexual health consultation with middle-aged and older patients.

Materials and Methods

This quantitative paper is part of overarching mixed methods study with a sequential exploratory design that consists of a qualitative and quantitative arm.57 The qualitative arm explored PCPs attitudes towards sexuality and sexual health care of middle-aged and older patients and this was data was collected by conducting ‘one to one’ semi structured interviews with 35 PCPs from public and private sector. These interviews generated two types of qualitative data: interviewer field notes and transcripts of the interviews. The data received was analyzed using Framework analysis and a grounded theory approach and the results informed the design of the survey instrument.58

Data collection

In April 2012, an anonymous, self-completion questionnaire survey package (with a study questionnaire, study information sheet, and consent form) was manually distributed to 155 PCPs recruited from 106 health centres nationwide. The questionnaire was developed to investigate how PCPs’ characteristics were associated with their sexual health knowledge, attitudes and care practices with middle-aged and older patients. The first section of the questionnaire collected demographics, second section probed practitioners’ views on six clinical vignettes about sexual health related complaints presented by middle-aged and older patients. Each vignette was followed by at least three questions aimed to assess PCPs knowledge (determine a correct diagnosis), attitudes (comfort level discussing sexual health with the patient) rated on a Likert scale, and practices (preferred diagnostic/treatment approaches) Following were sections 3-4, which were general questions about PCPs attitudes towards sexual health care and sexual history taking and their preferences to undertake further training in sexual health.

Development of survey instrument

As far as could be determined from our review of the literature, there are no existing validated tools for assessing PCPs’ KAP towards sexual health in middle-aged and older adults available. Therefore, the survey style, sections especially the clinical scenarios and KAP questions were developed using published literature, and shared experiences in interviews with PCPs,59 from the qualitative phase of the study. For section 2, the rationale for using the vignette style to present clinical scenarios followed by a series of relative questions is very similar to the format used in continuing medical education (CME), a style that is familiar with most clinicians. Each clinical scenario contained the following fundamental criteria: a clearly stated patient gender, a patient of middle or old age, and presenting complaints with an identifiable sexual health prognosis.

Originally the researcher initiated an online survey dissemination strategy guided by Cochrane’s methodology to increase response rate of research using online or postal services.60 The survey tool was printed and manually distributed to each recruited physician. Ethical approval was obtained from the ethics committee of
the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, and the Ministry of Health, of Trinidad and Tobago.

Data analysis

Multivariable statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS version 21 and Stata12 to answer hypotheses generated for this study. Predictive analyses presented in the form of scores, odds ratios (ORs) and P values were calculated by means of logistic regression models.

Results

From a sample of 155 PCPs, the survey achieved a 60% response rate (n = 93). Just over 50% of PCPs who participated were male; under 40 years of age and 60% graduated from a local medical university. About 67% of PCPs reported that they had no formal training in sexual function in later life [Table 1].

Knowledge levels of PCPs

Summarized in Table 2, no PCP attained a full knowledge score of 6, in correctly diagnosing every one of the clinical scenarios. The mean knowledge score attained was 2.27 and more than half (57%; n = 53) of PCPs scored less than 2 out of 6. PCPs who attained higher than the mean knowledge score were 2.43 times more likely to have had formal postgraduate training in sexual function in later life. Moreover, 19.4% of PCPs indicated that they were never trained in any of the sexual reproductive health (SRH) or sexual health communication topics listed. Furthermore, 42.4% of PCPs were never taught to take a sexual history.

Attitudes of PCPs

Majority of PCPs agreed that sexual function in later life was important (96%) and support health promotion in this age group (95%). Yet, a few PCPs agreed that sexual healthcare for those aged 45+ had little relevance to their well-being (11%), nor a priority (29%), limited time available to discuss in PC (59%) and not apt taking sexual history from older patients (14%). Data analysis of the first five clinical scenarios (STD; chronic illness; sexual performance difficulties; surgery; medication), revealed that over 90% of PCPs stated they were generally comfortable discussing sexual health given those patients and their presenting complaints. However, in the sixth clinical scenario only 71% of PCPs were comfortable discussing sex with that patient who presented with a psychosocial problem.

Further analysis [Table 3] into the predictors of PCPs’ comfort when discussing sex with male middle- and old-aged patients suggests that PCPs must also be male [OR = 4.75, P = 0.00], over 40 years of age (at least middle-aged) [OR = 3.1; P = 0.03] and educated abroad [OR = 4.14, P = 0.01]. When these PCP characteristics were applied in the multivariate model, it was noted that “training in sexual health communication” was also statistically significant and it increased the PCPs odds threefold to be comfortable discussing sexual health with the male patients [OR = 3.19; P = 0.05]. Predictors of comfort with increased odds were found similarly with gender and age concurrency, foreign education, and training in sexual health communication.

Practices: Discussing sex with their middle-aged and older patients

PCPs that attained any training in sexual health communication during their medical education or professional career were three times more likely to discuss sexual health matters with their older patients (OR = 3.15, P = 0.032). Notably, these odds
Table 2: PCPs’ knowledge of sexual function and sexual history taking with older patients

Mean knowledge score for sexual function in middle-aged and older patients (out of six questions) = 2.27

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>%</th>
<th>n (95%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCPs that scored less than the mean</td>
<td>56.99</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCPs that scored more than the mean</td>
<td>43.01</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Training in sexual functioning in patients of middle and old age

PCPs that attained knowledge scores above the mean were more likely to have had formal training in sexual function in later life:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P &gt;</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At any level</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.70-3.71</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at the Undergraduate level</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.29-1.72</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at the Postgraduate level</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>1.03-5.77</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Training in sexual history taking with patients in middle and old age

PCPs with formal training in sexual history taking skills were more likely to be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P &gt;</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recently graduated (≤10 years ago)</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.79-4.32</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educated locally and recently graduated</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>0.83-7.46</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educated abroad and recently graduated</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.31-7.25</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educated abroad (foreign medical graduate)</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.48-2.64</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Predictors for comfort when talking about sex

PCPs who were comfortable discussing sexual health with middle-aged or older MALE patients were more likely:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Odds ratio (OR) [Crude]</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P &gt;</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trained in sexual health communication</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>0.92-5.70</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male physicians</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>1.79-12.67</td>
<td>*0.00</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40+ years in age</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>1.10-46.67</td>
<td>*0.03</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educated abroad for medical school</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>1.41-12.21</td>
<td>*0.01</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduated ≥10 years or more</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>0.95-5.95</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worked locally for ≥10 years or more</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.64-4.71</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural practice setting</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.58-4.64</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCPs who were comfortable discussing sexual health with middle aged or older FEMALE patients were more likely:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Odds ratio (OR) [Crude]</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P &gt;</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trained in sexual health communication</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.78-8.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female physicians</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>0.38-3.45</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40+ years in age</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>0.63-9.64</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educated abroad for medical school</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>0.63-9.64</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduated ≥10 years or more</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.34-3.57</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worked locally for ≥10 years or less</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.54-5.81</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural practice setting</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.36-5.66</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increased to almost four times more likely (OR = 3.74; P = 0.032) with multivariable analysis once the other predictors - age, gender, education in abroad, and whether they were recently graduated - were included in the model (Table 4).

Practices: Sexual history taking

Most PCPs commonly asked about their sexual activity and frequency of intercourse (89%), number of sexual partners (93%), condom/contraceptive use, reproductive concerns or history (99%), and STIs and sexual function problems (91%). However, fewer PCPs (≤60%) reported that they would ask their older patients about type of sexual practices, gender, and age of sexual partners and circumstances regarding sexual abuse or violence and markedly <50% of PCPs reported that they would ask about their sexual orientation.

Almost all PCPs (99%) opted to take a sexual history if a sexual health complaint was raised by the patient. Though no statistically significant P values were found in some of the regression models including those that analysed PCPs characteristics and sexual history taking practices, the suggested ORs present the preferred direction of association. Notable PCPs characteristics with stronger directions of association included training in sexual history taking (OR = 3.37) and working under 10 years in an urban-based clinical practice (OR = 2.32).

Associations found between PCPs knowledge, attitudes, and practices

Analyzed and summarized in Table 5 are the suggested associations based on the hypotheses that emerged from the overarching research question. What are the associations between PCPs
Table 4: Predictors for discussing sex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Odds ratio (OR)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P &gt;</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>Odds ratio (OR) Adjusted</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P &gt;</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trained in sexual health communication</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>1.10-9.02</td>
<td>&lt;0.03</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>1.16-12.06</td>
<td>&lt;0.03</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>1.16-12.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male physicians</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.43-3.28</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.43-4.75</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.43-4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40+ years in age</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.56-4.79</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>0.96-17.45</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>0.96-17.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studied abroad for medical school</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.41-3.29</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.21-3.43</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.21-3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduated ≤10 years</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.46-3.89</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>0.51-20.9</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>0.51-20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worked locally for ≤10 years</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.52-4.09</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.19-5.78</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.19-5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural practice setting</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.39-3.84</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.31-3.79</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.31-3.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCP: Primary care physician. *Denotes significant difference.

Table 5: Associations between PCPs’ sexual health knowledge, attitudes, and practices with middle-aged and older patients

Knowledge and attitudes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCPs with a higher than average knowledge score are more comfortable discussing sexual health with:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Odds ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female middle-aged and older patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male middle-aged and older patients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knowledge and practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCPs with a higher than average knowledge score are more likely to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Odds ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss sexual health with their middle aged and older patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be educated in sexual health taking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take a sexual history annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take a sexual history at the first visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate a sexual history if medical consultation warrants one</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attitudes and practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCPs who are comfortable talking about sexual health with middle and older patients are more likely to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Odds ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss sexual health with a female patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate an annual sexual history with a female patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss sexual health with their male patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate a sexual history on the first visit with a male patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate a sexual history if medical consultation warrants one with a male patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate an annual sexual history with a male patient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The multivariable analysis revealed that PCPs with greater knowledge scores were three times more likely to take a sexual history annually (OR = 3.44; P = 0.03). Other associations were not found to be statistically significant but attained favorable associations as shown in Table 5.

Discussion

Gender and age concordance, training in sexual health communication, and medical training from a foreign-based medical school were statistically significant predictors for a PCP to be generally comfortable when discussing sexual health with an older patient. PCPs with formal training in sexual functioning in later life were 2.4 times (P = 0.04) more likely to identify more of the sexual health conditions presented in the clinical vignettes in the survey. Perhaps, these scores matched as PCPs reported, 19% of them were never trained in SRH, only 32% were trained in sexual functioning in later life at medical school, and 39% after graduating. About 57% of participating PCPs were not able to correctly identify more than two of the six sexual health conditions prevalent in later life. Of clinical importance were predictors such on training PCPs trained in sexual history taking were three times more likely to be comfortable diagnostically taking a sexual history from older patients. Only just over 50% of PCPs reported that they would ask these patients about sexual violence, type of sex, gender, or age of their sex partners and <50% ask about sexual orientation.

The study achieved a response rate of 60%, which is a major strength as the trend of response rates usually is much lower for clinician surveys in PC. However, a limitation of this study was its relatively small sample size. It should be noted that the
total number of PCPs in the entire population was \( n = 175 \) and those who were available (on island and at work) when the survey was disseminated was \( n = 155 \) and they were all targeted and successfully a 60% response rate \( (n = 93) \) was achieved. When interpreting these results, this should be taken into consideration, and therefore, the direction of association (ORs) for those variables that attained nonstatistically significant \( P \) values should still be considered. Possibly, the purely private PCPs could not be included only because it was not possible to denote the parameters of their sample, if included may have reduced the effects of type 2 error.

If Cochran’s method remained, the response rate would have been compromised, and as a result, a manual method (though time consuming as it doubled the data collection period as some health centers were in very difficult to access locations and some PCPs just took too long to complete the survey) maximized returns and were most effective.[64]

Other limitations could include the fact that the survey was designed using a CME style as well as the fact that the study was endorsed by the local Ministry of Health; these may have influenced participant reporting bias.[63] Additionally, as this study focused primarily on the physicians’ characteristics, notably the patient perspectives and experience on sexual health consultations were not examined here and warrants further research. Previous researchers have reported that physicians lack knowledge in aging on sexual health.[62,63] Perhaps, considerations to address curriculum and training in medical school on sexual health in later life to ensure the inclusion of the impact of aging on sex be reiterated. In the local setting in Trinidad and Tobago, further examination as to why certain sexual health topics are favored, such as the typical STIs and reproductive health needs to be investigated. Sexual health communication and diagnostic sexual history taking skills needs to be reinforced especially since local graduates account for most practicing physicians in the country. Also, specific to Trinidad and Tobago was the factor that being educated was a predictor of comfort to discuss sexual health with these patients. Not statistically significant but the direction of association inferred that PCPs working in urban-based practices were more likely to take a sexual history with their older practices. These findings are unique and warrant further research as it can be concerning as previously mentioned most of the PCPs are locally trained and rural-based communities account for about 30% of the population. Also, investigators have qualitatively studied sex issues in a primary care setting and concluded that addressing sexual histories should be part of routine care.[8] However, in Trinidad and Tobago, this study revealed that <50% of the PCPs ask about sexual orientation and <60% ask about sexual partners and preferences. In addition to the reduced frequency of sexual history taking (as it is dependent on patient initiation), this is coupled with it not being conducted completely as questions are omitted. Not addressing sexual concerns or taking inappropriate diagnostics in sexual health leaves these older patients at greater risk for sexual dysfunction and poorer sexual health-related quality of life.[65] STIs may also be often be misdiagnosed or unrecognized in older adult patients when physicians do not discuss sexual health, frequently far less take a sexual history from them.[66] There is a need to amend primary care policy to include sexual health in later life a priority and future research to attain the private physician sector perspectives as well as the older patients.

Conclusions

Training in sexual health education on sexual health in later life at the local medical schools in their compulsory curriculum is critical. This will inevitably develop graduating physicians’ overall knowledge and competence on prevalent sexual health issues among patients in middle and old age. Sessions on sexual health in later life, sexual history taking, and communication need to become available and possibly even mandatory as it is critical for practicing physicians who routinely treat this age group to become up to date. National Health promotion strategies using the media, educational materials, or educational opportunities at the clinics needs to include sex education for those in middle and old age and not only focus on those in reproductive age groups. This may help to decrease taboos associated with sexuality at the community level and decrease the discomfort level faced in the medical consultation as information about sexual concerns at this age become readily available.
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An exploratory study to assess primary care physicians’ attitudes toward talking about sexual health with older patients in Trinidad and Tobago
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ABSTRACT

Background: A good quality sex life and interest in sex are positively associated with health in middle-aged and later life. For effective diagnosis of sexual health problems, an appropriate discussion about sexual health issues including a sexual history is advised. The sexual health care delivery and management during consultations by primary care physicians is relatively unexplored, especially for older patients. This paper aims to explore primary care health care physicians’ (PCPs) attitudes to sexual health care and management of middle-aged and older patients in Trinidad and Tobago. Methods: In-depth, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 35 PCPs in Trinidad and Tobago. Topics examined included physician-patient relations, sexual health care management challenges, communication and sexual history taking practices, and barriers and needs of PCPs. The framework analysis method was adopted for analysis. Results: Most doctors stated that they were uncomfortable in conducting a sexual history with their older patients, and they rarely discussed or initiated talking about sexual health with them. Barriers included time constraints, inappropriate environmental conditions for privacy, inadequate professional referral services, insufficient medical training in sexual function in middle and old age, reluctant patient behavior, conflicting personal beliefs on sexuality, and socio-cultural factors. Conclusion: PCPs may be reluctant to raise sexual health-related issues with their older patients, and these older patients may not initiate this discussion because of discomfort and embarrassment. Consequently, physicians' inability to effectively communicate with these patients could result in missed opportunities for interventions and patients' concerns may remain unheard and their sexual problems untreated.

Keywords: Middle-aged, old aged, primary care, sexual health, sexual history taking, sexuality

Introduction

In primary care, sexuality in later life is often neglected. This is contradictory to the fact that everyone aspires to grow old, the second largest population on earth is over 45 years and older (owing to increased longevity), and people in this age group are still sexually active. As a result, the same attention that is given to improve their daily life filled with comorbidities from chronic diseases, improving their sexual health-related quality of life should also be considered. However, health care professionals, researchers, government policies, and even globally agreed sustainable development goals have been known to overlook sexuality, sexual health care, and sexual views of older people. For sexual health of the middle-aged and beyond to be put on the agenda, the first hurdle to overcome is for people regardless of age to be able to openly talk about sex. Talking about sex is difficult for most, even in
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the medical setting including between physicians and patients of middle and old age.\(^{[6]}\)

Middle-aged and older patients frequent the primary care setting for their general health concerns, which may include sexual health care.\(^{[7]}\) There are very important clinical reasons for addressing sexual health issues during the medical visit such as identifying sexual dysfunction.\(^{[8]}\) In fact, sexual dysfunction should possibly be considered a core sexual health concern particularly with the middle-aged and beyond because of its high prevalence - most often undiagnosed and untreated.\(^{[7]}\)

Studies indicate that older adults value sexuality and engage in sexual activity such as the National Social Life, Health, and Aging Project study in the US that indicates more than half of people aged 57–85 and about a third of those aged 75–85 are sexually active.\(^{[5]}\) It is possible that sexual concerns are common among patients; however, there is evidence to suggest that these concerns are not appropriately investigated by clinicians.\(^{[4]}\)

Although patients may want to attain sexual health care, they are rarely forthcoming with expressing their sexual health concerns to their doctors. A review by McAliff et al. and other population-based studies, identified some reasons for these patients’ communication barriers with their health care professionals.\(^{[6,7]}\) The study also included the apparent lack of expression of sexuality to their partners indicating that communicating issues regarding sexuality is difficult in general.\(^{[7,12]}\) These included attitudinal barriers such as myths around sexuality and aging, physiological barriers such as sexual dysfunction, or physical barriers (loss of partner or lack of privacy or during a medical consultation where a relative or friend may be present, or situations where some patients have developed relationships while residing in nursing homes).\(^{[8,14]}\)

Sexual health services for middle-aged and older patients within primary care appears to be inconsistent and dependent on the attitudes and training of PCPs (some of whom may be too embarrassed to discuss sex).\(^{[7,14]}\)

Diagnosing sexual health concerns

Despite its importance, many health care professionals feel concerned about their ability to take an appropriate sexual history, regardless of how skilled and confident they may be taking a standard medical history.\(^{[7]}\) Research suggests that general practitioners (GPs) do not proactively discuss sexual health with their middle-aged and older patients. Unsurprisingly, as we noted that sexuality in the media and sexual health in our existing care policies and surveillance systems for sexually transmitted infections (STIs) is equated with younger people, the same is true within primary care.\(^{[7]}\) Studies indicate that physicians in primary care (including general practice) appear to have limited knowledge about sexuality in older patients. Specifically, female physicians have less knowledge and had more negative attitudes toward sexuality in this age group. Communication barriers between patients and physicians (among others) have been suggested as one of the main reasons for a low report rate of sexual dysfunction.\(^{[8]}\) It should be noted that sexual dysfunction such as erectile dysfunction (ED) is indicative of other underlying medical conditions such as diabetes, pituitary tumors, cardiovascular conditions such as atherosclerosis and depression, and hence, should not be ignored.\(^{[9,22]}\)

This paper aims to explore the attitudes of primary health care physicians’ (PCPs) in Trinidad and Tobago when discussing sexual health and its care with their middle-aged and older patients.

Methods

A qualitative methodology using in-depth semi-structured interviews was employed. This method allowed the researcher to further explore primary care physicians’ perspectives on sexual health care for middle-aged and older adults and their attitudes to discuss sex with these patients.

Sampling

In-depth, semi-structured interviews were conducted with a purposive sample of GPs/PCPs in Trinidad and Tobago. A provisional target of 40 interviews was set with the intention that new data would arise using the sampling to reduce redundancy or theoretical saturation approach. The researcher narrowed the sampling frame to include PCPs based in two out of five health authority districts nationwide. Trinidad and Tobago is a twin island state, thus, one district in each island was selected.

As there is only one in Tobago – the Tobago Regional Health Authority was selected, and the largest of the four Regional Health Authorities (RHAs) in Trinidad namely the North West Regional Health Authority was chosen for Trinidad. The participant criteria were mainly depending on physician gender, years of experience, and whether they worked in the private or public sector. Secondary criteria determined if they were working with rural or urban communities and whether the PCPs had any experience managing special clinics such as sexual health, chronic disease, or gerontology.

Recruitment of PCPs and GPs

The lists of PCPs currently employed and available (not on vacation) were provided by the County Medical Office of Health for that district enabling the researcher to confirm sample and recruitment. PCPs were mapped using the aforementioned sample criteria as a guide and contacted and offered a participation request. The final list of study participants were recruited according to their response to availability and willingness to participate. GPs were recruited through purposive sampling that met the same sample criteria.

Data collection and analysis

The interviews conducted were part of a wider mixed-methods study that aims to assess PCPs overall knowledge, attitudes, and practices with regard to sexual history-taking, communication and management of sexual health care for
middle-aged and older patients. The topic guide employed was not only informed by supporting literature but also according to the questions derived from a priori hypotheses being tested in the wider study. The aim of the interview phase was to determine physicians’ general perception of the sexual healthcare status of patients aged 45 years and older and physicians’ views about talking a sexual history and communicating with these patients about sexual health. The topics explored included the physician-patient relationship; sexual health in later life; sexual health care priorities; clinical experience on managing sexual health in older adults; delivery, and challenges in primary care; factors facilitating and hindering effective communication of sexual health including taking a sexual history; and physicians’ training needs in sexual health care of older adults.

After getting the consent from the participants, the interviews were conducted in consultation rooms within the health centers where participants worked. Interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim by the primary investigator. The complete data set was analyzed using framework analysis, a content analysis method that uses a thematic approach to classify and interpret summaries of the qualitative research data. The backbone of the framework was created using the core themes identified in the literature and a priori themes. Using inductive methods, the interview data were coded and classified under these headings and frames in MS Excel. Inductive methods followed to further analyze the emerging themes that arose from the data summaries. The framework coding and analysis were done by the primary researcher, and a sample of transcripts was double coded and others reviewed by the research supervisor.

Ethical considerations

Ethical approvals were attained from the ethics committees of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine and the Ministry of Health of Trinidad and Tobago. All linkable or identifying details were replaced with a code to identify gender and practice type, e.g., MPV (Male, Private) or FPB (Female, Public) followed by a 2-digit code to protect the participants and maintain confidentiality.

Results

In-depth, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 35 PCPs from private (n = 19) and public healthcare practices (n = 16) in Trinidad and Tobago. A provisional target of 40 interviews was set, however, it was observed that no new data arose using the sampling to redundancy or saturation approach, by the 35th interview, as many participants provided repetitive verbatim or similar perspectives on the same questions. During purposeful sampling, the researcher aimed to ensure that the range of characteristics and experiences of the PCPs interviewed met the sampling criteria closely. Non-responders, n = 3, were because of the unavailability to participate. The PCPs collective experiences (attitudes and subsequent actions) during sexual health consults with patients of middle and old age and the socio-cultural factors that may have shaped these behaviors are presented below.

Communication barriers in sexual health consultations with older patients

PCPs described various obstacles responsible for the ineffective communication that ensued during discussions regarding sexual health concerns of middle-aged and older patients. Categorized broadly, these barriers include socio-cultural factors, workplace setting limitations, and the status of the physician-patient relationship. Influenced by PCPs personal beliefs about sexuality, factors such as age, gender, ethnicity, religiosity, education level, socio-economic or professional status, and community locale (rural or urban) impact on the outcome of sexual health discussion.

Socio-cultural factors

PCPs personal beliefs about discussing sex

Discussing sex in the medical setting appeared to be taboo for most physicians in this study. When PCPs were asked to describe how they felt when talking about sexual health with their middle-aged and older patients, the words “reluctant,” “reserved,” or “uncomfortable” were most common. Notably, during the interviews with the researcher, some PCPs even in their past accounts about older patients, they avoided use of words or phrases with “sex” or “sexual” in them and never mentioned the sexual reproductive organs by name, although these are all appropriate medical sexual jargon.

“Some of the patients complain that they don’t feel to... (PCP whispers) you know? to go and do... (PCP nods at researcher to assume understanding of the words omitted) so I explain that this happens at menopause” FPB01

“What’s happening is a normal thing (PCP refers to menopause) and they shouldn’t stop, you know...? (PCP looks assumingly at the researcher). I let them know that they could still have the best…” (nod his head expressively at researcher to assume understanding of the words omitted) MPB03.

Some PCPs even avoided the term “sexual history” and referred to it as “those” questions. Other PCPs were able to articulate the words but felt uneasy about taking a sexual history and that the sexual history itself appeared to be a barrier.

“When you are asking ‘those’ questions, they start to look away, show signs of anxiety and being uncomfortable. There are some boundaries, you know, (nod in agreement at researcher) I do feel uncomfortable” FPB07.

Gender preferences

PCPs reported that when it comes to discussing sexual concerns, their middle-aged and older patients preferred speaking to physicians of their same gender. PCPs shared that they too were more comfortable as they recalled better rapport with the patients in those consultations.
“Most women would prefer to see a female doctor.” [Male PCP]
“I have had a couple male patients who were open talking about sex, and I did find it a little bit uncomfortable.” [Female PCP]
“Most women even with a female PCP don’t want to disclose sensitive sexual health info at a clinic where they know the people who work there.” [MPV02].

PCPs recommended for future, it should be optional for patient’s not to register their health concern with the other attending health care personnel that they visit prior to consultation with PCP.

Age
PCPs identified “age gap” as a barrier. In their accounts of their sexual health consultations with older patients, “discomfort,” “embarrassment,” and “fear” were common themes resulting from agents views on who is eligible to ask or talk about sex. PCPs reported that as their patients get older, if they are still sexually active they perceive their own sexuality as something to hide, otherwise they expect it to be non-existent.

“Personally, it’s a difficult topic (sexual health) to broach especially when you’re dealing with people who could be the age of your parents who might think that this is not something to be discussed” FFPO7.

Some PCPs reported a profound anxiety to talk about sexual concerns with a patient with whom there was a vast age difference between them. For instance, PCPs have stated that patients who perceive them as “very young” are more likely to be reluctant to discuss sexual concerns with them regardless of who raised the topic. The PCPs themselves found it difficult to discuss sexual health with older patients because they recognize the patients as elders to whom respect must be shown and discussing sex – the topic or asking an elder about their private experiences, was perceived by some PCPs as invasive, too personal or disrespectful.

“A woman of 70 years is not going to start talking about her sexual health because it might sound disrespectful. Regardless, only if she brings it up, no problem, I will talk about it, but I would not bring it up” MPBO8.

Community (Locale)
PCPs reported that in small rural communities they have noticed communal social norms and practices to socialize together and to share about each other’s chronic illnesses except for sexual health matters. PCPs found older patients to be more shy or outright reticent on this topic in such closed societies. PCPs also discovered that some of their older patients preferred to pursue alternative medical routes especially for sexual concerns because they felt it was taboo to discuss in a formal clinical setting.

“A lot of them will go to the herbalist and buy these things rather than seek professional help. They come to us only after these alternative methods did not work or made their circumstances worse” FFPC04.

Religion and ethnicity
PCPs voiced that it is more noticeable that both physician and patient are inhibited from effectively discussing sexual health-related issues (regardless of who raises it), if the patient is of a staunch religion or of a different ethnicity.

“I ask more of the Afro-Trinidadian men. If they are Muslim I wouldn’t dare go there, they are too religious. Very religious people won’t want to discuss this, they don’t want to go there.” [PCP’s ethnicity: Afro-Trinidadian]

“You get more openness from Afro-Trinidadian women than you do from Indo-Trinidadians – to me… African women are far freer with talking casually about these things. Indian women are a lot more cagy…” [PCP’s ethnicity: Mixed Trinidadian]

In most cases, PCPs were more comfortable with speaking with a patient who was of a similar ethnicity as they assumed having possibly more similar cultural stance on sexuality and less likely to offend the patient.

PCPs sexual health training
Almost all PCPs admitted that they did not have sufficient exposure to information about sexual health in general and even less or not at all pertaining to middle-aged and older adults during their medical training. They felt this may have disadvantaged them in terms of their level of competence around communication of such sensitive topics and having adequate knowledge to offer appropriate care.

“In med school we did not have much exposure to sexual health; it is not fully integrated into the curriculum as much as what would be needed to make us competent at practicing” FFPO6.

PCPs have also admitted that they are just not familiar with prevalent sexual health concerns in middle and old age other than erectile dysfunction, menopause, and sexually transmitted infections (STIs).

Diagnostic sexual history taking skills
PCPs reported that if they do take a sexual history with this age group, it is not done routinely and only because a patient presenting a complaint (mostly STI-related), or as in majority of the cases if the patient initiates the discussion. It was unanimous among PCPs that taking a sexual history with these patients is indeed important; however, not prioritizing it is more common practice.

“From my personal experiences I haven’t done a lot of it unless they brought it up” MPB02.

In a sexual history, asking about one’s sexual orientation is the most avoided question, and because of the discomfort, all 35 PCPs interviewed stated that, they had never asked their older patients this question.

“I would be very uncomfortable, I actually never asked a patient that (referencing to sexual orientation) but maybe it is something that we need to consider. Sometimes on their physical appearance you may wonder that, sometimes a lot
of patients become offended if you ask any questions like that, especially in our culture. We do not see asking sexual orientation as a normal question, so I have never considered that to be honest” FPB05.

Few PCPs shared their experiences in consultation with homosexual patients, however, none of these PCPs shared experiences treating a transgenders middle aged or older aged patient up to the time this data were collected.

Patient’s lack of education

Some PCPs described how it was difficult to engage with older patients when they held entrenched beliefs about sex, making it difficult to offer advice such as “being a condom user infers that you have an infection,” “having sex with a virgin can cure HIV,” and “sexual dysfunction means not being able to have sex five and six times a day.”

“...In terms of an older audience, you cannot teach old dog new tricks it’s a little more difficult to change their mind about some things” MPB06.

PCPs admitted that they really feel turned away to discuss sexual health with a patient who is ill informed and difficult to accept their counsel. PCPs suggested that there is need for population wide health promotion in sexual health education tailored for patients in middle and old age about the sexual health concerns as they are more likely to face at this point in their lives.

“I think once the public is sensitized that doctors will be asking these questions from time to time they will be more aware and won’t think you are minding their business” FPB03.

Workplace limitations

PCPs described that the clinics are oversubscribed by mostly middle and old aged patients of a lower socio-economic status. Although PCPs are encouraged to focus on chronic disease management for this age group, namely diabetes, hypertension, and other cardiovascular diseases, they have recognized that sexual health care is linked to some of these chronic diseases.

“We work in a system that is tremendously overloaded with patients and understaffed with doctors. You try to focus more on the problem they came for than addressing issues that they have with sexuality” MPB02.

Lack of appropriate preventative care and referral services

PCPs acknowledged that there is no focus on sexual health care of middle-aged and older adults; the current PC system work in does not foster supportive systems such as genitourinary medicine (GUM) services for sexual dysfunction in women and men in middle and old age and far less for psychosexual therapy. Men rarely attend the health center; they have denial issues when it comes to having health problems, especially impotency. For these patients to be accurately diagnosed, PCPs refer their patients for secondary care at the nearest hospital for a gynaecologist or a urologist consultant in private health care (if the patient can afford it).

“We need to have the support systems for appropriate referrals and we also need to be competent to investigate... A lot of times we are not, and we cannot inform patients” MPB05.

Resource poor setting

PCPs explained that they work in resource poor settings with a limited manpower, time, and treatment options, which hamper their ability to be more exploratory during their consultations.

“...In the community we will reiterate that we wish we had more time to actually provide optimal primary healthcare” MPB03.

Even when PCPs do attempt to address sexual health issues they concur that the environment in most public health centers is not conducive in making the patient feel comfortable and, in some cases, there are concerns about maintaining confidentiality.

“Public health centers don’t offers privacy for patients, so the patients will be in one room and they will not be a real door, there is just like a curtain and you can come in at any time” FPB04.

Necessary infrastructural changes to the consultation rooms in some primary buildings are needed so that they can install doors or use sealed off rooms for more privacy. In addition, all patients could be given an optional brief sexual health care assessment questionnaire to complete and give directly to their PCP. This technique is successful 3-fold as it offers the opportunity for the patient (i) to identify sexual health issues and keep this confidential to themselves by passing registering this with other health care personnel, if completed it triggers the PCP to initiate a sexual health discussion/take a sexual history and (ii) the patient and PCP can address this concern during the consultation more comfortably as the patient will be expecting the discussion.

Professional barrier

There appeared to be collective beliefs about roles in primary care regarding the expected physician-patient relationship. PCPs reported that older patients view them as a person in authority and part of the elite in society who they should treat with respect (regardless of their age).

“When people come to the clinic or hospital they’re expectant, they’re needy and they come from a position where they feel you are high up and they’re down there” MPB05

“There is a professional barrier; doctor vs. patients, they don’t see the doctor as being an equal; they see the doctor as being this person of authority, so they are very cautious about what they say to you” FPB06.

The reality is that hierarchy creates a professional barrier between physician and patient. Patients receive the PCP inculturating professional boundaries and the physicians offer
paternal focused care mostly because of the resource limitations and sometimes because of the patient's education level or lack of compliance to treatment regime or they prefer it.

**Physician-patient rapport**

PCPs reported that they try to foster better support by keeping their questions brief, while letting patients know that sexual health is important and that their issues are common in the attempt to facilitate the discussion and make the patient less uncomfortable (as well as themselves). However, despite the obstacles expressed by most interviewed doctors some of the more experienced PCPs used communicative techniques to empathize and inspire the patient's trust to facilitate a sexual health discussion or even to take a history.

“It has to do with empathy. First, try to calm their fees, convince them that they have their best interests in mind. Educate them, let them know that there's a privacy clause that cannot be broken at all; now they’ll open and talk to you. When they start, whenever they come to the clinic, they look for you.” MPB03

**Discussion**

PCPs acknowledged that they have limited medical training in sexual health of older adults and communication skills in sexual health. PCPs also spoke about their ‘reluctant’ patients’ behavior that made it difficult to broach or continue a discussion on the topic, as well as how their own beliefs and the above-named socio-cultural influences affect impact on their sexual health care and delivery. All interviews were conducted in primary healthcare settings, some at times when it was extremely busy and this could have been a limitation as interviews had to take place during a space between patient consultations or on the physician’s lunch break. Some physicians may have provided socially acceptable answers that may be false because they felt that their position or office could be under examination as the study was permitted by the Ministry of Health.

The PCPs overall attitude when talking about sex in primary care were discomfort, disinclination to treat sexual health issues of middle-aged and older as a priority, and insecurity with regard to how much they knew about sexual health of this age group. These findings have much similarity with other findings in the literature. For example, Gott *et al.* found that GPs in the UK do not address sexual health proactively with older people and that, within primary care, sexual health is equated with younger people and not seen as a valid topic for discussion with the older age group.[3] Low level of awareness of later life sexual health issues among GP participants and significant barriers to initiate discussion relating to sexuality in consultations with older patients were similarly identified. The authors also acknowledged the need for continued professional education in sexual health of older adults for physicians.[3] The reservation among older patients and their healthcare providers regarding the discussion of sexual health, frequently constitutes the main barrier to open and effective communication. A study conducted by Politi *et al.* concluded that the older patients felt that health care providers should ask about sexual health issues only if questions relate to an associated health problem (e.g., STIs) and in ways that can be answered by all regardless of partner status and follow questions with non-judgmental discussions. If the physician can initiate such a discussion and a good screening sexual history is routinely elicited, much useful information will be obtained.[24] Furthermore, the patient may become informed to a number of issues of which he or she might not have been aware.[25] Perhaps a door has been opened so that if concerns or problems about sexual functioning arise in the future, the patient will feel more comfortable discussing them with the doctor.[25]

Many physicians feel concerned about their ability to take an appropriate sexual history, regardless of how skilled and confident they may be taking a medical history. Similarly, in our study, PCPs voiced their lack of confidence regarding their professional competencies in sexual health care and communication with older adults. These findings may also exist in other countries whose medical school curricula is being taught with a similar socio-cultural influence. Regardless of the uncomfortable situation, or patient’s age or gender, a sexual history is very important, and there are core components of a sexual history that every practitioner should ask and discuss.[3] With reference to the middle-aged and older age group of this study, identifying sexual dysfunction should possibly be considered a core component because of the high prevalence of sexual dysfunction in this general population—most often undiagnosed and untreated.[24] It should also be identified as a marker of organic or psychiatric disease, e.g., ED, as a risk marker for cardiovascular disease, and as an iatrogenic side-effect of medication or surgery.[24]

Regarding the professional barriers that exist in the physician–patient relationship this may be more specific to Trinidad and Tobago and possibly other countries that still promote the paternalistic model of care, specifically because of the resource constraints, lack of sexual healthcare policies on the national level, and strong socio-cultural influences. However, patients have an inbuilt respect for professional roles/oligies. This society is taught to have respect for people in authority.

This interaction with the PCP embracing a more paternal role is reinforced because most middle-aged and older patients do not have many alternatives (besides unsatisfactory private care) to seek sexual healthcare elsewhere. This is because it is unlikely for them to attend family planning clinics as they do not meet the criteria (or interested in contraception or fertility, and seeking antenatal or postnatal care). There are sexual health clinics (GUM services), but a referral is usually required from a health (primary care) center, and these services focus primarily on medicalized sexual health care—HIV and other STIs rather than sexual health-related quality of life and sexual functioning and well-being, which may be more pertinent to this age group. Middle-aged and older patients are more likely...
to seek doctors in the primary care setting or the GP (private), both at which they seem to have difficulty acquiring care for their sexual health needs. [3]

Unfortunately, sexual problems are frequent among older adults, but these problems are infrequently discussed with physicians. [2] The physicians agree it is their responsibility to initiate discussions about sexual health (putting aside their personal discomfort talking about sex with an older patient), however, because of their resource poor settings and time constraints, some feel it should be a shared responsibility, especially if it is a concern of the patient. This causes controversy over the societal norm of paternalistic care. Although the physicians want to be in control of the consultation, particularly with regard to treatment options, they do not want to exhibit this control when talking about sex with the patient. The patient also does not want to broach the topic as they are also uncomfortable thinking that they will disrespect the physician. Contrary to these needs, if the reverse situation occurs, where sexual health is not a primary complaint, and the physician initiates the discussion the patient is even more uncomfortable and feels disrespected.

Existing evidence suggests that discussing late life sexual health issues within medical consultations is problematic both for patients and for professionals. Because of these concerns, the suggested way forward will include the promotion of appropriate health education for all, further research and policy development in sexual health and provision of appropriate resources to improve sexual health care for middle-aged and older adults. There is urgent need for up-to-date sexual health education for medical students, present day physicians, and patients. There must be implementation of sexual health policies that include care for the middle-aged and beyond; medical education policies that ensure mandatory continuing medical education in sexual health, sexual history taking, and sexuality of older adults for practicing physicians. [3] With regard to further research, there is need to determine the middle-aged and older patients’ perspective of barriers and facilitators when communicating with physicians, their sexual health needs, and services they require and to compare with the views expressed by physicians.

Conclusions

Primary care physicians may be reluctant to raise sexual health-related issues with their older patients. Their patients may not initiate this discussion because of discomfort and embarrassment. Consequently, physicians’ inability to effectively communicate with these patients result in missed opportunities for health care prevention and intervention, and patients’ concerns may remain unheeded and their problems untreated. As a result, there is an urgent need to address sexual health care among this vastly increasing middle-aged and older population in our health system with regard to care and treatment, health education, and training policies with our medical physicians in primary care.
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9.3 Appendix 3: Quantitative Instrument - KAP Questionnaire
Little is known about how sexual health is discussed with middle-aged and older patients. This study examines knowledge, attitudes, and practices of Primary Care Physicians (PCPs) and General Practitioners (GPs) with regard to sexual health communication with middle-aged and older patients. As part of this study, all PCPs and GPs are being asked to complete a questionnaire.

This questionnaire contains four sections: Section 1 – About you (demographic information and professional experience); Section 2 – About your Practice (details about practice type and location); Section 3 - Clinical vignettes to examine knowledge, attitudes, and practice relating to middle-aged and older patients’ sexual health; and finally Section 4 – Your views about how sexual health care consultations in primary care can be improved.

Your participant packet contains:
- 1 Participant Study Information Sheet
- 1 Self-enclosed Consent Form (with an optional Gift reward section) for you to sign and put in the sealed collection box at your reception desk
- 1 Self-enclosed questionnaire for you to complete and put in the sealed collection box at your reception desk

Your questionnaire will be identified by an ID number. The information you provide in the questionnaire will be anonymous and confidential. Please remember to sign your consent form to indicate your agreement to participate in this study. If this is not signed, even if you submit a completed questionnaire, the information you provide cannot be used. If you have any further questions about this study, please contact:

**Researcher**
Patrice Rabathaly
Email: Patrice.rabathaly@lshtm.ac.uk or via Tel: 349-0296

**Ministry of Health Supervisor**
Dr Avery Hinds
Email: averyqjhinds@hotmail.com or via Tel. 786-9879
Section 1: About You

Please select only ONE response per question unless otherwise indicated

1. Gender:
   - Male
   - Female

2. Age:
   - under 30 years
   - 30 - 39 years
   - 40 - 49 years
   - 50 - 59 years
   - 60 years and older

3. Ethnic background:
   - Afro Trinidadian
   - Indo Trinidadian
   - Mixed Heritage Trinidadian
   - Chinese Trinidadian
   - Syrian/Lebanese Trinidadian
   - White/Caucasian Trinidadian
   - Tobagonian
   - Other ethnic background (please specify)

4. Religious background:
   - Anglican
   - Baptist
   - Hindu
   - Jehovah Witness
   - Methodist
   - Muslim
   - Pentecostal
   - Presbyterian
   - Roman Catholic
   - Seventh Day Adventist
   - None
   - Other (please specify)

5. Number of years since Medical School Graduation:
   - less than 5 years
   - 5 - 9 years
   - 10 - 14 years
   - 15 - 19 years
   - 20 - 24 years
   - 25 years and more

6. Where did you graduate from Medical School?
   - University of the West Indies (UWI), Trinidad
   - University of the West Indies (UWI), Jamaica
   - Cuban Based Medical School
   - St. George’s University (SGU), Grenada
   - US-based Medical School
   - UK-based Medical School
   - African based Medical School
   - Indian-based Medical School
   - Other (please specify)
7. How long have you been practising medicine in Trinidad and Tobago?
   - less than 5 years
   - 5 - 9 years
   - 10 - 14 years
   - 15 - 19 years
   - 20 - 24 years
   - 25 years and more

8. During your undergraduate medical training did you have training in the following topics?
   (Tick ☑ all the boxes that apply)
   - Comprehensive sexual history taking practical skills
   - Communication techniques in sexual health
   - Medical consultation communication skills
   - Sexual function in older adults
   - Sexually transmitted infection (STI) management
   - HIV care
   - Family planning
   - Menopause
   - Sexuality
   - None of the above

9. During your professional career as a physician have you ever had formal training in the following topics?
   (Tick ☑ all the boxes that apply)
   - Comprehensive sexual history taking practical skills
   - Communication techniques in sexual health
   - Medical consultation communication skills
   - Sexual function in older adults
   - Sexually transmitted infection (STI) management
   - HIV care
   - Family planning
   - Menopause
   - Sexuality
   - None of the above
Section 2: About your practice: This section is about your medical post and practice

Please tick ALL that apply for each question in this section unless otherwise stated

10. Where is your primary medical practice facility located?
   (Tick one response only)
   - Private office
   - District Health Facility
   - Private Hospital
   - Health Centre
   - Other (please specify) [__]  

11. What is your professional position?
   - General Practice Physician (Private Practice)
   - Primary Care Physician 1 (Public Practice)
   - Primary Care Physician 2 (Public Practice)
   - District Medical Officer (DMO) (Public Practice)
   - Other (please specify) [__]  

12. Within which regional health authority (RHAs) is/are your practice/s located?
   - North West Regional Health Authority (NWRHA)
   - North Central Regional Health Authority (NCRHA)
   - East Regional Health Authority (ERHA)
   - South West Regional Health Authority (SWRHA)
   - Tobago Regional Health Authority (TRHA)
   - Private

13. Is your primary practice setting based in a: (Tick one box only)
   - urban /sub urban
   - rural area
Section 3: Consultation Experiences

This section contains clinical vignettes written in a Continuing Medical Examination (CME) format to help you envisage the medical consultation and enable you to answer the subsequent questions regarding your knowledge, attitudes and practices in each scenario.

Please select only ONE response per question unless otherwise indicated

Consultation 1

A 53-year-old male patient BB presents to your office as a new patient to register with your practice for a check-up. During the consultation he admits that he feels unhappy especially since he was diagnosed 1 year ago with type-2 diabetes. He has also noticed his recent increased appetite and blurry vision.

14) Which of the following would you do? Tick (☑) all the boxes that apply

☑ Take a medical history
☑ Take a routine sexual history
☑ Take a sexual history if indicated by the medical history
☑ Recommend antidepressants
☑ Recommend fasting blood sugar tests
☑ Counsel the patient about his diagnosis and discuss possible treatment options with the patient
☑ Initiate a discussion about the implications of sexual dysfunction for diabetics
☑ Educate the patient about diabetes and sexual health through the use of pamphlets
☑ Refer the patient to a diabetes specialist
☑ Other (please specify) [ ]

15) Would you feel about discussing sexual health with this patient?

☑ I would be VERY COMFORTABLE
☑ I would be COMFORTABLE
☑ I would be UNCOMFORTABLE
☑ I would be VERY UNCOMFORTABLE

16) What proportion of male patients over 45 years with diabetes is likely to encounter sexual dysfunction problems?

☑ 10%
☑ 25%
☑ 33%
☑ 50%
☑ I am not sure
Consultation 2

HM, a 65-year-old woman who over 10 years ago had undergone a total abdominal hysterectomy/bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy (BSO) for menorrhagia presents with a 1-year history of worsening vaginal dryness and inability to have intercourse. She had stopped systemic hormonal therapy 1 year before presentation. She reports decreased sexual desire due to vaginal dryness and a sensation of “tearing” at the introitus with attempted vaginal penetration. She does not report vaginal discharge, bleeding, or odour. The patient describes her 43-year marriage as excellent and hoped to regain sexual intimacy with her husband.

17) On hearing this information what do you think is a probable diagnosis?
- Dyspareunia and Vaginismus only
- Atrophic vaginitis only
- Sexual intimacy problems only
- General problems associated with aging
- Dyspareunia, Vaginismus and Atrophic vaginitis
- Dyspareunia, Vaginismus, Atrophic vaginitis and Sexual intimacy problems
- I am not sure

18) How do you feel about discussing sexual health with this patient?
- I would be VERY COMFORTABLE
- I would be COMFORTABLE
- I would be UNCOMFORTABLE
- I would be VERY UNCOMFORTABLE

19) How would you feel about conducting a physical examination on this patient?
- I would be VERY COMFORTABLE
- I would be COMFORTABLE
- I would be UNCOMFORTABLE
- I would be VERY UNCOMFORTABLE

20) Which of the following would you offer this patient?  Tick (☐ all the boxes that apply)
- Counsel the patient about his diagnosis and discuss possible treatment options with the patient
- Initiate a discussion about sexual health practices
- Educate the patient about sexual health and the implications of aging through the use of pamphlets
- Prescribe localized oestrogen and 17-B oestradiol cream
- Recommend use of vaginal dilators
- Refer her to attend QPCC&C (STI Clinic) /Family Planning Clinic for advice
- Discuss treatment options with patient
- I would conduct a vaginal examination
- I would refer her to another physician for a vaginal examination
- Other (please specify)
Consultation 3

CC is a 55-year-old man. His wife is 15 years younger than him and they have 3 teenaged children. At his annual medical visit 6 weeks earlier, he described feeling depressed and lacking interest in many activities; eventually admitting this included sex. The last physician he saw had prescribed some exercise and antidepressants. His physical exam and laboratory assessments were all normal. At the follow-up visit, CC describes feeling overworked. He claims he has been taking the antidepressants reluctantly as prescribed, and although he does feel a little less depressed, he believes that it has reduced his libido even more. In addition, his wife is concerned that he is not paying her enough attention and he says, “I am having a problem satisfying her.”

21) Which of the following will you offer this patient? Tick (☑ all the boxes that apply)
- Perform a focused interview (specific to complaint)
- Perform a comprehensive interview (inclusive of complaint but also general sexual health and other relevant issues)
- Counsel the patient about his diagnosis and discuss possible treatment options with the patient
- Schedule an in-depth laboratory evaluation
- Tell him to bring his partner and discuss sexual intimacy issues with both of them
- Prescribe more antidepressants
- Refer him to a psychologist
- Educate the patient about erectile dysfunction through the use of pamphlets
- Recommend Viagra
- Recommend time off from his job
- Other (please specify)

22) How would you feel about discussing sexual health with this patient?
- I would be VERY COMFORTABLE
- I would be COMFORTABLE
- I would be UNCOMFORTABLE
- I would be VERY UNCOMFORTABLE

23) According to the research literature, what percentage of adult men over 40 years of age report sexual dysfunction to a health care professional?
- 15%
- 30%
- 45%
- 50%
- I am not sure
Consultation 4

A 60-year-old, NR, female teacher from a rural community in Rio Claro presents complaining of dysuria and acute onset of bilateral vulval blisters. She is married (to the pastor of that community) and she has 2 teenaged children.

24) Which of the following would you offer this patient?  Tick (✓ all the boxes that apply)
- Initiate a discussion about safer sex practices
- Educate the patient about safer sex and STIs through the use of pamphlets
- Recommend a full STI screen
- Ask her to tell her husband to make an appointment
- Refer her to attend QPCC&C (STI Clinic) /Family Planning Clinic for advice
- Counsel the patient about his diagnosis and discuss possible treatment options with the patient
- Prescribe topical medications and/or sitz bath
- Conduct a vaginal examination
- Refer her to another physician for a vaginal examination
- Tell her to come back in a couple of weeks to see if the blisters have healed
- Other (please specify) [ ]

25) How would you feel about discussing sexual health with this patient?
- I would be VERY COMFORTABLE
- I would be COMFORTABLE
- I would be UNCOMFORTABLE
- I would be VERY UNCOMFORTABLE

26) On hearing this information what do you think is a probable diagnosis?
- Chlamydia
- Human Papilloma Virus (HPV)
- Genital Herpes
- Urinary Tract Infection
- Hygiene problem
- I am not sure
Consultation 5

A female patient, MN, aged 67 years is being monitored for high blood pressure. She started taking medication for this two months ago. She presents with minor headaches and muscular pain, nothing out of the ordinary. After offering her some pain killers you ask her if there is anything else she wants to discuss. After some embarrassment, she says that she has tried to talk with her husband about this problem. He is angry and frustrated about the diminished frequency of sex, telling her "it's all her problem that she is not interested." MN admits that she often ends up trying to have sex "completely out of guilt," but that just makes things worse. She is not worried that there is something wrong with her as she is healthy and fit.

27) Which of the following would you offer this patient?
- Prescribe new antihypertensive medication
- Educate the patient using medical leaflets about positive sexual health
- Initiate a discussion about medications that may affect sex drive
- Counsel the patient about his diagnosis and discuss possible treatment options with the patient
- Explain to her that there is nothing wrong with reduced sexual desire at her age
- Tell her to bring her partner to have a discussion together about their sexual intimacy problems
- Refer her to a psychologist
- Refer her to QPCC&C (STI Clinic) /Family Planning Clinic
- Ask one of the health centres nurses to talk with her
- Other (please specify) __________________________

28) Which of the following criteria must be present for a diagnosis of hypoactive sexual desire disorder (HSDD)?
- Persistent or recurrent extreme aversion to and avoidance of genital sexual contact with a sexual partner
- Persistent or recurrent inability to maintain an adequate lubrication-swelling response
- A sexual disturbance that causes marked distress or interpersonal difficulty
- A sexual disturbance that persists for at least 6 months
- I am not sure

29) How would you feel about discussing sexual health with this patient?
- I would be VERY COMFORTABLE
- I would be COMFORTABLE
- I would be UNCOMFORTABLE
- I would be VERY UNCOMFORTABLE
A newly registered 54-year-old (recently separated) male patient, FL, who is a senior bank worker, makes an appointment because he is concerned about a sexual fetish problem. He has also lost interest in going to work. He tells you that he plays with sex toys, looks at porn online and masturbates for several hours daily. He thinks his “new addiction” is why his wife has left him and his noted absence from work is now causing a problem with his employers.

30) **How do you feel about discussing sexual health with this patient?**
   - I would be VERY COMFORTABLE
   - I would be COMFORTABLE
   - I would be UNCOMFORTABLE
   - I would be VERY UNCOMFORTABLE

31) **Which of the following would you offer this patient?**
   - Refer him to a psychologist
   - Refer him to QPCC&C (STI Clinic) /Family Planning Clinic
   - Prescribe serotonergic antidepressant (SSRIs) medications
   - Educate the patient through the use of medical leaflets about sexual practices
   - Discuss the implications of his problem on his job
   - Initiate a discussion about healthy sexual behaviour and practices
   - Counsel the patient about his diagnosis and discuss possible treatment options with the patient
   - Recommend outdoor extra-curricular activities
   - Other (please specify)

32) **This patient’s problem is most likely:**
   - psychiatric
   - physiological
   - behavioural
   - I am not sure
Section 4 – General Views

This is about your general views on sexual health care for middle-aged and older adults, the barriers and facilitators to discussing sexual health with this age group, and what, if anything needs to improve consultations with these patients.

Each question has a series of parts; please select only ONE response per part

33) When would you take a sexual history with a middle-aged and older patient?
   a. First Visit - when they register
   b. If the patient has a medical condition that warrants taking one
   c. Sexual health complaint raised by patient during a consultation
   d. Annual visit
   e. Each visit
   - Never, please go to Q 35

34) If you were taking a sexual history with a middle-aged or older patient which of the following would you ask them:
   a. Frequency of sexual intercourse
   b. Number of sexual partners
   c. Type of sex practices (oral, vaginal, anal etc.)
   d. Sexual orientation
   e. Gender of sexual partners
   f. Age of sexual partners
   g. Condom use
   h. Contraceptive use (male patients)
   i. Contraceptive use (female patients 45 – 55 years where applicable)
   j. Sexually Transmitted Infections (past or present)
   k. Sexual function
   l. Sexual dysfunction (discomfort, reduced libido or desire)
   m. Reproductive history or concerns (past pregnancies, births, menopause)
   n. Sexual abuse/violence
35) Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Sexual health has little relevance to middle-aged and older people's overall well-being.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Sexual health of middle-aged and older people is not a public health priority.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) The middle-aged and older patients I see rarely discuss their sexual health during a consultation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) It is important to discuss sexual function with patients with chronic health conditions, such as diabetes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) General practice is the most appropriate service for providing sexual health care for middle-aged and older adults.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Sexual dysfunction is usually caused by psychological problems.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) More sexual health promotion targeting middle-aged and older people is needed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) Cultural or religious background of a patient often acts as a barrier to discussions about sexual health.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) Taking a sexual history from a middle-aged or older patient is more time-consuming than taking one with a younger person.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j) Doctors need more training on middle-aged and older people's sexual health.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k) Effort is better placed improving the sexual health of younger people.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l) There is not enough time to discuss sexual health with middle-aged and older patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m) Primary Care Nurses are more suitable than Primary Care Physicians to discuss sexual health issues with middle aged and older patients.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n) It would be disrespectful to routinely ask middle-aged and older patients about their sexual health at a routine visit.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
36) Which of the following, if any, would assist discussions on sexual health during consultations with middle-aged and older patients?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consultation aids</th>
<th>Most Useful</th>
<th>Useful</th>
<th>Somewhat Useful</th>
<th>Not Useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Sexual History Question Checklist to remind me what questions I should ask</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Web based programme that automatically prompts questions to be asked based on patient information/history or diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) A paper-based Sexual Health flowchart that prompts questions to be asked based on patient information/history or diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Anatomical diagrams or models to explain sexual matters to patients and for them to identify areas where their problems are</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Short list of questions on sexual health for patients to complete in the waiting room to give to me / or for them to tick the things they want discussed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Sexual health information leaflets targeted at middle-aged or older people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Sexual health posters for waiting or consultation rooms targeted at middle-aged or older patients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Other please specify</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

37) Would you be interested in any training on sexual health in middle-aged and older patients?

☐ Yes – please go to Q. 38
☐ No – I have already had sufficient training in this area
☐ No – I am not interested in any further training in this area

38) Which of the following training methods do you find useful?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training options</th>
<th>Most Useful</th>
<th>Useful</th>
<th>Somewhat Useful</th>
<th>Not Useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) 3 – 5-day workshop (certificate awarded on completion)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Half-day – one day workshop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Continuing Education Supplements in the form of Self-study: books, reading material</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Continuing Education Supplements in the form of Self-Study: (CD/DVD with material/practical exams)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Lunchtime seminar series</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Postgraduate training (diploma level)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Other please specify</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thank you for taking the time to participate in this study, please place your completed questionnaire in sealed envelope and put into the collection box at the reception desk.
Appendix 4a: Study Information sheet

Primary Care/ General Practitioner Participant Study Information sheets

We are doing a research study and would like to invite you to take part. This information sheet explains what the study is about and will help you to decide whether you want to be part of this study. You are free to say no without explanations. It will not be reported to anybody. It will have no influence on your present or future as a medical practitioner at this health centre or any other medical institution.

Introduction and Purpose of the Study

My name is Patrice Rabathaly and I study at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine - University of London. This study is part of my PhD to find out more about Doctor-Patient relationships.

With regard to Physician-patient communication during the medical consultation process, very little is known about the barriers and facilitators that affect discussions about sexual health, particularly between doctors and middle-aged and older patients. This study aims to take a closer look at the knowledge, attitudes, and practices of Primary care/General practitioners and patients who are 45 years and older with regard to communication about sensitive topics during the medical consultation.

I would like your suggestions, so I can help both patients and doctors benefit even more from their consultation. To achieve this, I want to learn from your experiences as a General/Primary Care Practitioner and about your medical consultations with patients 45 years and older about Sexual Reproductive Health.

Why have you been chosen?

We are keen to speak with Primary care/General Practitioners who work in public or private primary care facilities throughout Trinidad and Tobago. We are particularly interested in those GPs who have some experience with patients who are over 44 years of age and even more so GPs who have experience diagnosing and treating patients of this age group.
What will happen to me if I take part?

If you decide to take part, and once you are satisfied that you understand the purpose of the study and what it will involve, you will be asked to participate in an interview of no more than 60 minutes at a location and date at your convenience with the researcher. This could be in a private room at your health centre before the centre opens or at the end of the day or at another location. With your permission, the interview will be tape recorded. This is so that we can record the interview accurately and to ensure that we do not miss any important information. We may also take written notes if you are happy for us to do so. All recorded and written information will remain confidential.

Do I have to take part?

No, it is entirely up to you whether you want to take part or not. If you decide to take part, you will be asked to sign the consent form. If you sign this form, it means that you understand what the study is about, what we are asking you to do as part of the study, and that you agree to take part. You are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason. You will not be paid for participating in this study but you will be offered refreshments during the interview.

Who will see this information?

The information we collect during your interviews, in the form of digital recordings and notes of what we discuss, will only be seen by us and relevant staff involved with this project. Other clinical staff or patients or staff at the Ministry of Health will not have access to any of this information. Later the research will be published in a series of journals and as a PhD thesis and there will be no information which could identify you, such as your name or address. What you tell us will instead be stored under a study number in order to protect your privacy. The information that we collect about you will be kept for a period of time after the papers and thesis have been published and will then be securely destroyed. Anything you say will remain strictly confidential.

What are the benefits of taking part in this study?

There are no direct benefits of taking part in the study. We hope however that what we learn might help to improve the medical consultation practices of general practitioners by means of trainings, tools, or continuing education materials.
What are the risks of taking part in this study?

Some of the questions that we may ask you about your attitudes and medical practices in sexual health care may be personal and we understand that this might make it difficult to answer. You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer.

Who has approved and funded this study?

This study has been approved by the Ministry of Health of Trinidad and Tobago ethics committee as well as the ethics committee of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine – University of London. This PhD is being funded by the government of Trinidad and Tobago.

Do you have any questions?

If you have any questions about the study, please feel free to ask them now.

If you have questions later, please email me at Patrice.rabathaly@lshtm.ac.uk

Or telephone or text: Patrice Rabathaly at 1-868-307-4455. If you text me, I will call you back. Please feel free to approach me personally at any time.

Do you agree to join the interview?  □ Yes  □ No
Appendix 4b: Interview Consent Form

**Participant Interview Consent Form**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATEMENT OF CONSENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tick ☒ all that apply.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- [ ] I was told the reasons for the interviews.
- [ ] I am aware of risks and benefits.
- [ ] My questions have been answered.

I understand that:
- [ ] I can choose whether or not I want to be part of this study or not.
- [ ] I can drop out at any time without giving reasons and without any negative consequences.
- [ ] The information I provide will only be shared with others after personal details and names have been removed.
- [ ] I authorise use of quotations from the information I have provided in this interview since it has been explained that anything I say will remain anonymous and unlinkable to me.

By signing below, I agree to take part in the study.

---

Participant’s name (BLOCK LETTERS)  
Signature ____________________________  Date ________________

Witness’s name (BLOCK LETTERS)  
Signature ____________________________  Date ________________

---

NB: Two copies must be signed. One copy remains with the participant and one must be retained on file by the researcher.
Appendix 4c: Study Participants’ Interview Form

Primary Care Practitioner Anonymous Interview Form

Interviewer: Patrice Alicia Rabathaly (Researcher)
Date: .................................................................
Actual Interview Start Time: ...................................
Actual Interview Stop Time .................................

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-interview background questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This study aims to take a closer look at the knowledge, attitudes and practices of General / Primary care practitioners with regards to communication about sexual health during the medical consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thank you for giving your consent to be interviewed. Before we begin it would be really useful to collect some background information about you and I assure you that the information you provide will be kept strictly confidential and anonymous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please complete this section below.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABOUT YOU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Age group (years): under 30 □ 30-39 □ 40-49 □ 50-59 □ 60+ □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gender: Male □ Female □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. No. of years practicing in Trinidad &amp; Tobago: less than 5 □ 6 - 10 □ 11 - 15 □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 - 20 □ 21 - 25 □ more than 25 □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. No. of years since Medical School graduation: less than 5 □ 6 - 10 □ 11 - 15 □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 - 20 □ 21 - 25 □ more than 25 □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Ethnicity: Indo Trinidadian □ Afro Trinidadian □ Mixed Heritage Trinidadian □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobagonian □ Not from Trinidad and Tobago □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Where is your primary practice located: NWRHA □ NCRHA □ ERHA □</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWRHA □ TRHA □ Private □</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.5 Appendix 5: Qualitative Instrument - Interview Topic Guide

Interview Topic Guide (for Researcher)

Interviewer: Ms. Patrice Alicia Rabathaly

Estimated Interview Time – 60mins

INTERVIEW OBJECTIVES

- To determine the physician’s general perception of the status of Sexual Reproductive Health (SRH) of patients aged 45 years and older in Trinidad and Tobago.
- To ascertain the physician’s views about sexual history taking with patients 45 years and older and communicating with these patients about sexual health issues.
- To determine the physician’s views and knowledge, attitudes and practices (KAP) with management and care of SRH issues among middle aged and older adults.

Opening Interview

✓ Introduce self
✓ Explain the purpose of research
✓ Aim & objectives of interview
✓ Thank interviewee for taking part in the research.
✓ Interview will last 1 hour
✓ If at any point, you would like to take a break, just let me know
✓ Reassure re: confidentiality– nothing you say will be linked to your name
✓ Permission for recording
✓ Explain importance of interviewee saying what they think, there are no right or wrong answers, all opinions valid and helpful.
✓ Check interviewee is comfortable with interview format and subject matter.
✓ Any questions?
Respondent Introduction (Approx. 5-10 mins)

Tell me a little about yourself…
(Professional experience, current role, experience re: Sexual health & middle aged and older adults)

QUESTION/ TOPIC GUIDE (Approx. 45-60 mins)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sexual Health Care management of middle aged &amp; Older patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What comes to mind about this topic?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- What are your thoughts about this topic in terms of?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Role of primary care health services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Role of the GP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- From your experience with patients over 45 years tell me about:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Key prevalent sexual health conditions of this age group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Probe: infection, fertility, sexual function/dysfunction, relationships, sexuality, anything else?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Key conditions/factors that impact on sexual health of this age group in TT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Probe: Chronic Diseases, cultural factors, SES, behavioural patterns etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sexual health as a priority for older patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sexual health of older patients as a priority for you? Other doctors?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Probe differences between middle and old age, men and women)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sexual health needs of older patients vs. younger ones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Tell me about challenges you face or that you are aware of in addressing sexual health needs of this age group?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Probe: Other influences (Whose responsible for sexual health care patient/GP, view older people in general, media, cultural factors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual health communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual History Taking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. How do you feel about consultation tools during patient visits?
   - Have you ever used a consultation tool? If yes, please describe?
   - What do you think about the possibility of a consultation tool for sexual health & history taking (general/this age group)? Other practitioner’s views?
   - Pros and Cons
   - Important components (what do you think it should look like? Purpose? (Probe: format, contents, anything else?))
   - Application to sexual history taking
   - Usefulness (when to use it? Circumstances? How to use it with patient?)

7. How do you feel about training you received on the topic of sexual health in middle and old age?
   - Training
     (Probe: medical school, further education, CE?, what areas specifically?)
   - Did it meet your needs?
   - Training gaps?

Summary (Approx. 5-10mins)

Review what has been discussed throughout the interview

- How important is what we discussed?

- Is there anything else that you’d like to discuss?

- Any questions?

Thank you for your time! I truly appreciate that you have provided me the opportunity to have this interview with you and for supporting my research objectives.
9.6 Appendix 6: Triangulation Matrices
Table 6: Working matrix of triangulated results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BARRIERS</th>
<th>Qualitative Findings</th>
<th>Quantitative Statistical findings</th>
<th>Findings show: convergence/ divergence/ silence/ complementarity</th>
<th>Triangulated Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The influence of the Patient's reaction or behaviour during sexual consultation on PCP</strong></td>
<td>a. Anxiety &amp; Embarrassment (overall discomfort) felt when patient becomes uncomfortable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The qualitative findings may be representative of the 39.8% of PCPs who participated in the survey who experienced some degree of discomfort during sexual health consultations with middle aged and older patients. Though more than half of PCPs expressed that they were generally comfortable discussing sex, counselling the patient about their sexual health diagnosis and even offering couple sexual health therapy these responses were to paper based clinical scenarios and not real-life situations where the patient is tangible. In-depth interviews with a PCP offer more time and opportunity to delve deeper into the issues surrounding their true experience regarding their comfort level discussing sexual health. These surveys were self-reported, and a portion of responses may account for social desirability bias.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCPs’ Attitudes</td>
<td>Excerpt/Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“When you are speaking to them and asking ‘those’ questions, you can see them starting to look away, show signs of anxiety and being uncomfortable. There are some boundaries, you know, so yeah I do feel uncomfortable” FPB07.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Some of the patients are just very difficult to speak to as they abruptly close questions when asked about sexual concerns as an attempt to end their own discomfort of having such a discussion” MPB06.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta Themes</td>
<td>Qualitative Findings</td>
<td>Quantitative Statistical findings</td>
<td>Findings show: convergence/divergence/silence/complementarity</td>
<td>Triangulated Interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The influence of the Patient’s reaction or behaviour during sexual consultation on PCP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Avoidance displayed due to fear of disrespecting the patient</td>
<td>• 99% of the PCPs reported that they will initiate a sexual history discussion with the patient if the sexual health complaint is raised by the patient during a consultation (n=80).</td>
<td>Convergence</td>
<td>During the interviews a large majority of PCPs prefers to protect the patient from feeling uncomfortable as well as themselves by only discussing sex health if the patient initiates it, in that way they will avoid inadvertently disrespecting the patient by asking them sex health questions their patient considers disrespectful. PCPs avoid this type of encounter not only due to the discomfort they feel but fear of potentially losing their patient’s trust for ‘disrespecting’ them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“The truth about this is that the less educated like a woman of 70 years, is not going to start talking about their sexual health. I think it’s a cultural thing because it might sound disrespectful. If she brings it up, no problem, I will talk about it but I would not bring it up.” MPB08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 14% of the PCPs agreed that it would be disrespectful to routinely ask middle-aged and older patients about their sexual health (n=90).</td>
<td>Complementarity</td>
<td>Though only 14% reported on the survey based on other responses more PCPs may also share this worldview that talking about sex with 45+yr old patients (even non-routinely) is in fact disrespectful. Lack of initiation of sex health discussions result from additional factors including lack of confidence and appropriate sex education both which may contribute to this worldview.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### BARRIERS (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Themes</th>
<th>Qualitative Findings</th>
<th>Quantitative Statistical findings</th>
<th>Findings show: convergence/divergence/silence/complementarity</th>
<th>Triangulated Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Patient’s reaction or behaviour during sexual consultation</td>
<td>c. Discouraged due to patients’ preferences to seek alternative care first</td>
<td>Some of these patients are culturally groomed to seek medical care first via a local traditional herbalist.</td>
<td>• 80% of PCPs agreed that general practice is the most appropriate service for providing sexual health care (n=92).</td>
<td>PCPs acknowledged that it is discouraging for them to keep up to date with sexual health care needs and practices in middle and old age primarily because they know they are considered plan B for sexual health concerns with this age group and concede to feeling replaced by traditional healers. The other confounding factor is the fact that sexual health for this age group is not a national priority and the PCP and patient focus in a primary care setting is usually known chronic illness (hypertension, diabetes, heart disease stroke, arthritis and cancer). Regardless, the majority of PCPs agrees that primary care is the appropriate place to seek professional medical sexual healthcare and once the patient presents with such a complaint (even after attending a traditional herbalist) they will attend to their needs as best as they can mostly if the patient presents with such a complaint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCP Attitude/Behaviour</td>
<td>Excerpt/Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BARRIERS (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Themes</th>
<th>Qualitative Findings</th>
<th>Quantitative</th>
<th>Findings show:</th>
<th>Triangulated Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The influence of the Patient’s reaction or behaviour during sexual consultation on PCP</td>
<td><img src="https://via.placeholder.com/150" alt="Image" /> d Disinterested due to patient’s unwillingness to accept doctor’s advice Some PCPs are disinclined to hold a sex health discussion because of some older patients’ delusions about sex e.g. ‘being a condom user infers that you have an infection’, ‘having sex with a virgin can cure HIV’, ‘sexual dysfunction means not being able to have sex 5 and 6 times a day’. PCPs find this off-putting and time consuming to deal with. Some older patients are also headstrong about their inaccurate beliefs and make it difficult to continue a conversation because they refuse the PCP’s advice.</td>
<td><img src="https://via.placeholder.com/150" alt="Image" /> • 79.1% of PCPs discuss sexual health concerns and treatment options frequently [at least 2 out of every 3-sex health-related consultations] with middle aged and older patients n=72. <img src="https://via.placeholder.com/150" alt="Image" /> • PCPs that are more likely to have frequent sexual health discussions with their middle aged and older patients are: <img src="https://via.placeholder.com/150" alt="Image" /> ➢ 3.74 times more likely to be trained in sexual health communication (p=0.03*) <img src="https://via.placeholder.com/150" alt="Image" /> PCPs with a higher than average knowledge score are 4% more likely to discuss sexual health with their middle aged and older patients (OR= 1.04; p=0.94). The p values without an (*) are not statistically significant but the OR suggests favourable direction of association.</td>
<td><img src="https://via.placeholder.com/150" alt="Image" /> Divergence Even though the qualitative evidence describes that some may be frustrated with them under educated patients regarding sexual concerns, most PCPs reported that they are more likely to engage in sexual health discussion with the patients described in the clinical vignettes and offer correct advice. The frustration is real but the likelihood of discussing sex health with such patients increases if the PCP is trained in sexual health communication and s/he is knowledgeable about prevalent sexual health conditions in the age group (and comfortable discussing sex health). These characteristics that increase the likelihood of sex health discussions are important as these PCPs will be able to handle ignorant patients as described in the excerpt better than perhaps the 20.9% of PCPs that discuss sex health less frequently.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“In terms of an older audience, it’s true what they say – you will not be able to teach old dogs new tricks. For a lot of them it’s a little more difficult to change their mind about things. MPB06
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Themes</th>
<th>Qualitative Findings</th>
<th>Quantitative Statistical findings</th>
<th>Findings show:</th>
<th>Triangulated Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCPs limited sexual health education in sexual health conditions in later life</td>
<td>In med school we did not have much exposure to sexual health; it is not a big aspect of our curriculum. We have had exactly three rotations with very little, probably just one class...in the community health rotation, the obstetrics and Gynaecology rotation and very little in the psychiatric rotation. It is not fully integrated into the curriculum as much as what would be needed to make us competent at practicing.” [FPB06 -Locally trained recent graduate ≤10years]</td>
<td>60.3% of the PCPs in T&amp;T have been locally trained in medicine n=56 at the University of the West Indies (UWI). PCPs with training in sexual function of middle and old age are 1.5 times more likely to be educated abroad (p=0.16) and if locally educated in sexual function in middle and old age they are 2.48 times more likely to have been recently graduated (p=0.12).</td>
<td>Convergence</td>
<td>Almost all local PCPs interviewed admitted that they did not have sufficient exposure to information about sexual health in general and even less or none at all pertaining to middle aged and older adults during their medical training. They felt this may have disadvantaged them in terms of their level of competence around communication of such sensitive topics and having sufficient knowledge to offer appropriate care. From the statistical results, PCPs that have been educated locally are indeed less likely to have the acquired knowledge and mostly those educated outside of UWI have attained higher knowledge scores in recognising sexual health conditions in later life and have had postgraduate level education in Sexual functioning at middle and old age.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“The sexual history was just part of your med history taking skills targeted largely at young people because even the whole ED thing, that’s a fairly recent issue and not really discussed that much. [FPB04 -Locally trained graduate ≥10years] 39.1% of PCPs reported that they attained formal training in Sexual Function in middle and old age n= 36 at postgraduate level.

The p values without a (*) are not be statistically significant but the OR suggests favourable direction of association.
**Socio-Cultural barrier – (1) Patient Age**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Themes</th>
<th>Qualitative Findings</th>
<th>Quantitative</th>
<th>Findings show: convergence/divergence/silence/complementarity</th>
<th>Triangulated Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCP Attitudes / Behaviour</td>
<td>Excerpt/Data</td>
<td>Statistical findings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Respect (or concur) their patients' ageist views on sexuality</td>
<td>&quot;The (patients) over 60's, over 70's tells me, &quot;Why are you asking me that? Look at my age...&quot; MPB07</td>
<td>80% of the PCPs agreed that the middle-aged and older patients they see rarely discuss their sexual health during a consultation (n=88).</td>
<td>Convergence</td>
<td>Older patients’ perception of their age and sexuality, makes talking about sex difficult for them and with them. Most PCPs interviewed indicate their patients have an ageist view of sexuality (thinking that engaging in sexual activity has an age limit). Some PCPs may also share this view and some just prefer to respect their patient’s stance instead of educating them about sex because the patient’s reaction makes them both deter from talking about it any further and it could be the reason why sex is rarely discussed in consultations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"They don’t think that beyond a certain age they should be engaging in sexual intercourse or they think that if they had a problem in that department, it’s to be expected - a natural part of the aging process." FBP06

Older patients are somewhat ashamed talking about sex almost as if it is something embarrassing or ‘dirty’. MPV03
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Themes</th>
<th>Qualitative Findings</th>
<th>Quantitative Statistical findings</th>
<th>Triangulated Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCP Attitudes/ Behaviour</td>
<td>Excerpt/Data</td>
<td>Findings show: convergence/divergence/silence/complementarity</td>
<td>PCPs are more comfortable talking with patients of similar age. This could be cultural as it may be easier to relate with someone in a similar age bracket. Hence, in consultation with a patient similar in age to their parents, the younger PCPs feel uncomfortable discussing sex. Consequently, socialisation in T&amp;T trains everyone to treat sexuality very private and elders with respect.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Socio-cultural barrier

**c. Age bias - PCs discomfort with older age of patient**

> “Personally, it’s a difficult topic (sexual health) to broach especially when you’re dealing with people who could be the age of your parents who might think that this is not something to be discussed” FPB07

The odds of PCPs being more comfortable discussing sex increased if the PCPs are of similar age group as the patient in each clinical vignette. PCPs that are 40+ years and older were 3.1 times more likely to be more comfortable discussing sex with middle aged and older male patients (p=0.03*) and PCPs 40+ years and older were 4.58 times more likely to be comfortable in sex health consultation with female middle aged and older patients. The p value without a (*) is not statistically significant but the OR suggests favourable direction of association. 

---

b. **Reluctant** as patient is not comfortable with younger aged physician

> “When they see or perceive you as a very young doctor, they may be very reluctant to discuss issues like that” MPB07

60.2% of the PCPs working in primary care in T&T are under 40 years old n=56

Majority of PCPs is <40yrs so the age difference between them and their older patients is more obvious. Older patients make PCPs feel their age disqualifies them from discussing sex as if they’re not old enough or experienced. PCPs feel they are reluctant to continue to pursue the topic after that reaction.
### BARRIERS (cont'd)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Socio-cultural barrier – (II)Gender</th>
<th>Gender bias – PCPs &amp; Patient have same sex preferences for sex health consultation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“You will find that it is female patients that open up in general. Very rarely you would find male patients wanting to open up to the female doctors...but I have had a couple male patients who were open, and I did find it a little bit uncomfortable.” [Female physician]</td>
<td>The odds of PCPs being more comfortable discussing sex increased if the PCPs are of same sex as the patient in each clinical scenario. Male PCPs were 4.75 times more likely to be comfortable discussing sex with a middle aged or older male patient ((p=0.00^\ast)) and female PCPs were 1.79 times more likely to be comfortable discussing sex with a middle aged or older female patient ((p=0.42)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Most women prefer to see a woman...” [Male PCP]</td>
<td>Convergence of PCPs comfort level when discussing sexual issues with 45+ yr old patients increased if they were of the same gender. These same sex preferences were heightened by other patient demographics namely religion, age or practice location. Perhaps, it easier to open up to someone of the same gender to discuss sex health-related issues as there is possibly comfort and assumed understanding in having a common ground.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\*The p value without a (*) is not statistically significant but the OR suggests favourable direction of association.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Themes</th>
<th>Qualitative Findings</th>
<th>Quantitative Statistical findings</th>
<th>Findings show:</th>
<th>Triangulated Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Socio-Cultural</strong></td>
<td><strong>Reticent &amp; Fearful of losing trust in a rural patient community</strong></td>
<td><strong>Triangulated Interpretation</strong></td>
<td><em>convergence/divergence/silence/complementarity</em></td>
<td><strong>Cultural norms in small rural communities promote reticence regarding sex for several reasons mainly because they live like a larger extended family increasing the feeling of a lack of privacy. Sexual health discussions are taboo in these communities and the worst outcome with a patient who feels disrespected in such a community is a loss of trust from them and the whole community. However, rural based PCPs are perhaps just more cautious and consider skillful ways of broaching the topic when necessary as they appear to be more likely to discuss sex health in rural practices more comfortably especially with female patients. Perhaps there are more female PCPs 45+ years working in rural communities. There are more non-Trinidadians posted there and female patients are more open to someone who is not from the community.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barrier - (iii)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Locality (rural communities with cultural taboos about sex)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Excerpt/Data</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“People in rural communities tend not to want to bring these topics up and you have to look at how you’re going to speak about it because if you make a misstep in a small village, in a rural community as a doctor, the patient’s trust in you is lost and it cannot be redeemed.” [FPB08, Trinidadian]</td>
<td><strong>• Even though 71% of the PCPs practice in urban settings, PCPs are 1.23 times more likely have discussions about sexual health with their middle aged and older patients in rural practice settings (p= 0.72). PCPs are 1.37 times more likely to be comfortable discussing sexual health with middle aged or older male patients (p= 0.07) and 1.43 times more likely with the females (p= 0.61) in a rural based practice.</strong> The <em>p values without a (</em>) are not statistically significant but the OR suggests favourable direction of association.**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Barriers (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Themes</th>
<th>Qualitative Findings</th>
<th>Quantitative Statistical Findings</th>
<th>Findings show: Convergence/ Divergence/ Silence/ Complementarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Socio-Cultural Barrier - (iv)</strong> Religion &amp; Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Avoidance behaviour and makes assumptions because of patient’s religion</td>
<td>“If they are Muslim I wouldn’t dare go there; they are too much religious. People who are so religious won’t want to talk, they don’t want to discuss this, and they don’t want to go there.” [Afro–Trini, Male PCP]</td>
<td>86% of PCPs agreed that patient’s cultural/religious beliefs often act as a barrier in sexual health discussions</td>
<td>Convergence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“They (staunch Christians) feel more uncomfortable than the rest discussing this; because of their religion and they worry of how it looks to society and stuff like that.” [MPB03]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Doubtful and resorts to stereotyping because of patient’s ethnicity</td>
<td>I ask more of the Afro-Trinidadian men and if they were not, I would not ask. [Afro–Trini, Male PCP]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quantitative associations were not gathered regarding PCPs religion/ethnicity and their knowledge, attitudes or practice as it was not incorporated in the survey; In the interviews many PCPs appear to be more comfortable discussing sex with similar ethnicities possibly like gender/ age</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“You get more openness from Afro-Trinidadian women than you do from Indo-Trinidadian to me. African women are far freer with talking about these things in a very casual way. Indian women are a lot cagier.”

[Mixed – Trini, Male PCP] preference where it may be easier to relate where there is similarity.
## BARRIERS (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Themes</th>
<th>Qualitative Findings</th>
<th>Quantitative Statistical findings</th>
<th>Findings show: convergence/ divergence/ silence/ complementarity</th>
<th>Triangulated Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The PCP’s Worldview</strong> (personal perspective of sexuality)</td>
<td>Disapproval about the patient’s sexuality choices and presenting complaint</td>
<td>“Personally, it is difficult as a physician to not let your own personal values influence your interaction with the patient and not be judgmental (of the sexual circumstances presented to you by the patient), because you can feel very uncomfortable.” FPB06</td>
<td>- 60.2% self-reported they were comfortable with all six sexual consultations in the survey</td>
<td>Personal Boundaries about sex are usually defined by sociocultural taboos which can be resolved by one’s knowledge base. Comfort level when discussing sexuality can be influenced by PCPs personal worldview on sexuality. This perspective can define a personal boundary and affect the PCPs ability to effectively discuss and address patients’ sexual issues. If the physician is uncomfortable with the sexual discussion this may be picked up by the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hesitant and visibly or audibly displaying discomfort to patient</td>
<td>“I know it is something that we have to overcome but if I am uncomfortable asking those questions and if that shows the patient will be uncomfortable.” FPB02</td>
<td>- PCPs with higher than average knowledge scores in prevalent sexual health conditions of middle and old age are 1.24 times more comfortable discussing sex health with female patients (p=0.72) and 2.24 times with male patients (p=0.10).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- 90.3% of the PCPs chose to counsel the middle-aged male patient with ED about his diagnosis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- 94.6% counsel the old woman about vaginal dryness and painful sexual intercourse and 77.2% offered to discuss her sexual health care treatment options with her.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- 63.4% chose to offer the middle-aged man with sexual dysfunction an opportunity to discuss his intimacy difficulties with his partner

\[ p \text{ values without (*) are not statistically significant but OR suggests favourable direction of association.} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The PCP’s Attitude (personal perspective of sexuality)</th>
<th>Reluctant uttering the word ‘sex’ in the interview with the researcher</th>
<th>“I’m going to tell her the fact that what’s happening is a normal thing during menopause with them they shouldn’t stop... you know?” MPB03</th>
<th>This finding could not be definitively tested or compared with in the self-reported survey.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“All of the patients I have understand that they can talk to me about ... because they complain that they don’t feel to ... you know ... to go and do...” FPB01</td>
<td>Silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Some PCPs found it difficult to utter the word ‘sex’ or ‘sexual’ with the researcher. Consider that they are not really comfortable with any sexual jargon and possibly they are not comfortable talking to patients about sex. The patient brings it up they will oblige though uncomfortable or this response was just the ‘correct’ answer for the researcher.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARRIERS (cont’d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **The Physician’s Behaviour** | **BARRIERS (cont’d)**  
| **(1) Negligent practices – rarely take a sexual history with patients over 45years** |  
| “Yes, it is important, because I think we do miss a lot (of information and untreated conditions) sexually and that is our fault because we rarely take sex histories from them” (FPB06)  
“It’s an often-neglected part” (FPB07) |  
| 49% of PCPs agree that taking a sexual history from a middle-aged or older patient is more time-consuming than taking one with a younger person | Taking a sexual history is indeed important, however overlooking it is more common practice |
| **(II) Unwilling – (unless if patient initiates sexual health discussion)** |  
| “From my personal experiences I haven’t done a lot of it unless they brought it up” (MPB02). |  
| 14% of PCPs agreed it would be disrespectful to routinely ask middle-aged and older about sex health. |  
| 20% ask on First Visit - when they register=74 |  
| 8% will ask if the patient has a relevant medical condition that warrants taking a sexual history n=79 |  
| 99% will ask if the sexual health complaint raised by patient during a consultation = 80 |  
| 28% will ask on an annual visit n =68 |  
| 2% will ask on each visit n=66 |  
| Physicians also reported that if they do take a sexual history with this age group, it is not done routinely. When it is taken it is only due to a patient presenting a complaint (mostly STI related) or as in majority of the cases if the patient initiates the discussion. |
PCPs who are MORE LIKELY to take a sexual history with their middle aged or older patients are:

- Trained in sexual history taking (OR=3.03; p=0.14; adjusted OR=3.37; p=0.12)

- Male physicians (OR=1.02; p=0.98; adjusted OR=0.93; p=0.93)

- 40+ years in age (OR=1.36; p=0.68; adjusted OR=1.71; p=0.59)

- Educated abroad for medical school (OR=1.36; p=0.68; adjusted OR=1.05; p=0.96)

- Graduated ≥10 years or more (OR=1.02; p=0.98; adjusted OR=1.53; p=0.76)

- Worked locally for ≤10 years or less (OR=1.60; p=0.51; adjusted OR=2.25; p=0.52)

- Urban practice setting (OR= 2.12; p= 0.29; adjusted OR= 2.32; p= 0.26)
Hesitant –Conditional Sexual history taking conducted with middle aged and older patients

“I would be very uncomfortable; I actually never asked a patient that (referring to sexual orientation) but maybe it is something that we need to consider. Sometimes on their physical appearance you may wonder that, sometimes a lot of patients become offended if you ask any questions like that, especially our culture. We may not see asking sexual orientation as a normal question, so I have never considered that to be honest.” FPB05.

99% PCPs ask about Condom use, Contraceptive use (female patients where applicable), STIs, Reproductive history or concerns (past pregnancies, births, menopause). 93% of PCPs ask about number of sexual partners. 91% ask about Sexual function problems (dysfunction, discomfort, libido, desire). 89% ask about Sexual activity and frequency of intercourse. 82% ask about Contraceptive use in their male patients. Only 60% of PCPs ask about Sexual abuse/violence. 55% ask about Type of sex practices (oral, vaginal, anal etc.)51% ask about Gender of sexual partners and Age of sexual partners and 48% reported they will ask about sexual orientation.

PCPs agreed that the typical questions on a standard sexual history are not adhered to in practice regarding this age group. They take a rather focused version neglecting questions regarding sexual orientation, sexual preferences (type of sex), and contraception (male and female) and for some even number of sexual partners. Sexual orientation is the most avoided question and has never been asked by any of the PCPs interviewed.
### BARRIERS (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal</th>
<th>Limitations of primary care as there is untimely feedback and follow up care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Environmental</strong></td>
<td>Lack of privacy to discuss sexual health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Public health centers don’t offer privacy for patients, so the patients will be in one room and they will not be a real door, there is just like a curtain and you can come in at any time”</td>
<td>FPB04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not quantitatively assessed</td>
<td>silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limitations of primary care as there is untimely feedback and follow up care</strong></td>
<td>“Primary care goes up to a point. We all know what to do but you have to know and understand the system we work in. If you send them in to see the specialist, you’re dictating that they have a longer time period before they are actually seen. I don’t see the sense in taking 3,4 and 5 months to get back test results then when we get back test results, wait another 3 to 4 months to get an appointment.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not quantitatively assessed</td>
<td>silence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even when PCPs do attempt to address sexual health issues they concur that the environment in most public health centers is not suitable to make the patient feel comfortable to discuss these issues and in

Sexual health issues of this age group may be neglected and not followed up due to lack of appropriate treatment options such as sexual health therapy, psychosexual counselling, some STIs and other hormonal testing and any sexual treatment for conditions or timely feedback for STI or other biochemical or imaging results in primary care.
Helplessness – resource poor settings not equipped to adequately support sexual health care regarding appropriate diagnostics tools, testing, referral options etc.  

“There are more issues now than before for e.g. in my day we didn’t have HIV... There is need to have some things in place so that doctors are able to encourage people and be able to communicate with them. We need to have the support systems to investigate in order to inform patients” MPB05

80% of PCPs identified that primary care is the most appropriate service for providing sexual health care

Though majority of PCPs indicated that primary care is appropriate service for sexual health care because it does offer limited sexual health care to this age group however, PCPs revealed in in-depth interviews that the existing primary health care system they work in does not foster supportive systems for them to accurately diagnose or prevent sexual health issues of this age group. This discourages PCPs to initiate or follow care protocols because at present many leads to incomplete diagnoses (except for STIs).

The PCPs explained that they work in resource poor settings with a limited manpower, time and treatment options which hamper their ability to be more exploratory during their consultations. Additionally, the physicians offer paternal focused care for the issues that the patient present as their primary complaint.
Unable due to time constraints

“We work in a system that is tremendously overloaded with patients and understaffed with doctors. You try to focus more on the problem they came for than address issues that they have with sexuality” MPB02.

“We wish we had more time to actually provide optimal primary healthcare” MPB03.

59% of PCPs agreed that there is not enough time to discuss sexual health with middle-aged and older patients convergence

Primary care is a resource poor setting with a limited manpower, time and treatment options which hamper their ability to be more exploratory during consultations. Additionally, the physicians offer paternal focused care for the issues that the patient present with as their primary complaint.

5. Stigma and Discrimination

Confidentiality & Trust issues

“They just don’t want you writing anything down ...It’s a closed society so they don’t want any of that out there. So you have to truly, truly step up and prove to them that everything they do there is in confidence.” MPB05

“Most women don’t want to go to a clinic where they may know the people who work in that clinic.” MPVO2

Not quantitatively assessed silence

PCPs are discouraged to take a sexual history because patients have concerns about confidentiality.
### Professional barriers

| Patient set barrier due to physicians’ status | “When people come to the clinic or hospital, they’re expectant, they’re needy and they come from a position where they feel you are high up and they’re down there” MPB05. | Not quantitatively assessed silence | Collective beliefs about roles in primary care regarding the expected physician-patient relations in these settings. PCPs reported that older patients view them as a person in authority that they should treat with respect (regardless of their age) because these patients’ place physicians as part of the elite in society. This perception of hierarchy then creates a professional barrier between physician and patient, and it promotes the paternalistic model of care as the patients revere the physician. In addition to an already defined ‘top – down’ relationship PCPs expressed that some of their patients think that a topic such as sexual health is taboo and therefore disrespectful. |

| Not a patient priority | PC is frequented by a large number of patients 45+ in age who visit for diabetes, high blood pressure as their primary complaint that gets addressed due time constraints or lack of courage from either the physician or the patient to bring up sexual health concerns. | Sexual health has little relevance to middle-aged and older people’s overall well-being =11% |  |
### Unbalanced views about sexual orientation

Sexuality is viewed as purely heterosexual. This could be due to the fact that homosexuality was ‘illegal’ in this country and frowned upon culturally. As a result, there is too much stigma and discrimination associated with addressing such concerns in the public domain and perhaps why it is difficult for it to be addressed by PCPs.

48% of PCPs reported that they would ask their middle aged and older patient about their sexual orientation. *n=79*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'Macho’ men rarely address their sexual health issues in primary care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Striking gender differences in health seeking behaviour are seen in primary care as men rarely attend the health center in general; and they have denial issues when it comes to potency problems and are ashamed to talk about that with the physician especially if it is another male – some will quicker speak with an older female physician about it.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sexual health is associated with younger patients</th>
<th>“To be honest, it’s only some case when I realized, these old people are doing it!” MPB06</th>
<th>46% of PCPs agreed that effort is better placed improving the sexual health of younger people.</th>
<th>Overall primary care is not equipped to deal with sexual health in the middle and old age except for STIs and reproductive health. Therefore, it is predominantly appropriate for younger age groups, anything else gets referred or it is not considered a priority.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sexual health care is overlooked</td>
<td>“A priority in our setting? Maybe not a priority but a major element in their health –yes- that is often underestimated and overlooked by primary care physicians” FPB06.</td>
<td>29% of PCPs agreed that sexual health of middle-aged and older people is not a public health priority n=91.</td>
<td>Divergence Sexual health care for the middle-aged and older is not considered a priority in the primary care setting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a national priority</td>
<td>“It has not been taught to us as a priority (sexual health in older people) so we don’t always have it in the forefront to talk about it.” FPB04.</td>
<td></td>
<td>PCPs acknowledged there isn’t a focus on sexual health care of middle aged and older adults in Trinidad &amp; Tobago. They admit that they have been encouraged to focus on chronic disease management for this age group, namely diabetes, hypertension and other CVDs, even though they do identify that sexual health care is linked to some of these chronic diseases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reticence or apprehension as a professional group</td>
<td>“It’s cultural. Probably there is a need for better communication between professional people; it’s a subject the profession brushes aside and the population doesn’t come forward; there are still a lot of taboos.” MPB09</td>
<td>Not assessed quantitatively silence</td>
<td>PCPs reveal that they are insecure about offering proficient sexual health care for patients 45 years and older and this stems from cultural taboos regarding sexuality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta Themes</td>
<td>Qualitative Finding &amp; Examples</td>
<td>Quantitative Finding &amp; Examples</td>
<td>Triangulated Interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Consultation tools</td>
<td>Needs</td>
<td>PCPs suggested use of communicative consultation tools to help them improve their sexual health discussions and history taking such as paper based tools e.g. sexual health Q&amp;A form for males and female patients to fill out and identify if they should ask the doctor about anything on the form alternatively they can tick what applies and hand it in to the doctor so s/he can ask the patient instead; a sexual health algorithm to follow, 3D models and pictures of the sexual reproductive organs and possible dysfunction.</td>
<td>PCPs agreed that the following tools were useful: 96.7% chose sexual History Question Checklist to remind them of what questions they should ask, n=93 90.1% selected a web based programme that automatically prompts questions to be asked based on patient information/history or diagnosis, n=91 94.5% opted for a paper-based Sexual Health flowchart that prompts questions to be asked based on patient information/history or diagnosis, n=92 92.5% chose anatomical diagrams or models to explain sexual matters to patients and for them to identify areas where their problems are, n=93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.4% selected a short list of questions on sexual health for patients to complete in the waiting room to give to me or for them to tick the things they want discussed, n=90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% of PCPs who responded chose sexual health information leaflets targeted at middle-aged or older people, n=91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.5% opted for sexual health posters for waiting or consultation rooms targeted at middle-aged or older patients, n=93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. **Interview techniques**

Reduce patient discomfort level as well as theirs

PCPs have generally reported that they try to keep their questions brief, express to the patient that it is important and also that their issues are common in their attempt to facilitate the discussion and make the patient less uncomfortable (as well as themselves).

Not assessed quantitatively (maybe counsel patient about diagnosis?)
Increase patient willingness to participate in sexual discussion by disguising the sexual health components

“I think people in the younger age group would expect you to take a STD kind of history but for the older age group I will bring it alongside the medical problems. Like when I am prescribing medications especially hypertensives, I would say okay, some types may cause a little problem with erectile dysfunction— Are you experiencing any problems in that already? Then I will talk about it in relation to heart disease- Well you know it might be a very early sign of Coronary Artery Disease- It helps to kind of get that question.....especially for the males in that age group..... You are telling them about the heart which should be an okay kind of topic, so saying that it might be a relation to erectile dysfunction and heart disease makes them more readily to talk about it.”

FPB01

It is important to discuss sexual function with patients with chronic health conditions, such as diabetes. 96%

PCPs attempt to facilitate the conversation by disguising the topic among other medical conditions such as chronic diseases.
Increase patient willingness to participate in sexual discussion by developing trust.

“It has to do a lot with empathy as a doctor. First... you try to calm their fears... let them know you have their best interests in mind. Educate them... let them know that you’re there for them... and understand that you have not interfered and that there’s a privacy clause that cannot be broken at all; now they’ll open up and talk to you. When they start telling you, whenever they come to the clinic, they are looking for you.” MPB03

Not assessed quantitatively (maybe counsel patient about diagnosis?)

Some of the more experienced PCPs have offered sincere communicative techniques to empathise and inspire the patient’s trust in order to facilitate a sexual health discussion or take a history.

Accept Physician’s responsibility

Most PCPs also agreed that it is the responsibility of the physician to initiate these discussions as it is their role, unlike the patient they are aware of what questions should be asked and in most cases the patient will not bring the topic up.

80% of the PCPs reported that middle-aged and older patients they see rarely discuss their sexual health during a consultation.

PCPs also identified that no matter how difficult it seems to discuss sexual health care with a patient it is their responsibility and it should be done, as it is a definitive opportunity to address sexual issues affecting patient’s health if not they will persist or develop.

10. Training & Education

Physician Medical Education: Needs – Training in middle and old age sexual health conditions, effective communication strategies and diagnostic sexual history taking to “Continuous education or training of a physician on how to handle sexual health issues for patients over 45 is very, very important” FBP01.

96% of PCPs agreed that doctors need more training on middle-aged and older people’s sexual health.

The PCPs indicated the need for more exposure to sexual health topics and skills at the medical student level, particularly in terms of communication, sexual history taking and sexual function in middle aged and older adults. They felt that increased knowledge in sexual health will make graduates adequately competent to overcome barriers (as they presently experience) when discussing such topics with their future patients. In terms of current training needs, PCPs unanimously agreed that further training at the postgraduate level is important, and they would
improve PCPs competence and confidence discussing and diagnosing sexual health concerns with this age group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Education: Empowerment and confidence discussing sexual health through patient sexual education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“I think once the public is sensitized that doctors will be asking these questions from time to time, they will be more aware and won’t think you are minding their business” FPB03.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% of PCPs agreed that more sexual health promotion targeting middle-aged and older people is needed n=91.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCPs indicated that there is need for population wide sexual education and targeting the middle aged and older age group about their issues and conditions they are more likely to face at this point in their lives. Some ideas included special talks, posters or pamphlets in the waiting room as these will help normalise sexual health within the clinical setting and give patients more confidence to discuss these issues with their doctor. This in turn will increase the populations’ overall awareness and the domino effect will be to improve PCPs overall confidence to initiate such discussions with them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Willingness to learn and improve sexual health communication

Training in the form of Continuing Medical Education (CME) workshops in sexual health communication in varied sexual health-related scenarios will be most useful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCPs Interest in Sex Health Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No – I have already had sufficient training in this area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No – I am not interested in any further training in this area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
End of Thesis

The gift of my family is incomparable.
You are the foundation of my strength and sustenance.

Thank you for your devotion and for your loyalty, moral support, having faith in me to do this,

I love you unconditionally
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